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Preface
The study of Vlking―Age place―names of Scandinavian oHgin may yicld
considerable kno、v cdge about a pc●od of 、vhich wc kno、v relativcly
littlc The p五Intt purpose of this book is to shcd somc light on thc
Scandinavian scttlcment in thc North Atlantic area Although this work
comp●scs thc most comprchcnsive collcction of recOrded fol11ls Of lhC
place―name elemcnt Old Norsc b`おra∂r to date,it is not to bc rcgarded to
be thc flnal word on thc subJcct l mercly intend this book to be a cont●‐
bution to our knowledgc of this placc―name elcment and to the naturc of
Scandinavian scttlemcnt in dis area
l havc bccn most fortunate in having been ablc to discuss sevcral ofthe
problems rclating to thc study ofthis place―namc clcmcnt with fnends and
colcagucs in Scandinavia and tllc BHtish lsles l am particularly gratcful
to Stcfan BHnk,Barbara Crawford,Staffan 3ふdell,Ian Frascr.Gun■la
Harling―Kranck,Bcdt Sandnes,Svavar Sigmundsson,PovI SkbP,Tom
Schmidt,B五an Smith,Simon Taylor,William P L Thomson,Mats Wahl
berg,Dorccn Waugh and Eivind Wcyhe for supplying me with info111la―
tion and alo、ving mc to quote their vicws
My grcatcst dcbtis to Bill Nicolaiscn for getting mc intcrcsted in placc―
namcs in the flrst placc,and to Gillian Fcllo、vs―Jenscn,my m ntor,who
has rcad this prescnt book in manusc‖p l would also like to thank Vlbekc
Dalbcrg who has bccn a grcat hclp on mattcrs of theory l am alsO greatly
indebtcd to all my othcr colleagues at the lnstitutc for Name Rescarch for
their supporl,cncouragcmcnt and many an enJoyablc hour in thcir com―
pany
Maps l-4 havc been clcctronically gcncrated by lne on thc basis of van‐
ous computcr soiwarc,such as Maps 6 0 by Europcan Standard Softwarc
(mapS l,2 and 4)and GcnMap UK 1 04(map 3)Maps 5-10 are sketch
maps wlllch have bccn based on vanous topographical matcHal Thcsc arc
a‖thc work ofiny good fhend Jemk Winther Johannscn,and l owe him
a grcat many thanks for his fHcndly assistance
l am not a native to thc North Atlantic area,and my work on theあろ′―
s″δr placc‐namcs has providcd me、vith a rar  insight into a uniquc and
divcrsc rcgion,whosc pcoplc,landscapc and histor/1 have comc to value
?
very highly indeed. It has been a pleasure and a privilege to have had the
opportunity to peer through the looking glass and gaze at the wonders of
this world.
Copenhagen. May 2001
Peder Gammeltoft
List of phonetic symbols
Onc ofthe problems in cOnnection、vith the wh ng ofthis book has been
the question of phonetic rcndehngs Diffcrent alphabets have bccn used
with diffcrcnt place―amcs The phonetic symbols used in this book have
bccn rcduccd to thc smallcst possiblc number l■is has bccn done with
incrcascd rcadability in mind For instance,the phonctic alphabet used in
Nors々′ Gα
“
ご″αソ71′ Opcrates with greater nuanccs than does thc
rPIセ
“
arJο
“
αι P″ο
“
αたA″力aゎ′′(IPA),C g in tellls ofindicaung tOnally
Although it is a tempting idea to rcnder a pronunciation of a placc‐name
as prcciscly as possiblc and onc tllat should always bc attcrnptcd,it is in
tc■11ls of practicality and rcadability not optimal Thc problcm lies in thc
factthatit would dcmand too much previous study on bchalf ofthe read‐
er to achicve adequatc skills in dccipheHng a concise phonetic rcndering
l havc,therefore,opted for a more simplistic and lcss nuanccd phonetic
rendc●ng in many of dle placc―nalnes
ln onc area, howcvcr. I havc chosen to adopt double standards ln
Nor、vegian phonctics,itis customaw to indiCatc not only vo、vcllcngth bu
also consonant lcngth,which is indicatcd by a doubling of the consonant
in qucstion Sincc this featurc may aid the etymological analysis of a
placc―name,I havc chosen to maintain this system whcrc it has hidlc■o
been utiliscd,ie in Norway
The phonctic symbols uscd in this book arc listcd below in thc following
manncr:Thc ordcr is alphabctical with thc`purcst'sOunds appeanng flrst
Vowcls come in thc order: short voweL 10ng vo、vel, and diphthongs:∂
comes aftcr thc ttgroup,夕aFter thc r―group,and α,″,う,χ,and γ sounds
appcar at thc cnd ofthe list
= as in Danish mqnd ltrutnj
= as in Eng. fgther lfa:da)
= as in Eng. find lfaind)
= as in Eng. hour laual
= as in Eng. bin [btnl
= as in Eng. lesk ldesk), find ffaind]
= as in Eng. balger lbedzal, general ldrenral)
= as in Eng. the ldal
= as in Danish med [medl
= as in Danish leve lle:ua)
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asin Eng g″ιレe″]
as in Old Norseの′″[%s′方]
`schwa',asin Engルga瞬ククa]
asin Eng gι′むcr]
asin Eng F″dVとj″切
asin Eng gα
“
[″j′]
asin Eng 力ο
“
れグ〔力α
“
″4
asin Noぃvegian Jを [′jカル]
asin Eng Йη′ρy[力αpj〕
asin Eng ιJ″ [bF″]
asin Eng yο
“υ
″]
asin Eng cα″ο′[た,レ″],1′
"le〔
′々″]
asin Eng″′ι〔ル″]
`thick'ι,as may bc found in Eng ball[bο:7]
asin Engttrル[“′jた]
asin Engュε´々 [″ε々〕
as in Eng滋J″gレ′]
a palataliscd ″ a  in thc VVcstem Nonvcgian
Fanbostad vbηηbοSS″]
asin Eng ιο〃  [bο″司
as in Danishたι Lわlわ〕
asin Eng ρ施″′Lわ“
″]
asin Eng λο
`[力
,′l
asin Eng Paガレ,′]
as in Ork dialcct″ο″s′ [″,″S`]
asin Eng 2,′ο′レαjわ]
asin Engク″″ιr[“″,]
asin Eng』,7t ′′IS′,]
asln Eng立″υレ]
asin Eng箋″ISたI″l,′″圭 [″s珂
asin Eng sル″ιr[s●″′]
asin Eng″″′″[“ ,1,たj71r[″々]
as h Eng εみ
“
″1[ψクた],″盪 [ ″々引
asin Engiり″gレ
`]as in Danish“″″ [″″′]
as in Eng“οο″[“′"]asin Eng sz″Is′″]
asin Eng r″ι′[υοlι′l,″セ′S[“″j曖]
asin Eng i′
`"′
〔″,7t′〕
as in Danish“ッ″″〔″ノr21
place-name
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′  =  as in Danish“y″〔″ノ=″〕
ィ  =  as in some Westcm Nonveglan placc‐namcs ln″メJ′‐
〔″″放ι′]
ぇ    =    asin Eng ζ`
α
′[ぇ″ι]
α  =  as in Danish J″sIル2S]
ζ   =   as in Danish″∫′〔lα=Sal
多   =   as in Danish″グ′〔
“
″わ〕
´  =  as in Danish″グ′[″´ ′]
″:  =  asin the Westem Noぃvcgian placc―n m  ttbοSr[″j湧∫∫]
ど   =   as in Swedish力●″[た。rl
う    =    as in Danish力盪b[力』う]
力  =  as in Danish s′ゼ′ISrだ:′ 〕
χ    =   as in Scots ιοc/1[loχ and Gellllan ac力[`χ]
γ   =   as in thc Lcwis placc―nam  Bοs″[b,S″γ]Employed in thc
local dialcct to cloSe an othcrwise open flnal sy‖ablc
r,   =    Brackets lndicatcs that a symbol fluctuates betwccn bcing
pronounced and not being pronounced
I    =    Main stress,al、vays indicated
,    =    Secondaヮstrcss,only indicatcd、vhcn n ccssav
1. Introduction
l. 1. General introduction
This book is a revised and reworked version of my Ph.D .-thesis The place-
name element Old Norse bdlstadr An interdisciplinary study of the devel'
opment of, and change in, place-rnmes which contain the geneic -b6l-
stadr from their origins in Norway to lheir dissemination to lhe North
Atlantic area and elsewhere, (Aarhus Universitet, 1999). The present
work is intended as a survey of the development of the place-name gener-
ic, ON bdlsradr, m., from being a local northern Scandinavian place-name
type to becoming the most widespread place-name generic in the North
Atlantic. The collected material will be submitted to a detailed analysis of
the reasons behind the development of, and change in, the onomastic
inventory ofthe specifics. The focus of attention will be on the Norwegian
and Scottish material. In order to achieve as complete a picture of this
place-name type as possible it has been necessary to collect as many
known place-names in ON bdlsradr as possible.
The place-name material has been collected paflly from already pub-
lished works and partly from map sources. The total number of place-
names investigated here amounts to 461.r Each place-name will undergo
a thorough etymological analysis on the basis of source material and, to
a lesser degree, pronunciation. Not all of the place-names in this book
derive from ON b1lstadr, m. A fair proportion of the place-names earlier
interpreted as having derived from this place-name element are, in fact,
of different origins, as are some later analogical reflexes of ON bdlstadr.
These two distinct types of place-names will be discussed where relevant
and are listed separately in Appendices I and 2 under their respective
country of location. However, the bulk of the place-names do originate
from ON b1lstadr and the focus of this book will naturally be on these
names.
The place-name material is structured so that each gernine b6lstadr
place-name investigated in this book will appear in the section pertaining
to the country in which it is located. For each country, a survey of gener-
l. An additional 7l place-names and 19 other constructions containing the East Scandina-
vian cogtate bolstaper, m., have also been included in this book. albeit with less attention
paid to interpretation of the individual names and constructions.
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al and regional phonetic developments of the element b6lstadr will apper
in a separate sub-chapter prior to the section containing the place-name
material proper. The place-name sub-chapters are divided into sub-sec-
tions of place-names that are simplex formations and place-names that are
compound formations 
- 
unless stated otherwise.
Each entry is listed alphabetically in its modem, latest known, or nor-
malised form. The place-names are grouped alphabetically-etymological-
ly, i.e. the place-names are listed alphabetically (d comes afier d, h aftet t,
and e, o,0, and ri appear at the end of the list). If there is more than one
name of the same etymology the group of names of common origin is list-
ed together under the first occuraence alphabetically, ordered by modem
(or latest known) form, county and parish. Each place-name is followed
by an indication of its topographical status if known (Ordnance Survey
classificationsystem:S=settlement; R = relief; W = water, A = antiqui-
ty; O = other). Each entry has its location stated, for example a grid refer-
ence wherever possible (NGR-type for Britain and UTM-type elsewhere),
parish (occasionally incl. local district or island) and county. Although I
have done my outmosl to locate each place-name investigated in this sur-
vey as closely as possible, some entries cannot be located any more closely
than to parish or even county.
Then follow the sources for the indiyidual place-name. These form the
basis for interpretation and include both source-forms afld phonetic tran-
scriptions (where these have been stated in previously published works).
The individual source-forms are cited with the recorded form first, fol-
lowed by the year of recording and source-identification. This is typically
further supplemented with page or document details, although these are
sometimes omitted if the source-forms are taken from an otherwise reli-
able secondary source.
The interpretation of the place-name, prompted by its source forms, fol-
lows immediately. The object of discussion is usually the specific. The
generic will only be discussed if there is any doubt as to its origin or if any
other circumstances about the generic require additional discussion.
Entries with a common origin are listed and interpreted together under the
alphabetically first occurring form. The interpretation will be as thorough
as I deem necessary for a satisfactory conclusion as to an origin. Place-
names whose specifics are of the same origin are normally listed together.
However, if there are clear differences in number and case between the
individual examples, the listing of the place-names in question will be
according to these differences.
t4
―~――- ON bOistalr
‐―――――‐ OSw bo[steler
,     denotes a 3ingle
isOlated ex3mple
ゝ軟灘)、  多木J
＼
覆 i★′I)′み
オ メゝ ヽ
Fig. l. The distribution of place-names in Old Norse Dzilslddl and Old Swedish ,okraper.
There will also be an attempt to analyse localities with names in ON
b<ilstadr from a lopographical point of view. Optimally, all the names in
this work should have undergone a topographical survey, but owing to the
large number of names and their widespread distribution (see fig. l.), this
has not been possible. Therefore, the topographical survey will be in the
form of a couple of case study surveys from representative areas in both
Norway and Scotland. Bdlstadr-settlements from the counties of Sogn og
Fjordane and Mgre og Romsdal in western Norway will be included in
this study in order to find out what the settlement situation was in the
country of origin and how naming in ON b<ilstadr took place there. A
similar survey has been undertaken in Shetland, to represent the colonial
settlement situation. The survey data from these two areas make possible
a comparative study of settlement structures in the homeland and in the
colonies. Various parameters will be utilised in the attempt to determine
what was the preferred settlement site for a b6lstodr-setllement. Hope-
fully, this will reveal what motives prompted the Viking-Age settlers to
use this type of place-name and for which kind of localities. The term
Viking Age covers, in accordance with the general scientific tradition, the
period from c. AD 800-1100.
1.2. Theoretical and methodological considerations
Although the study of names, or Onomastics, has its foundations in a long
tradition of research, it has no clear-cut definition of its object of research:
the proper noun. T\erefore, I find it necessary to outline the terminology.
The reason for the uncertainty is the application of the term name (and tts
cognates), which is the popular rendering of the terminology for this brand
of science in most European languages. The term name is, however, not
very precise in its classification of the subject. The problem lies in the fact
that the term name is generally used for proper norns as well as for col-
lective nouns. For instance, words like budgerigar, wren, magpie and star-
ling are usually referred to as bird names, although these are in reality not
proper names but appellatives denoting special classes of birds. A bird
name only really occurs when for example a budgerigar is called Mount-
batten or James, or any other term singling out one budgerigar from all
others.
The cause of this confusion has to do with the methods of classification
of the noun in classical Latin grammar. Here, nouns were divided into two
tyrys'. nomen appellativum and nomen proprium. The similarity of the
terminology of the two classes later caused them to be confused with
each other and they are now often referred to by the same term: i.e.
name.2 Therefore, to avoid confusion, the two classes of nouns in this
work will be referred to as appellative ar,d name, respectively. Their char-
2. Dalb€rg, Vibeke, 'Afgransningsproblemer i navneforskningen', published in DarJt" Stu-
diet 1989 (Copihagen, 1989), p. 35.
l6
acteristics are as follows: an appellative has meaning, e.g. a meaning that
constitutes the group of characteristics and attributes that are common for
a phenomenon. For instance the term cd, has signification because it is
possible to talk about an appe:uance, characteristics, etc., which are com-
mon for all cnls and which thereby define the term c0r. In other words,
appellatives connote. Names, on the other hand, cannot be said to function
in the same way. The term Edinburgh does not signify.r It is not possible
to establish one set of attributes, appearances or characteristics that are
common for all Edinburghs and which defines the term Edinburgh. T\e
term Edinburghis denotative 
- 
iI refers to one single individuality. Viewed
in isolation, cat may be connected to an infinite number of specimens,
namely all those which fall within the area of meaning for the term. The
term Edinburgh refers to one single individuality only, as the term can
only be linked to one specimen. When the term Edinburgh is nevenheless
able to be linked to more than one individuality, it is because there exists
more than one name of this form. This means that names point out indi-
vidualities not only in the lanSuage ue (la parole), but also in the lan-
guage system (la lanque).a This may not be the most unequivocal termi-
nology, but it is the most manageable one, and the generally accepled one
in this field of study. All other word classes are refened to by their respec-
tive general terms, such as verb, adjective, adverb, etc.
Onomastics can be divided fu(her into two main categories, namely,
place-name studies or loponymics and the slad-v of personal names or
dnthroponymics. This book will, as should be more than obvious by now,
be concerned with the former type of study. Place-names are created by
utilising the word material available at any given point in time. This word
material can either be non-proprial (i.e. appellatives, adjectives, adverbs,
pronouns, etc.) or even proprial (personal names or place-names entering
into new place-name constructions, usually as specifics, but also as
unchanged forms applied to new places as a result of analogy). Place-
3.lt should be noted that although names do not signify when functioning as names, they
have all been formed on the basis of the word material available at rhe dme of coinage.
This name material all signified. This means that before and during coinage, the elements
consdruting a name all had meaning. It is the analysis of the elements of a name at a pre-
proprial stage which is the basis of the etymological analysis of names.
4. Cf. Christensen (Dalberg), Vibeke & Sgrensen, John Kousgerd, Sterlnavnelorskning l,
(Copenhagen, 1972), pp. 9-12, and Nicolaisen, W. F. H., 'Early Scandinavian naming in
the Westem and Northem lsles', published in lvorthem Scotfuul 3,2 (1979-80), p. 106.
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names are created by means ofthe standard utilisation ofthe syntax, gram-
mar and vocabulary which exists as the source language at the time and
place of naming. Therefore, it is possible, if enough is known about the
language at the time of naming, to make an etymological analysis of the
generic form of a place-name. The etymological analysis of place-names
has traditionally been the main concem of all place-name researchers.
Howeveq it can be argued that this type of research deals not with place-
names but with the components of place-names prior to place-name for-
mation.5 Naturally, the place-names chosen for study will be subjected to
an etymological analysis, as this is most helpful in trying to get to grips
with how a name formation was applied, not only in its physical sur-
roundings, but also by the society in which it was applied. Furthermore,
there will be a semantic analysis, in the tradition of the system devised by
Kurt Zilliacus,6 of the combination of the specific with its generic. This
model of analysis has been used in order to get a more detailed view of
why ON bdlstadr was applied to certain sites in the way it was, and to iso-
late the original usage of this type of generic.
In order to get the best picture on which to base the etymological analy-
sis (which will also be the basis for the semantic analysis), it is necessary
to get as close to the original formation as possible. The ideal would be to
know the time of coining as well as the namer and his or her reasons for
naming. In real terms, however, the picture is quite different. Although the
majority of names in -bdlstadr arc usually no more than 1000-1200 years
old at the most, they are still, so to speak, from a pre-historic age. From
the Viking Age there are few written Scandinavian sources. Viking culture
had little tradition for writing and oral means of communication prevailed.
Most of what we know from written sources about the Viking Age has
either been written by the victims of Scandinavian aggressors or by later
medieval scribes writing down stories of yore, the sagas. However great
the sagas are as literature, they are not historical sources, and should not
be approached as such. Hence, knowledge must inevitably come from
medieval and, more often than not, later sources. The younger the source,
the more tentative some of the individual analyses will be.
Since the dissemination of these place-names covers a large area,
Norway, northem and westem Scotland, Iceland and the Faroe Islands,
5. Dalberg, Vibeke, SredrurneEndinger og funktionalitet, (Kdbenhavn, 1991), p. 9.
6. Cl Zilliacus, Kun, 'Ortnarnnen i Houtskit', in SNF 55, (Helsinki, l 6).
l8
there have naturally been numerous sources to check.? Wherever suitable
edited material has not been available, any relevant sources have been
checked personally. However, if earlier researchers have satisfactorily
explained the origins of sources of place-name forms, these are taken to
be reliable.
It is on the basis of these sources and occasionally of phonetic tran-
scriptions of the individual forms that the analysis of the place-name
material will take place. The analysis will consist of an etymological
explanation of the name in the source language, as well as an explanation
of the pbonetic development of the place-name if this is not immediately
clear. Any pan of speech that is included in the semantic analysis will be
presented in the normalised coinage-form. The combined etymological
and semantic analysis should then help to explain the onomastic function
of ON bdlsradr. The appellatival connotations of this place-name element
will serve as a guide for the explanation of its onomastic function. With
careful consideration of these parameters, it should be possible to come to
a linguistic conclusion about this place-name tyPe. By source language is
meant the closest possible known and described language, i.e. Old Norse
(ON), part of the western branch of the North Germanic family of Indo-
European.
A place-name usually stands on its own 
- 
the individual place-name on
its own denotes a location. In other words, it is a formally primary forma-
tion. Not uncommonly, however, a place-name forms part of another
place-name. It forms part of a denotative structure 
- 
it is a formally se-
condary place-name. A fair proportion of the formally primary place-name
formations in this book contain other place-names. Other place-names in
this study are themselves formally secondary. Whenever a formally se-
condary name is discussed, its status will be clearly marked with an aste-
rix (*).
Dating a place-name is a complex matter, and dating a group of place-
names is no more simple, although emerging pattems help to give a gen-
eral idea as to the dating. Dating can be absolute, i.e. fixed to a particular
date or period in time, or it can be relative, i.e. fixed in relation to one or
more phenomena. Only a few place-names can be dated absolutely, as it is
rarely known exactly when a place-name was formed. Occasionally, a
source may refer to an act of naming, but this is the exception rather than
the rule. Instead, most dating of place-names is relative. In this respect it
7. For a full list of sources, see Sirliography and Abbreviarions, below.
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is normal to relate naming within termini inter qvos, t.e. within a frame of
earliest possible and latest possible date of naming.
The methods by which to determine the dating of a place-name are
numerous and differ greatly. Roughly speaking, the criteria may be either
linguistic or non-linguistic.s When linguistic dating-criteria are applied,
the place-name in question is checked against the chronology established
by historical linguistics. In this respect the place-name is always regarded
as an identified linguistic entity. Place-name dating can be undertaken if
certain phonological or syntactical aspects are found displaying peculiari-
ties datable to a cenain historical linguistic period. Furthermore, if loan
words are found whose entry into the language can be dated to cenain
periods, then these can also be used for identification. There are two points
one has to bear in mind when using linguistic criteria for dating. Firstly,
the place-names undergoing dating must be genuine place-name forma-
tions. If the place-names themselves in their entirety are existing linguis-
tic eniities (i.e. words in everyday use), the linguistic dating-methods can
only be used to date the formation of these entities as words and not as
place-names. Secondly, the linguistically datable features must be attested
outside the category of place-names, as the dating otherwise would lead to
a circular argument.
Often a place-name can be dated on grounds of historical events, geo-
graphical location, or from its appearance in the written sources. These
methods of dating are also called nonJinguistic criteria. These criteria
date the place-name in relation to its connection to certain events. Other
nonJinguistic criteria, such as e.g. statistical dating (tax-assessment, etc.)
and archaeological dating, only really date the locality to which a place-
name refem and not the place-name formation as such. Even if the age of
a place-name and that of the locality to which it refers are often the same,
at least when talking about settlement names, I feel that these latter crite-
ria should be used only with the utmost caution. Since place-names in ON
b1lstadrlOSw bolstaper are to a large degree found in the Scandinavian
Viking-Age (and late-Medieval) colonies, their dating will to a large
extent rely on historical events. Sometimes the sources can indicate a date
of formation. Under all circumstances. place-names will always have been
formed prior to their occurrence in written sources, and this automatical-
ly gives a date of formation terminus ante qvem. Thts dating is, nonethe-
less, usually extremely rough, as the occurence of a place-name in writ-
8. Christensen (Dalberg), Vibeke & Sorensen, John KollsgArd, Stednavneforskning I, (Co-
penhagen, 1972), p. 163.
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ten sources does not indicate a date of establishment any closer than prior
to occurrence 
- 
this can be anything from a day to hundreds of years ear-
lier. Only rarely do the sources offer an absolute date and nowhere in the
present material.
A purely linguistic analysis of a place-name type cannot, unfortunately,
reveal all the influence the given site had on the selection of the particu-
lar name in question. For a more rounded analysis of this place-name type,
I have resorted to a topographical survey. Information about features such
as altitude, distance from the sea, distance from water, slope, soil type, soil
quality, the physical relation to other key types of place-name, etc., may
give us some degree of understanding of the application of ON bdisradr to
certain types of localities. Furthermore, some attention will be paid to
archaeology. Archaeological remains may help to determine whether the
settlement-sites given names in ON Drjlstadr were established on already
utilised land or not.
Ideally, such a survey would be applied to every single place-name
studied in this book, but considerations such as the size and format of this
present volume of Navnesludierhas caused me to include only a couple of
case studies from two areas. Since I am neither a settlement historian nor
an archaeologist and since it is difficult from today's conditions to see
what the settlement situation was like at the time of initial settlement, it is
natural that the extra-onomastic information has had to be approached
with caution. Whatever the findings of the case studies, they have to be
taken only as indicative of what the actual settlement situation may have
looked like.
1.3. The disposition of the book
The focus of attention will be on the place-name ON bdlsradr and on its
expansion westward, which took place in the parts of Scotland with a
Scandinavian influx 
- 
also called Scotia Scandinavica.e These areas are
9. Since it is difficult to define the areas of Scandinavian influence in Scotland more pre-
cisely, I am here using the terminology invented by Professor w. F. H. Nicolaisen to cover
the areas of Scotland which felt a Scandinavian influence during the Viking Age and later
Ci W. F. H. Nicolaisen, 'Place-names as evidence for linguistic stratification in Scotland',
in Dalberg, V, Holmberg, B.. Sorensen, J. Kousgerd (eds), tr'ORlV,4-Rapponer 18. Splog-
videnskobelig udnyttelse af stedrwvnemateriarel, (Uppsala, 1980), pp.2l9-20.
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the Northern Isles, Caithness and Sutherland, the Hebrides and their adja-
cent mainland. In order to understand fully the extent and development of
the usage of this type of place-name in a colonial framework, it is neces-
sary, firstly, to look closely at the onomastic situation and settlement pat-
tem in the country of origin, Norway. Additional information may be
gained from other areas in which ON bflstadr was used as a place-name
element. Therefore, most of the work will be focused on Norway and
Scotland, especially on the designated areas of Shetland and Sogn &
Fj ordane/M6re & Romsdal, Norway.
At the time of coinage of place-names in bdlstadr, Norway and Scotia
Scandinavica were to a large extent part of the same linguistic and cultur-
al environment. The language of the Scandinavians in both places was
West Scandinavian or Old Norse (ON) and their culture was typical of the
Viking Age, albeit with a heavy element of Christianity in the Nonh
Atlantic area. The nearest areas. Iceland and the Faroe Islands have been
included in this study because they were also part of the same historical,
linguistic and cultural environment as that in Norway and Scotia
Scandinavica in the Viking Age. In other words, the areas included are
those which saw the western dissemination of ON bdlstadr.
There was also an East Scandinavian version of this place-name ele-
ment, namely Old Swedish (OSw) bolstaper, m.lSw bolstad, sb. The dis-
tribution of this element is much more limited. It is found mostly in east-
central Sweden and in the south-westem pans of Finland, in the areas
where Swedish influence was most significant. The usage of OSw bol-
staper is ruther different from that of ON b1lstadr in a number of aspects
and not directly related. Therefore, the focus of attention on this material
will be minimal and only a rough outline of the East Scandinavian dis-
semination will be offered in this book (in Ch. 8).
The layout of this book has been structured so that the origin and
appellatival usage of bdlstadr will appear prior to the chapters on the
place-name material. Otherwise, each country will be dealt with separate-
ly, and all formal information relating to the object of discussion, ON bdl-
lrt zdr, such as geography, dissemination, previous research into the place-
name element, etc., will be discussed first. Then the place-name material
will be analysed and dated. When the origins and dates of names have
been established, it is possible to determine which locations are suitable to
be included in the topographical survey. The total amount of information
then forms the basis for the conclusions drawn about this place-name ele-
ment.
The various analytical tools used in this book are all based on a variety
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of theories. Wherever an analytical tool is used here, the theories and ideas
behind the system are discussed at the beginning of the chapter in which
it occurs.
1.4. The historical background
At the beginning of the Viking Age, Norway consisted of a number of
petty kingdoms. But in the early 870s, Harald Finehair finally managed to
assume power over Norway (or at least the southem and westem parts of
Norway). He challenged many of the powerful chieftains on the West
Coast and they met him in battle at Hafrsfqrdr - a battle that fell out in
Harald's favour. Harald seems to have been an energetic and ambitious
king and he also made a serious attempt to subdue the Norse dominions in
the Northem Isles and the Hebrides, although his motives for this are
tncertail. HeimskrirrSla mentions that many powerful people fled to these
islands and carried out piracy on the Norwegian coast from there. It is
likely that it was these dissenters Harald wanted to bring under control,
albeit it is just as likely that Harald wished to secure taxes from these new
and prosperous areas. From then on the King of Norway was nominally
the sovereign of the Norse colonies in Scotland and Man. More often than
not, however, the local leaders in the colonies kept the king's tribute for
themselves, as did for instance Ketil Flatnose, whom Harald Fairhair had
sent to rule the Hebrides for him.
It is not known when and how the first excursions from Norway into the
North Atlantic area took place, nor is it known whether the first contact
between the incoming Norse and the local populations was peaceful or
violent. When any sort of Norse activity is recorded in the British Isles and
in the North Atlantic by Christian chroniclers, the focus is solely on vi-
olence and aggression. The first lime the Annals of Ulster specifically
mentions Norse activity in the area relevant for this study is in 795. The
entry for that year is as follows: 'The buming of Rathlin by the Gentiles;
and Skye was pillaged and devastated'. Fear and hopelessness shines out
of this statement, but what was it that made the Scandinavians capable of
such incursions, and why did they act in this way?
The British Isles were a convenient stepping-stone for the Scandinavian
peoples to trade with Westem Europe. The Scandinavians had commodi-
ties such as furs, walrus-ivory, soapsione, rope and amber, which were
highly valued by other European communities. The Scandinavians, for
their part, were interested in goods such as glass, honey, wine, precious
stones, jewellery and metals, etc. The interest in the exchange of goods
?
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and wares meant a growth in trade and the emergence of trading towns in
Scandinavia, such as Hedeby, Ribe, and Birka, prior to and during the
Viking Age. The apparent increase in trading seems to suggest an empha-
sis on trade as a means of acquiring wealth and higher standards of living.
Cenainly, there is some evidence from archaeological excavationsrr)in the
said trading centres, which seems to suggest so. The Scandinavians had
the technology for sea trading more than any other people in this region,
and hence also the motivation to negotiate vast stretches of water to gain
goods. We have no positive proof from contemporary sources that trade
was the original reason for Scandinavians paying visits to the British Isles,
but certain chronicles have certainly suggested so.rl
These centuries also testify to this growth in wealth in other ways. Iron
production and the technologies associated with the production of iron
improve, and this should mainly be seen as an attempt to improve pro-
duction methods in agriculture. More and more land seems to have come
under cultivation during this time 
- 
mostly as the result of a not insigni-
ficant increase in the population. The increase in population was also pro-
bably caused by improved living conditions in Norway as a result of the
growth in wealth. However, all available land was eventually brought
under cultivation and the area could no longer sustain a further increase in
the population. Recent archaeological studies from Hedemarken in Nor-
way have shown that the utilisation of farming land was stretched to the
utmost, with farming settlements situated even on the edge of today's
arable land.r2 To avoid overpopulation and ensuing poverty, many people
seem to have left their native Norway to eke out an existence in the North
Atlantic, as can be seen in the huge number of Norse place-names found
in the former Norse colonies in Scotland. Furthermore, information from
historical sources suggests that the settlement or landruim of Iceland was
complete within 60 years of the discovery of the country.
That Norse activity was great in the North Atlantic area at the beginning
of the Viking Age is visible mainly through sources such as the Aznals o/
Uhrur mentioned above, as well as through the rather later saga literature.
The first period of recorded Scandinavian impact on Britain, the raids,
10. Graham-Campbell,lar'ies, The l4kings, (t ndon, 1980), pp.87-90.
I I . Ci e.g. 'Giraldus Cambrensis, Topographia Hibemica', Opera, vol. V, p. 186', published
in ,SSfl, p. 280.
12. Pilg, t ars, 'Urgerden 
- 
en mytes dod. Et kitisk blilk pi grunnlaget for norsk bosetnings-
historisk forskning', in Sandnes, Berit, et al. (eds), NORN,  -Rapporter 708. Oluf Rygh
rapport fta symposium pA Siklestad l3-15 ma, 1999, (Uppsala, 2000), p. 182.
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starts in the late 8n century with the murder ofthe reeve in Portland c. 789-
802rr and the raid on Lindisfame in north-eastern England in 793. The
year 794 records the first attack by Scandinavians on Scotland, with the
following entry in the Annals of Ulster: 'Devastation of all the islands of
Britain by the gentiles'.ra From then on there is a continuous succession of
raids and attacks on Scotland. Both religious centres and secular sites were
raided, starting with Iona and Rathlin and the devastation of Skye in 795,
the plundering ofthe Hebrides and an attack on Scotland in 798, r5 etc. The
British Isles was not the only target of Viking activity. Dicuil notes in his
De mensura orbis terrae in the year 825 that the Christian anchorite mis-
sion in what appears to be the Faroes had been given up 'because of the
Northman pirates'.r6
It remains unknown whether the sudden flourishing of Viking attacks
on the British Isles signifies that the Norse colonisation had already
begun, or whether it occurred in the wake of the devastation. One piece of
circumstantial evidence from the later Fterer-inga saga, however, suggests
that the Norse settled in the Northem British Isles early on.r7 This saga
starts with the words: 'A man called Grimr Kamban was the first to settle
in the Faroe Islands' [my translationlts. Judging from Grimr Kamban's
byname, he would seem to have been of mixed Gaelic-Norse descent, as
Kamban is an Old Norse rendering of the Gaelic word' camm<in, itself
derived from camm'lame, misshapen'. r' The saga does not say explicitly
when he settled in the Faroe Islands, but the saga does state that Grimr
Kamban's grandson P6r6lf Forsteinsson went with Hrafnafl6ki to look for
Iceland in the last third of the 96 century, traditionally said to be c. 870.
This means that Grimr Kamban's settlement in the Faroe Islands must
13. Anglo-Saxon Chmricle, Ch. 787, in Whitelock, Dorothy (ed.), fie Anglo-Saron chroni-
cle : a revised trunslitioa, (New Brunswick, 196l).
14. 'Annals of Ulste. vol. i.', in EJJH, vol. 1,p.255.
15. 'Annals of Ulster vol. i.'; 'Annals of lnnisfallen: Rerum Hibemicarum Scriptores, vol.
ii.'; 'Dublin Annals of Innisfallen, Rerum Hibemicarum Scriptores, vol. ii,', in ESSfl,
vol. i., pp. 255-7.
16. Tiemey, J. J., Dr'crrili liber de mensura orbis rerrae, (Dublin, l 7), vii, Ch. 15, pp. 74-
1.
17. The Fereyinga saga may originally have been written c. 1200. It is not known in its
entirety, only fragments of it survive in various Icelandic sagas.
18. "Madr er nefndr Grimr Kamban. han byg6i fyrstr Fareyjar", in Halld6rsson, Olafur
(ed.), FErelineo saga, (Reykjavik, 1987), Ch. l, p 3.
19. Ct Lind 1920-1, p. 185.
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have occurred a considerable time in advance of Hrafnafl6ki's Icelandic
joumey, most likely in the first half of the 9th century. How Grimr got his
byname is of course not known but it is nol conceivable that he should
have acquired it without his and other Norse people's having already been
in Iongstanding contact with Gaelic-speaking people, most likely in a set-
tlement situation. The later Icelandic and Faroese sources must, however,
be approached with caution, as they generally relate to events that
occurred up to three centuries earlier. However, as the following para-
graph will show, the case of Grimr Kamban is far from unique, and con-
siderable Norse settlement in the Scottish Isles cannot but have been a
reality at least a generation prior to the settlement of Iceland.
The ktndruimab6l and Ari Porgilsson's islerulingabtik bear the burden
ofevidence for dating the settlement of Iceland to the last third of the ninth
century, in particular the date c. 870. That this date may actually be cor-
rect has recently been conoborated though tephrochronological evi-
dence.2o The first Scandinavian said to have settled is Hrafnafl6ki, but
many followed him shortly. In fact, the ktndndmabik states that Iceland
was fully settled within sixty years. Most of these settlers were undoubt
edly from Norway but a fair share of early settlers appear to have come
from the Hebrides and the Northern Isles, the most prominent of which are
e.g. Helgi the kan and Aud the Wealthy. From other sources, e.g. per-
sonal names, it is evident that a not insignificant number of settlers must
have been of mixed Hiberno-Norse or Gaelic-Norse descent. Personal
names of Gaelic origin, such as Aranplr. Bekan, Bjollok, Dufpak. Grelpd,
Kadall, Kalman, Kjallakr, Kjartan. Kodrdn, Koruill, Kormdkr, Njdll, etc.,
together with bynames like bj6lan,feilan, hnokan, lunan, melclun, etc., are
often found in Icelandic genealogies as well as sagas. As noted above, it
is not known when the Faroe Islands were discovered and senled by the
Norse. However, considering that one of the very first settlers of Iceland
was himself the grandson of the person (Grimr Kamban) whom the
Fereyinga sagc will have as its first settler, then the Faroes must have
been colonised a generation or two earlier than Iceland.
From the outset Iceland was autonomous from Norway, and established
its own legal system (albeit mirroring that of the homeland), the law
assembly or the fiing. All men capable of carrying arms had the right and
duty to turn up at assemblies. Soon, however, the law assembly acquired
20. vdsteinsson, On'i, 'Pattems of settlement in Icelard: a study in prehistory', in Sa8a
Boo*, vol. xxv, part l, (t ondon, 1998), pp. 24.
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an extra layer and towards the end of the initial land+aking period, the
national assembly, or Alping, was established and thus became the back-
bone of olficial Icelandic society. The Alping is represented in the local
community by the godi or petty-chieftain. Iceland recognised no king as
its sovereign but was a free-state 
- 
ruled from the Alping and fin.gs - for
a considerable time. Gradually, howeveE Norway acquired more and more
power over Iceland, and eventually Iceland broke under the pressure and
became part of the Norwegian kingdom in the l3'h century.
In the Faroes a structure of society similar to that of Iceland developed
early on. Various Norwegian kings made several attempts at gaining con-
trol of the Faroes but did not succeed until the year 1035, when Leifr
Ossurarson became King Magnus the Good's vassal in the Faroe Islands.
With this development the Faroese people, who had so far largely been
independent of the Norwegian crown, now became subjects of the King of
Norway. For a while, the Faroe population retained their autonomy in so
far as their judiciary system and laws remained unchanged, and they con-
trolled the foreign trade among themselves. However, in 1277 Magnus
Lagabqter of Norway issued a law stating that the Norwegian Gulating-
law should be enforced also in the Faroe Islands. What was ofeven greater
consequence to Faroese autonomy was the Norwegian king's taking con-
trol of foreign trade with the Faroe lslands. The islands were in reality
now only a Norwegian colony.
It is unknown what the structure of Norse society in the Scottish Isles
was like, but it must most likely have been structured similarly to that of
Iceland and the Faroes from an early date, although the Norwegian king
nominally had overlordship. Certainly, the several occulrences of names
containing the compolnd pingvgllr 'assembly held'throughout the area of
Scandinavian influence in Scotland and the Irish Sea would seem to sug-
gest so.2r The first indications we have of any organisation of the areas of
Scotland settled or influenced by Scandinavians relate to the mid-9'h cen-
tury. For the year 853 the following entry, 'Godfrey, Fergus' son, Iord of
the Hebrides, died'.22 Godfrey Fergusson is not unknown to history and he
is known in 836 also to have been lord of Oriel (present-day Co. Armagh,
Co. Louth, Co. Monaghan and part ofCo. Fermanagh in Ireland). Godfrey
quietly and slowly seems to have extended his sphere of control from
21. Fellows-Jensen, Gillian, 'Tingwall, Dingwall and Thingwall', NOWEIE vol.2ll22,
Apdl, 1993 (Odense, 1993), pp.53-67.
22. 'Arnals of the Four Masters', in ESSIT, vol. i. p. 284.
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Oriel into the Hebrides, so we may assume that the first recorded gaining
control over a large Scandinavian-settled area would date from between
836 and 854. Some time after the death of Godfrey, the Hebrides seem to
have been ruled as an independent entity by Ketil Flatnose.
Around the same time, the late 9'h century, another centre of control
emerges in the fertile Orkney (the less fertile Shetland seems to have been
under the Orkney earldom from a very early stage). The first earls record-
ed as ruling the Orkney earldom were of the MOre dynasty. According to
Heimskringla, Orkney and Shetland were granled to Earl Rognvald of
Mpre in the late 9'h century in compensation for Rognvald's son Ivar, who
had fallen in the campaign against the outlawed Norwegians raiding
Norway from the colonies in Scotland. Rognvald, being more concemed
about his position at home, immediately gave the earldom to his younger
brother Sigurd.23 The earls of Orkney were continually out to extend their
teritorial dominions. In the late ninth century Earl Sigurd Riki and
Thorstein the Red conquered Caithness and Sutherland, as far south,
apparently, as to the river Oykell. About a century later Earl Sigurd Digri
managed to extend the earldom funher into mainland Scotland (Caithness,
Ross & Moray, Sutherland and the Dales according to Njdlb Saga),Man,
and apparently most of the Hebrides as well (since Earl Gilli in the
Hebrides paid tribute to the earl of Orkney). This was as far as the Orkney
earldom ever reached. During the succeeding earl, Thorfin Riki, the earl-
dom remained strong but after Earl Thorfin's death in the 1060s, the
Earldom steadily dwindled in size. In the end it consisted only of Orkney,
Shetland, Caithness, Sutherland and Ross.
A counterweight to the Orkney earldom, the Kingdom of Man and the
Isles, slowly emerged as a southern Scandinavian power-centre control-
ling the Hebrides. The dynasty of Man was established in about 1075-
1079, when Godred Crovan conquered Man. During Godred's reign and
immediately afterwards the Kingdom of Man and the Isles seems to have
been independent of Norway but in c. 1098 the Norwegian King Magnus
Barelegs sailed out to assume lordship over the colonies. He first captured
23. 'Heimskingla', in ESSH, vol. i. pp. 322-41 332-4. There is also an altemative story about
the establishment of the Earldom of Orkney. This version is recorded in 'Duald Mac-
Firbis, Fragment ltl, pp. 158-162', in ESSH, vol. i. p 292-4. Here the establishment of
the earldom is a result of the expulsion of the king of t-ochlann's eldest son Ronald in
about 8&, because he was thought to be aiming to usurP his father Ronald then stays in
the Orkney isfands. See also Crawford, Barbara E., Srandina,ian kotland, (laicestet,
1987), pp. s3-4.
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the Earls of Orkney, Paul and Erlend, and sent them back to Norway
(where they died of disease). After this, he plundered extensively in the
Hebrides, Kintyre, Scotland and Ireland, and then he took Man and
Anglesey. Having successfully subdued the colonies and demonstrated his
overwhelming power in the region, King Malcolm of Scotland was forced
to make peace with Magnus on Magnus' terms. The peace agreement was
that any island west of Scotland surrounded by enough water for Magnus
to be able to sail between it and the mainland in his ship with the rudder
in place would belong to Magnus. Kintyre also fell into the bargain when
Magnus himself was towed across Kintyre with the rudder in place. When
his campaign was over, he sailed home and left his son, Sigurd, at that
time aged nine, to be king ofthe islands. Sigurd's dominion seems to have
included both the Earldom of Orkney (since the Orkney earls had died in
Norway during the campaign) as well as the Kingdom of Man and the
Isles, including Anglesey.
This arrangement lasted until 1l03, when Magnus died on an expedi-
tion to lreland. Then Sigurd gave up his dominions to assume the kingship
of Norway with his brothers Eystein and Olaf. As soon as Sigurd left the
colonies in Scotland, the old dynasties quietly moved in again: Hakon, son
of Earl Paul, was granted his father's and uncle's Earldom, and Olaf, son
of Godred Crovan. reassumed control over Man and the Hebrides. The
next many decades seem to have been relatively peaceful for the Kingdom
of Man and the Isles. Howevel. in the coune of the 1150s an internal
struggle within the Kingdom of Man and the Isles resulted in the division
of the Kingdom between Godfrey Olafsson and his brother-inlaw
Somerled. Initially Somerled assumed power over the Hebrides south of
Ardnamurchan, whereas Godfrey keeps Man and the Hebrides north of
Ardnamurchan, but Somerled had further ambitions and in I158 he robbed
Godfrey of Man, only to be ousted again in I160. After Somerled's death
in 1164, his sons took over where he left off and eventually won Skye in
1209.
In the same period the situation was quieter in the Orkney eaddom,
where all that is really recorded in the l2n century is the succession of
earls. However, in I195 King Sverre of Norway placed Shetland directly
under the Norwegian throne as redress for the Orkney Earls' rebellion the
previous year. ln the following years from 119'l -1202 Scoftish incursions
caused the earldom to lose all its remaining possessions, Caithness,
Sutherland, Ross and Moray on the mainland. From then on, the impor-
tance of the Earldom of Orkney dwindled even more and it lingered on as
a Scandinavian outpost for the next two and a half centuries. However, in
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1468 Orkney and Shetland were eventually put up as collateral for a
dowry for King Christian II of Denmark and Norway's daughter (who
married the Scottish king). The Scottish King annexed the islands in 1468-
70-24
The ousting of the Earls of Orkney from the mainland in 1202 nurtured
the ambitions of the Scottish kings to conquer Man and the Hebrides, in
order to be finally rid of the Scandinavian menace in the area. The
Scandinavians were, however, able to resist any attempts at conquest by
the Scottish kings for about five decades but in 1265, following the unde-
cided battle at Largs in 1263, King Magnus Hakonsson of Norway ceded
the Kingdom of Man and the Hebrides to the Scottish throne in 1265.':5
This deal in effect ended the Scandinavian adventure in the Hebrides and
the Irish Sea. Scotland evenlually gained control of the Hebrides and Man
in 1266, and of Orkney and Shetland in i470.
24. Crawford, Barbara E., 'The F-arldom of Orkney and t ordship of Shetland: A reinterpre-
tation of their pledging to Scotland in 1467 -70' , n Saga Book of the l4king Society, vol.
xvii, (Irndon, 1966-9), p. 165.
25. 'Chronicle ofMelrose, p.215', in ,SSH, vol. ii- Pp.649-50.
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2. Oigin and appellatival usage
2.1. Origin
ON bilstadr, m., is a compound of ON bdl, n., and ON srddr, m. It
belongs to the class of masculine i-stems. The b6lstadr-paradigm needs a
little explanation. As mentioned above, it belongs to the group of mascu-
line so-called i-stems 
- 
because they had an -i. in their stem-suffix in
Primitive Norse (PN). Hence, the PN form of bdlstadr would have been
*balstadiR. Under normal circumstances, the -i- would have promoteded
an i-umlaut, causing the preceding back vowel [-a-] to undergo fronting
while the i-stem-suffrx element itself would be syncopated. However, as
is evident from the b1lstadr-paradigm, the stem-suffix element has been
syncopated and the preceding back vowel has not been affected by i-
umlaut, being situated in a short stem-syllable. The [p] of the dative plural
form is the result of u-umlaut.
The first element of the compound, ON bdl, n., had a variety of mean-
ings, such as [) 'land that is settled and cultivated, farm'; 2) 'dwelling'; 3)
'night quaners, sleeping place'; 4) 'lai1 den, sty'.26 Bdl appears to be relaG
ed to the verb, ON blc, which carries the meanings of 'to live atlin', 'to
have a house', etc. This means that the original notion would presumably
relate to the concept of an abode of grealer or lesser permanency.
ON stadr, m., has an even greater span of meanings. It carries such
diverse ones as: l) 'the act of standing, stopping', 2) 'a strength, a resist-
ance', 3) 'an end, outcome', 4) 'a place', 5) 'a place where something
stands', 6) 'a place where one resides permanently', 7), 'a village, a town'
8), 'a lot, a part'9), 'a holy place or site'etc.27 It is related to the verb, ON
sr.rndc, 'to stand, remain, resist', etc.'?E With such a diversity of meanings,
it is naturally hard to find out precisely which meaning sradr carried when
it entered into the compound with bdl The most obvious meanings in this
respect would be those relating to 'a place'. Even so, the meanings relat-
ing to 'a place' are themselves rather diverse. The type of place to which
26. I have chosen to list the various meanings of rdl as they appear in Oiy'p, vol. 2: ban-da,
(Kobenhavn, 2000), cols 570-71, solely because it is the most recent work.
27. Ibid., vol.3., pp. 509-12; Heggstad, L., HOdnebO, F. & Simensen, 8., Norrqn odbok.
(Oslo. 1975), p. 406.
28. Cf. Heggstad, L.. Hgdnebg, F. & Simensen,E., Norrun odbok, (Oslo, 1975), pp. 407-8.
stadr may refer is either 'where something stands' (no. 5) or 'where one
resides permanently' (nos 6 & 7), 'a divided lot' (no. 8), 'a holy place'
(no. 9) or simply 'a place' (no. 4). It is impossible to say which of these
meanings is the original one, bar that this was apparently 'a place' of sorts.
At least, nothing speaks against this.
The above paragraphs have shown that the original meaning of Ddlsradr is
not altogether straightforward. The two elements of which it is compounded
are common and each one carries a range of meanings. The core meaning of
bdl seems to have been that of an abode. but bdl also carried derived mean-
ings that related to 'cultivaled and settled land' whereas stadr carries the
general notion of'a place'. Since any ofthe connotations connected to bdl is
capable, theoretically, ofhaving been active when compounded with stadr,
it goes without saying that any attempt at deducing an original meaning of
bdlstadr wrll have to be aproached with the utmost caution. Since Ddlstadr
has been used mostly offarms,I would tentatively suggestthat rdl may have
carried the connotation of'cultivated and settled land, farm'. Therefore, an
original meaning along the lines of 'the place with the cultivated and settled
land, farm'may be cautiously suggested. How 'place' should be conceived
is unclear. It could refer to the farm building(s) on the cultivated land, to the
cultivated and settled area, or it could indeed refer to a section of an entire
cultivated and settled area 
- 
in which case b6lstadrwolld refer to a subdivi-
sion ofa township or farm, etc.
2.2. Appellatival usage
We have seen above that there is no clear-cut definition of ON bdlsrndr.
m. The next step is to analyse what meanings are carried by this appella-
tive in literature. Howeveq even the literary references are not unequivo-
cal. It is often difficult to determine if 'a dwelling'or 'a farm' is the more
precise meaning of b6lstadr. The following excerpt aptly shows how
ambiguous the application of bdlstalr may be:
... Skallagrimr gekk til at sea hvar kistan hafdi aa land komit.
Hvgdizt honum svo at skamt padann mundi vera bolsladr g6dt ...2e
29. J6nsson, Finnilf, Iandtuimabdk (1'3): Hauksbbh Sturlub6k, Melab6k m. m. (Kaben'
havn, 1900), p. 139 (version: I-drsr', AM 107). This version was writlen down around
l6OG 1700. The earliest surviving version of the lnndn6maMk is f.om the 14fi century.
In all the following excer?ts and translations of excerpts, the word r.ilsrardr and its trans_
lation will be italicised.
-1.L
... Skallagrimr went to see where the chest had come ashore. He
thought that within a short distance of there would be a good place
for a farmldwelling ... lmy translationl
Here there is no direct way of determining whether the meaning of Ddl-
stcdr is 'place for a dwelling' or 'place for a farm'. This passage is based
on Egils saga Skallagrimssonar, although the wording is not exactly the
same. Instead of the phrase: 'mundi vera bdlstadr g6dr', Egils saga
Skallagrimssonar has: 'b6lstadargjord g6d mundi vera'.r0 This has been
translated as 'a good place for building his [Egils] home'.3r As with the
ltndruimabdk excerpt, it is not entirely evident what is referred to.
However, since Skallagrimr was one of the original senlers, the indirect
evidence makes it possible that what is meant is 'a farm'.
A similar use of b<ilsrddr can be seen in Edda Snora Sturlusonar. Here'
the reference is probably to /arms:
Hon [Hel] a par milda bolstabi ok erv garpar hennar forkvrar hafir
ok grindr storar...r2
She [Hel] has there large farms andher fences are exceedingly high
and her gates are great ... lmy translationl
'V,lhet b6lstadr occurs in law texts, the connotation also appears to be that
of 'a farm', but normally with the implicit notion of 'a farm and its land'.
In a legal context this is not surprising, as a farm has significance only
with its land-holdings.ln Grdgds, the late l3h-century compilation of Ice-
landic law, b6lstadr is frequently used in this sense:
Vatn scal oc falla til bolstada alka- enda scal allr saman fara hvers
peirra landz hlutr ...r1
Water must flow to all farms; and it shall all flow through the terri-
tory of each [farm] ... [zy tanslation)
30. J6nsson, Finnur, Egilr soga Skallagrimssonar tilligemeds Egils stijrre k ad, (Kaben-
havn, 1886-8), p. 90.
3I. Egils sa8a. Translated and edited bl Chistine Fell; poems translated b1 John Lucas,
(l-ondon, 1993), p. 40.
32. J6nsson, Finnur, Edda Snorra Sturlusotwr, (Copenhagen, l93l), p. 35.
33- Finsen, V, C/rgrs efiet det Arnamagneanske Haandskrift Nr 334 fol., Stadarh6kbdk,
(Copenha8en, 1879).), p. 44'7. (Grestad).
Ef bolstadr er lag6r i audn. oc scal pat po bygt bol heita.l
lf a farm has been abandoned; and it is still to be termed a settled
f arm:' ... lmy translationl
En ef land er eigi med vatta handsalat. pa er sem okeyft se. ef pat
er halfr boLstadr eda meire hlutr bes b6ls er bdlt se 6.15
But if land is [traded] without a witnessed handshake/agreement;
then it is as if unsold; if this is half of thefarm or morc than the pafl
of the farm which appears to be inhabitable ... Lm\ translationl
The examples from the above excerpts signify the notion of 'a farm', but
what type of farm? Do lhe Grdgds examples give us more clues to the
original meaning of bdlstadr'l Some of the references seem to mean simp-
ly 'a farm'. The first ofthe above excerpts, which states the general water
rights for farms and households, is a good representative of this. In other
instances, the context places an emphasis on the land of a farm 
- 
the land
of the farm is not focused on until in the following phrase. The second
excerpt, on the other hand, discusses what measures have to be taken if the
lands of a farm have become unproductive. So here the connotation must
be 'a farm with its land,/property'. The same goes for the third excerpt,
although here the emphasis may be slightly more on the land itself. These
examples are indicative of an appellative which carried the general notion
of 'a farm'but occasionally with the more specialised connotation of a
'landed farm'. This connotation is especially evidenced in legal texts,
where the entire farm entity (buildings and property) is of importance.
All the above examples are from lcelandic sources. The use of bdlstadr
as an appellative apparently continued longer here than in Norway.
Nevertheless, a few documentary sources exist in the Diplomatarium
Nonegicum, mostly from the Jemtland area but also from Hedmark, in
which b6lstadr is used in the general sense of a farm. For example, one
document speaks of the King's Meadow, Kongsengen, which:
... hefuir wt verit tekin af Auflangharudz boollstad, e6r ok Sueina-
rudz boolstaade ...16
34 CrgS“δ,P419
35 777′′,p418
36 DⅣ77 pp 257-8 Thc documcntis datcd Fcbnlaヮlαh 1353
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... has been taken out of the/arz of Aflangerud or also of the/arm
of Sveinarud ... lmy tanslation)
Another document relating to the sale of a farm states:
... Thy skal iach thet forscripna halfua Skuto med allom tillaghom
undan mik og minom arfwom och vndir Gregers oc hans arfwa til
awerdelica rgho om alle rettogheet som then boolstadene bor a
fylghia.r?
... Then I shall [cede] the above mentioned one half of Skute with
all appurtenances from me and my heirs to Gregers and his heirs for
everlasting ownership with all the rights belonging to thatfarm.lm)"
trans lat ionl
From the way this appellative is used in Norway, there does not seem to
be any connotative difference between the Norwegian and the Icelandic
usage.r8 This can really only mean that ihe known appellatival we of b6l-
sradr corresponds generally to that of 'a farm', albeit sometimes with an
emphasis on the land as well 
- 
at least in a legal context. However, a con-
siderable time has lapsed between this element's being an active con-
stituent of the onomasticon and its featuring as an appellative. Therefore,
one should be cautious of accepting the typical known connotation of bdl-
s/adr as being equal to its denotation in place-names.
To conclude, the general meaning of bdlstadr as an appellative is that of
'a farm (buildings and propeny)'. This general meaning is in good accor-
dance with the fact that onomastically bdlstadr was used of farms.
However, owing to its late appearance in the written sources, the general
connotation of this element may not equal its original connotation(s) or
necessarily its denotation as a place-name element. It is worth pointing out
that there is a probable gap of at least four centuries between any original
connotation and its appearing in written sources.
The known appellatival usage of bdlstadr in West Scandinavian is
mostly late Medieval, and undoubtedly it may also have been used in this
way during the Viking Age and possibly slightly earlier. There is nothing
17. DN y/, dated: tockne, 19. Feb. l,l4l.
38. See e.g. also DN, vol. lll, p.498; vol. VI, pp.5l0 & 5ll-2, for similar applications of
ON dlsrddr. m.
??
in bdlstabr that would contradict this assumption. It is a compound of
common and well-known Old Norse linguistic elements; its existence as a
living Norwegian appellatival element, however, seems to have been
ebbing out in the Middle Ages. It is possible that its dwindling into a gen-
eral term for 'a farm' aided its demise, for general terms for farms abound
and only the most appropriate ones at a given time survive, so bdl.rtndr
appears to have been the victim of becoming a 'redundant' appellative. In
lcelandic, b6lstadur, m., is still known in the sense of a farm but it is often
confused with the now more common lcel. bristadur, m., today with the
same connotations.r' It seems lhat lcel. bdlsladur is slowly suffering the
same fate as its Norwegian equivalent.
39. Ct Cleasby, R., Vigtusson, G. & Craigie, W. 4., An lcelandic-English diaionary, (Ox-
fod, 1957), p. 74; Bl6ndal, Sigliis, klarrdrt-dansk ordbog. (Reykjavik, 192G4), p. 95.
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3. Place-names rn -b1lstadr
in Norway
3.1. The element -b6lstadr in Norway
Geography
This section is intended as a brief introduction to the geology and geogra-
phy of the areas of study. The following works have been consulted for
this sub-chapter: Steen B. Bijcher & Aage H. Kampp, Verdens geografi.
Natur 
- 
Kultur t Befolkning, l. Europa, (Copenhagen, 1975); N. Knat-
trup, Fennoskandia. Norges, Sveiges og Finlands geografi, (Copen-
hagen, 1973) and Nationalencyklopedin, (H6gan,is, 1989-96), vol. 6, p.
265 and vol. 9, p. 600.
Norway occupies the westem part of the Scandinavian Peninsula.
Administratively, present day Norway consists of l9 counties or fylker.a'
The distance 
- 
as the crow files 
- 
between the southemmost tip, Egern-
sund, and the northemmost extreme, Vardoy, is 1,800 kilometres. The
oblong shape of Norway makes borders extremely long. To the east,
Norway borders Sweden, to the north, Finland and Russia. The westem
and southem areas are bordered by the North Atlantic, the North Sea, and
Skagerak.
The Norwegian underground is extremely varied and even in areas with
relatively uniform bedrock, considerable outcrops of other rock-types may
be found. The most dominant geological feature in the country, the
Scandinavian Mountain Range, runs like a backbone down Norway. This
feature consists mainly of sandstone and slate. In the southem and eastem
interior, granite is the most common type of rock, whereas the westem
parts are dominated by gneiss, which is also found in substantial outcrops
in the south-eastem part of the country. These rock types contribute to the
varied appearance of the Norwegian landscape but they constitute no more
40. The counties of Norway arct Eostem Notu'o): @stfold fylke, Akershus fylke, Oslo rylke,
Hedmark fylke, Oppland fylke, Buskerud fylke, vestfold fylke, Telemark folke;
Southem Norway Aust-Agder fylke, Vest-Agder fylke, Westem Non d): Rogaland
fylke, Hordaland fylke, Sogn og Fjordane fylke, More og Romsdal fylkei Trandelag:
Sor-Trondelag fylke, Nor-Trondelag fylke:' Nonhem Norway: Nordland fylke, Troms
fylke, and Finma* fylke.
than the framework of the landscape. The present Norwegian landscape
has in fact been shaped by a much younger and more radical factor:
glaciation.
During the Ice Age, all of Scandinavia was aI one time or another co-
vered by a giant ice cap. The thickest cover was found over the northern
highlands, the highest peats of which were situated to the east of the pre-
sent ridge of the Scandinavian Mountain Range. On the east side of the
Scandinavian Mountain Range the ice cap spread over a vast area. Here,
glacial erosion has been moderate. This means that the valleys in the
south-east and south of Norway are broad and moderately sloped with fer-
tile moraine deposits on the valley sides. In contrast. the westem side of
the Scandinavian Mountain Range ridge has been much affected by gla-
cial erosion. From the mountain plateau, forward-thrusting tongues of ice
have eroded their way down into the already existing riverbeds and cut
deep into the underlying bedrock. When the ice cap melted away, the sea
level rose and the eroded riverbeds became the steep-sided fiords of west-
em Norway.
On the east side of the mountain range, that is in eastern and south-east-
ern Norway, the landscape has retained an undulating character with broad
valleys with moderately sloping sides, only interrupted by oblong-shaped
lakes. Here the erosion has only been slight so that the morainic layer is
still intact on the sides of the valleys, although it has caused substantial
sand and gravel deposits at the bottom of the valley floors. The valley
sides are often wooded, where not cultivated. The distribution of morainic
soil layers has created a particular pattem of settlement. There are only a
few farms on the valley floors owing to the poor quality of the soil there.
Instead, the farms are generally situated up the slopes of the valley, the
morainic soils being better suited for agriculture. The settlements are usu-
ally scattered single-farms. WiIh the cultivated farms on the fertile land,
the pastoral economy is confined to the poorer soils, either higher up near
the plateau ridge or down on the valley floors.
To the west of the Scandinavian Mountain Range, the situation is quite
different. The severe glacial erosion has meant lhat the area is decidedly
mountainous. The ice cap has had enough force to carve oul steep-sided
valleys and carry all the eroded material away out into the sea. Therefbre,
the valley sides are generally too steep for later eroded material to be
deposited on them. lnstead, the valley floors are the only places where the
landscape is of a gradient gentle enough to allow for melt water and river
deposits. This means that the settlement structure is completely different.
Since the only tracts of arable land are situated on the valley floors, clus-
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ters of sparse settlement are found there. The pastoral economy is found
in the same area as the arable economy, again on the poorer land. There is
only very little scattered settlement outside of the valley floors in areas
where the conditions have allowed for some deposition of eroded materi-
al. Farming in these regions normally relies on supplementing the econo-
my by e.g. fishing.
One area west of the Scandinavian Mountain Range forms, however, an
exception to the general picture. In parts of Trpndelag, especially Nord-
Tr6ndelag, a substantial part of the land was submerged below sea level
during the Ice Age. As a consequence, these submersed areas received vast
quantities of sediment. When the ice cap retracted, a general land rising
took place in the area, yielding plenty of good quality farming land
because of a generous layer of nutritious soil. The affected areas in
Trondelag thus stand out in marked contrast to the general piclure of farm-
ing land being scarse and available only on valley floors.
Dissemination
In this study I have found that there are 108 localities which contain or
possibly contain a name in b1lstadr in Norway (see fig. 2). The disribu-
tion of these localities is far from even, although this place-name element
is represented in all the Norwegian fylker, apart from those of Ostfold,
Oslo and Finnmark. The greatest concentration is found in Westem Nor-
way, in particular in the counties of Hordaland, Sogn og Fjordane and
MOre og Romsdal with eleven, twenty and twenty-seven b1lstadr-locali-
ties, respectively. The county of Rogaland is, however, only poorly repre-
sented by four localities, and is as such more like the southem and eastern
Norwegian counties. Taken as a whole this westem region is by far the
best represented with no less than sixty-two of the 108 localities with
names in b1lstadr in Norway, or no less than 577c of the entire Norwegian
material !
The southern Norwegian counties, Aust-Agder and VesrAgder are re-
presented by three localities of this type each, whereas bdlstadr is repre-
sented in eastem Norway by one each in Telemark and Vestfold, two
examples in Akershus and the same number in Buskerud. The greatest
concentration of b<ilstalr-lokalities in eastem Norway is found in the
inland counties of Hedmark and Oppland, represented by five and six
localities, respectively. The tally of names is thus six for southern Norway
(5tl9o) and seventeen for eastem Norway (167o).
Considering the high number of localities with names it b6lstadr in
Western Norway, it would have been natural to assume that its northern
39
Fig. 2. The distribution of place-names in Old Norse dblcdr in Norway.
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neighbour, Trpndelag, would feature a similar concentration of localities.
The reality, however, is that only seven bdlstadr-kxalities are known from
Trondelag, or 6t lzqo of the material. Sor-Trondelag has four localities,
whereas three are found in Nord-Tr6ndelag.
An altogether greater concentration of localities bearin g a r,ame rn b6l-
stadr is found in the Northem Norwegian counties of Nordland and
Troms. There are sixteen known examples from this area, or l57o of the
material. Ten of the bdlstadr-localifies are found in Nordland, where they
are scattered throughout the coastal area of the county. The remaining six
are situated in Troms in an area from Hinnoya to Senja.
As it is clear from the above, the distribution of localities with a name
in b<ilstadr is far from uniform throughout Norway. More than half of the
entire material is found in the region of Western Norway. The reason for
this overweight of b6lstadrs in this area is not known. However, since the
greatest concentrations are found in areas where arable land is at a premi-
um, it could be speculated that its popularity there is not only owing to
local naming preferences but possibly also related in some way to the
structure of farming and farm development.
Previous research
The interest in place-names in Norway developed in the second half of the
l9'h century. This can be seen as a result of the general rise in nationalism
throughout Europe during that century. The search for and focus on one's
national identity in the past of one's homeland would have been particu-
larly important for Norway, which had only just then gained its indepen-
dence.
From the start, the focus was on the oldest layers of place-names; Iron-
Age and Viking-Age place-names were at the heart of research. Names in
ON -vrn, ON -heimr, ON -land, ON -sradir, and ON -setr, were therefore
under close scrutiny. Unfortunately, ON bdlstabr did not receive nearly as
much attention as the above-mentioned place-name elements. This was
partly because of the relatively small number of names of this type and
partly because of the fact that bdlstadr-names were regarded as relatively
unproblematic and were not seen as containing specific-material of much
interest.
About half of the names are compounded with ON mikill, adj., and
some l0-157c with ON heilagr, adj. Thus these two specifics constitute
almost two-thirds of the b4lstadr-names of Norway. Nonetheless, ON bril-
stadr has not been entirely without interest for the place-name researchers,
as the following research overview will show:
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The first scholar to discuss ON bdlstadr as a place-name element, albeit
briefly, was the archaeologist and place-name researcher Karl Rygh in his
lhesis Bemerkninger om stedsnavnene i den s4ndre del af Helgeland
(Kristiania, l87l (reprinled 1989)). He mentions ON Ddlstndr in connec-
tion with his examination of ON stadir. He notes:
... it is wonh mentioning that when it [i.e. ON sradir] is com-
pounded with Ddl, the singular form is always lsed (B6lstadr, My-
klib6lstadr, Bersab., Haugab., Helgib., etc.). The reason can hard-
ly be any other than that this addition [i.e. bril] expresses a notion
of a certain Iocation with a fully built farm (bar). lmy translationlat
What strikes one about this article is how modern it is as compared with
much other onomastic literature from the latter part of the 19'h century.
Rygh is here the first to express the idea of ON bdlstadr refening to
a single farmstead with its own tract of land. As such, the farm-name
reference of ON btilstadr is different from ON stadir. With its plural
form, ON srrdir expresses something more indefinite and would, there-
fore, from Rygh's point of view, be more likely to refer to a number of
settlements or a part of a township in which a number of farms were sit-
uated.
The next work to deal with this place-name element in some detail is
Magnus Olsen's ,Ettegftrd og HelLigdom, (Oslo, 1926). In this work, the
author, with great scholarly skill and a healthy portion of imaginative
thinking, discusses the most important farm-names and place-name ele-
ments of the pre-Christian period. Although his point of focus is the names
in ON -vin, -heimr, -land, -stadir, -setr and -nrd, he also comments on a
number of other place-name elements of importance. Among these fea-
tures also ON b6lstadr.
According to Magnus Olsen, the use of ON bdlstadr in place-names has
been guided by the structure of farms and farming in the various parts of
Norway. Where the amount of farming land was limited, the various farms
41. In Norwegian it reads as follows: "... det er verdt at merke, at naar den sammensettes
med Ddl, bruges altid entalsformen (Bdkrddr, Myklib'lsladr, Bersob., Haugab., Helgib.,
osv.). Grunden kan ei v@re nogen anden, end at denne tilfojelse netop giver begrebet af
en bestemt plads med en fuldbygget gaard (r@r).".
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had to divide the land between themselves in small, scattered plots. This
crealed a famstead stnrcture with the settlement in one place and the land
spread out throughout the township. Wherever there was an exception, i.e.
where the cultivatable land happened to be situated around the farrn set-
tlemefi, b6lstadr would be the appropriate term for the settlement. In
other words, Magnus Olsen identified a b4lstadr-settlement as a single
farm with its own arable land in the immediate vicinity of the settlement
site.
Olsen had deduced this quite precise settlement structure from a num-
ber of points, chiefly those made by P E. Bergfalck,a']and more impor-
tantly, he derives his findings from the topoSraphical evidence. Most of
the b6lstadr-farms (ca.8OVo) are found in the more infertile parts, such as
in the coastal areas of westem Norway. Bdlstadr-farms are almost absent
from the eastern Norwegian areas and the more wealthy Trondelag areas.
This distribution of bdlstadr-names is understandable when one takes into
consideration that the farming structure in westem Norway is that of farms
with tracts of land scattered throughout the township.
Early on in its productive life span, the b1lstadr-farm undergoes a
change in denotation, owing to its special character in the township.
Bdlstadrhas come to signify a particular farm-type: the independent farm;
the one-farm farm. To Olsen, this shift in denotation is the reason why bdl-
.r/adl becomes a typical word for 'farm'in the Norwegian colonies, as is
evident in e.g. Iceland.
In his informative section on ON lrdl.rtadr and its application as a farm-
name in Norway and the colonies, Magnus Olsen writes from the view-
point of the settlement historian and not the place-name researcher. This
is probably what accounts for his omission to cite evidence for e.g. the
denotation change in the use of bdlstadr from the Norwegian homeland to
its application in the colonies. Still, Magnus Olsen's work is one of the
more innovative pieces of research into ON bdlsradr in Norwegian place-
name research.
42. Cf. Bergfalck. Peht Elik, Om Svenska Joftlens beskatt ring: till och med bi;rjan af l7:de
drhundradet. (Dissenadon, Uppsala, 1832), p- 66: "The names, which in our old laws
are most often used about settled, independent, land possessions, are Dol, bolstad and b),
of which the former was mostly used about one lot in an area ofsplit-up possessions: the
latter two of coherent areas within definite bordets." lmy translationl.
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A few years later, in 1929, A. W. Brggger argues that the place-names
found in the former Norse colonies in Scotland show where the immi-
grants to these places originated from in Norway. In his work: Ancient
Emigrants. A History of the Norse Settlements of Scotland, (Oxford,
1929), he analyses ON bdlstadr as 'a dwelling-place, a house'. Brogger
argues that although ON bdlstadr, togeth with ON serr and ON stadir,
may be of a secondary nature in Norway, this early development in
Norway cannot be transferred to Scotland, as the Norwegian situation
does not apply there. He finds that ON b6lstadr, ON rerr, and ON stcdlr
all signify primary naming elements in Scotland: "the farm, the dwelling-
place, the place."
Brggger sees no reason to assume that bflstadr in Norway was used as
a collective name for small farms clustering together to form one domain.
He supports his view with reference to the facts that: l) most bdl.slndr
names have ON mikli (507o) or ON helgi (18?c) as specifics. 2) Names in
ON setr outnumber names in ON DrilsraAr in the proportion l0: l. 3) Many
districts in Norway have names in ON.setr, ON land, ON sradif, whereas
there are no district names compounded with ON b6lstadr. Brggger ftnds
that "during the Srh century along the whole of the west coast of Norway
bolstad was the farn,, ranking in dignity as if it were the old family
estate."43 Brogger assumes that the emigrants to Shetland primarily ori-
ginated from MOre rather than from elsewhere in Norway, owing ro
the overwhelming concentration of names in ON Jelr and ON bdlsradr
there.
These ideas of Brpgger's are intriguing, but the great drawback of his
work is that he does very little to support his theories with facts. As far as
can be made out, he uses no documentary evidence to back up his analy-
ses, and he thus often misinterprets his material. Nevertheless, he shows
good sense in cautioning us not to let the development of Norwegian
place-name generics form the basis of analysis in a Scottish context.
3.2.The phonetic development of -b6lstadr in Norway
The diversity of the Norwegian dialects has resulted in a multitude of
modem representations of oiginal bolstad-names. The Norwegian
dialects may be divided into four main groups: West Norwegian, which
43. Bftgger' A. W., Ancient Emigrants. A History of the Norse Settlements of Scotland.
(Oxford, 1929), p. 80.
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includes: southern Telemark fylke, Aust Agder fylke, Vest Agder fylke,
Rogaland fylke, Hordaland fylke, Sogn og Fjordane fylke, southern M6re
og Romsdal fylkel Trqnder Nor*-egian which includes: northern MOre og
Romsdal fylke, S6r-Trpndelag fylke and Nord-Tr6ndelag fylke; North
Norwegian, being: Nordland fylke, Troms fylke and Finnmark fylke; and
East Norwegian, found in Vestfold fylke, Ostfold fylke, Akershus fylke,
Buskerud fylke, Oppland fylke and Hedmark fylke. This division of
Norway into four major dialectal areas is, naturally, only a rough approx-
imation, and every major dialect has several sub-dialects. It is outside
the scope of this book to account for the different dialects, and several
works have already covered the subject adequately.4 Nevertheless, when-
ever a dialectal feature is relevant for the interpretation of one or several
b6lstadr-names, it will be accounted for under the said name or group of
names,
It is a common feature of all the simplex formations that the modem pro-
nunciation always ends in [-sra], the original ensuing [-d(-)] having been
lost early owing to its final unstressed position (Skard, vol. I, 1967, p.
145). Otherwise, simplex ON bdlstadr, m., may develop in two main
ways. Usually, ON [-o:-] is retained until after c. 1100, when it is short-
ened to l-o-l before the consonant cluster [Jst-] (Seip 1955, p. 112). That
the change is somewhat late is evident in the way the short vowel has
retained the closed quality of the original long vowel. Had the change
occured eady, that is during the late ON 
- 
early middle Norwegian peri-
od, the short vowel sound would have been unrounded and lowered to
[-ri-] (Skard, vol. 1., 1967,p. 143; Seip, 1955,p. I l2). A sub-development,
fronting of l-o-l to l-o-1, is found in a limited area of westem Hedmark
fylke (Amot sokn and Ovre Rendal sokn) and must be considered to be a
sporadic change (Jahr 1990, p. 105). Since the reduction of a long vowel
before a consonant cluster is not carried out uniformly and automatically,
there are a few instances where the original long vowel sound, [-o:-], has
been retained. Original ON [-l-] is usually retained in modern pronuncia-
tions of simplex names. However, ON [-/-] has become a so-called 'thick'
[-/-] in east Norwegian, as is typical for its dialects (Christiansen 1976, pp.
102 & l99i Sandpy 1985, pp. 184-5; Jahr 1990, pp. ll-3). Nevertheless,
“
I am indcbtcd,for cxamplc,tO:Chnstianscn,Hall“d, Vθrstt dla′′々′′r(Os10,1976)and
Jah「Emst Hakoll(Cd),D"S′ο″
“
αセたrbο腸,(OS10,1990)
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ON [-1-] occupies a somewhat weak position, being pan of the consonant
cluster [-/sr-]. As a result of this, the lateral [J-j has recently been lost in
Bolstad (['bosta]), Oppstryn sokn, Sogn og Fjordane fylke. This loss has
also occurred with simplex b4lstadr-formations in the British Isles (see
Ch. 4.2., below).
In compound formations, the situation is somewhat different. Since bol-
stad is always the generic element, i.e. the final part of a compound, in
Norway, it will usually only receive secondary stress, as in any other
Germanic language.a5 This means that the generic element will be more
liable to change. As in the simplex names the final unstressed pan, [-d(-)],
has been lost as a matter of course (Skard, vol. I, 1967, p. 145). Often the
preceding [-a(-)] has also been lost (Christiansen 1976, p. 185-92), there-
by effectively rcducinE bdlstadr to one syllable (as in e.g. Myklebust,
Alfoten sn., which is pronounc ed I'mykktebdsstl). There is no specific sys-
tem to indicate when [-a] is lost in final position, as this feature may be
found in names with both monosyllabic and disyllabic modem specific
elements. In the same way, a modem disyllabic generic element can be
preceded by both one and two syllables. As a result, the modern pronun-
ciations of bdlstadr-compounds may have from two to four syllables,
although a trisyllabic structure is the most common. Early on, ON [-/-]
was lost because of its weak position in the consonant cluster [JJ/-].4
Judging from source evidence, this change is almost entirely complete by
the beginning of the l6'i century, although some compounds show /-l-l-
less forms earlier.aT In many instances, the ensuing [-s-] sound has been
lengthened to [-sr-] to compensate for the loss. ON [-o..] has, as in many
simplex formations, been shortened. Unlike the process of shonening in
45. There are a couple ofexceptions to this rule. For instance Mlt ebrsr, Sande sokn, More
og Romsdal fylke; Mrklebust, Orsta sokn, More og Romsdal lylke and Myklebust,
Bremanger sokn, Sogn og Fjordane, have all had the primary stress transferred onto the
last syllable. Cf. Christiansen, Hallfrid, No6ke dialekter (Oslo. 1976), pp. 30-l, for this
peculiarity.
46. In cases where the original [J-] has become east Norwegian [-/-] at an early stage, this
'thick' variety may have survived, as is visible in the compounds Lillebolstad, now
Eohrad, Ringsaker sokn, Hedmark fylke: Hobbelstad, Haug sokn, Buskerud fylke and
possibly also Hobbelstad, Efelot sokn, also Buskerud fylke.
47. ON t-l-l is the most reliabte feature for determining an origin in ON rdlsradl, m., and
especially for distinguishing a name from aII origin in ON brirrada m. Since much of the
documentary evidence is of a late date, and thus /-l-l-less, some dlsradr-names cannot
be identified with absolute cenainty.
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simplex names, this shortening has taken place in all compounds in
Norway. The reason for this is that an original long vowel is reduced dur-
ing late ON/early middle Norwegian, when in an unstressed/weakly
stressed position (Seip 1955, pp. ll2-3). Original [-or-] seems to have
been reduced possibly as late as c. 1350, as the modem vowel sound, [-o-],
has usually retained the same closed quality of the original long vowel
(Seip 1955 p, I l2; Skard vol. I, 1967, p. 143). However, some compounds
in south-westem Norway, in Rogaland, Hordaland, the arca of the
Fordefjord valley in Sogn and Fjordane, and south-westem More og
Romsdal, seem to have been shortened at an earlier stage, possibly as
early as during the ON period. This is manifested in modem forms in
[-5-],48 instead of [-o-], which must have developed from the middle Nor-
wegian opening and often subsequent lowering of short vowels.ae In some
cases the reduced [-o-] has, according to NG, become fronted to [-a-].
Occuning in some twelve per cent of the total number of possible bolstad-
compounds, these modem forms are found scattered over most of the
Norwegian b6lstadr-area. Unfonunately, since only about half of these
forms can be said with certainty to originate from ON bdlstndr, m., the
rest might possibly originate from ON bistadr, m., although the docu-
mentary evidence does not normally favour this possibility. The change
from reduced [-a-] > [-u-], is probably due to a late a-mutation (Seip 1955,
p. 245; Stemshaug 1989, p. 65), or possibly to assimilation to the sound
of the stem vowel (cf. the principle described in Sandoy 1985, pp. 19l -
3). This change is relatively rare and has only been partially successful in
so far as some compounds fluctuate between [-a-] and [-o-].50 Some mo-
dem transcriptions also have [-e-] for [-o-] (< ON [-o:-]). This is due to
assimilation of the unstressed/weakly stressed vowel to the sound of
the preceding vowel (cf. the principle described in Sand6y 1985, pp. 19l -
3).
48. The I'i-l vowel sound in the names: Fozaebost, LindAs mkn, Hordaland fylke: Nordr!-
rlal. Uggdal sokn, Hordalaad fylke 
^nd 
Ullebust.Fode sokn, Sogn og Fjordane fylke,
may be due to assimilation to the vowel sound of the vowel in the first syllable.
49. Ct Skard, vol. L, 1967, p. 143. Early shortened original long vowels also took pafl in
this shift.
50. Cf. Myklebust,Olden sokn, Sogn og Fjordane fylke and Myklebu,rr, Utvik sokn, Sogn og
Fjordane fylke.
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3.3. The Norwegian place-name material
Simplex formations:
BOLSTAD
l Bolstad,S,(32V)PM 517 3‖,Sctskog sn,Akershus ttlke(Akcrs―
hus Amt)
Bο76″ 1578;Bο
`Js″
ど 1594:θI´s化″ 1666;Bοθ′s"′1723:/bαlrrrノ
1901 NG(II,p204,no 151)
2 Bolstad,S,(32V)PN 249 791,ÅmOt sn,Hcdmark″lkC(Hedemar‐
kens Amt)
BοJs″1604:Bο
`Jsraグ
1667:Bο′お
"ご
φッセοg″ι′
“
1723;BοJs“d φν″οg
″ιグ″19∞NG(IⅡ,p344,no 17/18);√b″お″ノ1900 NG(II,p344,no
17/18)
3 Bolstad,S,(32V)PN 282 764,Åmot sn,Hcdmark″lkc(HCdemar―
kens Amt)
Bοおra彦1520 St(176b):Bο′rs″ピ1667;rb″お″ノ19oO NG(IⅡ,p349,
no 48)
4 Bolstad,S,(32V)PP 098 660,¢vrc Rcndal sn,Hcdmark″lke(He_
dcmarkcns Amt)
B。′rs,麟1593;Bο′rsね′1667:√り″●″′1900 NG(IⅡ,p372,■o29)
5 Bolstad,S,(32V)LN 334 263,Evangcr sn,Hordaland～lke(s¢ndrc
Bergenhus Amt)
α Bοιs"δο
“
1317 DN(I,132);′BοlSめグ′″ 1368 DN(1,307):j θο′おわ―
グ
““
1368 DN(I,366ゝj BοιS″″′
““
1389 DN(I,379);a BοιIS"′″
“1392 DN(II,406):α Bο′S″″δ″
“
14KXI DN(I,414);Bοお″d′″14KXI DN
(I,415)BοιJS″グ1563:rbοお″ノ1910 NG(XI,p524,no 65)
6 Bolstad,S,(32V)LN 308 862,Halandsdal sn,Hordaland,lkC
(S¢ndrc Bcrgenhus Amt)
イ 3οJS″δ C 1360 BK(67a):BOおた′C 1521 NRJ(II,534、Bοιおra″
1563:Ⅳ′グ″ 3ο′s″1668;Bοお″グ″′′″ 1910 NG(Xl,p 194,no 63):
rbοJs″ノ1910 NG(XI,p194,no 63)
7 Bolstad,S,(32V)LN 868 101,Ulvik sn,Hordaland lylke(S¢ndrc
Bergellhus Amt)
Bο′″s″ピ1603:Bο′ιs′ααグ1667:Bο′s″1723:rbο′sだノ1910 NG(XI,p
475,no 33)
8 Bolstad,S,(32V)NN 702 516,Bm sn,Oppland″lke(Knsua sAm0
9 Bolstad,S,(32V)NN 822 728,Lillchammer sn,Oppland f,lkc
(Knstians Amt)
√bοイS″ノ1900 NG(IV/1,p221,no 80)
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10 Bolstad,S,(32V)NP 149 563,Vagi sn,oppland Fylkc(IGiStians
Amt),Nopvay
′′:rre B。′s′
`″““
1412 DN(ⅡI,442);Bο′〃S″ピ1594:Bοls″ 1578 St
(148b);Bο′JS″′1604:BοJ´s″′1723;/bοィS″ノ 19KXI NG(IV/1,p70,
no 6)
H Bolstad,S,(32V)MP 262 194,Fonun sn,Sogn og FJordane～lke
(Nordrc Bergenhus Amt)
,3οお
"′““
c1360 BK(38a):j BοιS′α′c1360 BK(40aゝJ Bο′rsra′グ
““c 1521 NRJ(IⅡ,398):BοJS“′r1563:Bαα` 76″1603:3οθιs″′1603;
Bοお″」1666;fbοιS″ノ1901 NG(XH,p12,■o20)
12 Bolstad,S,(32V)LN 499 866,Kvamsoy sn,Sogn og FJordane
″lkc(Nordre Bergcnhus Amt)
Bο′ι′s″′1611:Bο′′s″ど1667:Bοお″ど1723:√bο′S″ノ1901 NG(XⅡ,p
166,no 78)
13 Bolstad,S,(32V)MP 027 672,Oppstryn sn,Sogn og FJordanC
fylkc(Nordre Bcrgcnhus Amt)
BοJs″′c 1521 NRJ(II,131):θοお″漬C1521 NRJ(ⅡI,622);Bο′お′ιル
1563;Bο′s″′1567:3ο′おraピ1667;√りοs′αノ1901 NG(XⅡ,p514,no 12)
14 3olstad,S,(32V)NM 672 081,Sandc sn,Vcstfold″lke(JarlSberg
og Lalllk Amt)
′Bοοs″ピカο
“
c 14α)R¢dc Bog(192):Bοιお″グrι 1541 DN(VH,795);
3οJな″ル1546 DN(II,853):BοノS′α″1547 DN(v832)Bοι′S″グ″ο″
′″1668;βο′′s″ノsφ″グ″οg 771′′ι″
“
1668:rbοrs″ノ1907 NG(VI,p30,
no 37/38)
These namcs dcHve from ON b6′s″∂らm,`a fanll'(cf NG indl p 44:
NG Ⅱ,p204)The prOnunciations for nos l,9,10,show thatthe odginal
long stem vowcl sound has bccn retaincd Usualy,thc long stcm vo、vcl,
1‐ο:],undenⅣcnt shortening o、ving to thc following`long't●consonantal
combination,[―ιS′‐1, necessitating a short prcccding vo、vel sound, as is
visible in nos 2-7, 11‐14(Seip 1955,p l12)With nOS 2-4,the short stcm
vowel,[″1,iS rcsu■ofthe following devclopmcnt flrstly,〔ο:]iS ShOn―
cned to[―ο-1 0Wing tO its position bcfore a consonant clustcr(Scip 1955,
p  l12), 1-ο-l  then bCCOmes frontcd to [―″―], as happens in ccrtain
Noぃrcgian dialects(Jahr 1990,P 105)Thc frOnting to[‐″‐〕haS nOt takcn
placc with nos 5,6,7, 11,13, 14,as thcse are situatcd outsidc thc arca of
fronting No  13 fcatures the only instance in 、v ich a true simplcx
Nomegian bolstad―name has not rctaincd its medial[′]SOund Howcvct
this must bc a vcヮr cent feature as all thc wHtten folllls fcature an+(sCC
also Ch 3 2)
Somc ofthe carly follllS Of nOs 5,9,11,show plural f0111ls Thc rcason
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for this is not quite cenain, but it is possible that the settlement-areas to
which these place-names refer have been considered to consist of more
than one settlement. NG lists no. 5 as Bolstad med Skorsvik- that is as con-
sisting of two settlements 
- 
this might be what is referred to with the plu-
ral forms.
Some of the place-names have no early records. Hence, the antiquity of
nos 8-10 cannot be established.
Compound formations:
BESSEBOSTAD
Bessebostad, S, (33W) WS 643 428, Trondenes sn., Troms fylke (Troms6s
Amt).
Bersaboolstad c. 1450 DN (VI, 228): Bersabolstad c. 1450 DN (VI, 229);
Bessebostadt 1610; Beste Bostad 1661 Bcrstebostad l'123: ['bessbosta]
l90l NG (XVII, p. 26, no. lO7).
K. Rygh (NG XVII, p. 26, no. 107) interprets the specific as the ge-
nitive sg. of the ON personal name Bersi, m. (cf. Lind 1905-15, cols
132-3', 1931, cols 163-8). This name is the one notable exception to the
rule that Norwegian bolstad-names are not compounded with personal
names.
The present-day pronunciation is a result of: l: the ON unrounding of
[-e-] to [-a-1, although this is not manifested in writing until much later
(Seip 1955, p. 48; Skard, vol. l, 1967, p. 143); assimilation of ON [-rs-]
> Norw. [-ss-] (Seip, 1955, p. 286; Sandpty 1985, pp. 188-9); 2: weaken-
ing of ON l-a-lto l-e-1, which was then subsequently dropped. For the rest
of the compound, see Ch. 3.2.
The inserted /-t-l in the l66l and 1723 entries is probably an attempt to
make sense ofthe place-name. Folk etymology would then have the name
to mean 'The best farm'.
BRATTEBOLSTAD
Brattebolstad t, S, Kvikne sn., Hedmark fylke (Hedemarkens Amt).
B ratbostadt 1520: B rauebolstaa I 593:' Bratt e bol sta I 604:' B rat bolstad
1676; Brateboelstad 1667:, Bratteboelstad 1723:' l'brattbost] l90l NG
(III, p. 430, no. 32).
The specific is a form of ON brarri, adj., the weak version of ON brclrr,
adj., 'steep'(cf. NG lll, p.430, no. 32). The farm appears not to exist any
longer, at least it does not feature on the l:50,000 map. The pronunciation
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is owing to a wcakelllng ofthe inicctional ending,ON〔j],or ramer[_α_〕,
tO I‐′1,WhiCh Was then subscquently lost For thc rcst of thc compound,
see Ch 3 2
FANBOSTAD
Fanbostad i,S,(32V)MQ 09 59,Bols¢y sn,M¢rc og Romsdals iylke
(Romsdals Amt)
j Fο″″
`ι
οs″′
“
772c 1440 AB(p77s):P力α″′bοs″dc 1521 NRJ(II,91):
乃●72″
`ι
Os″′c 1530 0EJ(p 6);Fa″bο
“
s″α1610:Fα′夕ο″sねど1633:
Fα″′bοs化″ 1669:rルη″うοss惣ノ1908 NG(XΠI,p280,no 30)
K Rygh(NG XHI,pp 280 1,no 30)intCrprets the speciflc as contain―
ing thc gcnitive sg of a now iost name ofthc local flord*Fα
“
,,m (■ow
Fr7″び οzた″),Or LSS Ikdy■om ONル771,a衝ギ 。ld'A tlllrd possiblly
could bc thc gcnitive sg of ONヵ″
“
,1,`SnOw,a snow dunc'(scC Fο″
“
´
bοs′,Lindas sn,Hordaland cylkC,bClow),butit docs not corrcspond well
with thc modcm pronunciation Considc●ng thc numbcr of namcs in thc
area h乃″た、such as乃″″ψο滋″,*乃″″′"α“
,乃″″′sr“″ル“,*Fallasたοgllι)and Fα″ιοs"グー al with relation to thc flord of Fanne―
10rden,thc foI‖l r suggestion appcars to be thc corrcct one ln spitc ofthe
lack of an/-1-/in thc sourccs,the gencic is most probably ι
`Js″
∂″
¶hc present day pronunciation is owing to:1:ON["]>[″″]>[η4‐1
lhis palatalisation only occurs in a limitcd arca of western Norway:M¢rc
og Romsdal"lke&WCStcm Sogn og FJordaneけlke(Jahr 1990,pp 64-
5):2:weakening of ON [‐αl>[―′]and Subsequently lost,owing to its
unstrcssed positlon
FONNEBOST
Fonncbost,S,(32V)KN 918 417,Lindis sn,HOrdaland fN71kc(S¢re
Bergenhus Amt)
F1/″′わOIS″グc 1521 NRJ(II,502);Fα″′わοs″′c 1521 NRJ(IⅡ,461}
F071″′bOS“ら″′ 1563: Fο″″debοs"j′ 1567; Fο″″′bο∫′ 1667: FO″″′blls′
1668:√βdPl′b』S′ノ1910 NG(XI,p416,no 106)
The spedic k most probaЫy ONヵr71,呵"`。ば,presumably in the
weak declension,ヵ"j(cf NG XI,p416,no 106)Another possibilitymlght be ONヵ″″,■,`SnOw,a snow dunc',in the genluvc sg"力″れ′″
Howcver.dlc lattcr suggcstion docs not correspond、vcn with he modem
pronunciation,which shows dimcrcntiation of ON[―酸]>〔′″]The
prcscnt‐day pronunciation is thc rcsult ol l:ONIα]>[‐う‐]but Wnttcn
たa‐/orたo―/(Scip,1955,pp 271 2):2:diffcrcntiation of ON[‐
“
‐〕>[グ″]
nisis a10cal dcvclopment(cp■″″′Sbφ nearby,pronounccdレd71′∫b″]),
found only in Hordaland ttlkc,Rogaland,″lkC and inncr Sogn og
FJordane″lke(Seip 1955 pp 285;Jahr 1990,p65):3:wcakening of ON
〔‐j]/〔―α〕>[‐′],aS a result of its unstrcssed position (Skard,vol l, 1967,
p 143)For the rest ofthe compound,see Ch 3 2,although thc prcscnt
day fol Ⅲ of[』]fOr ON[ο:]might altcma6vely be owing to an assim‐
1lation in sound ofthc stcm vowel
GIBOSTAD
Gibostad,S,(33W)CB 850 970,Lcnvik sn,Troms″lkC(TrOms¢sAmt)
,G″jg力οbοοお″′c 1450 DN(VI,229):j Gφむ力bοIS″グ″″c 1450 DN
(VI,349):Gjbο
“
S"α,Gル
“
∫
"α
1567:Gjjb“s“グ1610:G′ルο′s"′1614;
Gルοs"ど1661:″ιbοS″ノ19H NG(XVII,p lKXl,no 84)
K Rygh(NG XVⅡ,pl∞,no 84 and no 82)intcrprcts thc spcciflc as
the genit市e sg of an unrecorded place namc*G′むa,f,relatcd to ON
g`jgα,vb,`to skew,to sway,to dangle,lo swing' 町 gh suggests this
name may bc an o‖ginal fl rd―namc or.lcss likely.a stream namc This
sounds plausible,considcHng the othcr nalncs in the arca with speciflcs of
sccmingly thc samc o●gin: G,φy(くGθfgッ´),Gお
“
″ピ′′(く G′jg力ο‐
s″″グ″7Pl)
Thc prcscnt day pronunciation is thc rcsult ot flrstly.a rcduction of thc
unstrcsscd gcnitivc sg cnding[―
“
‐〕>[‐′‐] VヽhiCh iS subsequcntly droppcd,
and sccondly thc changc ofthc stemvowcl from ON〔‐′j‐l>[ι‐],bCing
situatcd beforc a palatal cOnsonant,[―θ―](Seip 1955,p 262),whiCh iS latcr
droppcd Forthc rcst ofthc compound,see Ch 3 2
/g/is used in Nowcgian as an onhographic rcprcscntation of 17‐1
before a front vowcl(Sand¢y1985,p182)
GRANBOSTAD
Granbostad,S,(33W)UN 905 156,Vassis sn,Nordland″lke(Nordlands
Amt)
GrαPIbοs′ 1559: Gra″どbοs″ピ′ 1590: G´α″bοs″′ 1669: G^αだbοs″d
1723:√ク
“
bοSS″ノ1905 NG(XVl,p8,no 53)
K Rygh(NG XVI,p8,no 53)intcrprcts the speciflc as possibly con
taining ON grα4′∵,m,`a sand dune,a sandy island or holm'or lcss likc―
ly thc genitivc pl of ON grσ″,f, `a sprtlcc,a conifer' Judging fronl thc
documentav cvidcncc, the fol‖ler suggcstion secms the most likely
Howcvcr, sincc shon[‐α]only becOmcs lengthencd beforc[‐″切 i
Danish and S、ve ish, and not usuany in Norwcgian (Indreb¢, Gustav,
ソVοrst i′うなοga,(BCrgcn 1951),p l17),thiS Suggcstion secms somcwhat
problcmatic Danish or S、vedish influcncc might account for the prcsent‐
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day pronunciation, though, especially when considering the former politi
cal affiliations of Norway.
The generic is probably bdlstadr, althorgh K. Rygh suggests ON bl-
stalr,m., 'a hut, shieling', for no apparent reason, as all the forms fit with
the normal development of bdlsradr.
GRYTEBOST
Grytebost, S, (32V) LQ 588 325, Borgund sn., MOre og Romsdals fylke
(Romsdals Amt).
Gridebostad c. l52l NRJ (lI, 106); c. Grytebostad 1530 OEJ (p. 3);
Gr^debust 1fi3: GrOdbostad 16O6. Grydebostad 1617l, Grydebust 1666',
Grytebust 1723', ['grytebosst] 1908 NG (XIII, p. 192, no. 150).
K. Rygh ( NG XIII, p. 192, no. 150) interprets the specific as the geni-
tive sg. of a stream name *Gryta,f. (derived from ON grJdl, n., 'gravel'),
which, according to K. Rygh, is a common stream name. Altematively the
specific could be the genitive sg. of ON gryta,f.,'a stream with a slony
course'. The short stem vowel of the modem pronunciation, however, is
problematic.
The change, ON [-y:-] > Norw. [-y-], is unusual, as the stressed syllable
usually remains long (Skard, vol. l, 1967, p. 89). It is possible that the
long compound (once four syllables, now three) has influenced the quan-
tity of the stem vowel. A parallel development seems to have occurred
with Sulebust, Hareid sn., Mpre og Romsdal fylke (see below). The ON
fem. genitive sg. inflection [-a] has been reduced to [-e], due to its
unstressed position (Skard, vol. l, 1967, p. 143). For the rest of the com-
pound, see Ch. 3.2.
HELBOSTAD, HELGEBOSTAD, HELLEBOSTADT, HELLEBUST,
II,tsGEBOSTAD
1. Helbostad, S, (32V) LP 921 839, Sunylven sn., MOre og Romsdals
fylke (Romsdals Amt).
Hellebost 16O3; Helleboestad 1616:' Hellebust 1666:' ['hellbossta] l9O8
NG (XIII, p. 104, no. 3).
2. Helbostad, S, (33w) UM 737 769, Hoylandet sn., Nord-Trgndelag
fylke (Nordre Trondhjems Amt).
Helboste 1559; Helbostadt 1590:' Helboesta 1626:' Hallbostad 1669;
Helbostad 1723:, ['helbosra] 1903 NG (XY p.301, no.76).
3. Helbostad, S, (32W) PS 095 210, As sn., Nord-Trpndelag fylke
(Nordre Trondhjems Amt).
Helgebostadt c. 1550 Cap; Holbostadt l59O:. Helboesta 16261' Hellbostad
1643; Helbostad 16691. Helbodstad 1723 ['hcelbosta] 1903 NG (XV, p.
252, no. 168).
4. Helgebostad, S, (32V) PM 206 747, Holt sn., Akershus fylke
(Akershus Amt).
Hclgobolstad c. 1400 ROde Bog (261)1 Hellebogstad 1594, Helgebogstad
1595 OC (49); ['hcljeboksta] 1898 NG (11, p. 327, no. 179).
5. Helgebostad, S, (32V) MR 472 491,Dolm sn., Sgr-Tr6ndelag fylke
(Spndre Trondhjems Amt).
Helgabolstadh c. I zl40 AB (p. 16)1 Haugabolstqd c. l44O AB (p. 60):
Helbostadh c. 1521 NRJ (ll, 56): Hellebostad 1559l. Helbostadt 1590:
Helboesta 1626; HeLboestad 1630: Helbusta 1664:, Helboestad 1123:'
['hcellbusta] 1901 NG (XIV, p.68, no.36).
6. Hellebostadt t, S, Norddal sn., MOre og Romsdals fylke (Romsdals
Amt).
Hellebostadt 16O6.
7. Hellebostadt t, S, Stranda sn., Mgre og Romsdals fylke (Romsdals
Amt).
Hellebostadt 1606.
8. Hellebust, S, (32V) LP 235 795, Vanylven sn., MOre og Romsdals
fylke (Romsdals Amt).
Hellebostad 1603: Hellebust, SAerhelbust 1666:, Nore Hellebust 1123;
Spre Hellebust 1723:' ['hellbost] 1908 NG (Xnl, p. 9, no.53/61).
9. Hellebust, S, (32V) LP 051 996, Dale sn., Sogn og Fjordane fylke
(Nordre Bergenhus Amt).
Hellebustad 1603; Hellebust 1667:. ['hcllebisst], ['he:lebdsst] l9l2 NG
(X11,p.279, no. 104).
10. Hellebust, S, (32V) LP 462 055, Viksdalen sn., Sogn og Fjordane
fylke (Nordre Bergenhus Amt).
a Helgha bolstad c. 1360 BK (28a); Helgebostadt 1563 Helbustaid 15671'
Hellebustad 1603', Hellebust 1667: ['hc:lebisstl l919 NG (XII, p. 291,
no.26).
ll. Hegebostad, S, (32V) LK 950 683, Hagebostad sn., Vest Agder
fylke (Lister og Mandal Amt).
a Hagabostapum 1435 DN (XI, l4l); a Helghabothstadh 1495 DN (Vl,
654)1 Hegbostadt 1594: Hegbostadt 1612: Hegbostad 1668: ['he:gebosta]
1912 NG (lX, pp.257 & 259, no. I l).
12. Hagebostad, S, (32V) MK 035 513, Vigmostad sn., Vest Agder
fylke (Lister og Mandal Amt).
Helgaboolstader 1369 DN (vl, 315); Hegbostedt 1556 DN (vI, 815):
Hebostadt 1594; Hegbostad1612; ['tuegbostal l9l2 NG (IX, p. l5l, no. 70).
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The specific is the weak declension ft elgi of ON heilagr, adj., 'holy' (cf.
NG IX, p. l5l, no. 70), or possibly ON hella, f.,'a flat rock, a flat moun-
tain' for nos 1,6-9, as the sources are not early enough to distinguish
between the two suggestions. Howeve( by force of typology, this second
suggestion must be regarded as less certain. The specific is not the ON
personal name lle lgi, m.lHelga, f. (cf. Lind 1905- 15, cols 507- l0), as per-
sonal names are hardly ever compounded with bolstad-names. The gener-
ic is bdlstadr, although this is slightly less cenain for nos l, 2, 6-9,
because of their late appearance in records.
The present day pronunciation is due to: l: original [-e-] has been
opened and lowered to [-a-l (Indrebo 1951, p.222; Skard, vol. l, 1967,
p. 143; Christiansen 1976, p.9l). In the case ofnos 9-ll a subsequent
lengthening to [-a.'] has taken place to avoid a short stem syllable
because of the reduction of the ensuing consonant cluster; 2: ON [-/g-]
may assimilate to [-/1-] (nos l, 5 & 8), and sometimes subsequently be
changed into a dark [-/-] (nos 2, 3), or in east Norw. to [-f-] (no. 4); 3:
the inflectional ending has been reduced to [-e-] (nos 4,9-11), but is
mostly lost, owing to its unstressed position. For the rest of the com-
pound, see Ch. 3.2.
HELGEBOSTAD see s.n. HELBOSTAD
HELLEBOSTADT see s.n. HELBOSTAD
HELLEBUST see s.n. HELBOSTAD
HOBBELSTAD, HOPPESTAD
l. Hobbelstad, S, (32V) NL 337 915, Efelat sn., Buskerud fylke (Bu-
skeruds Amt).
Hoppelstadt 1566 DN (XV 829).
2. Hobbelstad, S, (32V) NM 515 275, Haug sn., Buskerud fylke (Bu-
skeruds Amt).
i Hooboolstadum 1320 DN (ll, ll9 (in doc. of 1409)); i Hooboolstddum
1394 DN (Y,265): i Hobolstadhum, i Hokolstadum c. 1400 Rgde Bog
(87): i Hobilstade c. 1400 ROde Bog (209s); til Hopulstadha 1437 DN
(Y11,405)', i Hopulstadum 1452 DN (Y,560); HopPelstadft 1552 DN (VII,
832): Hobbiilstadt 1578: Hobbelstad 1593l, Hoppestad 1595 OC (l6l);
['hdbbelsta] 1909 NG (Y,p.269, no. 100/l0l).
3. Hoppestad, S, (32V) NL 323 690, Gjerpen sn., Telemark fylke
(Bratsbergs Amt).
″οttοお″d″772,″00bοお″′ン711i397 DN(IΠ,393)″οιグS″′
““
c 1400
R¢de Bog(38s)″qη`
S″
″ 1585:歳oppιsね′″θグ″ οg φソ″ 1723:
ノlhシ′′S"ノ1909 NG(VⅡ,p107,no 12)
me specincis oN笏″,adJ,`high',or possibly its vadant follll力
`″
(ci
NG v p 269,no lKX1/101)
ON[α:]>[―よ〕(Seip,1955,p 147)and then subsequcntly shoncncd,
dueto compound lcngth Thc changc in n0 3 from ON[ι]>[フρ‐]may
pOssibly bc bccause of analogy、vith Norwegian/10pp′ `to jump about'
For thc rcst ofthc compound,see Ch 32
nc Orlginal scttlcment of no 2 is now dividcd into two fanlls This divi―
sion is possibly an old one,as all thc carly fo.11ls show plural cndings,as
do thosc of no 3
HOWESTAD sees.n.HOBBELSTAD
HκGEBOSTAD sees.n.HELBOSTAD
LILLEBOLSTAD,LILLEBOSTAD
l Lillebolstad,S,(32V)NN 979 562,Ringsakcr sn,Hcdmark″lke
(Hedelllarkens Aml)
ιj′セbοιsセ′1520:ι:″′わοs"′c i530 0EJ(116);ι〃セBο′″S″グc 1577
St(122b):L′
`J′
3ο′s"′1593;√VJ力′ルοlrrrノ 1900 NG(111,p 27,no
256)
2 Lillcbolstad,S,(32V)NN 822 728,Lillchammer sn,Oppland～lkc
(K●stians Amt)
ι″′
`Bοι′
s″グ1668;ι〃′′bο′s′αd 1723:rra″g′r″グ/ι″ι
`み
οな″ど1900 NG
(IV/1P222,no 89)
3 Lillcbostad,S,(32V)MQ 126 567,Bols¢y sn,M¢rc og Romsdals
～
lke(Romsdals Amt)
ιj″′わοs″どんc 1521 NRJ(Ⅱ,91);ι〃ルbοS″グc 15300] (p 6);
Lお′ιわοgs″清 c 1550 DN(X,8KXl)ιjルタο″s″α1610:ι:JルBοs″ど1669:
L,Iセわοs″′1723:√Vi力々 うοSS"ノ1908 NG(XIII,p279,no 19)
nc spcciflc is′″ι:,the weak dcclcnsion vcrsion of ON′″′〃,adJ,
`small,Itdc'(ci NG ΠI,p27,no 256)It is rCmarkable that thc[′]
sound ofthe geneHc has suwivcd in no l,as I―′―l iS usually lostin com―
pounds of bolstad―names lt is possible that the`dark'quality of the[′]
has helpcd thc rctcntion ofthis consonant See also Ch 3 2 For no 3 0N
[r′]has bccomc l‐ι′‐]>F ordamal dial[み′](Seip 1955,pp 287 8:Jahr
1990,p 73);fu“hC111lorc,the ON inflectional ending has been weakened
tO〔―′](Skard,VO1 1,1967,p 143)
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Two of the settlements which these names refer to have undergone
name change. No. I is now known as Bolstad, whereas no. 2 is called
Trangrud.
LILLEBOSTAD see s.n. LILLEBOLSTAD
MEBOST, MIKLEBOSTAD, MYCHLEBOSTADT, MYKLABOL-
STADIR, MYKLABUST, MYKLEBOST, MYKLEBOSTAD, MYK-
LEBUST, IVTYKLEBUSTAD, MOGELBOSTAI)
l. Mebost, S, (32V) PR 081 097, Selbu sn., Sor-Trondelag fylke
(Sondre Trondhjems Amt).
Mqgebostad c. l52l NRI (II, 193): Myklebostad c. 1550 Cap; Mqckelbo-
stadt 1559: M0ckilbostadt l59O MLgbosta, Mobesta, Mobostad 1626:, Me-
borst 1668; Mebust 1723: [rnebosst] 1908 NG (Xry p. 385, no. 95-99).
2. Miklebostad, S, (33W) WR 549 913, Lpdingen sn., Nordland fylke
(Nordlands Amt).
af Myklaboktad c. 1,140 AB (p.94); Moglebosted l52l c. NRI (III, 200);
Mycklebostad c. 1530 OEJ (;p. 2l)1 Moglebostad, Mqglebostad 1567:'
M^chelbosta 166l Mochelboestad med Findvig 1723; bnekkelbostal
1905 NG (XVI, p. 302, no. 39).
3. Miklebostad, S, (33W) WS 962 558, Dyrgy sn., Troms fylke (Trom-
sos Amt), Norway.
Michilbostad 1567:' MOEelbostad 1614l. MOchelbustad 1661:' M^chelbo-
stad 1723', l)nekkelbosta] l9ll NG (XVn, p.59, no.25).
4. Mychlebostadt ti Bostad, S, (32V) NR 817 328, Bratsberg or Malvik
sn., Sor-TrOndelag fylke (S6ndre Trondhjems Amt).
Bostad ? 1514-21 NRJ (II, 182); Mychlebostadt c. 1540 Cap.; Bosradt ?
1559: Bostadt ? l59O; Boestad ? 1667l' Bogstad ? 17231 ['bosta:n] '! l9O1
NG (XIV p. 357, no. 25).
5. Myklabolstadir t, S, Heidal sn., Oppland fylke (Kristians Amt).
Myklabolstadir l3l9 DN (III, 103); Myklabolstadir 1323 DN (I[, 132);
Prestegaardt 15201 Prestegaarden 1900 NG (lv/l, p.85, no. 182).
6. Myklabust, S, (32V) KL 933 865, FOrdesfjord sn., Rogaland fylke
(Stavangers Am0.
Myckelbostat c. l52l NRJ (III, 288); Myklebostad c. l52l NRI (II,469);
MOckelbostadt 15631. MOgleboust 16lo: Mqglebustad 166l ftnqggla-
bdstl, ['magglabdsll l9l5 NG (X, p.404, no.80).
7. Myklabust, S, (32V) LL M0 395, Sola sn., Rogaland fylke (Sravang-
ers Amt).
?
″ ε´々ιιbοs"′c 1521 NRJ(ⅡI,254);″φg′わο∫′c 1521 NRJ(II,343):
iイφε々`ル
οs′, 1イ´c々
`Jbο
s′α 1563; ルイ´g′´ιο′s′ 1610; ″φg′
`b“
srad 1616:
ノ1曖ノクノαbうS′ノ1915 NG(X,p138,no 3)
8 Myklcbost l,S,Da宙k sn,Sogn og FJordanc,lke(Nordre Bcrgen
hus Amt)
ルタた麟bοJs″′′【οルsda′c 1360 BK(29b):κ¢rrss′α 1532 DN(VⅡ,
751)K,J′Sね′1603:″φεカルわ“s/綸¢′ルs″力J1723ゴ771ykkicι』ssィ1919NG(XII,p412,no 38)
9 Myklebost,S,(32V)LN 012 874,Hyllestad sn,Sogn og Flordanc
″lkc(Nordrc Bcrgcnhus Amt)
イ″iCttιο′S■c l175 DN(XVI,1)″,た′rf2οJsね′力1427 DN(XⅡ,158):
げ″メ7abοお″励Lc 1463 DN(XII,202)″波′めοお″dJlc 1490 DN(XII,
232); M¢gιJbοS″r」r 1563: 均 c力′Jι″S″′ 1603: Mφc力′′ι
“
S′α′ 1608:
′Иφcルιι
“
sr 1667:√糀ノたたιιι』ss′ノ1919 NG(XⅡ,p236,■o79)
10 Myklebostad,S,(32V)MK 447 943,Vcgusdal sn,Aust Agdcr″lkC
(Ncdcncs Amt)
″φg′′bοs″′ 1595;ルrφgιルοsraグ1601:Mφ8ル♭ο`s″どれι`S′
φι′″1668:
I蹴リククルうοSS″ノ 1905 NG(VIII,p169,no 3)
H Myklebostad,S,(32V)LM 154 556,Onahcim sn,Hordaland"lke
(S¢ndrc Bergenhus Amt)
αA石たたわο′r6ねど1333 DN(IV 178):″φcた′′ルοsrad 1610;′′φε力ι′わ s′
1668:f‰た´たルbttssr/1910 NG(XI,P174,no 131)
12 Myklebostad,S,(32V)MQ 451 548,Vistdal sn,M"c og Romsdals
～
lkc(Romsdals Amt)
のF″νたたbοf6κ″c 1440 AB(p74);Mφ8J′bοSraa c 1521 NRJ(II,89):
M)=′′bοs"′c 1530 0EJ(p6)ソИφεたιJbο
“
s″α1610:2が″″ C´力′Jbο′‐
s″d1669:Aセ′た Mφε力ιιわο′s″ピ 1669;'V′″ M¢ι″′ルοS"′,θソ`r″φ
‐
c力′′bοs`1723:√7720ttθ′うοs"ノ1908 NG(XHI,p263,■o39/40)
13 Myklcbostad,S,(32V)MQ 372 776,Orc sn,M¢rc og Romsdals
取lkc(Romsdals Amt)
″¢g′´ιω″′C1521 NRJ(II,77)′Иφg`ルοS●1559:″φc層めοs″1590:
″:cカノbο′s″d1643;″φεカメ′bοs″1667:ν¢c力′ルぉr1723:√772ο々ル′わοS‐
s"ノ1908 NG(XⅡI,p359,no 21)
14 Myklcbostad,S,(33W)VQ 806 706,Bodin sn,Nordland″lke
(Nordlands Amt)
aF″メ麟ιο′S″グc1440 AB(p92):″¢よJ′bο∫″dc 1521 NRJ(Ⅲ,211):
'′
yたたbοSrrr′c 1530 0EJ(p 19):MOgルbοS“グ,ル′′εルιbοs"グ 1567:
ノИφc ル々 οs餃′ 1610:″¢cたノタο´ s′αど 1723:√
"`旅
′″οSSイ1905 NG(XVI,
p 202,no 26)
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15 Myklcbostad,S,(33W)VQ 613 342,G‖dcskal sn,Nordland fylkc
(Nordlands Amt)
1イφごルルοs″ど1614;″φεみ′ルο′s餡″1723:√レ
`た イ々
bοS"ノ1905 NG(XVI,
p 186,n0 30)
16 Myklebostad,S,(33W)VP 320 547,Nesna sn,Nordland″lke
(Nordlands Amt)
″ッ々ι′bο75″′′,Sわ″′″c 1440 AB(p89);″:εそ′ルοs′″,ル,c彪′bοS″グ
1567;iイ¢g′JbοS“ク′1610:Megわοs漁2グ1614;ふイ¢ε力ιルο′s″1661;■イ´ε/1′―
bοパ″グ1723;r"οたたィゎ′s″ノ1905 NG(XVI,p l17,■o41)
17 Myklebostad,S,(33W)WR KX15 177,Stcigcn sn,Nordland fylkc
(Nordlands Amt)
:″ッ々にわοIS″グ1380 DN(VI,348);`√″yた′αわοls%だc 1440 AB(p94);
MφcたJ`bοs′ ど,Mφ8セbοsた′c 1521 NRJ(IⅡ,204);M,たルιο∫ね″c 1530
0EJ(p 19):1イ′C力々 ′´ιο∫″ど,′Иφεたルbοs″こ′ИOgルタοs′α4″φgセbοs″′
1567:″φεたιルοs″グ1614:″ε´力′ルο′s惣グ1723:√777οたたθ″οSSイ1905 NG
(XVI,p252,no 21)
18 Myklcbostad,S,(33W)WR 045 340,Stcigcn sn,Nordlandけlke
(Nordlands Amt)
Mφcたルbοs′ d c 1521 NRJ(III,204);ルイ′εカルbοstd,MOg々bοs″グ1567:
′Иφcた′ルοs"d1610:′Иφ
`力
ιbοθs″ご1723:√物οたル″οSS′ノ1905 NG(XVI,
p258,no 72/73)
19 Myklcbostad,S,(33W)tIN 829 966,TJ¢tta sn,Nordlandけlkc
(Nordlands Amt)
″,Cた′θιοCS“fc 1530 0](p17)″ッc力′ルοS″,″lc・た″′bοs″ど,″たル‐
ιοs餃′1567:Mφg′′bοst“1610:Mogbοs″′1614:Moc力′´bοιs"ど1661;
″οc力´ ルοs"′1723:√
"ο
λル′力∫S′αノ(dCrhο放′″οss′αノ)1905 NG(XVI,
P 59,no 81)
20 Myklcbostad,S,(32V)LL 155 242,H¢yland sn,Rogaland″lke
(StaVangers Amt)
a″ッ々′αιοrs"グ
“
771 1343 DN(IV 225):″φεたιθわοs″″c 1521 NRJ(III,
248);″φc ′々ιοS″1563:″φgルbο′s′1610:″¢gたわぉ″ど1668:√721′クク滋―
biSS″1915 NG(X,p168,no 25)
21 Myklebust,S,(32V)LM 325 470,K宙nherad sn,Hordaland fylkc
(S¢ndrc Bergenhus Amt)
iog′′bοs″グc 1521 NRJ(I,121);M¢gJ′ιοsrad c 1521 NRJ(II,516):
Mogノタοs″ 1563;工oι々′ιοsaクノ1610:Mφε力`
′
み〃sr 1668:ノン
"′
たたι′b〃ssrノ
1910 NG(XI,p33,no 105)
22 Myklcbust,S,(32V)LM 250 481,K宙nherad sn,Hordaland″lkC
(S¢ndre Bcrgcnhus Amt)
αλ′′々腸らοfs″∂1314 DN(VII,71);″ッ々′οbοお
"グ
′1443 DN(H,565):
″φ凛′ルοsね′1610;″φεたJ′b“s′ 1668:r771ンたたルb″ss″1910 NG(XI,p
35,n0 123)
23 Myklebust,S,(32V)LQ 605 322,Borgund sn,M¢re og Romsdal
″lkc(Romsdals Amt)
の ルルοJS″′1495 DN(Ⅱ,725);″φgルbοS″′c 1521 NRJ(II,106):
の た′′bοS′αグc 1530 0EJ(p 2):ん′φC″′ιοs′ 1603;Mφε々′ιbοs″′′1606;
″φεカメみ
“
s`1666;′Иφcカルb“sr 1723:√物ィ放ι′bοSs′ノ 1908 NG(XⅡI,p
192,no 153)
24 Myklcbust,S,(32V)LQ 703 584,Haram sn,M¢rc og Romsdal″lke
(Romsdals Amt)
M¢g′′わοS`αグc 1521 NRJ(II,97):Mφε力´Jbοs,1603:颯oε力′ιわ″sr 1666;
″φεねι′わ
“
s′1723:r771″たたιうοssィ1908 NG(XHI,p203,no l)
25 Myklebust,S,(32V)LQ 258 156,Hcr¢y sn,M¢rc og Romsdals
″lkc(Romsdals Amt)
MφgJ′bοS″グ 1521 c NRJ(H, H5);プИφεセルοS″″ 1606;′Иφ
`λ
′Jみ″s′
1666;Mφ
`力
ι′b″s′1723:[・町 たたルbοSsィ1908 NG(XIII,p42,no 37)
26 Myklebust,S,(32V)MQ 139 125,Norddal sn,Mφrc og Romsdals
″lke(Romsdds Amt)
iイ¢ε力′JιοS′ 1603: ルイ¢cたιιbοsaクグ′ 1606: l`φε力′′b″s′ 1666: ′Иφc力′´わ′s′
1723:√蹴οttι′わοssィ1908 NG(XⅡl,p l16,no 9)
27 Myklcbust,S,(32V)LQ 263 038,Sandc sn,M¢re og Romsdals
″lke(Romsdals Amt)
Mφgbο∫ra′力c 1521 NRJ(II,113)Mφ8′ιbοS″グc 1521 NRJ(IⅡ,612):
Mφι力′′ιο∫
` 1603; JИ
¢cた′ルοS″″ 1606: iイ¢ε力′′b″s′ 1666: M¢ε力ι′みlrs′
1723;√″ノλAf′♭』ssり1908 NG(XⅡl,p20,no 18)
28 Myklebust,S,(32V)LQ 605 332,Stranda sn,M¢rc og Romsdal
″lkc(Romsdals Amt)
イルけた麟ιοJS″グc 1440 AB(p 81);″φε力ιιわοs″′1603:MφεためοS′
1606:ブ′φc力′ル′s′1666:′И¢ιカルb′Sr 1723:√‰οたた′うοssrJ 1908 NG(XⅡI,
p 130,no 41)
29 Myklebust,S,(32V)LP 298 881,S¢yde sn,M¢rc og Romsdals
″lkc(Romsdals Amt)
″¢gルわοS"′C 1521 NRT(11,H7);Лイ:たι′ιοs″ル 1548 DN(XⅡ,764);
ルイ¢c力´ ′ιοs′ 1603: ルイφcλ′ルοshクピ′ 1606: ブИφε力′ιわ′s′ 1666: ′Иφc力′′bltsr
1723:√力′たたιθわいsrノ1908 NG(XⅡI,pp 13-4,no 89)
30 Myklebust,S,(32V)LP 171 908,Vanylvcn sn,M¢rc og Romsda s
取lkc(Romsdals Amt)
Mφε々′めοs′ 1603;M¢ε々′ルοSrr7ル 1606;Mφc力
`Jb“
S′ 1666:Ⅵocllルみ
“
Sr
1723;″ッた′ιbοSry′″1908 NG(XII,p2,■o7):√つ たた′bοssげ1908 NG
(XⅡI,p2,■o7)
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31. Myklebust, S, (32V) LP 250 832, Vanylven sn., Mpre og Romsdals
fylke (Romsdals Amt).
Mockelbost 16O3: MOckelbostadt 16O6; Michelbust 1666:' M0chlebust
1723; Mykkbost ytre and indre 1908 NG (XIII, pp. 2/6, nos 7128).
32. Myklebust, S, (32V) LQ 518 095, Vartdalen sn., MOre og Romsdals
fylke (Romsdals Amt).
Myklebostad c. 1530 OEJ (l)t M^ckelbost 1603l. Mocklebusstad 1617:
M^chelbust 1666: Mqchlebust 17231 ['mykklebosst] 1908 NG (XIII, p. 65,
no. 103).
33. Myklebust, S, (32V) LQ 572 OM, Orsta sn., Mpre og Romsdals
fylke (Romsdals Amt).
M^chelbost 1603:' M,ckelbostadt 1606l. M^chelbust 1666 Imqkkle'bosst]
1908 NG (XnI, p. 90, no. 29).
34. Myklebust, S, (32V) LK 2OO7 845, Egersund sn., Rogaland fylke
(Stavangers Amt).
M0cklebostad c. l52l NRI (ll,262); Myklabostad c. l52l NRJ (ll,267);
Mockelbostad 1563; Mycklebust 1567: MLgleboust 1610:' Muglebousta
16701 Moglebustad 1616:. MAglebustad 1668:' bnykklebisstl 1915 NG
(X, p. 80, no. 5).
35. Myklebust, S, (32V) LP 741 .147, Breim sn., Sogn og Fjordane fylke
(Nordre Bergenhus Amt).
Mqgelbostadt 1563l. MOckelbostad 1608', Muchelbustad 1667l. M^chel-
bust 1723: bny kkebus st I 19 I 9 NG (Xn, p. 49 I, no. 22).
36. Myklebust, S, (32V) KP 986 494, Bremanger sn., Sogn og Fjordane
fylke (Nordre Bergenhus Amt).
ML|elbosta 1563t Mickelbustad 1603 Mdchelbust 16671 Mochlebust
1723:' lmukkle'busrl l9l9 NG (XII, p.381, no.45).
37. Myklebust, S, (32V) LP 108 043, Dale sn., Sogn og Fjordane fylke
(Nordre Bergenhus Amt).
MOglebostad 1563 NRI (n, 143)i Mychelbustad 1603 M^chlebust med
@deiorden 16611 ['mgkklebdssri 1919 NG (XII, p. 236, no. 79).
38. Myklebust, S, (32V) LP 419 685, Eid sn., Sogn og Fjordane fylke
(Nordre Bergenhus Amt).
Myklebolstad 1435 DN (1,543): Mqslebostad c. 1521 NRI (lI, 126);
Mocklebostadh 1548 DN (Xl,773): MOckelbostedt 1563l' Mqchelbust
17231 ['mykklebossrl l9l9 NG (XII, p.436, no.214).
39. Myklebust, S, (32V) LP 595 244, Helgheim sn., Sogn og Fjordane
fylke (Nordre Bergenhus Amt).
MOglebosta 1563; Michelbustad'1603: MOchelbustad l6O8. MOchelbost,
Mochelbust 1667: hnakklebdsstl l9l9 NG (XII, p.312, no.37).
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40. Myklebust, S, (32V) LP 840 4l l, Olden sn., Sogn og Fjordane fylke
(Nordre Bergenhus Amt).
Myklabost 1340 DN (IX, 136); a Myklabolstade c. 1360 BK (l2a); i
Myklabostad c. 1360 BK (llb); af Miclabolstadh c. 1490 DN (X11,222):
Mq?elbostadt 1563; M^cklebostad 16O3:' MOckelbostad 16O8:. M0chel-
boestad 1667: M^chelbust 1723; I'mAkklebosstl, ['mykklebusst] l9l9 NG(Xll, p.491, no. 22).
41. Myklebust, S, (32V) LP I l5 745, Rugsund sn., Sogn og Fjordane
fylke (Nordre Bergenhus Aml).
Neder @ffre MOchelboesta 1667:' Nedre M^chelbust, @fre MOchelbust
1723 ['mykklebussrl l9l9 NG ()(11,p.424, no. ll5/ll6).
42. Myklebust, S, Selje sn., Sogn og Fjordane fylke (Nordre Bergenhus
Amt).
MOcklebosta 1563 Field & Backen 1603l, MOchelboestad 1667i M^chell-
bust 1723.
43. Myklebust, S, (32y)LP 699 548,Utvik sn., Sogn og Fjordane fylke
(Nordre Bergenhus Amt).
a Miklabolstad, i Myklabostad c. 1360 BK (l4b): Mocklebostedt 1563:'
M@ckelbostad 16O8:' MOchelboestad 1667:' Mqchlebust 1723 ['mykkle-
busstl, ['mykkleboss, l9l9 NG (XII, p.504, no.74).
,14. Myklebust, S, (32V) KN 913 975,bn sn., Sogn og Fjordane fylke
(Nordre Bergenhus Amt).
af Myklabolstadh c. 1463 DN (Xll,2O2): Miklibolstadher c. 1490 DN
(XII,232); Moglebostad c. l52l NRJ (II, 140); M@gelbosta 1563:' Myc-
helbustad 16O3: MOchelbustad 16O8:' M0chlebust 1667:' hnykklebdsstl
l9l9 NG (XII, p.225, no.8).
45. Myklebust, S, (32V) LP 249 608, Alfoten sn., Sogn og Fjordane
fylke (Nordre Bergenhus Amt).
i mykla Boolstaduin 1348 DN (1Y,269); i Myklabolstad c. 1360 BK (9a);
i Myklabolstad c. 1360 BK (17 a): i Miklabolstad c. 1360 BK (l9a)l
MLglebostad c. l52l NRI (II, 125); M^ckelbostadt 1563:' M^cklebostad
1603: MOchelbostad 1667l. MAchelbust 1723t hnykklebisstl l9l9 NG
(XII, p. 407, no. 6).
46. Myklebustad, S, (32V) MK 938 989, Holt sn., Aust Agder fylke
(Nedenes Amt).
Mpggelbostadt Ostre, M Oggelbostadt vestre 1593t Mogelboestadt 160l:'
MOgelbostadt Ostre, M OBelbostadt vestre 1670:' [lnsgglebusta ] : ['muggle-
bustal',hnokklebustal l9O5 NG (VIII, p.44, no. 28).
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47. Mogelbostad f, S, Austad sn., Aust Agder fylke (Nedenes Amt).
Mpgelbostad 16ll.
The above place-names are compounds of ON mrtil/, adj.lmikli, adj.,
'large, great', or in some cases the vaiant mykilllmvkli, and ON btilstadr,
m. However, there are no less than 47 examples of this type in Norway,
which amounts to almost half of all Norwegiat b6lstadr place-names ! An
over-frequency of this magnitude raises doubts as to whether this is a
place-name type equal to other place-names in b6lstadr, and should be
carefully investigated. As I see it, there may be three possible explanations
for this over-frequency. Firstly, it may be a straightforward place-name
compound of mikilllmikli, adj., and bdlstadr, the compound of which
made extremely good sense within the naming-situation in Norway.
Secondly, the many instances of place-names of this type may be seen as
being a type of analogical formation. Thirdly, the over-frequency may
reflect the existence of an otherwise unrecorded compound appellative,
*miklabdlstadr, used as a (simplex) place-name.
Considering the first possibility, it would be tempting to see the speci-
fic element as a reciprocating element. However, there is very little
evidence to sustain this assumption. The most obvious element with
which to reciprocate would be 'little, small'. Howevel there are only
tlree bdlstadr-names in Lille- (< ON litillllitli) in Norway and none of
those can be said to be reciprocating with mikilllmykill. ln general, bdl-
sradr localities do not occur in pairs within a single township in Norway,
so reciprocation with another bdlstadr lcrcality is not a viable possibility.
Still, this does not mean that the names of this type cannot have been
coined as genuine compound place-names. The specific element can be
seen as pointing out a quality of the locality in relation to nearby locali-
ties.
Altematively, the group may collectively be viewed as analogical for-
mations on an original *Miklabilstadr. Analogy in varying degrees may
be found among certain types of e.g. Scottish bdlsradr-place-names, so
this is a possibility to take into account too. To me, it seems possible to
distinguish between two major types of analogy, either associative nam-
ing or imitative naming. The former is where a place-name is coined pure-
ly by association with another place-name without any onomastic consi-
derations in the naming process, whereas the latter type of analogy only
steps into force when physical conditions are of such a nature as to spur
naming on the model ofan already known entity. In other words, the lat-
ter type of analogy 'imitates' the structure of an already known name from
conditions which could necessitate such a name. This type of analogy is
??
naturally difficult to distinguish from genuine naming, but if there is the
occurrence of a number of similarly originated place-names within a limi-
ted area, such as e.g. an island, there is a reason to assume that dssociarive
naming has been in force. From my study of the physical conditions of
Norwegian b6lstadr localities (see Ch. 6.2.), there is nothing to indicate
that the Norwegian place-names of the * Miklabdlstalr-type are different
in settlement-application to other settlements in b6lstadr.This means that
the over-frequency cannot really be caused by associative naming. On the
other hand, since localities bearing this name-type all display features
common to other ,6lstadr localities, as well as generally being among the
latgest, imitative naming canr,ot but be considered a distinct possibility,
though impossible to prove.
There is also the possibility that the origin of these place-names is a
compound appellative in *miklab6lstadr, m., a place-name construction
thereof thus being a simplex formation. Conceding that this is a possibili-
ty, there are a number of points which speak against this possibility.
Firstly, it has never been attested in literature as an appellative, and
although this by no means excludes its existence, this fact still has to be
borne in mind. What also speaks against it is, that if it was a compound
appellative, why has it ever only been attested as a place-name in the sim-
plex? It would have been natural to assume a specific being added to
modify the locality to which this appellative was assigned onomastically.
Furthermore, if this was an appellative in its own right, why does it not
appear in the Atlantic colonies such as in the Scottish isles and in Iceland?
It can hardly be because it only came into existence after the settlement of
these areas from Norway had been more or less completed, as it ought to
have featured in the lexicon.
In conclusion, I cannot but assume that place-names of the *Miklabdl-
stadr-type are probably partly genuine place-name constructions and pos-
sibly partly the result of imitative naming. Owing to the similanries in
locality-application between genuine place-name constructions and ana-
logical imitative nomir8, no distinction can be made between them on the
material available and they will henceforth be treated as genuine con-
structions in any further discussion of place-names in b6lstadr (see also
ch. 7.3.).
For most of the names here the final element is certainly ON bflstadr,
m. However. a number have not been recorded until after the time when
original [/] was dropped. The importance of this consonant is that it is the
greatest distinction in sound between b6lstadr and bistadr. Therefore, a
number of the above names must be noted as being of slightly uncertain
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origin phonetically (as are e.g. nos 31, 36, 39, 41, 46 & 47), although,
typologically, there can be very little doubt.
It is outside the aim of this book to account for all the phonetic changes
which have occurred for each name. Suffice it to say that none of the
names have undergone changes which do not occur in the respective
dialects in which the individual names function. One point should proba-
bly be pointed out, though. Three of the names (nos 27, 33, 36) have the
main stress on the generic element. This is unusual as the main stress is
normally on the first syllable in Germanic. This peculiar feature is only
found in these three bdlstadr-tames in More og Romsdal fylke,5r and
harks back to the original Indo-European variable stress pattern (Chri-
stiansen, 1976, pp. 30-l). The remnants of the variable stress pattem of
Indo-European in Norwegian show main stress on the generic element in
a few dialects. The main stress on the present final syllable in this name,
however, cannot be original, as the modem manifestation of the generic
has been reduced according to the general changes for this element. This
means that generic main stress on these bdlstadr-compounds is not origi-
nal, but a later feature transferred to them by means of analogy. What
speaks in favour of this is the fact that the present day final syllable has
not retained its original [-/-] sound, which is not prone to be dropped in a
stressed environment (cf. Ch. 3.2.).
Some of the above place-names are no longer in existence. For instance,
the settlement to which no. 47 refened is now lost as is the name with it.
Some renaming has also taken place. As an example, the settlement of
Miklebolstadir (no. 5) has (most likely) been renamed Prrzstegdrden. and
Mychlebostadt (no. 4) is possibly the former name for the settlement of
Bosrad, although this is not certain.
Only a few of these place-names (nos 5, 20, 40, 45) show remnants of
plural forms. It is not known why the plural is used with som bdlstadr-
names, but it is possible that it signals that the area referred to has been
considered to consist of more than one settlement.
MEBOSTAI)
Mebostad, S, (32V) NR 385 719, Bjugn sn., S6r-Trondelag fylke (Sondre
Trondhiems Amt).
Medbostodt 1590: Mirlbosta 1626l' Medbusta 1664:' Medbostad 1723.
51. I have not included vebenstad among these names, as there is senous doubts as to the
origin of this name being ON dklddr.
??
The specific is most probably ON nidr, adj.,'in the middle'(cf. NG
XIY p. 34, no. l6), but might possibly alternatively be ON medal, adv.,
'between (something)'. The generic seems to be b6lstadr.
MELBUSTAD, MIDBOSTAD
l. Melbustad, S, (32V) NM 835 926, Gran sn., Oppland fylke (Kristians
Amt).
Melbostadt 1520 DN (II,847); Meelbostadt 1578: Melbostad 1595 OC
(16l): Melbostad 16O4: Melbustad 1723: ['mallbusta] 1902 NG (IV/2, p.
142, no. l7O).
2. Midbostad f, S, Stordal sn., MOre og Romsdals fylke (Romsdals
Am0.
af Medalbolstadum c. 1440 AB (p. 8l): Mebostad c. l52l NRJ (II, 95);
Mebust 16O3: Meiboestadt 1617: Medbust 1666l' hnebosstl 1902 NG(XIII, p. 136, no. 82).
The specific is ON medaL, adv., 'between (something)'. The generic is
bdlstadr, although the generic of no. I has been interpreted by Kjer (NG
lY12,p. 143, no. 170) as ON blsrcdr, m. Judging from the spellings, there
is nothing which directly speaks against bdlstadr, as both original ON
l-o:-l /l-u-l in a weak position in a compound may yield Norw. [-a-] (ON
l-o:) > [-o-) > [-a-]/ON l-u:l > [-u-) (cf. Ch. 3.2. above). Therefore, on
phonetic grounds either is possible. However, since bista<lr is usually
only found in the simplex, b6lstadr, seems altogether more likely here.
The present pronunciation is the result of: l: ON [-e-] has undergone
opening and lowering to [-a-] (Skard, vol. l, 1967, p. 143)1 2: ON [-d-]
has been lost, being situated between two vowels (Seip. 1955, pp. 159-60
& 274): 3: and unstressed [-a-] has also been lost at more or less the same
time. With no. l, ON [-/] has been lengthened to compensate for this
reduction. For the rest of the compound, see Ch. 3.2.
MIDBOSTAD see s.n. MELBUSTAD
MIKLEBOSTAD see s.n. MEBOST
MYCHLEBOSTADT see s.n. MEBOST
MYKLABOLSTADIR see s.n. MEBOST
MYKLABUST see s.n. MEBOST
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MYKLEBOST see s.n. MEBOST
MYKLEBOSTAD see s.n. MEBOST
MYKLEBUST see s.n. MEBOST
MYKLEBUSTAD see s.n. MEBOST
MOGELBOSTAD see s.n. MEBOST
MYRBOSTAD
Myrbostad, S, (32V) MQ 088 708, Indre Frena sn., More og Romsdals
fylke (Romsdals Amt).
Myrabostader l4l2 DN (X,92): M""rboustaa 1610l. Myrbostad 1633:.
ftny:rbostal 1905 NG (XIII, p.206, no.50).
The specific is ON myrr, f., 'a moor, a bog' (cf. NG XIII, p. 206, no.
50). The original long quality of the stem vowel is retained even today.
The oldest spelling suggests that the genitive pl. form, myra. was origin-
ally applied here, although the genitive pl. ending, [-a], is no longer vis-
ible, having probably been lost, owing to its unstressed position.
The -er of the earliest form may either be a vestige of the nominative
plural form, or alternatively a retained nominative singular ending with a
svarabhakti-vowel inserted between it and the stem (cf. modem Icelandic
-rr and Shetland -er forms).
NORBOSTAD
Norbostad, S, (33W) UN 847 978, Tj6tta sn., Nordland fylke (Nordlands
Amt).
af nqrdra Bolstade c. 1.140 AB (p.89): afnordra Bolstadhum c. l440AB
(p. 9O):, Norbostad 1567; Nordboesta 166l: Nordbostad 1723', ['nolboss-
ral 1905 NG (XVI, p.59, no. 80).
The specific is the ON comp. adj. nardrl, 'more northerly' (cf. NG XVI,
p. 59, no. 80).
ON [-rd-] has become [-/-] (Christiansen 1976, pp. 138-9; Sandoy 1985,
pp. 184-5; Jahr 1990, pp. ll-3). Prior to this, the original comparative
inflectional ending, -ra has been lost, because of its unstressed position.
The earliest forms seem to be in the plural, possibly because the settle-
ment had become split up into several units already by the time of record-
ing, or the plural forms may be the result of a 'false' analogy on names in
ON sladir, m.
???
NORDBOSTAD. NORDBUSTAD
l. Nordbostad, S, (33W) VP 079 415, Nesna sn., Nordland fylke (Nord-
lands Amt).
Norbostad 1567; Norclbosta 16611 Nordborstad 1723: ['nirbusta] l9l0
NG (Xvl, p. I16, no. 25).
2. Nordbustad, s, (32v) LM 072 527, Uggdal sn., Hordaland fylke
(SOndre Bergenhus Amt).
Norbostadt 1563:, Norbosta 1570 DN (VI, 832); Nordbustad 16'10:
Nordreboste 1668t ['ndrrbdsst] l9l0 NG (XI, p. 162, no. l0).
The specific is ON nordr,adv., 'north' (cf. NG XI, pp . I 16, no. 25; 162,
no. l0).
The modern pronunciation shows that ON [-o-] has been opened and
lowered to [-ril (Skard, vol. l, 1967, p. 143). Furthermore, [d] has been
dropped, being the middle consonant in the triconsonantal cluster [-rdb-]
(Seip & Saltveit 1971, pp. 176-752). ln the case of no. 2, f-rl has been
lengthened to [-rrl to retain a long syllable. For the generic element of the
compound, see Ch. 3.2.
NORDBUSTAD see s.n. NORDBOSTAD
ORMBOSTAD
Ormbostad, S, (32V) MR 634 107, Tustna sn., Mgre og Romsdals fylke
(Romsdals Amt).
Arnbosto (?) 1559: Ormbosta 15901 Ormbostad 1723; ['Srmbosta] 1908
NG (XIII, p. 458, no. 48).
The specific might be the genitive sg. ofan ON personal name in Orm-,
or Qrn-, which has then undergone ellipsis. K. Rygh (NG XIII, p. 458, no.
48) interprets the specific as a stream name or a firth name, a now un-
ktown *Orma, f. However, owing to the lack of early forms, none of the
suggestions can be proved or disproved. What speaks against the former
suggestions is that personal names are not usually compounded with b6l-
sradr. K. Rygh's suggestion, on the other hand, is also uncertain, in so far
as there are no other place-names containing this element in the vicinity to
suppon this notion. The interpretation of the specific must remain open
with this name.
52. Seip, D. A. & Saltveit,L., Norwegishe Sprdchgeschichte, (BeIJin,l97l).
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RUBBESTAD
l. Rubbestad, (32V) KM 876 354, Bremnes sn., Hordaland fylke
(Sondre Bergenhus Amt).
Robostad 1612; Robersta 1668, Robberstad 1723l. ['rubbesta] l9l0 NG
(XI, p. 132, no. 87).
2. Rubbesrad, S, (33W) XS ll9 756, Trandoy sn., Troms fylke (Trom-
sOs Amt).
Rubestad 1567 Robbestad l6lqt Robestad 1614l. Robbestad 1723:,
['rubbesta] l9ll NG (xvll, p.71, no. 37).
The specific may be ON rd, f., 'a nook, a comer', compounded with
b1lstadr (cf. NG XI, p. 132, no.87 and NG XVll, p.71, no.37). Another
possibility could be the genitive sg. of the ON personal name Rubbi' m.l
Robbi, m. (cf. Lind 1905-15, col.857; 1931, p.685), compounded with
ON srcdir, m., 'a farm'. The documentary evidence does not unfortunate-
ly present any solution as no written forms are old enough to give any seri-
ous indication as to origin. The phonetic transcription also supports both
views. The interpretation of this name must remain open.
SKIELBOSTAD
Skjelbostad, S, (32V) MQ 253 3M, Voll sn., MOre og Romsdals fylke
(Romsdals Amt).
af Skialgobolstadh c. 12140 AB (p. 75): Skiellebostad, c. 1550 DN (X,
804): Skilboustaa 1610', Schielbostad 1632: Shielboestad 1669: Ilelbos-
stnl 1908 NC (Xru, pp. 223-4, no. l3).
According to K. Rygh (NG Xlll, pp.223-4, no. l3), the specific may be
the genitive sg. of a now lost stream name *Skjalga, f. (from ON stTZlgr,
adj., 'warped, bent'), or less likely the genitive sg. of an ON byname
*Skjalgi, m. (a weak form of the ON byname Skjalgr, m. (cf. Lind 1905-
15, col.915). This weak form is unattested outside this place-name, how-
evel making this suggestion rather unlikely. Considering that names of
water courses are occasionally used to modify bdls/adr-names, the former
suggeslion seems the most likely.
The initial consonant cluster, ON [sij-], has been reduced to Norw. [/-]
(Indrebg 1951, pp.232-3; Christiansen 1976,p. 123: Jahr 1990, p. 188).
Influenced by the preceding palatal consonant cluster ON [-a-] becomes
l-c-) (cp. ON stjarna, f., 'a star', with modern Norwegian stjeme Ven-
nal); 3: ON [-/9-] has become a 'thick' [-/-] to compensate for the loss of
[gl] in the combination [Jg-]. For the generic element ofthe compound, see
ch. 3.2.
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SULEBUST
Sulebust, S, (32V) LQ 519 221, Hareid sn., Mgre og Romsdals fylke
(Romsdals Amt).
Sulebostad 1617; Sullebust 1666l, Sulebust 1723; ['sulebosst] 1908 NG(XIII, p. 60, no. 80).
The specific is the island name Sala (< ON *Slla, f.), on which this set-
rlement is siruated (cf. NG XIII, p. 60, no. 80).
The shonening of the original long vowel, [-ur-] to [-r-], does not usu-
ally occur under stress, but may be because the long compound (once four
syllables, now three) has influenced the quantity of the stem vowel. A pos-
sible parallel case may be found in Grytebost, Borgund sn., MOre og
Romsdal fylke, above. For the generic element, see Ch. 3.2.
TREBOSTAD
Trebostad, S, (32W) PS 140 263, As sn., Nord-TrOndelag fylke (Nordre
Trondhjems Amt).
Trelboste 1559: Trebostad 1563 DN (XII, 83 I ); Threbostadt l59O. Threl-
bosta 1626: Threbostad 1643l, Trebostad 1669:' Trtebostad 1723:. l'trebo-
stal l9O3 NG (XY p. 252, no. l7l).
The specific appears to be ON prcll, m., 'a thrall, serf' (cf. NG XV
252, no. 17l). However, the present stem vowel does not readily suggest
this. A cautious explanation could be thal the present form and pronunci-
ation have been influenced by Norw. rre, sb., 'a tree, wood'(< ON trl, n.).
The 1669 and 1723 forms certainly suggest so. This would at explain the
present vowel quality.
Although K. Rygh suggests bistadr as a possibility, there is very liule
in the way of documentary forms and present-day pronunciation to sug-
gest that the generic should not be bdlstadr. For the generic element, see
ch. 3.2.
ULLEBUST
Ullebust, S, (32V) LP352 125, Forde sn., Sogn og Fjordane fylke (Nordre
Bergenhus Amt).
Vllebustad 1603 VWustad 1608:' Wllebust 1667l. Ullebust 1723: ['dll-
bdsstl 1919 NG (Xn, pp.328-9, no.54).
The specific might be the genitive sg. of the name of the Norse god
U/lr, m., although this is thought improbable by K. Rygh (cf. NG XII, pp.
328-9, no. 54), as the names of deities arc not usually used to compound
b6lstadr-names. Nevertheless, there are examples in Sweden, where
names from OSw bolstafer seem to be compounded with names of gods
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(ir,cl. Ullr). Furthermore, since there arc other specifics referring to cultic
utilisation and practice (e.g. ON heilagr, adj., and ON vl, n.) which are
compounded with b1lstadr in Norway, this possibility cannot be entirely
ruled out. A more likely possibility, however, is the genitive pl. of ON ufr'
m., 'a wolf'. The ON consonant cluster [-f-] can undergo assimilation to
[-/l] in Sogn og Fjordane. One example is UllebOen, Kyrkjebo sn., Sogn
og Fjordane fylke, whose written forms, as well as pronunciation, are
close to those of Ullebust. here (UlffuebO l61l;Vlleboe 1667; Ulleboe
1723: I'ullebs:dnl (NG XII, p. 176, no. 34)). Names containing wild ani-
mals are sometimes, albeit rarely, found compounded with bdlstadr.
The documentary evidence suggests that the generic is bistadr,m.,but
the pronunciation points to b6lstadr, although the present day sound of the
stem vowel may be due to a regressive assimilation to the following vowel
(Seip, 1955, p. 251). If this is the case, the change must have been late,
especially when taking into consideration the fact that all the written
forms show remnants of the old genitive pl. inflectional element until rela-
tively recently. For the generic element, see Ch. 3.2.
UTBOSTAD
urbostad, s, (32v) MK 099 778, Grindheim sn., vest Agder fylke (Lister
og Mandal Amt).
Vdborstad 1594 Vdbostad 1668', Udboestad 1723: ['ubosta] 1903 NG
(lX, p. 125, no. 29).
The specific seems to be ON lri, adv., 'out, outside'(cf. NG IX, p. 125,
no. 29).
The original long stem vowel [rr-] of the specific has been shonened to
[a-], probably owing to the situation of ON ,iri, adv., in a compound.
Furthermore, unstressed ON [-i-] and later [-d-] (< ON [r]) have been
dropped. For the generic element, see Ch. 3.2.
VEBBESTAD
Vebbestad, S, (33W) WS 455 277, Kvrelord sn., Troms fylke (Tromsos
Amt).
af Vebolstad c. l.140AB (p. IOO): a Vebolsstodum c. l45O DN (VI,346);
a Vrzbolstadhom c. 1450 DN (YI,227): i Vebolstadum c. 1450 DN (VI,
320); a Vebulstadum c. l45O DN (VI, 348); Wobestaa 1561', Webestad
1610; Vebbestad 1614l' Webenstad 166ll' Wabbestad 1723; ['uebbesta]
l9l I NG (Xvll, p. 7, no. 39).
The specific is probably ON vr', n., 'a holy place where sacrifice takds
place' (cf. NG XVII, p. 7, no. 39).
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It is not quite clear, however, why ON [-el has been shortened to [-€]
and subsequently opened and lowered to [-a], since a long stem vowel in
an open syllable would not normally be reduced as here (Skard, vol. l,
1967, p. 89), but the trisyllabic structure of the name may well account for
this. For the generic element, see Ch. 3.2.
T\e /-nJ in the 166l entry is presumably a misspelling. Under all cir-
cumstances, it cannot be linked to a sound change of original [-/-] > [-n-](cf. Stemshaug 1989, p. 63), as there is a two-century gap between the last
documented occurrence of the original [-/-] to the appearance of the /-n-/.
VEIBUST
Veibust, S, (32V) LQ 635 248, Borgund sn., MOre og Romsdals fylke
(Romsdals Amt).
af Vebolstadum c. 1,140 AB (p. 79):, Vgbostad c. l52l NRJ (tt, 100); Ver-
debostadh c. 1530 OEJ (p.3); WeiCbust 1603; Veibostad 1616., Veebostad
1617; Weybust 1666: Weibust med Stranden 1723:, ['ueibosst] l9l I NG(XIII, p. 180, no. 59).
K. Rygh (NG XIII, p. 180, no. 59) interprets the specific as a now lost
island-name *Velg, f., which he assumes was the name applied to the iso-
lated eastern part of Sala. He supports this by listing another settlement
name on a nearby island, called Vegsanl (NG XIII, p. 175, l5). K. Rygh
dismisses the earliest form as miswritten. Nevenheless, if the oldest writ-
ten form is correct, then ON vd, n., 'a sacred place where sacrifices take
place', should be considered as a possibility. The modem pronunciation
could be explained by a diphthongisation of ON [-eJ to [-ei]. However,
this change is really confined to the Setesdal area and should not take
place here (Sandpy 1985, p. 172). This uncertainty, and the seeming
incompatibiliry of ON vd, n., with later written forms, makes this sugges-
tion unlikely. The present-day diphthong most likely reflects an origin
from ON *Veig, f. The vocalisation of the spirant [-g] (Seip 1955, p. 266)
has probably helped to strengthen the expression. For the development of
the generic element, see Ch. 3.2.
VESPESTAD, VESTBOSTAD
l. Vespestad, S, (32V) KM 860 130, BOmla sn., Hordaland fylke (SOndre
Bergenhus Amt).
Vestbostad c. 1521 NRI (II, 527): Vesbostadt 1563t Westbostaid 15671
Vespesta 1668;Wespesrad 1723l. ['uesspesral l9l0 NG (XI, p. 129,no.56).
2. Vestbgstad, S, (32V) KM 935 473, Fitjar sn., Hordaland fylke
(Sgndre Bergenhus Amt).
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Vestbostad c. l52l NRI (lI, 530); Vesbostodt 1563:, Vestbostad 1610:
Ve spe sta 1668: We spestad 17 23; [be s spe sta ] I 9 I 0 NG (XI, p. I 56, no. 6 I ).
The specific is ON yesrr, adv., 'west'(cf. NG XI, pp. 129, no. 56; 156,
no. 6l ). Because of the lateness of the documentary evidence, it cannot be
ascertained that the generic is b'lstadr, but neither the documentary evi-
dence nor the phonetic rendering points in any other direction.
ON [-e-] > Mod. Norw. [-a-] (Skard, vol. 1, 1967, p. 143). Later, ON
[-r-] was lost in the triconsonantal combination [-slD-] (Seip 1955, p. 166),
here with subsequent lengthening of [-s-] to [-ss-] to compensate for the
loss. Original [b-] has become unvoiced, as a result of the influence of the
unvoiced consonant sound in the consonant cluster. For the rest of the
generic element, see Ch. 3.2.
VESTBOSTAD see s.n. VESPESTAD
OVERBOSTAI)
Overbostad 'f , S, Stordal sn., More og Romsdals fylke (Romsdals Amt).
af @fra Bolstadum c. l.l40 AB (p.81); Orebostad c. l52l NRJ (II,95);
Offuerbostad c. 1530 OEJ (p.4): Offre @ffrebostadt l55l DN (X11,779)i
Affre Bolsta 1552 DN (XII, 789); Offuerbostad, Offuerbust 16O3:,
Overbust 1723:, ['o:rbosstl I908 NG (Xlll, p. 136, no.82).
The specific is the ON comparative adj. qfri, 'upper' (cf. NG XIII, p.
136, no. 82).
Medial [-ua-] has been lost, with subsequent lengthening of the stem
vowel.
OYDEBOST
Oydebost, S, (32V) LP 315 251, Naustdal sn., Sogn og dordane fflke(Nordre Bergenhus Amt).
Oddebustad 1603:' Odebusrad 1608l' @Oebust 1667: Odebust 1743: ['si-
bdsstl 1919 NG (XII, p.343, no. 149).
The specific is ON efil, n., 'the condition ofa place as uninhabited or
uncultivated' (cf. NG XII, p. 343, no. 149). The documenrary evidence
seemingly points to the generic originating from ON bistadr. However, it
was not unusual to represent [a] or [ti] as /u/ in Westem Norway in the 176
century. The pronunciation listed in NG, [-ri-], certainly does not indicate
an origin other than bdlstadr.
The 1603 form, Oddebustad, is presumably elroneous, as none of the
ensuing source-forms bears any resemblance with this form.
??
Annosran
A.rbostad, S, (33W) WS 945 476, Ibestad sn., Troms fylke (Tromsos Amt).
Arbustad l6lO: Aarboestad 1614:' Aabostod l66l:. Aarbostad 1723l. ['orr-
bostal l9ll NG (XVII, p.50, no. lll).
The specific is rir, the gen. sg. of ON,i, f., 'a stream'. The NG pronun-
ciation may be explained as a regressive assimilation of [ri-] to the vowel
sound of the ensuing syllable [o-] (Seip 1955, p. 251). The original long
stem vowel has been shortened, resulting in a lengthening of the conso-
nant [-r] to the present [-rr], in order to maintain the length of the stem
syllable (Skard, vol. l, 1967, p. 89). Altemative suggestions are: the gen.
pl. ofON ord, m., 'a black grouse', or K. Rygh's suggestion, the genitive
sg. ofa byname +Orri,m' derived from that appellative (cf. NG XVII, p.
50, no. lll). However, for these two suggestions to work, a regressive
assimilation similar to the above mentioned would have had to take place,
as ON [o] is usually opened and lowered to [6] (as in,4srein, NG XVII, p.
41, no. 41,lersrcinl). K. Rygh also suggests a form of ON a/ri, n., 'alders'
(ultimately related to ON 0/r, m., 'an alder tree'), but this suggestion is not
easily compatible with documentary or phonetic evidence (ON Url is usu-
ally assimilated to U/l).
The generic is probably bdktalr,but might alternatively be bistadr, as
the earliest written form suggests. However, the rest of the forms, together
with the NG transcription, srpqrl bilstadr.
3.4. Dating the Norwegian place-name material
in -bdlstadr
The Norwegian b6lstadr-place-names can with certainty be dated to the
period of Viking-Age Norse expansion into the North Atlantic area, owing
to the occurrence of this place-name element there. The Viking-Age
expansion into this area is traditionally believed to have started c. 80O AD'
originally with sporadic raids.5r About half a century later, these had
developed into the establishment of settlements in the area, as far as can
be dated from related archaeological finds in Scotland.5a The second half
of the 9'h century is then the earliest probable date of coinage fot b1lstadr'
names in Scotland and this means that it must also have been an active
53. Cf. Crawford. Barbta, Scandiatuian Scotland, (lliceste\ 198'7), pp. 39-4'7 .
54. Graham-Campbell, James, 'The lrish Sea Vikings: raiders and senlers" in Scott' T &
Starkey, P (eds), ft? Middle Ages in the Nonh-Werr' (Liverpool' 1995)' pp 59-83'
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place-name element in Norway at this date. However, such a dating does
not say anything about how much earlier or how much later a place-name
element was active in the mother country. The general appearunce of bdl-
sladr place-names in sources from as early as the l4th century suggest with
a reasonable degree of certainty that the majority of names had been
coined by this time. But were b6lstadr place-narnes of this type actively
being coined as late as this?
As far as I have been able to interpret the material, I feel that the latest
date of active productivity must be pushed further back in time. For
instance, when appearing in the genitive in the place-names all original
weak nouns show genitive endings or remnants of these in a vowel, as in
e.g. Bersa, gen. sg. of the personal name Bersi, m. That the weak nouns
still show original genitive endings and not an -.r, which became increa-
singly usual after 1150, enables us to push the date of coinage for the
majority of names as far back as to before that.55 Furthermore, there are no
words in the material relating to Christianity (introduced c. l000). where-
as there are one certain and 13 probable references to pagan cultic activi-
ty. Therefore, there is good reason to assume that b6lstadr had ceased to
be actively productive by around 10fi), and certainly by I150.
The Norwegian place-names in ON bdlstadr, m., seem to have been
coined roughly within a period from the late 86 century to into the I l'h .
Taking the presence of pagan cultic references in the place-name malerial
into consideration, I would suggest that the majority of names were coined
in the 9'h and l01h centuries.
55. Seip. Didrik Arup, Norsk Sprdkhktorie. (Oslo, 1955), p. 189.
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4. Place-names rn -bdlstadr in
Scotland
4.1. The element -b6lstabr in Scotland
Geography
The following works have been consulted for this sub-chapter are: E.A.
Fitzpatrick, 'The Soils of Scotland', in Bumett, J. H., The Vegetation of
Scotland (Edinbvgh, 1964); Roben Price, Highland l,andforms, (Aber-
deen, 1991); Oliver Rackham, The illustrated history of the countryside,
(London, 1994).
The landscape has been subject to severe erosion for tens of millions of
years, if not hundreds of millions of years. The erosion of the topography
is an ongoing process. Erosion throughout Scotland produces something
Iike 10-50 tonnes of rock debris per square kilometre per year. This may
sound like a lot but in fact it only corresponds to a lowering of the land
surface with l-5 cm per 1,000 years. Glacial erosion is the main contri-
butor to the appearance of the present Scottish Iandscape. There have been
several periods of glacial erosion in Scotland, the latest began about
27,000 years ago and terminated some 10,000 years later.
Starting from the north, Shetland has for its relatively small size a rather
complex geology. Most of the underground consists of schist and granite.
although much of Walls, all of Sandness, Papa Stoul Bressay and adjacent
Mainland, the south south-eastern end of the Mainland, with the islands of
Foula and Fair Isle consist of sandstone. Funhermore, narrow bands of
Limestone are found in Weisdale and Tingwall.56 This multitude of geo-
logical formations is largely the cause of the shape of Shetland. The schist
has a strong structural north-south alignment, which explains the oblong
shape of the islands in general. The rock is strongly folded and, with the
relatively high level of erosion Shetland has suffered, the landscape con-
sists of a series of ridges (hard layers) and valleys (soft layers) thoughout
the island group. The landscape is of a well-rounded character and the alti-
56. Crawford. Barbara E., ScandinLlian Scotlard, (tJicester, 1987), pp 28-9.
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tudes are not extreme. The majority of the landscape rises no higher than
180-270 m above sea level.
The above-mentioned areas of sandstone represent the Iimid beginnings
ofa long belt of Old Red Sandstone which stretches from Shetland down
to cover all of Orkney and Caithness, the coast of the Dornoch Firth,
Cromany, Beauly, and Moray. This geology has given Orkney, Caithness,
and the north-eastem coast of Scotland their rolling topography of very
wide, fertile valleys, gentle slopes and broad low divides, which rarely
exceed an altitude of 180 m in Orkney and Caithness. The maximum alti-
tude of this sandstone belt is no higher than 450 m. The Orkney islands
consist of about 90 islands and skerries which all give the impression of a
very old landscape with remnant hills and broad valleys. Caithness and the
Moray Firth constitute the most extensive area of low altitude (below 120
m) in the Highlands.
As one moves westward, the gentle landscape of Caithness and the
Moray Firth slowly changes into the rugged and mountainous North-
Central Highlands, which extend right down to the Great Glen Fauh line.
Almost the entire North-Central Highlands are formed from schist. Severe
glaciation has created a landscape that consists of groups of mountains of
an altitude ofbetween 600 m and 1150 m rising above an extensive undu-
lating surface of 250-360 m above sea Ievel. The Nonh-Central Highlands
have very few areas of low altitude or even of low-angle slopes, features
that have limited the possibilities for agricultural exploitation in the area.
To the west ofthe North-Central Highlands, along a major thrust line run-
ning from Loch Eriboll to the Sound of Sleat, known as the Moine Thrust,
there is yet another distinctive geology incorporating some of the oldest
rock in Scotland: Lewisian gneiss, which is about 1,600-2,6fi) million
years old. This structure probably underlies all the north-west Highlands,
but extensive outcrops only occur in a few places.
The geology of the north-west Highlands is continued in the Outer
Hebrides. Here, however, the layer of sandstone must have been thinner
than on the mainland, as there is only one small outcrop of sandstone
around Stomoway. The rest of the Outer Hebrides consist exclusively of
Lewisian gneiss. The Outer Hebrides stretch for some 250 km along the
West Highland coast and are exposed to the full force of the Atlantic
Ocean. Lewis, the nonhemmost area, is also the largest. In its north and
central parts, Lewis consists mainly of a rolling upland with the highest
ground not exceeding 250 m. South Lewis and Harris, on the other hand,
are characterised by rugged mountains, deep troughs and steep valley
sides, as are also North Uist, Benbecula, and South Uist. Almost the entire
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Outer Hebrides are characterised by having rapid altemations of water and
land. Lakes and sea lochs abound and there are a number of closely spaced
islands, usually with low-water causeways connecting them. One impor-
tant landform is found throughout the Outer Hebrides thal has not been
discussed yet: the machairs. Machairs are strips of wind-blown shell-sand,
which line the westcoast. The machairs are easily tilled and provide good
farming land under the right conditions. However, these strips of blown
sand do not stretch more than 800-1600 m inland.
The Inner Hebrides constitute an area of great geological diversity. The
Inner Hebrides consist of about 500 islands, of which only the largest will
be discussed here. Canna, Rhum, Eigg, Muck, and Mull consist largely of
lavas and granites. These islands have all been exposed to severe erosion,
resulting in large variations in altitude with peaks in some of the islands
reaching altitudes as high as 700-950 m. Skye consists mostly of lava and
granite, with some outcrops of sandstone and limestone. Skye has a most
irregular shape with numerous long peninsulas separated by deep sounds
and sea lochs.
Tiree and Coll are underlain with gneiss and this makes them similar in
character to the Outer Hebrides, especially Lewis. Neither island exceeds
60 m in altitude, and each has a moderate topography. On the coastline
there are extensive areas of machair. Sandstone is a dominant feature of
Colonsay and Oronsay, which means that the landscape consists of open,
shallow valleys and ridges, rarely exceeding 90 m in altitude. Both islands
also feature large areas of machair. Islay is mostly formed from schist and
quartzile, apart from the western part, which consists of sandstone and a
tiny outcrop of gneiss, forming the Rhinns of Islay. The tenain is rela-
tively gentle with most of the land below 200 m. Machairs also feature
strongly in Islay, constituting almost a quarter of the island's coastline 
-
almost exclusively confined to the westcoast.
The all-imponant factor determining the suitability of land for human
cultivation is the question of drainage. Problems arise if the slope of a
given piece of land is not sufficiently steep to drain water from the area,
or if the underlying rocks are not porous enough to allow water to pass
through them. Furthermore, because of the heavy glaciation of the High-
lands most areas lack a layer of unconsolidated sediment on top of the
hard rock that would make it possible for the surplus water accumulation
to tunnel its way out. The land becomes waterlogged and peat will devel-
op. In the west of Scotland. where the amount of rainfall is high and the
drainage poor, the peat layer is several metres thick (here also called blan-
ket-peat), whereas in the drier eastem pans of Scotland the peat layer is
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only a few centimetres deep. The extremely wet conditions of the soil
make cultivation almost impossible and the classification cannot be any-
thing but poor. Howevel the extensive areas of peat are not wholly with-
out economic potential. The better, grass-covered, moors are suitable for
grazing and peat can be cut and dried and used as a source of fuel.
Although moorland is known to expand, the extent of the moors in the
tenth century AD cannot have been vastly different from what it is today.
Nevertheless, the extent of peat-covered moors in the Highlands and
Islands is vast. Peat and other organic soils and rocks are by far the most
commonly occurring soil group.
The only places in Scotland to display a substantially different kind of
vegetation and soil quality coincide very precisely with areas that feature
geology consisting of porous sandstone. This means that areas like
Caithness and Orkney have the best land for cultivation in the Highlands
and Islands, not only owing to better drainage, but also because of a deep-
er layer of workable soil. Furthermore, the easy cultivation of Caithness
and Orkney is accentuated by the gently sloping landscape of these areas,
which is ofa more than sufficiently low gradient to allow cultivation. The
land classification of Caithness and Orkney ranges from good to medium
- 
classifications only matched in small outcrops in Shetland, the Hebrides
and Westem Scotland.
With really only Caithness and Orkney displaying a geology suitable
for cultivation, does this mean that these areas are the only ones exten-
sively settled, both by Scandinavians about 1000 years ago and today for
that matter? Although mountainous areas take up about 80 per cent of the
land in the Highlands and Islands and give this region its distinctive char-
acter, the 20 per cent land with low-angle slopes in the region provides a
number of areas which are also well suited for settlement. Most of this
land is made up of valley floors and coastal lowlands featuring low-angle
slopes favourable for cultivation and settlement. Valley floors will often
have unconsolidated sediment of a sufficient depth to make cultivation
possible. The valley floors are usually sheltered from the harshest of the
weather extremes seen in Scotland and there will often also be good
access to fresh water. The area suitable for cultivation in a valley is natu-
rally confined to the gentle slopes on the floor of the valley. However, the
steeper valley sides provide good pasture for cattle and sheep, which mean
that the economy of the valley farming may be supplemented in this way.
The best valley areas are often confined to coastal areas, so fishing may
also help to support the economy, if the amount of land available is limi-
ted.
??
?
There are also extensive areas of coastal lowlands suitable for cultiva-
tion throughout the Hebrides. The areas may either be raised beaches con-
sisting of sand or unconsolidated sediment such as clay or gravel or they
may be the sand-blown features known as machairs. The machairs are
mostly composed of siliceous and calcareous sand of very variable mix-
tures. The siliceous material is thought to be from offshore glacial deposits
whereas the calcareous material is derived from crushed shells. If the cal-
careous amounts are high, it allows the machair soils to support a rich and
varied flora, and to be cultivated. The machairs, consisting mostly of sand
are easily cultivated but can be subject to both drought and swamping.
Nevertheless, some of the very best soils in the Hebrides are found on
machair land.
Dissemination
Place-names in b6lstadr have a very widespread distribution in Scotland,
although, numerically speaking, there are great differences from region to
region. In general, localities bearing a rame in b1lstalr are mostly con-
fined to the Nonhem and Westem Isles and the northernmost part of the
Mainland. Earlier distribution maps also show a scatter of names on the
west coast of the Mainland (as well as a slightly higher density of distri-
bution in the Western Isles), usually with the modem reflex of -bol(l) and
-pol(l).My research, however, has shown (cf. Chs 7,9 & Appendix 2) that
many of this group of names are of other origins than b6lstadr, namely
ON Drjl, n., 'a farm', or ON pollr, m., 'a pool, a small rounded bay', or
Gaelic poll, m., 'a pit, a pond', and so forth. In spite of the fact that the
distribution between b6lstadr localities and localities belonging to the
aforementioned group is to a large extent complementary, source forms
unequivocally show that they cannot be regarded as being of one and the
same origin. Therefore, names in -bol(l)/-pol(l) have not been included in
this study propel unless individual source forms show or suggest an ori-
gin in b1lstadr, as is the case with e.g. the now lost Slrunepol/ in Islay
(Stavnbolshay | 562) .
Bdlstadr as a place-name element has been far more productive in Scot-
land than in its Norwegian homeland. This study comprises 240 Scottish
place-names that originate, or possibly originate, from this place-name
element (see fig. 3). For the sake of convenience, I have also chosen to
include the one possible example found in the Isle of Man in the Scottish
material. The greatest concentration of names clearly coincides with the
most fertile areas under Scandinavian control during the Viking Age,
namely Orkney and Caithness. With seventy-five examples, Orkney is the
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Fig. 3. The distdbulion of place-names in Old Norue brilstadr in Scotland and Isle of Man.
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area with by far the greatest concentration of localities with names in Dd!
sradr, followed by founy-four in Caithness but only two in Sutherland.
These two areas constitute almost half of the entire Scottish bdlstadr-
material! The northemmost part of Scotland, Shetland is also well repre-
sented with no less than thirty-seven examples.
The Western Isles are much more sparsely provided with place-names
in bdlstadr. The reasons for this are not entirely clear but one factor may
well be the general lack of suitable farming land. Twenty-seven b6lstadr
localities are found in the Long Isle, sixteen of which are situated in
Lewis, five in Harris and six in the Uists and Barra. Another eighteen
examples are to be found in Skye, followed by two in Coll and two in Mull.
The greatest concentration in the Hebrides is, however known to have
existed in lslay. No less than thirty{wo examples are known from this area.
The remaining locality to be mentioned is the single Isle of Man exam-
ple, representing the southemmost extension of the bdlstadr distribution
in the British Isles. Why there is only one doubtful example in Man can
only be surmised but for reasons unknown this place-name element does
not seem to have had much relevance here.
As in the case of the Norwegian dissemination, the Scottish disribution
of localities with place-names in bdlstadr is far from even throughout the
area of Scandinavian influence. The Northem Isles and Caithness are the
areas with by far the most examples, with Islay as another centre of dis-
tribution. Inbetween these poles, a fair number of b1lstadr localilies are
scattered about in the northem Hebrides.
Previous neseanch
As a place-name element bdlstadr is a regular feature in Scottish-Scandi-
navian place-name research. The context in which the element features is
usually a local survey in which place-names within a limited area are scru-
tinised. The linguistic situation varies greatly from region to region in
Scotland and this is probably partly the reason for the focus on local sur-
veys. Since it is a frequent element in research into the Scandinavian
colonisation of Scotland, I have chosen only to comment on the articles
that I feel have been the most influential ones.
Scottish-Scandinavian place-name research owes much to one person, Dl
Hugh Marwick who pioneered the field. Early on, Marwick developed an
interest in the place-names in his native Orkney and first published his
findings in the Proceedings of the Orkney Antiquarian Socieq' ('The
place-names of North Ronaldsay', (1923); 'Antiquarian notes on Papa
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Westray', (1924)i 'Antiquarian notes on Stronsay, (1927)).57 These publi-
cations were little more than listings of place-names with interpretations.
However. there is one area in which Marwick stands out from his con-
temporaries 
- 
he uses documentary evidence to support his interpreta-
tions. He is one of the first in this field to do so and he is as such a fore-
runner for modem place-name research in Scotland.
Listing place-names soon became a too limited approach for him and in
1931 Marwick published the article 'Orkney farrn-name studies', again in
the Proceedings of the Orkney Antiquarian Socierln. Here he uses a num-
ber of farm-name tyWS (quoy, setter, sknill, stath, land, garth, bister,
baer, vin and heim) together with rental evidence to establish a chronolo-
gy of farm settlement. By correlating information from rentals with the
physical situation, Marwick considers names in qroy (< ON krfl to be of
the latest phase of settlement; serler (< ON setrlsctr) to be 'relatively
late'i stath (< ON stadir), and skaill (< ON skrfli) to belong to an inter-
mediate phase. The elements land (< ON hnA, ganh (< ON Sardr), and
bister (< ON bdlstadr) belonged to an early phase of settlemeDt but not the
earliest, which was occupied by names in baer (< ON bnr).
If we retum to names in -risrer, Marwick finds that they could not real-
ly be of any other origin than ON d/.tradr (although in simplex form, an
alternative suggestion could be ON brtstadr\. He is also of the impression
that they were relatively early (9'h and l0'h centuries) because of their high
rental value. However, owing to large variations in valuation, the bisler
element is found to have been productive over a long period. The physi-
cal distribution of risr€r-farms in certain areas where farms with names in
garth and land were less frequent than usual, and vice versa, means that
Marwick finds that the three generics were more or less contemporary. By
assigning farms with names from ON b6lstadrto an early phase of settle-
ment, a problem arises with the many farms of the Ktrbister (kirkju-b6l-
stadr) type. In Marwick's view, these names did not originate from the
period following the conversion ofOrcadians to Christianity (i.e. 1Ofi) AD
and onwards). The names were rather a manifestation that the incoming
57. To these anicles should be added the posthumously published monograph flre place-
nomes oJ Birsay, (Aberdeen, t970), and possibly also an unpublished collection of
Deemess place-naoes (privately owned, Orkney). Having only heard about the latter, I
cannot comment on ils contenls. However, the former is a well-executed compilation of
place-names with no developments in relation to Marwick's main work. Hence, I would
say that The place-nomes of Birsay can be grouped with his earliest works.
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Norse did not kill off Christian missionaries and that it was their structures
that were referred to by the specific. Marwick further underlines this sup-
position with the fact that only one Kirbister (Shapinsay) later became the
site of the parish church.
The above theories were later modified in Marwick's monumental work
Orkney farm names from 1952. Here Marwick uses the generics ON bl,
ON skriii, ON sradir, ON land, ON gardr, ON bdlstadr, ON ftvi ON serr,
to set up a relative chronology for settlement in Orkney. Marwick sees
three main sequences: 'primary', 'secondary', and 'peripheral' sefilemenl.
By 'primary' is meant the earliest layer of settlement; by 'secondary' the
layer which develops as a result of the expansion from 'primary' settle-
ments; 'peripheral'covers all outlying and marginal settlements resulting
from a later expansion from a 'primary' or 'secondary' settlement. ON
bdlstadr falls into the category of 'secondary' settlement, together with
ON land and ON gardr. In order to obtain the most precise and original
sequence of chronology, Marwick uses only the rental names, of which
there are some 50 examples. Marwick analyses ON b6lstadr as'a farm
settlement', yielding modem reflexes such as -bister, -buster. -bust. A
couple of the examples may originate from ON brsrddr (e.g. Busta in
North Ronaldsay).
Of the rental names, most bdlslcdr settlements were highly or relative-
ly highly taxed. Marwick found farms in b6lstadr evenly disributed over
Orkney. Howevel some areas (e.g. Holm and Orphir) have a larger con-
centration of farm names from ON bdlstadr than usual (upward of 407o).
Marwick found that names in -bister had much the same general location
as names in -land and -garth. They occupy relatively central positions in
the parish; always on good, fertile ground. This combined with the fact
that so many of the settlements were fairly large, shows that they were
relatively early settlements. To Marwick, individual examples of -bister,
-land, and -Barth may represent original Norse settlements, but on the
whole, these three types must be regarded, to some extent at least, as se-
condary ones.
As such, Marwick does not say much that is new in his Orknel' farm
names compared with his l93l anicle. There can be little doubt that this
work has had an immense influence on the work of later scholars, such as
W. F. H. Nicolaisen (see below), to name but one. Marwick presents a
well-structured argument for a farm name chronology in Orkney. How-
ever, his blind belief in the antiquity of the Orcadian tax system is the
weak link in his thesis. Later researchers have disputed that the tax system
can have been established as early as Harald Finehair's expeditions, as
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Marwick believes.58 Nonetheless, Marwick's attention to documentary
evidence and relative caution in interpretation has made his work a long-
lasting source of reference.
Probably the most influential paper on place-names of Scandinavian ori-
gin in Scotland was published in 1969. Professor W. F. H. Nicolaisen's
'Norse settlement in the Northern and Westem Isles. Some place-name
evidence', appeared in the Scottish Historical Review (1969).
Following on from Marwick's ideas of using selected place-name
generics to trace the Scandinavian impact on Scotland, Nicolaisen uses
four place-name generics: ON sradir, ON .setr, ON bdlstalr, and ON dalr,
to point out the chronological development of Scandinavian settlement.
The main thesis is that spatial distribution equals chronological sequence.
He is of the opinion that since ON stadir is the least widely scattered
place-name generic of the three, it represents the original stage of Scandi-
navian control (c. 800-850). ON serr being more widely distributed than
ON stadir then reflects the stage of consolidation and expansion (850-
900). The generic with the most widely spread distribution is ON bdlsradr
and hence it represents the widest extent of Scandinavian expansion and
settlement in the northern and westem islands and adjacent mainland of
Scotland (before c. 900). Nicolaisen argues that ON b<i/sradr constitutes
the area of Scandinavian settlement. Place-names in ON dair show not
seltlement. but rather lhe 'sphere of influence' of the Scandinavians in
Scotland. This is because d.alr is not a habitative generic but a topogra-
phic one, usually associated with pastoral farming.
To Nicolaisen, ON bdlsladr means plain and simply 'farm' and he con-
siders that too much attention should not be paid to the fact that split-up
farms in Norway consisted of several bdl. In Scotland, Nicolaisen argues,
ON b6lstadr stands for farms created independently from other farms,
both economically speaking, as well as, linguistically speaking, on the
place-name level. Relying on Marwick's findings, Nicolaisen found that
the settlements in ON bdlsladr occupy central positions in the parishes
and are usually situated on good fertile land, showing that they were estab-
lished relatively early. This interpretation of ON b6lstadr appears mostly
to have derived from BrOgger's theories (see Ch. 3.1 .).
58. Cf. e.g. Thomson below, and Sandnes, Berit, Stefunaen of norront opphar pd OtknoJ-
ene, in NoB 86, (Uppsala, 1998), pp. 45-6.
?
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Nicolaisen identifies the following modem endings of place-names as
being reflexes of ON bdlstadr: -bister, tn Shetland; -bister, -bust, -bist,
-buster in Orkney; -bster, -pster, -mster in Caithness; -bost in Skye and
the Outer Hebrides; -brs in lslay (from the earlier forms: -bols, -bolls,
-bo1lls). Furthermore, he also identified -bol(l), -bo, -poll, -pool as being
reflexes of ON b6lstadr after the names had been subjected to heavy ini-
tial stress from Gaelic usage.
Nicolaisen repeats his findings in a number of articles: e.g. in the chap-
ter on Scandinavian names in his book Scarr,rl, Place-names, (1977) and
in 'The Viking settlement of Scotland. Evidence of Place-Names', Zfte
Vikings, Fanell, R. T. (ed.) (1982), etc. Nicolaisen's theories have pretry
much become the standard view on Scandinavian settlement names in
Scotland and have been much used by various authors on related sub-
jects.
Nicolaisen presents a good and well-structured thesis on the spatial and
chronological distribution of Scandinavian place-names, including ON
bflstadr. The thesis is very innovative for its time. In recent years,
Nicolaisen's theories have been criticised by other scholars for too blind-
ly relying on the notion that spatial distribution equals chronological
sequence, and his article 'Place-Name Maps 
- 
How Reliable are They?',
may be seen as an attempt to remedy some of the criticism.5e
In 1984, Gillian Fellows-Jensen ventured from her own turf, the Dane-
law, onto the Scottish scene in her 'Viking Settlement in the Northem and
Western lsles the Place-Name evidence as seen from Denmark and the
Danelaw'.s
In this article Fellows-Jensen aims to investigate whether Nicolaisen's
thesis about -stadir, -setr and. -b6lstadr as being reflections of three stages
of progression of the Scandinavian settlement is satisfactory, especially
seen in the light of information from the Danelaw.
Fellows-Jensen is very careful to point out that the modem reflexes of
ON b6lstadr are'. Baasla as simplex and -blster in compounds in Shetland.
In Orkney it occurs as Busta or Bousta as a simplex name and as -bister,
-buster, -bist, -rusl in compounds. In Lewis the simplex reflex is Bosta,
59. Nicolaisen, W. F. H., 'Place-Name Maps- How Reliable arc They?', in Peterson,I-€na (ed.),
Studia Ononastica: Festskifr tilIThorslen Andersson, (Stockholm, I989), pp.261-8.
60. Fellows-Jensen, Cillian, '\tking Settlement in the Northem and Westem Isles the
Place-Name Evidence as seen from Denmark and the Danelaw', in Fenton, A. & Pdlsson.
H. (eds) Northem and Westem lsles in the \lking World, (1984), pp. 148-68.
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whereas -bos, is the compound yariant. Caithness has -bs/er as the com-
pounded form. Skye has -bost, -bus ('|) and -busta, while Islay has -brs,
-pas from an earlier -bal.s. To Fellows-Jensen the Skye and Islay forms all
reflect the influence of Gaelic pronunciation on Scandinavian names.
Gaelic tended to 'hone' polysyllabic Scandinavian names down to no
more than three syllables.
Fellows-Jensen argues that the modem reflexes represent ON b6lstadr
rather than ON bistadr, as is reflected in some early forms (of Scrabsler
(< Slairabdlstad r) and Scarrabus (< Skarabolsy)), although there is no phono-
logical distinction to discem in the present reflexes. Fellows-Jensen agrees
with Nicolaisen that placing colonial farm-names in the chronology of the
homeland is of no relevance, as the conditions are not comparable. To her,
the generic ON bdlstadr was not used of a farm in general in Scandinavia
but with some kind of special significance concemed with the farm's lands
or its tax potential. The poor survival in Sweden of names in ON brilstadr
means that the units were generally smallish. Whether there was any parti-
cular significance connected to the generic in the colonial environment,
however, is difficult to say. Fellows-Jensen takes the colonial significance
to mean 'just a farm, possibly a division ofa larger unit'.6r
ON bistadr, on the other hand means literally 'a dwelling-place' and
does not seem to be found in old place-names in the Scandinavian coun-
tries. This means that Fellows-Jensen finds it most plausible that the mo-
dem Scottish forms reflect an ON b1lstadr, although she does signal that
both may be the source.
Fellows--Iensen's article is one of the best-structured articles about ON
b<ilstadr as a generic and its usage in Norway and the North Atlantic. Her
views are based solidly on her own interpretations of the general distribu-
tion of ON b<ilstadr colupled, or juxtaposed, with the findings of earlier
scholars'work.
The only article to have been devoted entirely lo ON h6lstadr, appeared
in 1994, when Richard Cox published 'Descendants of Norse bdlsradr?:
A re-examination of the lineage of Eost & Co.'.62
In this article, Cox makes a critical re-examination of Nicolaisen's the-
61 ′♭,4,p 160
62 Cox,Richald,`Dc“cndants of Norsc t61staOr?:A Re―Examination oF thc Lincagc of
Bost&Co・,in 3aldwin,,ohn R (cd),Pο,′ras a sθ″
`7PI`“
′′"Ⅳ″カー形 ∫′Rοss,(Edinburgh,1994)pp 43‐67
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sis (see above) that modern reflexes such as -bist, -bister, -bust, -buster,
-bost, -pster, -mster, -bus, -boll, -poLl, -pool, and -bo, descend directly
from ON bdlstadr. Although Cox recognises Nicolaisen's work as impor-
tant, he nevenheless has some reservations, especially on derivation but
also on chronology. He limits himself to the Gaelic-speaking areas of
Scotland and he bases his work on modem phonetic renderings to support
his interpretations.
He stans off by (rightly) eliminating names of the Pap.vli type (modern
reflex -Dle) from the list ofreflexes descending from ON bdlstadr.T\enhe
goes on to examine the reflex Boust, Bostq, -bost and -busra. His conclusion
is that the latter example is from ON bistadr whereas the former examples
originate from ON bdlstadr.The reflexes -bol, -boll, -bo, -poll, -pool, Cox
mostly derives from ONpollr, but is cautious enough Io say that some may
derive from ON bdl. The north-eastem Scottish examples are to him mostly
from ON bril. The southem -bo,lls, -bols > -bus reflexes may, according to
Cox, reflect ON brilsradr, but he prefers a postulated *-b6lshagi as the oi.-
gin, because of a higher phonetic compatibility with this constructed form
rather than with ON brllsradr. The reflexes considered by Nicolaisen to
originate from ON bdlstadr originate, according to Cox, from six different
appellatival constructions. To Cox, this shows that the settlement phase of
Scotland is 'more serial and complex than had hitherto been thought'.
Cox's anicle is probably the most important article on ON b6lstadr to
have appeared in the last many years. The article's merits are not only in
being an eye opener Too little attention has been spent by scholars on re-
examining the work of previous scholars. Cox works on a solid founda-
tion of linguistics, although his theories possibly rely too heavily on pho-
netics. For instance, he does not use other documentary sources to supporl
his findings. Therefore, some of his theories seem somewhat bold 
- 
as his
*b6lshagi theory cenainly is 
- 
and he does not reckon with influences
such as analogy in his interpretations.
In 1995, William P. L. Thomson presents a critical assessment of Mar-
wick's farm name chronology in the article'Orkney farm-names: a re-
assessment of their chronology', (in Crawford, B .E., Scandinavian Settle-
ment in Northern Bitoin: Thi een Studies of Place-Names in their Histo-
rical Context, (Leicester, 1995)). As the tiile suggests, the article is a re-
assessment of Marwick's much appraised and much copied farm-name
chronology for Orkney. Thomson starts out by explaining from what
sources Marwick himself hatched the idea of a farm-name chronology and
how Marwick's ideas have later been applied to other areas.
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According to Thomson, there seems to be nothing inherently wrong
with Marwick's thesis, on a superficial level at least, as an area such as
South Walls shows that the various elements for which Marwick devised
a primary-secondary-peripheral chronology are largely found where they
would be expected to appear. However. since Marwick's thesis depends
partly on a taxation basis and partly on a settlement pattem like that
described in the lnndndmabdt, there are some inherent flaws in the theo-
ry. Marwick's assumption that the taxation system was imposed as a result
of Harald Finehair's expedition to Orkney in the 9'h century and that it had
remained largely unchanged thoughout the Middle Ages is now not
thought to be valid, especially not the early date for the taxation system.
That the settlement process in Orkney would have been different from that
in Iceland is clear from the fact that Orkney was an already populated and
farmed area when the Scandinavians arrived to settle there 
- 
a situation
different from that of Iceland. According to Thomson, it would be unlike-
ly to have marked out large blocks of terrilory without reference to the
already established farm structures (the work of the Picts).
Another reason to doubt a 'chronology'in srict terms is the fact that the
generics were active simultaneously and not consecutively. Marwick's
sequences led to the belief that many generics ceased to be actively
employed in the coining of names at an early stage. Thomson refutes this
by showing how ON skili (> Ork. skai//) continued to be used as a name-
forming element until as late as the l9'h c.
With this in mind, Thomson then goes on to formulate his own theory.
He argues that:
It is not safe to use generics as an automatic mechanism for putting
names into sequence, and even less safe to try to assign dates on the
basis of tax-paying. Instead of thinking in terms of chronology. it is
useful to thinl of the Norse generics as forming a group [...] which
might be applied to farms. [...] Norse names [...] are primarily con-
cemed with the nature of the farm rather than its age. It seems like-
ly that the Norse arrived in Orkney with a whole range of names for
farms, some old and some not so old in a Norwegian context, but
all capable of being applied from the first in Orkney 
- 
in whatever
were appropriate circumstances.6l
63. Thomson, W. P L., 'Orkney farm-narnes: a re-assessmenl of their chronology', in
Crawford, B. E. (ed.), Scandinavian Settlement in Nonhem Brioin: Thineen Studies of
Place-Names in their Historical Contert, (l-Eicester, 1995), p. 51.
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In discussing some of the core generics relevant to his theory Thomson
sees settlements with names originating from ON bdlstadr as being large
and often fairly low-lying, but with no particular siting characterisrics in
relation to hill or coast. Thomson analyses b6lstadr as a compound of Ddl,
'an allocation, portion' + stadr 'a place'.In Norway, bdlstadr was fre-
quently used when home-fields were divided. The same is applicable in
Thomson's opinion to the Orkney examples, in as much as they often
occur in pairs, signalling a splitting up of a township. T"I\e facts lhat bdl-
stadr generics are frequently used for urislands, and that in parts of Scot-
land where baile 'township, extended farm' and b6lstadr names are found
side by side they are often equivalent to each other, mean to Thomson that
the settlements beaing bdlstadr names were often multitenanted lown-
ships. Thomson also suggests lhat bdlstadr was a successful generic
throughout the Middle Ages, its spread:
halted only by the late Medieval climatic deterioration combined
with more difficult economic and political conditions for township-
splitting which generated many of the bdlstadr-names.
Thomson presents a very well constructed article on the dangers of accept-
ing a 'chronology' of farm names. His points on ON Ddlsrrudr are original
and demonstrate his profound understanding of Orkney and her onomas-
tic situation.
4.2.The phonetic development of -b6lstadr
It is difficult to account for the development of ON bdlsradr in Scotland
because of the variety of linguistic situations. When the Scandinavians
arrived in Scotland, the country was far from unified, Iet alone monolingual.
In the south-east wereAngles, in the south-west Brittonic speaking Celts, in
Argyll and parts of the Hebrides reigned Gaels. The rest of Scotland was
inhabited by Picts, ofwhose language we have little knowledge, apan from
the fact that it was probably heavily admixed with Gaelic 
-at least in central
Scotland at the time when the Norwegians developed an interest in the coun-
try. In the north and for a time in the Hebrides, the Scandinavians managed
to retain power and in this way Old Norse became the dominant tongue in
these parts. The Hebrides and north Mainland gradually became Gaelic-
speaking and later on the Northem Isles gradually dropped their Nom
64 ′レ
`a,p 58
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tongue in favour of Lowland Scots. Needless to say, this huge diversity has
resulted in great linguistic differences. Especially the Gaelic-speaking
areas, such as the Hebrides, are difficult to deal with for a non-Gaelic speak-
er. Therefore, my account of the developments of bdlstadr in those areas
will rely heavily on the work of Gaelic scholars. To ease the understanding
of the developments in the various areas and their inlerdependence, there
will be a division of the relevant areas of Scotland into: the North (incl.
Shetland, Orkney, Caithness & Sutherland); the West (incl. Lewis, Harris,
Uist, Skye, Coll, Tiree and North Mull)t and the South-west (incl. South
Mull, Islay and the rest of Weslem Argyll). Under all circumstances, the
models for the developments of ON bdlstadr in Scotland are more or less
hypothetical, the reason being that there is no knowledge about when and
how Scandinavian was superseded by Gaelic and Scots. Most research has
really only been focused on a change from an 'ideal'or 'complete'ON lan-
guage to a completely Gaelic language. Ofcourse research has to act in this
way when nothing is known about any Scottish Norse sub-dialect, or the
time span in which a community whose 'official' language was Norse
developed into a fully Gaelic/Scots community. The uncenainties by far
outnumber facts when dealing with the situation in Scotland.
As a simplex formation, ON b6lstadr is found in much smaller numbers
than are compounds. Therefore, the interpretation of the simplex develop-
ments will rely more on individual reflexes than on sheer bulk.
Nevenheless, the following outlines may be drawn. With modem reflexes
such as Borsrd I'bustal, Busta I'bustal, Busti(tun) I'bostal, in the North,
Bosta I'bc:stay), Boust I'bustal, Boustl I'btustl, in the West, and Bolsay
['btulsa) and Bolsa in the South-west ascribed to ON bd,lsladr, it would
seem, at first sight. that these names cannot all be of the same origin.65
However, if we concentrate on what these reflexes have in common. then
we may see that this is exactly what they are.
If we compare them with ON bdlsradr we see that a feature common to
all the examples is the loss ofthe final consonant [-d] + inflectional mark-
65. The Shetland examples Eourld aIId Busta may, formally, equally well be from ON
brisladr, m., as ON [o.], as well as ON [a] may develop into Shetl. [r] (cf. Jakobsen 1928,
p. xl-vll). According to Jakobsen, it would seem that an origin in ON [ul is the most plau-
sible because of its more commonly changing into Shetl. [r]than ON [o..]. However, when
considering that the modem reflex ofON bdlsrr. n., 'a bolster, a cushion'is Shed. rtJrer
I'busterl ['bostar), show ing forms in both [lll and [ol, rhen ON rdrsradr, m., musr cenain-
ly also b€ taken into consideration.
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er. This is also the case with Norwegian simplex examples (see above).
The reason for this is that Germanic has the main stress on the initial syl-
lable, thus rendering the final element unstressed and susceptible to loss.
This change occurred early in Norway and, although this need not always
have been the case in the colonies in Scotland, the same guiding principle
seems to have been in force here too. It should be mentioned that this loss
has not necessarily taken place in a purely Scandinavian linguistic context
but may also have occurred in a Gaelic one (Cox 1994, pp. 46-50; 59).
Howevel since Gaelic and Scandinavian were probably introduced into
the Hebrides around the same time, it would be doubtful if any of the
changes there have occurred in a'pure'linguistic situation. Nevenheless,
the occurrence of a feature such as final [-y] in Lewis cannot be taken as
proof of the change having occurred in a Gaelic context. This final ele-
ment is not a present-day Gaelic rendering of an original final [-dl +
inflectional marker. On the contrary, it is a common local dialectal feature
designed to close an otherwise open syllable (Cox 1994. p. 46). Most of
the examples show the loss of [1] in the consonant cluster Usrl - bar in the
South-west, where the phonetic situation is different for some reason. This
is contrary to most of the Norwegian counterparts, of which all but one
have retained their medial Ul. Only the simplex Bolstad I'bostal in
Oppstryn sokn, Sogn og Fjordane fylke in Norway, has dropped its [/] and
this only at a very recent date. However, medial [1] must occupy a rela-
tively weak position, being part of a cluster of three consonants. lf we tum
to the Norwegian compounded counterparts, they all shed this consonant.
It is conceivable that when ON b6Lstadr comes into contact with a differ-
ent language 
- 
especially one which like Gaelic is so hostile to long con-
sonant clusters 
- 
the weakest consonant in the [/st] combination is
dropped to facilitate an easier adoption into the new linguistic situation.
Lowland Scots also displays some degree of hostility to at least the l/srl
consonant cluster, cf. e.g. the pronunciation of Scots bolsterlbowsler,'a
bolsteq a cushion' which is ['baasrarlll'bostar].6 That the [/] has survived
in Islay seemingly at the expense of [I] is somewhat puzzling - even to the
extent that a different origin for this regional b6lstadr reflex has been sug-
gested.6? Nevenheless, this peculiarity is founded in a local Islay and Mull
66. Robinson, Mairi, Cir ambers. The concise Scots dictionary (Ediibtrgh, 1996), p. 58.
67. Ct Cox, Richard 'Descendans of Norse b6lsta6rl: A re-examination of the lineage of
Bost & co.', in Baldwin, John R. (ed.), Peoples & seulement in Nonh'west Ross,
(Edinburgh, 1994), pp. 57-61. Cox argues $at the phonetic evidence rather pointed
towards an origin in *b6lshagi, m., but since this form is consructed and not attested
elsewhere, Cox' supposition appears unlikely to be corect.
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dialectal feature, whereby [t] in the combination [srl is dropped when it
is part of an unstressed syllable. The consonant cluster thus having been
reduced to two consonants, original U] is retained because it is no longer
under pressure, as it had been in a triconsonantal situation.63
It only remains to describe the vowel sounds. Original [a] is mostly
retained, as is normal in Norway, too. The stem vowel, however, has
developed in various ways. In the West and South-west, the original vowel
has retained its quantity, [-::-], has been diphthongised to [-:a-], accord-
ing to Cox ( 1994, pp. 46-50; 59). He is of the opinion that this is owing to
a secondary lengthening as the result of the loss of the following conso-
nant (Ul). However, this is not the case with the Islay example which has
retained the following consonant, so it is probably safest to assume that
the stem vowels of the modem reflexes descend directly from original
[-a:-]. In the Nonhem Isles (there are no examples of simplex formations
in Caithness) the stem vowels have been shortened, either to [-u-] (Shec
land) or [-a-] (Orkney). And as such they follow the general tendency in
Norway, where the stem vowel is shortened when situated before a long
consonant or consonant cluster. In Norway the change takes place c. 1100-
1350 (Seip 1955, p. ll2), but it may well have occurred later in the
Northem Isles. All we can say is that if the change is parallel to that in
Norway, the change must have occurred prior to the shedding of Ul.
However, the short stem vowel here may be a result of other changes unre-
lated to any occurring in Norway. It is just curious that the same vowel
feature occurs where it is known that Scandinavian was spoken the longest
in Scotland. A waming must be sounded for the Shetland examples
because the modern reflex, ['busta), may formally be from either ON ]d1-
stadr, m., or ON bistadr, m. There is nothing in the modem reflexes to
distinguish between the two appellatives. Unfortunately, neither do the
written sources offer any help in the matter, as the first records only appear
in the late l5'h and l6'h centuries, long after Scots influence had started to
make its impression on the Nom ofthe Nonhem Isles. Therefore, there is
no trace of an original [/] in the recorded forms of simplex formations.
When compounded, the modem reflexes of b6lstadr ate: -bister l'-bts-
tarlllrbastarl, -buster l'-bestarl, -bist l'-bastl, -bster lrbstarf, -pster [-pstar),
-mster llmstar] (if preceded by a nasal), and -ster l'-starl, in the North;
68. Cf. Garnmeltofi. Peder, 'Why the Difference? An Attempt to Account for the Variations
in the Phonetic Development of Place-Names in Oid Norse rdlsrddl in the Hebrides'
Nomina,23. (2fffi), pp. 107- | | 9.
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-bost ['bcst] and -busta lrbasta) in the West;6e in the South-west, -ro11s
[!basay] (if preceded by one syllable) and -Das [Lbns] (if preceded by two
syllables), as well as possibly [-uos(t)] in the Isle of Man.?I) It is immedi-
alely clear that the range of modem reflexes is far greater than is the case
with the simplex formations. The reason for this is the fact that when com-
potnded bdlstadr is placed in a final position, it is more susceptible to
change. The linguistic situation in any area thus leaves its distinct impres-
sion on the modern expression. Ironically, the areas in which Scandina-
vian first dropped out of use are the areas that have preserved the form
closest to the original ON form. In the Hebrides, the modem reflexes show
a greater resemblance to the original bdlstadr than they often do in the
Northern Isles and adjacent mainland.
Nevertheless, there are a number of features in common. The most
prominent is the lack of [d]. As in Norway, this is because of its posirion
before [r] in an unstressed syllable as already mentioned (Seip 1955, pp.
158-9). ON Ul has also been dropped, which is owing to its position in a
consonant cluster of three consonants, Ust]. The Islay compounds are now
also [I]-less, but according to the written sources for the area, they all fea-
tured an [/] until recently. The reason for this is combinatory. ln Islay, [ll
is dropped in the combination [st] when unstressed (see under simplex
formalions above), thereby 'liberating' the lateral consonant from the
pressure of being the 'weakest' in a triconsonantal cluster. In recent times,
original [1] has, nevertheless, been dropped in the combination [/s]. The
greatest difference in the modern appearance of the element between the
Hebrides and the Northem Isles and adjacent mainland, as regards conso-
nants. is the retention of the masc. nominative inflectional -r in the
Northem Isles and its loss in the Hebrides. In the Northem Isles the inflec-
tional -r appears to have attained a syllabic status early on by having had
a svarabhakti vowel inserted beween it and the preceding consonant, as
69. The -rusra ending of Heribusta, Skye,lnv., has typically been ascribed to ON dhradr,
m., but Dr. Cox has rais€d doubts as to whether this is the conect origin. He is of the
opinion thai the origin is rather ON ,rirradr, m. Howevet the 1630 source form
fdraborl (Retous, Inv., 50) shows quite clearly that Cox' assumption cannot be right.
Cf. Cox, Richard, 'Descendants of Norse b6lstadr?: A re-examination of the lineage of
Bost & co.', in Baldwin, John R. (ed.), Peoples & set ement in North-west Ross.
(Edinburgh, t994), p. 50.
70. I have chosen to place the Isle of Man under Scotland instead of on its own, owing to the
fact that this area is reprcsented by only one place-name of possible ,6lstadr-oigin.
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has also happened in modem Icelandic (see Ch. 5.1., below).7'When the
preceding [dj was dropped, this svarabhakti vowel fell together with the
now preceding [a] sound (now found as [a] or occasionally [e]), having
undergone further reduction. In the Hebrides, however, there never seems
to have been such a supporting vowel insened between [d] and [r]. So
either the inflectional ending was lost with [d] or Scandinavian ceased to
be spoken there before a svarabhakti vowel could develop. In Iceland the
svarabhakti vowel starts to appear in writing in the l3'h century before
final -r, so it is plausible that it may have appeared in the spoken language
around the same time in Scotland.
Tuming to the vowels, common to all areas is the quantitative reduction
of the stem vowel. This occurs because the stem vowel only bears se-
condary stress. In Man, the quality of the stem vowel appears to have been
retained, whereas in the Outer Hebrides it has been opened to [r]. The rea-
son here is that the generic element early on became monosyllabic and the
original quality has thereby had a better chance of being retained.
Everywhere else the generic element has consisted of two syllables until
relatively recently, resulting in a further qualitative change. In its purest
form, this qualitative change results in a fronting cum laxing of the stem
vowel to a central pronunciation. Orthographically, this manifests itself in
spellings in ld or lil for the medial vowels [a]/[n], which are hard to re-
present properly in any other way. In Islay the modern reflexes are ['-bnsay]
and [!bds]. Long ON loans in Gaelic, including names, have almost
invariably been reduced to a maximum of three syllables in their modem
form (Cox 1994, p. 59). Therefore, b1lstadr place-names with modern
specific reflexes of one syllable have a disyllabic generic element, where-
71. That the masculine nominative sg. -/ inflectional ending has survived in -bister may
appear somewhat strange in the light ofthe fact that this inflectional element is normal'
ly lost after 1300 (cf. Seip 1955, p. 303). Nevenheless, in Shetland and Orkney the mas-
culine nominative sg. -r ha.s survived in a few words (see Jakobsen 1928, I, p. xxxvii;
Marwick 1995 (reprint), p. 23). For inslance, Shetl. guster lg&sterl, sb., 'a strong, drying
wind, a squall of wind'derives from ON 8rstr, m., 'a gust of wind'. The [-rr] reflects
the nominative masculine sg. -( as does the l-atl of hoeer lho:garl (< ON iagr, m., 'a
state or condition')., and kepper lbparl (< ON teppr, m., 'a stick') (cf. Jakobsen 1928,
I, pp. 280, 326, 409). In these cases where the inflectional ending has survived, the
svarabhakti vowel seems to have been a determining factor The reduction in the case
system cannot but have played a role as well. However, the nominative masculine sg.
remnant [-rr], owing to its final, unstressed, position, is often not very stable. This is for
instance seen in Srrr [gur4, a side-fom of Shetl. g!J,e/, and in place,names in Orkney
where -.6ir, is a variaot form of the usual Nonlem Isles ,.ilsradr-reflex- -hisrcr
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as this element is monosyllabic if the modem specific reflex consists of
two syllables. However, the historical sources strongly suggest that the
now monosyllabic generic reflexes have been disyllabic until recently, so
the modern broad [a] sound must be ascribed to this former disyllabic
structure. In the North, the disyllabic generic structure has also been sub-
ject to reduction, especially so with mainland examples, so that the first
vowel of the generic has been dropped, such as in the modern Caithness
representations in: -bster ['-bstarl, -psler ltpstarl, -mster f'-mstar) and -ster
['-star] (cf. also Coates 1976, pp. 188-90). In Shetland and Orkney, the
modem reflex is usually [a] or [r] and very occasionally [e]. The most
original pronunciation must be said to be the schwa, for the reason
explained above. Shetl. [rl seems to be a spelling-derived pronunciation
from Shetl. /-bister/. Original [al has been partly preserved as [a], and that
only in the North and partly in the South-west.
4.3. Place-names in -b6lstadr in Scotland
Simplex formations:
I have chosen not to list all the simplex bdlstadr-place-names together, as
the Scotia Scandinavica arca conlains several distinct linguistic situations.
In order to explain properly the linguistic influence of each distinct area
on the simplex b6lstadr-place-names found there, the simplex examples
are grouped according to similar linguistic developments.
BOLSA, BOLSAY
l. Bolsa, S, NR 386 775, Parish of Kilarrow & Kilmeny, Islay, Argyll-
shire.
Bolse 1542 RMS (III, 2835); Bolsay 1614 RMS (VII, 1137); Bow 1615
Retours (Arg., 16): Bols 1617 RMS (VII, 1628); Boisay 1627 RMS(VI[, 1146); Bols 1630 RMS (VIII, 1610): Bolstig 1662 Blaeu (123-5);
lPotl Boldstig 1662 Blaeu (123-5)), Bols 1662 Retours (ke.,67)', Bokay
1662 Retours (Arg., 68); Bolsay 1665 RMS (XI, 778); Bolsa l75l
McDougall.
2. Bolsay, S, NR 227 572, Parish of Kilchoman, Islay, Argyllshire.
[bxlsa] 1994 Cox (p. 59).
The origin of these two names is probably ON bblstadr, m., 'a farm'.
Although the source forms with these place-names are mostly radically
different to those of other Hebridean forms, there seems to be little doubt
as to their origin. Usually, an [1] would be dropped in the consonant clus-
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ter [-/s/-], as is evidenced in names such as Basrd, Uig, Lewis (Seip' 1955'
p. 155; Cox 1994, p. 59). However, it is a peculiarity of Islay that [/] in the
combination [sl] in unstressed position is dropped, as is also evident in the
compound formations.
For the development of ON b6lstudr, m., as a simplex place-name, see
ch. 4.2.
BOLSAY see s.n. BOLSA
BOSTA, BOUSD, +BOUST
l. Bosra, S, NB 138 402, Uig Parish, Lewis, Ross-shire.
Busta 1776 Mackenzie: Bustu 1804 Healhet:' Bosta l82l Johnson; Bosta
1832 Thomson; lbt:stay] 1954 Oftedal (p. 379).
2. Bosta, S, NB 184 409, Uig Parish, lrwis, Ross-shire.
3. Bosta, S, Stomoway Parish, Lewis, Ross-shire.
4. Bousd, S, NM 254 635, Island of Coll, Argyllshire.
lPort Boldstig c. 1734 van Keulenl; Ib;usrl 1994 Cox (p.46).
5. *Boust, R, NG 357 374, Parish of Bracadale, Skye, Invemess-
shire.
[bcusta] 1994 Cox (p.46).
The origin of these names is most likely ON b6lstadr, m. (cf. Capt.
Thomas 1876, p.479; Oftedal 1954,p.379: Cox 1994, pp. 46-50). No. 3
has only ever been recorded by Duncan.'2 His interpretation is 'a place,
point'at Swordale on the Eye Peninsula. No. 5 is a formally secondary
rrame, Boust Hill, which refers - it would appear - to a hill, but the ele-
ment Bors, seems to be of the same origin as the other names here (cf.
Forbes 1923, p. 88).
For the development of ON Ddlsradr, m., as a simplex place-name, see
ch.4.2.
BOUSD see s.n. BOSTA
+BOUST see s.n. BOSTA
72. Duncan, A., Norue Place-Names, Chiefy fmm Lcwis ond Haffis, Obtoined from the Year
1930 and Onv',ards, (unpublished manuscript of phonetic transcdptions, c. 1930.
Privately owned).
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BOUSTA, BUSTA, BUSTATOUN
la. Bousta, HU 223 578, Parish of Walls & Sandness, Shetland.
Bustaid 1582 SheDoc (42); Bousta 1602 CBSI;Bousra 1695 Retours
(O&S, 155); Bousta l78l Prestonl' Muckle Bousta 1878 OSI ['busta]
1987 Stewart (p. 56).
lb. Little Bousta, HU 222 578, Parish of Walls & Sandness, Shetland.
2. Busta, S, HZ 207 700, Fair Isle, Dunrossness Parish, Shetland.
Buister l59O RMS (Y I723); Bustuy 1603 CBS I ; Basra 1839 Admiralty;
['busra] 1987 Stewart (p. 253).
3. Bustatoun, S, HY 763 524, North Ronaldsay, Parish of Cross &
Burness, Orkney.
Nes-busta 1591 RMS (Y 1895); Bousta 1646 RMS (IX, 't624); Bousta
1646 RMS (IX, 1626); Ness-busta 1652 RMS (X, 6l)., Bowsta 1655
Retours (O&S, 69): Nesse Bousta 1663 RMS (XI, 362\., Bousta 1698
Retours (O&S, 156); Buista 1733 OR; ['bostitun] 1952 Marwick (p. l);
|bosta] 1952 Marwick (p. l).
According to Stewart (1987, p. 56, 59) and Marwick (1952, p. l), rhe
names originate from either ON bdlstadr, m., or ON bistadr, m. Exactly
which of these is not always determinable. For instance Bousta (no. la)
and Busta (no. 2) may be brtsndr, as ON [a.l more commonly develops
into Shetl. [u] than ON [oJ. No. 3, Bustatoun, also seems to point to Dr-
s/adr, but only apparently so. The pronunciation rather suggests b1lstadr,
as it is usually only ON [ol which develops into Ork. [a] (ON [ul is
either retained, or becomes [u)llo:l in Orkney (cf. Marwick 1995, p.32)).
Therefore, the interpretation must remain open for these names.
No. lb, Little Bousta is a secondary settlement to Bor.rra. 'Little'is used
in reciprocation with the parent settlement (which in tum is occasionally
called 'Muckle Bousta'). Since it is a secondary formation from Bousta,it
will not be used in further calculations, hence the numbering la and 1b.
Bustatoun (no. 3) is a rather complex name. Today it is a formally se-
condary name, but earlier it seems to have been a primary formation,
either as a simplex name (Bousta) or a compound (Nes(s)-busta). Al-
though some documentary evidence seems to suggest otherwise, the name
is probably an original simplex name. The confusing element here is that
it seems to have been listed with another simplex name, N?.rs, now
Nesstoun, in some documents. Bustatoun is also the old name for the
entire tunship. Marwick (1952, p. l) is of the opinion rhat the original
name of the tunship was Kirblsl, but nothing suggests that this was so. The
earliest reference to r(irbisr ("Kirbist in the 8d. land ofBuista" ( 1733 OR))
clearly shows that Kirbis, is subordinate to Bustatoun.
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BUSTA see s.n. BOUSTA
BUSTATOUN see s.n. BOUSTA
Compound formations:
*ABOIST, ABOS
l. *Aboist, R, NG l6 52, Parish of Durinish, Skye, Inverness-shire.
2. Abos, S, NM 408 415, island of Ulva, Parish of Kilfinichen &
Kilvickeon, Mull, Argyllshire.
Abos 1630 Retours (Arg., 36); Abose 1683 Retours (Arg., 86) l"l5l Abost
(Valuation Roll); l77l Abbosr (Notice of Sale); Abos in 1832 (Private
Census)7r.
The specific is ON ri, f., 'a stream', and the generic is most probably
ON b6lstadr, m., 'a farm'.
One of the names, *ADois, (no. l), is no longer found as an indepen-
dent place-name, but is found in the formally secondary place-name, Eas
Aboist, where Gaelic eas, m., 'a waterfall' is the generic.
ABOS see s.n. *ABOIST
AIKERBISTER
Aikerbister t, HY 48 01, Holm Parish, Orkney.
Al)rbuster 1492 HSRO (p.48); Aikarbustur 1500 OR; Akirbuster 1574
REO (p. 274); Aikerbuster 1595 OR; Akerbuster 1614 RMS (VII, 1119);
Akirbister 1614 OR; Aikerbuster 1633 RMS (YilI, ZZ44)t Aickerbuster
1642 OR; Aikerbuster 1657 RMS (X, 593); Aikerbuster 1739 OR;
Ac ro b us te r 17 7 6 Mackenzle.
The specific is ON atr, m., 'a field, a cultivated field'.
AIMSTER
Aimsteq S, ND I l7 632, Parish of Thurso, Caithness.
Ambuster 1549 RSS (IY 333); Ambuster 1553 RMS (lY,745): Almister
1592 RMS (Y 2078); Ambuster 1604 Retours (Cai., 5); Ainbuster 1605
Retours (Cai.,7): Aimsrir l6l6 RMS (vll, 1508); Atmstar 1632 RMS
(VIII, 19l7); Ainister 166l RMS (XI, 53)', Ambuster 1662 Blaeu (97-8)l
73. The 1751, 1755. and 1832 forms have treen supplied by lan Frasel School of Scottish
Studies, Edinburgh.
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Amster 1662 Blaeu (115-6); Amster 1750 Dongc Aimster 1798 BV;
Amster 1832 Thomsoni ['emstar] 1985 Waugh (p. 142).
Waugh (1985, p. 142) interpreted the specific as the ON personal name
Ambi,m. (cf. Lind 1905-15, col. 22), or the ON personal name lni. m. (cf.
Lind 1905-15. cols 29-30). Phonetically, Waugh's former suggestion does
not seem possible as original short [a] does not become Cai. [e], whereas
ON [a.l may do so (Waugh 1985, appendix). The inflectional ending must
have been dropped early on, owing to its unstressed position, thus creat-
ing the consonant cluster [-nb-] to develop into [-nb-] and later to [-tn-].
ALABOST
Alabost, S, NA 987 146, Isle of Harris, Invemess-shire.
[alabtst] c. 1930 Duncan.
It is tempting to interpret the specfic as the ON personal name l1i, m.,
but this does not seem to correspond well with the short vowel sound
which Duncan has recorded. Another possibility might be ON cfr, m., 'an
elf, fairy'. In the stem form, ON [-y'] would have been dropped early on,
being situated between two consonants (Seip 1955 p. 156). Subsequently,
a svarabhakti vowel would have been inserted to ease lhe pronunciation
for Gaelic speakers (cp. e.g. lalaptl, Alba, in Borgstrom 1940, p.212, &
$298, pp. 213-4). However, owing to the lack of additional documenta-
tion, this interpretation cannot be proven sufficienlly and the interpretation
must remain open.
ARNABOST
Arnabost, S, NM 209 600, Island of Coll, Argyllshire.
Amapoldo 1528 RMS (lll,7l2); Arnapoldo 1542 RMS (lll,2787); Arna-
poldo 1558 RSS (Y 389); Arnapoldo l6l7 RMS (Yll, 1652)l Arnapoldo
1642 Retours (Arg.,59); Amepoldo 1643 RMS (IX, l3l0): Arnapoldo
1656 RMS (X,531\ Ardnepoldo 1674 Retours (Arg.,8l).
The specific is either the ON personal name Ant l, m. (cf. Lind 1905-15,
cols 47-8), or perhaps more likely arna, the genitive pl. of ON prz, m., 'a
eagle'.
All the written forms have the ending -poldo 
- 
a rather odd reflex of
b6lstadr, even when Latinised as here. lt would be more plausible to
ascribe this ending to either ON bdl, n., 'a farm' or ON pal/r, m., 'a pond,
a small rounded bay'. Nevenheless, the -poldo endings are probably mis-
representations of bdlstadr, as the modern reflex is -bo.rr, so clearly iden-
tifiable with b6lstadr in Scotland.
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ASABUS
Asabus, S, NR 304 427, Parish of Kildalton & Oa, Islay, Argyllshire.
Assibus 17 5l McDougall.
The specific appears to be ON riss, m., 'a hill-crest, a mountain ridge'.
The medial vowel, /-i-l or /-a-l, is possibly the remnant of a masculine
genitive sg. u-stem inflection, or altematively a svarabhakti vowel has
been added to aid the pronunciation of the consonant cluster (cf. the prin-
ciple in Borgstrom 1940, $ 298, pp.213-4).
*BHRANNABUIS
*Bhrannabuis, R, NR 338 473, Parish of Kildalton & Oa, Islay,
Argyllshire.
Branabols l6l4 RMS (vII, ll37); Barnabols 1627 RMS (VIII, l146);
Branabollis 1662 Retours (Arg.,68)l Bamabols 1665 RMS (XI,778).
The specific is either ON brrundr, m., 'a fire, a burning', or ON branna,
f., 'a fire, a buming' (cf. Gillies 1906, p. 224). Judging from the sources,
the former seems the most likely.
This name is no longer in use and there is no certain trace on the mo-
dern OS l:25.000 map of the settlement to which this name referred (it
might be the ruin called Goirtean Dabh, though). The only remnant of the
name today is in the topogaphical feature Cnocan Bhrannabuis.
BILBSTER, BYLBSTER
1. Bilbster, S, ND 279 530, Parish of Wick, Caithness.
Ouir Bulbistar, Nethir Bulbistar l54l RMS (lll,245O); Nethir Bulbuster,
Ovir Bulbuster 1549 RSS (1Y,333); Bulbustar, Nether & Over 1553 RMS(IY 745); Nether-Bulbuster, Over Bulbuster 1604 Retours (Cai., 5);
Nether Bulbuster, Over Bulbuster 1605 Retours (Cai., 7); Nether Bul-
buster 16O6 RMS (VI, 17 58): Over Bilbistir 1616 RMS (VII, 1508);
Nather et Over Balbuster 1622 RMS (VIll, 251); Over Bulbuster 1622
RMS (VIII, 288): Nathir et Ovir Bilbester 1632 RMS (VIII, l9l7); Nethir
Balbester l6z14 Retours (Cai., 22): Nether Bulbustar, Nethercalbuster,
Overbalbuster 166l RMS (XI, 53); Bylbuster 1662 Blaeu (97 -8)t O.
Bilbuster 1662 Blaeu (115-6): Nether Bilbster 1666 RMS (XI, 958);
Nether Bylbister 1667 RMS (XI, 1070); Balbuster 167l Retours (Cai.,
28); Bilbster 1724 Macfarlane (1, 157): Bilpster 1726 Macfarlane (1, 160);
Bylbster 175O Done[ Bilbster 1807 Anowsmith; Bilbsrer 1832 Thomson;
['brlpstar] 1985 Waugh (p. 375).
2. Bylbster, S, ND 256 538, Parish of Watten, Caithness.
Bylebyster 1527 RMS (lll, 475): Bulbuster 1546 Sinclair (Mey): B.yilbistir
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l6l6 RMS (VII, 1508); BilDesrer 1632 RMS (YllI,l9l7); Bylbuster 1661
RMS (XI, 53): Byl buster 1662 Blaeu (115-6); Bylpster 1755 Roy (38-l);
Bylpster l8O7 Arrowsmith; Bylbyster 1832 Thomson; ['baibstar] 1985
Waugh (p. 375); ['baipsrar] 1985 Waugh (p.375).
These two names are puzzling. The settlement areas to which they
refer border each other, but happen to be situated in different parishes.
Since their documentary forms are very similar, it is possible that they
are of identical origin. It may even be that the two settlements were once
one and the same and were only subsequently split up after the impo-
sition of parish distinctions. According to Waugh (t985, p. 375), the
present-day pronunciaiion may be a recent attempt at distinguishing the
settlements from each other by means of spelling-based pronuncia-
tions.
Waugh has interpreted the specific (of no. l) as an ON personal name
Bili,m.(cf. Lind 1905-l5,col. 139). However, I do not find this possibili
ty very likely, as this personal name is almost undocumenied. Judging
from the sources, the original stem vowel appears to have been [-rl-] (typi-
cally represented in Caithness as /u/, lil, or lel, according to Waugh ( 1985,
Appendix). Of altemative possibilities with an original [-a-], ON bylr, m.,
'a forceful wind-blow'can hardly be seriously considered. The interpreta-
tion of these names must remain open.
BIMBISTER
Bimbister, S, HY 325 167, Parish of Birsay & Harray, Orkney.
Bimbuster 1492 HSRO (p. 53): Binbustare 1500 OR; Benbuster 7552
REO (p. 246); Binbustar 1595 OR; Bimbusta 1603 SheDoc (369): Bim-
bester 1620 DOH (III, p. l0l\ Bimbister 1727 OR ['bmbastar] 1952
Marwick (p. l4l ).
The specific is uncenain (cf. Marwick 1952, p. l4l) but might be ON
bingr, m. which may mean either 'a division (in a house)', or 'the desig-
nation of a locality of a special character, possibly a bend of a stream, or
a small settlement area limited in size by na]lllre'. Bimbister is located on
a wedge caused by a fork in the Bum of Netherborough. It might be this
topographical peculiarity that has spurred the naming.
The change from ON f-ng-l > Ork. [-rn-] is somewhat unusual, as the
change is normally ON [-nq-] > Ork. [y]. Nevertheless, it is probable that
the ensuing labial consonant has caused an assimilation of early Ork. [-y-]
> Ork. [-rn -] (Marwick, 1995, p. 36). For the development of the generic,
see Ch. 4.2.
toz
BRABSTER, BRABUSTIR, BRAEBUSTER, BREABOST, BRE.
BISTER, BREBUSTER, BRB,IBISTER, PRABOST
l. Brabster, S, ND 316 692, Parish of Canisbay, Caithness.
lBrabastermyre 1538 RMS (III, 1798)l; Brabistir 1616 RMS (VII, 1508);
lBrabstermire l66l RMS (XI,53)\ Brabuster 1662 Blaeu; lBrabstermyre
1671 Retours (Cai .,28)l: Braibister I755 Roy (37-3); Brqbstqr, Braibster
1807 Arrowsmith; lBrabstermire 1832 Thomsonl; lDrspsrar/ 1985 Waugh
(p.289).
2. *Brabster, S, ND 230 605, Parish of Bower, Caithness.
Brabister-dorane 1538 RMS (lll, 1798); Brabusterdorane 1549 RSS (lV
333), Brabuster-dorane 1553 RMS (lV, 7 45); Brabister-durhaine 1587
RMS (V, l34l ); Brabusterdoran 1605 Retours (Cai.,7)', Brabusterdorane
1606 RMS (VI, 1758); Brabisterdurhaine l6l2 RMS (VlI, 766):
Brabister l6l6 RMS (Vtr, 1508): Brabusterdoran 1622 RMS (VIII,251);
Brabusterdoran 1630 Retours (Cai., l7); Bralister 1632 RMS (VIII,
19l7): Brabisterdurhaine 1633 RMS (VIII, 2207); Brabusterdorane 1644
Retours (Cai., 22); Brabisterdoran, Brabisterdorann 1661 RMS (XI, 53);
Brabuster 1662 Blaeu (115-6): Urdbstircloran I 1667 RMS (XI, 1070);
Brabsterdoran l67l Retours (Cai., 28); Brabster Dorren 1807
Arrowsmith: Brqbster-dorren I 832 Thomson.
3. Brabustir i, S, HY 67 214, Parish of Cross & Burness, Sanday,
Orkney.
Brabustir 1500 OR; Brabustar 1595 OR; Brebuster 1776 Mackenzie;
['braibest] 1952 Marwick (p. 6).
4. Braebuster, S, HY 220 050, Parish of Hoy & Graemsay, Orkney.
Brabustir 1492 HSRO (p.72); Brabustir 1500 OR; Brabustdre 1595 OR;
Brabister 1612 OrkTes (no. 40); Brabuster 1614 RMS (VII, I I l9)i
Brabuster 1620 DOH (lII, p. 109): Brabuster 1621 RMS (VIII, l4l);
Brabuster 1662 Blaeu (133-4): Brabuster 1663 RMS (XI,470); Brebuster
1776 Mackenzie.
5. Braebuster, S, HY 547 052, Parish of St. Andrews & Deemess,
Orkney.
Brabustare 1500 OR; Brabuster l53l REO (p. 214); Brabester '1580
DOH (1, p. '198): Brabister 1584 REO (p.304): Brabustare, Brabustar
1595 OR; Brabuster 1662 Blaeu (133-4): Brebuster 1776 Mackenzie;
['brebestar] 1952 Marwick (p. 76).
6. Breabost, NG 362 538, Parish of Snizort, Skye, Invemess-shire.
Brebast 1776 Mackenzie; Braebost 1832 Thomson.
7. Brebuster, HY 5l 41, Parish of Westray, Orkney.
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Brabustir 1492 HSRO (p. 6l); Braebuster 15OO OF.1. Brabustar 1595 OR;
Brabuster l6l0 RMS (Vll,343); Brebuster 1776 Mackenziel ['brebastar]
1952 Marwick (p. 3l ).
8. Brebister, S, HU 375 934, Parish of Northmaven, Shetland.
Brabustare 1577 SheDoc2 (237): Brabistour 1602 CBS I ; Brabister 1624
RMS (VIII, 612); Brabuster 1662 Blaeu ( 133-4); Brabuster 1672 Retours
(O&S, 106); Barbuster c. 1734 van Keulen; ['brebister] 1987 Stewart (p.
55).
9. Breibister, HU 216 496, Parish of Walls & Sandness, Shetland.
Brabuster (c. l507xl5l3) SheDoc2 (appl. (tr 1v., 7v.)); Brabuster 1548-
9 SbeDoc2 (88); Breabistir 1573 SheDoc2 (203\ Brabister 1576-7
SheDoc2 (235); Brabister 1577 RMS (lY, 2672)1 Brabuster 1597
SheDoc (264); Braebister 1600 SheDoc (301); Brabister 160l SheDoc
(307)', Brabister 1605 SheDoc (397): Brebustaw 1610 SheDoc (503);
Brabuster I623 DOH (II, p. 5); Brabista, Brabister 1624 DOH (II, p.
28); Brabusta 1624 DOH (II, p. 29); Brebuster 1695 Retours (O&S,
155\; Brebister, Brebuster 1716 ROZ (SA); ['brebister] 1987 Stewart (p.
55).
10. Prabost, S, NG 422 498, Parish of Snizort, Skye, Inverness-shire.
The specific is ON Dreidr, adj., 'broad, wide'(Forbes 1923, p.89,284',
Jakobsen 1936, p.29, Marwick 1952,pp.6,31,76,179; Stewart 1987, p.
55; Waugh 1985, pp. 289-90).
No. 2 only exists as part of a formally secondary name, I rdbsterdorran,
whose generic elemer,t, Brabster. is of the same origin as the rest of the
names listed here. The final element in Brabsterdorran seems to be a dis-
tinguishing or reciprocating element, most likely applied to single this
name out from the nearby Brabster in Canisbay. It does have a few forms
as an independent unit but whether they are genuine or just shon forms is
unknown.
Despite different linguistic situations, the pronunciation of the speci-
fic of the various names have all developed in remarkably similar ways.
ON [-ei-] has become Cai., Ork, Shetl., & Skye dial. [-e-] (Jakobsen
1928, p. t-; Marwick 1995, p. 33). Only the pronunciation of no. 3 has
developed slightly differently from ON [-ei-] to Ork. [-ai-l (Marwick
1995, p. 33), which is also a typical development. There are no vestiges
of the original [-dl, as it is usually dropped (Jakobsen 1928, p. r-rr;
Marwick 1995, pp. 34-5). The unstressed inflectional ending has also
been dropped. The initial [p-] of no. l0 for original [b-] is a result of
unvoicing of initial [D-] in the local Skye Gaelic dialect (Borgstrom
1941, $ 45, p. 33).
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BRABUSTIR se€ s.n. BIIABSTER
BRAVOST, BROUBSTER
l. Bravost, Kirk Christ Lezayre, Isle of Man.
2. Broubster, S, ND 031 602, Parish of Reay, Caithness.
lBroubustardaill 1543 RMS (III,2884)l; Browbster 1562 Sinclair (Mey);
[Browbisterdail 1577 RSS (VII,988)]t lBrowbusterdaill l600 RMS (VI,
lO38)7:, Broubuster 1662 Blaeu; Brownbuster 17 50 Dorre1. Brubster 1832
Thomson; ['brubstarl 1985 Waugh (p.66).
The specific is ON brl, f., 'a bridge', probably in the genitive sg. in the
case of no. l. (Marstrander 1932, p.2431. Waugh 1985, p. 66; Broderick
1997, p.313). According to Marstrander, the specific developed phoneti
cally in the following way: ON brla(r)- > ION brd(r)-. The generic ofno.
l. seems to have developed similarly to bdlstadr in the Outer Hebrides,
albeit with an additional change of ON [b] to [D].
BREABOST see s.n. BRABSTER
BREABOST see s.n. BRABSTER
BREBISTER see s.n. BRABSTER
BR.E,TABISTER, BRETTABISTER
1. Bretabister, S, HU 438 721, Delting Parish, Shetland.
['bretabtster] 1987 Stewart (p. 55).
2. Brettabister, S, HU 483 575, Parish of Nesting, Shetland.
Bratabuster (c. l507xl5l3) SheDoc2 (appl. (ff.3r., 7t.)): Brattabustar
1577 SheDoc2 (237): Brattabister 1589 SheDoc (156): Bratabuster,
Bratbustr l7l6 ROZ (SA); ['bretabtstar] 1987 Stewan (p. 56).
The specific is ON Drartr, adj., 'steep'(cf. Stewart 1987, pp. 55, 56).
According to Jakobsen (1928, p. xLIv), ON [a] does not usually
become [e] in Shetland. Nevertheless, the change seems to occur with ON
brattr. Both no. I and no. 2 are pronounced [breta-). It is possible that the
present stem vowel sound is the result of analogy with names originating
from ON breidr.
BREBUSTER see s.n. BRABSTER
BREIBISTER see s.n. BRABSTER
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BRETABISTER see s.n. BITEBISTER
BRETTABISTER see s.n. BREBISTER
BROUBSTER see s.n. BITAVOST
BYLBSTER see s.n. BILBSTER
CALBOST
Calbost, S, NB 414 175, t ochs Parish, Lewis, Ross-shire.
Calbost l82l Johnson; Cal/bost 1832 Thomson; CaLabost 1886 Admiral-
ty.
The specific is probably ON kaldr, adj., 'cold'(cf. Capt. Thomas 1876,
p.479; Watson 1904, p. 265), as ON Udl is often assimilated to U/l (Seip
1955, pp. 170,283). Watson also suggesls the ON personal name (a1i, m.
(cf. Lind 1905-15, cols 673-4), probably with an eye on the Gaelic pro-
nunciation of the name f'kalabxt) (Duncan c. 1930). However, the pre-
sent medial vowel is most likely only a svarabhakti vowel and not an ori-
ginal morphological constituent (Borgstrpm 1940, S 298, pp.213-4).
CAMSTER
l. Camster, S, ND 209 608, Parish of Bower, Caithness.
Campster 1592 RMS (V 2180); Cambuster 1606 RMS (YI, 1758); Cam-
ster 1609 RMS (VII, 129\ Cambuster 1644 Retours (Cai., 22); Cam-
huster 1671 Retours (Cai., 28); Campster 1807 Anowsmithi Camster
1832 Thomson.
2. Camster, ND 253 455, Parish of Wick, Caithness.
Camstir l54l RMS (nI, 2450): Campbuster 1549 RSS (1Y,333): Cam-
Drsrar 1553 RMS (lY,7 45); Camstair 1568 RSS (VI, 102); Campistar 1578
Sinclair (Mey); Cambuster 1604 Retours (Cai., 5); Cambuster 1605 Re-
tours (Cai., 7): Cambuster 1606 RMS (VI, 1758); Cambuster 1622 RMS
(Ylll,25l); Campsrer 1632 RMS (V| ,1917); Cambustar 1661RMS (XI,
53): Kempster 1755 Roy (38-l ); Kempsr€r 1807 Arrowsmith1' Camster 1832
Thomson; Cempstar 1655 Sinclair (Mey )', ['kamstar] 1985 Waugh (p. 381).
The specific is ON tambr, m., 'a ridge on a hill'. (cf. Waugh 1985, p.
381).
CARBOST, CARRABUS
l. Carbost, S, NG 376 319, Parish of Bracadale, Skye, Inverness-shire.
Carabost I 886 Admiralty.
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2. Carbost, S, NG 427 482, Parish of Snizon, Skye, Inverness-shrre.
Caraboist 1596 RMS (VI, 453); Caraboist l6l0 RMS (Y11,298); Cara-
boist 1637 RMS (IX, 654): Carobost 1688 Retours (lnv., lO9): Carbost
I 832 Thomson.
3. Carrabus, S, NR 314 639, Parish of Kilarrow & Kilmeny, Islay,
Argyllshire.
Carrapols l614 RMS (VII, ll37); Carrapols 1627 RMS (VIII, l146);
Carapelles ? 1662 Retours (Arg., 68); Carropols 1665 RMS (XI, 778);
Carabus l75l McDougall; Carabus 1776 Mackenzie; Carabus 1804
Heather.
The specific is ON kjcrr, n., 'brushwood, fen or marsh'(cf. Capt. Tho-
mas 1882, p.256; Gillies 1906,p.225; Forbes 1923, p. 102; Maceachama
1976, p.85). The medial [a] is most likely a svarabhakti vowel (cf. the
principle in Borgstrpm 1940, $$ 297-8, pp. 2l l-4).
CARRABUS see s.n. CARBOST
*CHALISBOST
*Chalisbost, R, NG 229 941, Parish of Strath, Skye, Invemess-shire.
This name does not exist as an independent place-name today, but is
found as the specific of the topographical name Meall Chalisbost, where
Chalisbost is the specific element and Gaelic meall, m.,'a lump, a knob',
is the generic element and refers to a hill. The origin of the element
Chalisbost is not entirely certain, having been heavily Gaelicised. With no
written sources to rely on, no interpretation of the specific can be offered.
*CHOLLAPUS, COILLABUS, COULLABUS
l. *Chollapus, A, NR 357 678, Parish of Kilanow & Kilmeny, Islay,
Argyllshire.
Culabolls l75l McDougall.
2. Coillabus, S, NR 316 438, Parish of Kildalton & Oa,Islay, Argyllshire.
3. Coullabus NR 298 657, Parish of Kilarrow & Kilmeny, Islay, Argyll-
shire.
The lack of eady forms makes the interpretation of these names diffi-
cult. The specific might be ON tdla, f., 'an elevation, whatever rises out
of or from an otherwise level surface' (Maceachama 1976, p. 85). Gillies
(1906, p. 225) interpreted the specifics of nos I and 2 as either ON tol/a,
f., 'a hind, a horn-less hoofed animal', or ON kollr, m., 'a round topped
hill', but the only source reference, the l75l reference, would not imme-
diately suggest any of these lalter suggestions.
The name of no. 1 is no longer in use as an independent formation, but
survives in the formally secondary Dun Chollapus. Howevel it does fea-
ture as a formally primary place-name on the McDougall map of 1751.
CLAWBOST
Clawbost t, S, NB 283 205, Lochs Parish, Lewis, Ross-shire.
This name is only recorded by Duncan (c. 1930). He writes: "Clawbost
[kla:bcst) former name of Balallan Village, from John Mclvar, Laxay -
who heard it related once (at Balallan, Lochs), and directly from Donald
Mcleod (old man), Habost, Lochs." The specific is somewhat obscure
and not readily interpretable. The generic is definitely ON brjLstadr, m.,
though.
COILLABUS see s.n. +CHOLLAPUS
COLBOST
l. Colbost, S, NG 212 494, Parish of Bracadale, Skye, Inverness-shire.
Colbust 1804 Heather; Colbost 1832 Thomson.
2. Colbost, S, NG 317 404, Parish of Bracadale, Skye, Invemess-shire.
Colbasr 1832 Thomson.
The lack of early records makes these names hard to interpret. Forbes
(1923, p.99) interpreted the specific as ON kaldr, adj., 'cold'. However,
ON [a] does not usually appear to change to [o]. Altematively, ON tal/a
m., 'a rounded top', should be considered, as this appellative seems alto-
gether more compatible with the appearance of these names.
CORNABUS
Cornabus, S, NR 334 464, Parish of Kildalton & Oa, Islay, Argyllshire.
Comubus 1408 ALI (p. 22, no. 16): Cornobolsay 1562 OPS (p.271);
Comepollis 1614 RMS (VII, 1137); Comepollis 1627 RMS (Vru,
1146)1 Cornepolis 1662 Retours (Arg., 68); Comepolis 1665 RMS (XI,
778).
The specific is ON korn, n., 'grain, grain crop'. The medial vowel /-a-l,
l-o-1, l-r-l or /-e-l is a svarabhakti vowel (cf. the principle in Borgstr6m
1940, $298, pp.213-4).
COUBISTER
l. Coubister, S, HY 373 154; Firth Parish, Orkney.
Cowbistar l600 RMS (VI, 1038); Cowbuster 1662 Blaeu (133-4): ['ku-
basrarl 1952 Marwick (p. ll5).
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2. Coubister, S, HY 30 05, Parish of Orphir, Orkney.
Cowbustir 1492 HSRO (p. 42): Cowbuster 1603 DOH (1, p. 226);
Cowbuster 1610 DOH (I, p. 238); Howbuster 1614 RMS (VII, lll9);
Cowbister 166l Retours (O&S, 9l); Cowbuster 1662 Blaeu (133-4);
Cubister 1776 Mackenzie: ['kubastarl 1952 Marwick (p. lM).
The specific of these two names has been interpreted as an ON person-
al name Kigi, m. (cf. Lind, 1905-15, col.722),or as kla, the gen. pl. of
ON ,tyr, f., 'a cow' (Marwick 1952, pp. 104 & I l5). Although KrSi is
recorded as the name of an Orcadian farmer, it is, nonetheless, an exlreme-
ly rare personal name. Therefore, I find Marwick's latter suggestion alto-
gether more probable.
The 1614 and 1656 entries of no. 2 seem to suggest an origin in ON
haugr, 'a mound, a hill', but these forms are mistaken or misspelt as
Marwick's phonetic renderings are the same in both cases.
ON [-r:-] has been reduced in quantity (Marwick 1995, p. 32), proba-
bly because of its situation in a trisyllabic structure. The gen. pl. inflection
[-a] appears to have been dropped, in spite of the fact that it is often pre-
served in place-names in Orkney (Marwick 1995, p. 23).
COULLABUS see s.n. +CHOLLAPUS
CRAGABUS
Cragabus, S, NR 325 450, Parish of Kildalton & Oa, Islay, Argyllshire.
Cracobus 1408 ALI (p. 22, no. 16): Craigabolsay 1562 OPS (p. 271);
Kagabolsay ? 1562 RSS (Y 1112); Craigaboilsay 1563 RSS (Y 1259);
Cragabolse 1584 RSS (VIII, 1743); Cragapols, Gargapollis l6l4 RMS
(VII, I137); Cragapols, Gragapols 1627 RMS (VIII, ll46); Cragapolis
1662 Retours (Arg.,68); Gragapolis 1665 RMS (XI,778); Cragabus
l75l McDougall.
There are a couple of suggestions for this name. The specific could
either be the ON personal name Kraki, m. (cf. Lind 1905-15, cols 715-6),
or ON /<rzita, f., 'a crow'. However, considering that Krakr is rare outside
of Norway (only found twice in lceland), the latter suggestion would
appear to be the most likely.
CROSBISTER, CROSSBISTER, CROSSBOST
I . Crosbister, S, HP 581 039, Unst, Shetland.
Corbustanch ? (c. l5l3xl524) SheDoc2 (app. 3); Crosbustare, Cros-
bustire 1574-5 SheDoc2 (210); Crocebustare 1577 SheDoc2 (237): Cros-
buster 1578-9 SheDoc2 (260); Crosbustay 1578-9 SheDoc2 (265): Cros-
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buster 1589 SheDoc (156); Crosbuster 1599 SheDoc (28O); Croisbuster
1603 SheDoc (360): Crosbuster 1604 SheDoc (383); Crosbuster 1624
DOH (II, p.56): Crosbister 1627 RMS (VIII, 1049); Crosbister 1692
Retours (O&S, 142); Crobister 1695 Retours (O&S, 155); ['krtsbastar]
1987 Stewart (p. 54).
2. Crossbister, S, HU 607 920, Fetlar, Shetland.
Crocebustare 1577 SheDoc2 (237): Corsbuster 1602 CBS I ; ['krtsbastar]
1987 Stewart (p. 55).
3. Crossbost, S, NB 393 245, Lochs Parish, Lewis, Ross-shire.
Krossbost 1662 Blaeu (l3l-2): Crossbos, 1821 Johnson; Crossbost 1832
Thomson; ['knsabtst] 1954 Oftedal (p. 399).
The specific is ON kross, m., 'a cross, a junction' (cf. Capt. Thomas
1876, p.488; Stewart 1987, p.54, p.55). Oftedal (1954, p. 399) is of the
opinion that the Lewis example (no. 3) is in the genitive plural as the
[-a-] does not seem to be a svarabhakti vowel in this case. The 'cross'of
the majority of the names is probably a standing cross rather than a road
junction.
CROSSBISTER see s.n. CROSBISTER
CROSSBOST see s.n. CROSBISTER
EALLABUS
l. Eallabus, S, NR 336 632, Parish of Kilarrow & Kilmeny, Islay,
Argyllshire.
Aelabols, Allabols 1588 RMS (Y, l49l); Allabols l6l7 RMS (VII, 1628);
Allabolss 1662 Retours (Arg., 67): Ellabols 1662 Blaeu (121-3): Alabus
l75l McDougall.
2. *Eallabus, S, NR 283 703, Parish of Kilarrow & Kilmeny, Islay,
Argyllshire.
The specific is uncertain. Most of the sources suggest an origin in ON
al- or dl-. As a cautious interpretation I would suggest ON {ill, m., in the
specialised meaning of 'a deep valley'. No. I is situated on a valley floor
and no. 2 is situated on the banks of lnch Gruinart.
Although both names are bome by settlements in the same parish,
these are sufficiently far removed from each other to suggest that they are
probably not the same name. The settlements are some 15 km apart and
they are also separated by l,och Gruinan In order to single out the two
settlements, no. 2 has acquired the affix, Gaelic girradh, m., 'an enclo-
sure'.
ll0
EASTBISTER
Eastbister, S, ND 319 898, Parish of Walls & Flotta, Orkney.
The specific is most likely ultimately from ON auslr, adv., 'east', used
in reciprocation with the nearby settlement of Wasbister, Walls & Flotta
(see below). Howevel owing to the lack of documentary evidence, the
origin might altematively be Scots east, adv., 'east'+ analogical -bist(er).
EASTERBISTER, ISBISTER
l. Easterbister, S, HY 473 017, Holm Parish, Orkney.
Estirbistir 1492 HSRO (p.48); Esterbustir 1492 HSRO (p.49): Eister-
basrer 1500 OR; Estterbuster 1552-3 REO (pp. 248-9); Easterbuster 1595
OR; Eisterbister l612 OrkTes (no. 30): Eisterbuster 1614 RMS (VII, I I l9);
Easterbuster '1614 OrkTes (no. 128): Eisterbister 1641 Retours (O&S, 3l );
Eisterbister l64l Retours (O&S, 32): Easterbuster 1776 Mackenzie.
2. Isbister, S, HY 261 235, Parish of Birsay & Harray, Orkney.
Estbuster 1492 HSRO (p.27); Estbustir 1492 HSRO (p. 47): Esterbuster
1492 HSRO (p.3O); Esterbustir 1492 HSRO (p.48); Eisterbuster l5OO
OR: Isbester f 534 REO (p.217); Isbister 1564DOH (1,p. 154); Ysbustir
1566 REO (p.285): Ibister 1566RSS (Y,2554): Isbister 1568 DOH (1, p.
164); Isbester 1585-6 REO (p. 353); Yesbustar, IsDrsrar 1595 OR;
YIs]bister 1600 RMS (VI, 1038); Isbuster 1613 OrkTes (no. 99\: Ycebust
1662 Blaeu (133-4)1 Isbuster 1675 Retours (O&S, ll2); Ysbuster 168O
Retours (O&S, 125): Isbuster 1727 OR:, lsbuster 1776 Mackenzie;
['aizba*ar] 1952 Marwick (p. 136).
3. Isbister, S, ND 465 847, Parish of South Ronaldsay, Orkney.
Esterbuster 1492 HSRO (p. 37); Ystabustare 1500 OR; lslasrer 1595 OR;
Iysbuster 1627 OR1. Isbuster 1644 Retours (O&5.45); Isbuster 1666 RMS
(XI, 952); Isbuster 1670 Retours (O&S, lol): ['aizbastar] 1952 Marwick
(p. t72).
4. Isbister, S, ND,l48 901, Parish of South Ronaldsay, Orkney.
5. Isbister, S, HU 407 669, Delting Parish, Shetland.
Ellisbust'! (c. l507x1513) SheDoc2 (app. I (f. 4r.)): Ylisbuster ? 1589
SheDoc (l5l); Ilebister '! 1589 SheDoc (156): Ysbuster 1602 CBSI;
Isbuster 1608 SheDoc (470); Ibuster 1642 RMS (IX,t230); ['aizbtstar]
1987 Stewart (p. 55).
6. Isbister, S, HU 371 910, Parish of Northmaven, Shetland.
ELlisbist ? (c. 1507x1513) SheDoc2 (app. I (t 2v.)): Usbister 1577
SheDoc2 (237); lsebuster l58l BruSym (SA); lsbasrer l6l3 RegTes
(SA): Vsebuster 1662 Blaeu (133-4): Isbister 1672 Retours (O&S, 106);
Isbister 1878 OSI:' I'aizbtsterl 1987 Stewan (p. 55).
7. Isbister, S, HU 577 640, Whalsay, Whalsay & Skerries, Shetland.
[Jsbuster (c. 1507x1513) SheDoc2 (app. I (f. 2r.)):, I sbister 1577 SheDoc2
(237): Isebuster 1582 SheDoc (31): Isbuster 1598 SheDoc (270); lsbuster
l60l SheDoc (330); Isbuster l6l7 DOH (III, p.5); lsbister 1630 RegTes
(SA): Ycebuster 1662 Blaeu (133-4); Ysebuster c. 1734 van Keulen;
['aizbstar] 1987 Stewan (p. 56).
The specific is the comparative adj., ON ey.rrri, 'easterly', although the
Shetland examples (nos 5-7) might altematively derive from ON jztr,
superlative adj., 'outermost'. However, Shetland sources are generally
rather late and when the Shetland lsbisters do appear in documents, they
compare fully with the Orkney forms in nos 2 and 3, which clearly origi-
nate from ON e,ys/ri. A third interpretation has been forwarded by Stewart
(1987, pp.55-6), who suggests that the specihc is ON aastr, adv., 'east'
for the Shetland examples (nos 5-7). Howevel this suggestion is not like-
ly, as ON [ar] does not become Shetl. [ai] (Jakobsen 1928, p. t-).
If the earliest sources clearly suggest a derivation from ON eystri, the
pronunciation of nos 2-7 do not unequivocally suggest so. Modem Orkney
[ai] can have developed from ON [ey] (Marwick 1952, p. 32), but such a
development is not recorded by Jakobsen (he does not actually discuss ON
[ey]). Instead, Jakobsen sees [ai] as a Scots influenced development from
ON furl, which may lend credit to an origin in ON jzrr (Jakobsen 1928,
pp. Lxlv-Lxv). ON j'zrr appears to gain extra credibility in as far as the
consonant following the stem vowel is [-z-]. However, this [-a-] is not
original. Owing to its unstressed position, original [-rri-] is lost shortly
after 1500 (see e.g. nos 2-3), thus allowing the original [-s-] to change to
[-z-] because of its position in voiced surroundings.
Why the present appearance of no. I is so radically different from the
other place-names of the same origin is not entirely clear. It can be
argued that with the loss of original [-rri-] the origin from ON e,lstri
was no longer apparent. Therefore in the place-names which underwent
this change e.vsrrl was not replaced by Scots easrer, comp. adj., 'more
easterly', as was the case with no. l, which for some reason retained its
ON [-rrt] cluster long enough for e].rrri to be replaced by its Scots cog-
nate.
The (c. 1507x1513) source forms of nos 5 and 6, as well as the 1589
source forms of no. 5 are puzzling. They are most probably either scribal
errors or possibly an atlempt to render the last vestige of the consonant
cluster. Especially the (c. l507xl5l3) document contains a high number
of misspellings and haphazardous renderings of place-names (cf.
SheDoc2, pp. 251-55).
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The specific of no. I is in reciprocation with vesrri of the nearby farm
of Westerbister (see below), whereas that of no. 4 reciprocates with midr
and vestr of Midbister ar,d Wasbister (see below).
EBOST
Ebost, S, NG 320 389, Parish of Bracadale, Skye, Inverness-shire.
Ea&osr 1832 Thomson.
According to Forbes (1923, p. 178), the specific is ON eid, n., 'an isth-
mus', but owing to the lack ofea y documentary evidence this is difficult
to ascertain.
ELLIBISTER
Ellibister, S, HY 396 2l l, Parish of Evie & Rendall, Orkney.
Ellibustar 1503 REO (p. 417): Alibustar 1595 OR:' Allebuster 162O DOH
(III, p. 105); Ellibuster 1655 Retours (O&S, 68); Ellabuster 1662 Blaeu
(133-4:), Elebuster 1727 OR: Elibuster 177 6Mackenzie: Elibister 1794OR.
Marwick (1952, p. 120) believes that the specific is a personal name,
but cannot say which. The personal names E/li, m., and Ella, f., are vinu-
ally unattested (cf. Lind 1905-15, cols 20, 232), whereas ON A1li, m., is
first and foremost an East Scandinavian name and rarely attested else-
where (cf. Lind 1905-15, col. 20; 1931, col. l9). An alternative interpre-
tation might be the genitive sg. of ON e/F. f., 'rivet stream'. A stream, the
Burn of Ellibister, runs right past the settlement. However, this possibi-
lity is not very convincing in so far as e\r is r,ot attested in place-names
elsewhere in the Northem Isles. It does not seem to have been used there
at all. Hence- the interpretation must remain open.
EORABUS
Eorabus, S, NM 381 235, Parish of Kilfinichen & Kilvickeon, Mull,
Argyllshire.
The specific of this name has been explained as ON eyrr, f., 'a bank of
sand or gravel protruding out into water, especially at the mouth of a river'
(cf. Capt. Thomas 1882, p.256; Gillies 1906, p.227; Forbes 1923,p. 186:'
Maceachama 1976, p. 85). Although early documentary sources are lack-
ing, this interpretation is fairly safe, as the most prominent topographical
feature of the area is a large gravelly beach, called Traigh Mh6r (= '111s
large beach').
How ON [ey-] becomes Gaelic /eo-/, [o;-], is not entirely clear, but it
seems to be the general development of ON initial [e-] + voweUsemi-
vowel (cf. Eorrabus, below).
??
EORRABUS, EVRABISTER, EVRIBUSI O!'ERABIST, OVERBIST
l. Eorrabus, S, NR 359 649, Parish of Kilarrow & Kilmeny, Islay,
Argyllshire.
Eurobolsay 1562 OPS (p. 266): Eurobolsay 1562 RSS (Y 1ll2);
Ewrobolsay 1563 RSS (V, 1259); Ewrabolse 1584 RSS (VIII, 1743);
Orepols 1614 RMS (VII, ll37): Orepols 1627 RMS (VIII, 1146);
Oriepols 1665 RMS (XI, 778); Yorabus l75l McDougall.
2. Evrabister, S, HU 395 542, Weisdale, Parish of Tingwall, Shetland.
Overabusk 1570 SheDoc2 (185): Overbuster 1575-6 SheDoc2 (221);
Overbustare, Overbuster 1577 SheDoc2 (237); y @ffrebqster 1597
SheDoc (256) Overabusk 1600 RMS (VI, 1038)i Overabusk 1600 RMS
(VI, 1083); Uverabuster 1602 CBSI; Eyerrabuster 1605 SheDoc (395);
Owirbister 1610 SheDoc (512); Overabuster 1623 DOH (ll, p. l7);
Evrabister l7l6 ROZ (SA); ['iurabster] 1987 Stewart (p. 57).
3. Evribust, S, HY 39l 321, Parish of Rousay, Orkney.
4. Overabist, S, HY 329 238, Parish of Birsay & Harray, Orkney.
Evirbuster 1492 HSRO (p. 29); Evirbustir 1492 HSRO (p. 47)1 Evirbustar
1500 OR; Overbuster 1595 OR; Overbister 1721 OP. Overbister 1794
oR.
5. Overbist, S, HY 690 403, Parish of Cross & Bumess, Sanday,
Orkney.
in Everbuster 1500 OR; in Overbuster l60l OR: Overbuster l6l8 DOH
(III, p. 29); Overbuster 1620 DOH (lII, p. ll4); Oyerbuster 1670 Retours
(O&S, 99); Overbuster 1776 Mackenzie.
Although these five names have very different modem reflexes, they
are of the same origin, namely ON comparative adj. efi,'lpper'.
The specific of the Islay example has previously been analysed as ON
eyrr, f., 'a bank of sand or gravel protruding out into water, especially at
the mouth of a river', because of a superficial similarity to ?orc, the mo-
dem Gaelic reflex of eyrr (cf. Capt. Thomas 1882, p.256; Gillies 1906, p.
227; Forbes 1923, p. 186; Maceachama 1976, p. 85). However, Ihere are
two major reasons why ON a-yre f., cannot be the origin of this specific.
Firstly, no such feature exists near the farm which this name refers to, and
most probably there never has been one. The settlement is situated about
3.6 km from the sea. Most impo(antly, the earliest sources (the 1562,
1563 and 1584 entries) clearly indicate a different origin, namely one in
ON e/ri, comp. adj.,'upper'.
It is difficult to establish whether the origin and age of no. 3 are the
same as those of nos I & 2, owing to the lack of early documentary evi-
dence. There is nothing which directly contradicts this, though. The 1595
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forms onward of nos 4 & 5 are a replacement of Ork. evir by English/
Scots over. 'above'.
Owing to the uncertain age and status of no. 2, it would be tempting to
view it as an analogical formation in Disr?r. However, there are a number
of points which seem to point to it being genuine. It is mentioned very
early (in 1576, see sources above).?1The specific, upper, reciprocates with
that of the neighbouring Nedrabister (< ON uzdlr, adv., 'under, below',
later Shetl. nedra. comparatle adj., 'lower (of two), see below). Together
they seem to represent the result of an early splitting up of a large primary-
farm unit. Their combined tax-value in 1716 was 36 merks. which is a
very large farm for Shetland." This seems to suggest that Evrabister and
Ned.rabister represent an original division of a primary settlement.
EVRABISTER see s.n. EORRABUS
EVRIBUST see s.n. EORRABUS
FLADDABISTER
Fladdabister, S, HU 435 325, Dunrossness Parish, Shetland.
Flatbuster (c. l507xl5l3) SheDoc2 (app. I (f. lv.,6r.)); Flattabustare
1577 SheDoc2 (237): Flattabister 1589 SheDoc (156):, Flattabister 160l
SheDoc (331); Floddabuster 1602 CBSI; Flonabister l6M CBSI: F/a-
dabister 1623 DOH (lI, p. l7); Fladabuster 1625 DOH (II, p. 68); f/a-
debuster 1662 Blaeu (133-4); Flathabister, Flathabuster 1716 ROZ
74. RSS. VI, 5o2/Ballantyne, John H. & Smith. 8., Shetland Docunents I 195- 1579, (l,,-t-
wick, 1999), p. 170.
Holyroodhouse, 3 March 1575-6
Ane Iettir maid ratifeand, apprevand and for oure sovemne lord and his successouris
perpetuallie confermand ane ... gift and dispositioun maid be Ome in Tokin and Torbame
in Sandwane Iin Norway], with consent and assent ofAnna and Cristina Peiris dochteris,
thair spoussis, to the said Maister Roben and his airis perpetuallie, of all and haill the
landis of Oyerbuster and Unerbuster guidis with thair pertinentis, Iiand wirhin the
parochin of Weisdell and schirefdome of Yetland, for payment of cenane few malis and
deweteis thairfoir, as at mair lenth is contenit in the said gift, ofthe dait the xxiiU day of
October the yeir of God Jai Vc lxxU yeiris, [elc.]
sRo, PS. t/43. ff.70-1.
75. A typical high-status farm would typically be scaned at l8 merk. For instance, of the 32
stadir-farms in the 1716 rental 23 or 72qc werc ot lhis value or more. Cf. Macgregor,
Lindsay, 'Norse Naming Elements in Shetland and Faroe: A Comparative Study', in
Nonhem Stutlies 23. (University of Edinburyh: 1986), p. 92.
?
?
(SA): Fladabister 1810 BruSym (SA)1 [fladabrcterl 1987 Stewart (p.
s8).
The specific is ON flati, adj., 'flat', a weak form of ON/atr (cf. Stewart
1987, p. 58).
FLEBISTER
Flebister, HY 691 413, Lady, Parish of Sanday, Orkney.
This name is uncertain. The generic may either be ON b6lstadr, m., or
possibly analogical -bist(er). The specific is uncertain (cf. Lamb 1992, p.
28) as the lock of material does not make a qualified judgement possible.
FOUBISTER
Foubister, S, HY 518 038, Parish of St. Andrews & Deerness, Orkney.
Fowbustir 1492 HSRO (p. 46): Fowbustare 1500 OR; Fubister l5l9
DOH (1, p.63); Foubistir, Fubistir 1559 REO (p. lll); Foubistar.
Foubustar 1595 OR; Foubester l613 OrkTes (no. 100); Foubister 162O
DOH (lll, p. lll); Foubuster 1662 Blaeu (133-4); Sowbister 1684 Retours
(O&S, 134); Fowbister, Sowbister 1687 Retours (O&S, 138); [fubastar]
1952 Marwick (p. 83).
The specific is probably ON fi//, adj., 'stinking, rotten smelling' (cf.
Marwick 1952, pp. 83-4). The specific probably refers to the shallow bay
nearby which gives off a stench at ebb.
ON [-a-] has been reduced in quantity (Marwick 1995, p. 32) and [-1{
has been dropped in the consonant cluster [-llD-] (see also Marwick 1995
p.36).
FROBOST
Frobost, S, NF 740 253, South Uist, Inverness-shire.
Froybost 1498 RMS (II,2437): Fro-'"boist 1539 RSS (II,2970); Frowbast
1563 RMS (lY, 1474); Frobost 1582 RSS (VIII, 783): Froborst 1662
Blaeu (129-30); Frobost, Nonh Frobost, South Frobost l8O5 Bald(2); N.
Frobost, S. Frobosr 1832 Thomson.
The specific may be the ON personal name Frddi, m. (cf. Lind 1905-
15, cols 289-91), although this cannot be ascertained.
GARBOLSS,GARRABOST
l Garbolss,S,Islay,Argyllshire
Cαめοお`1542 RMS(III,2835):Gαルο〃ls 1617 RMS(VII, 1628):
Gα″bο′ss 1662 Retours(Arg,67)
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GαttοJs 1615 Retours(A唱,16):
Gαルο′″s 630 RMS(VⅡI,1610):
2. Garrabost, S, NB 514 333, Stomoway Parish, kwis, Ross-shtre.
Karbost 1662 Blaeu (13l-2); Garrabost 1726 Macfarlane (II, 213);
Karbost c. 1734 van Ke en Garbust 1776 Mackenziel Garbust l80/.
Heather: Garrabos, l82l Johnsonl Garrabost 1832 Thomson; Gatabost
I 886 Admiralty; ['oarabtsd] c. 1930 Duncan; ['garabcst] 1954 Oftedal (p.
396).
3. Garrabost, S, NL 705 999, Isle of Bana, Parish of Barra' Invemess-
shire.
An Garrabost, Ia'rlgaraptst] 1999 Stahl (p. ll9).
Judging from the Blaeu and van Keulen sources for no. 2, the specific
would seem to be ON kjarr, r,'brushwood, fen or marsh'. However,
Blaeu's and van Keulen's forms are probably a misrepresentation of the
actual pronunciation, and should not be relied upon. All of the other
sources for the names show forms in Gar-, which is probably a reflex of
ON gardr, m., 'a farm, an enclosure' (cf. Forbes 1923, p l95; Oftedal
1954, p. 396). No. 3 has, howevel been interpreted as being ON gerdi, n.,
'an enclosed field' (Stahl 1999, p. ll9), although this possibility is not
supported by the phonetic transcription. Capt. Thomas ( 1876, pp. 479-80)
interpreted the specific as the ON personal name Geirr, m. (cf. Lind 1905-
15, cols 317-9), bul this is also unlikely because there is no vestige of a
genitive marker (-s).
The situation of the settlement to which no. I refers is not known. The
last time the name figured in the sources was in 1662, hence the unusual
form by which it is represented here.
GARRABOST see s.n. GARBOLSS
GRIMBIST
Grimbist, S, HY 514 410, Parish of Westray, Orkney.
Grannabustir 1492 HSRO (p.61): Grambusrar 15fi) OR; Grenebustar
1595 OR; Grenebuster 1610 RMS (VII, 343); Greenbuster 1662 Blaeu
( 133-4).
The specific has been interpreted as ON groznni, adj., 'green' (cf.
Marwick 1952, p. 32). Howevel judging from the early forms the speci-
fic may rather be the genitive sg. of ON grandi, m' 'a sand dune, a sand
bank'. Near the farm is a short sandy beach on an otherwise rocky shore.
How the development from *Grandi- to Grim- has taken place is not
entirely clear. It appears that ON [-d-] has been assimilated to l-nn-)
(Seip 1955, p. 167), which has subsequently been changed to [-m-], since
it is followed by a labial consonant (Marwick 1995, p.36). The inflec-
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tional ending has first been reduced to [-a-] (witten /-e-l) and later lost,
owing to its unstressed position. The stem vowel, ON [-n-], may have
become [-i-]/[-e-] on analogy with Grimbister in Firth parish. Compare for
instance Blaeu's 1662 forms, which are similar.
GRIMBISTER
Grimbister, S, HY 372 127, Firth Parish, Orkney.
Grymbustar 1500 OR; Grynbister 1509 DOH (I, p. 252); Grymbuster
1560-l REO (p.264); Grymbusrar 1595 OR; Grymbister 1600 RMS (VI,
1038)1 Grimbuster 1601 OR; Grimbester l6l2 OrkTes (no. 7t);
Grimbuster l6l9 DOH (lll, p.74); Grembister, Grimbister 1627 OR;
Grumbuster 1655 Retours (O&S, 69)i Grimbuster 1657 Retours (O&S,
84)1 Greenbuster 1662 Blaet (133-4): Grimbusrer 1680 Retours (O&S,
125); Grimbuster 1687 Commis. Rec. (OLM 2, p. 173)1 Grimbuster 1794
oR.
Marwick (1952, p. 115) suggest that the specific could be the genitive
sg. of the ON personal name Grimr, m., or less likely ON gnznni, adj.,
'green', probably hinting at the surrounding vegetation. In spite of what
Marwick says, the latter suggestion is the more plausible because the lack
of a genitive marker in the written evidence renders the former suggestion
unlikely.
Before a labial consonant, ON [n] (and [nn]) becomes [z] in Orkney(Marwick 1995, p.36). The stem vowel, ON [al has become Ork. [il(Marwick 1955, p. 33) and has probably subsequently been shortened,
being in a trisyllabic compound.
GROBISTER, GROBOLS, GROBUST, GROBUSTER
l. Grobister, S, HY 653 242, Paish of Stronsay, Orkney.
Grobustar, Grobuster 1595 OR; Groabuster 1620 DOH (lll, p. ll4);
Grobuster 1630 Retours (O&S, l4); Grobuster 1639 Retours (O&S,28);
Grobuster 1654 Retours (O&S, 6l); Grouista 1662 Blaeu (133-4);
Grobister I 776 Mackenzie.
2. Grobols, S, NR 337 598, Parish of Kilarrow & Kilmeny, Islay,
Argyllshire.
Grobolsay 1562 OPS (p.266); Grobolsay 1562 RSS (V lll2); Grobolsay
1563 RSS (V 1259); Grobolse 1584 RSS (VI[, 1743); Grobolls 1751
McDougall.
3. Grobust, S, HY 428 495, Parish of Westray, Orkney.
4. Grobuster t, S, HU 370 637, Delting Parish, Shetland.
Grobuster 1603 CBS 1; Grobusyd ? 1666 RMS (){1,932).
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Marwick (1952, p. 24) and Maceachama (1976, p. 8l) interpret the spe-
cific of nos I and 2 as the ON personal 'l,ame Gr6a, f. (which was bome
by a daughter of Thorstein the Red (cf. l,andruimabtik)). However, since
there are several place-names of seemingly the same origin, it is altoge-
ther more probable that the specific should be ON grrir, adj., 'grey' (cf.
Stewart 1987, p. 56).
It is possible that Gror&srer, Shetland, might be a misrepresentation for
the neighbouring settlement of Grobsness sitce Grobuster is only men-
tioned twice in the sources. Altematively, it is perhaps more likely that
Grabsness itself is a secondary name, reflecting the now lost Grobister in
its specific. Some ofthe older forms seem to suggest so: Grobbisnes 1578-
9 (SheDoc2, 260).
GROBOLS see s.n. GROBISTER
GROBUST see s.n. GROBISTER
GROBUSTER see s.n. GROBISTER
GROTPOLDO
Grotpoldo t, S, Island of Coll, Argyllshire.
Crecepoldo 1528 RMS (lll, 712\: Grocepoldo 1542 RMS (lll, 2787)',
Grotpoldo l6l7 RMS (VII, 1652); Grotpoldo 1642 Retours (Arg., 59);
Grotpoldo 1643 RMS (IX, 1310); Grotpoldo 1656 RMS (X, 531);
Gortpoldo 1674 Retours (Arg.,8l).
The specific seems to be ON Brlr, n., 'gravel'. The generic may be ON
b6lstadr, m., but this reflex is relatively rare, so the origin of the generic
is perhaps rather ON Ddl, n. (however, see Amabost, above). This name is
no longer in use and the exact location of the settlement to which it
referred is not known.
GUIDEBEST
Guidebest, S, ND 183 352, Parish of Latheron, Caithness.
Gyodanister ? l66l RMS (XI,53); Guidabes, 1832 Thomson.
The 166l form cannot be correct and the 1832 form is so late that it is
impossible to make out the origin ofthis name. Hence, the specific cannot
be determined. The generic might possibly originate from ON bdlstadr,
m., but even that is doubtful.
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HABOST
l. Habost, S, NB 522 632, Ness, Parish of Barvas, Lewis, Ross-shire.
Habust 1776 Mackenzie; Habost l82l Johnson; I/dbos, 1832 Thomson;
['ta:bcst] (nom.)l['nn*btst ] (gen.) 1954 Oftedal (p. 372).
2. Habost, S, NB 330 195, Lochs Parish, t-ewis, Ross-shire.
Habost 1662 Blaeu (l3l-2); Tabost c. 1734 vall. Keuleu Habost 1821
Johnson; IlaDost 1832 Thomson: ['ta:brst] 1954 Oftedal (p. 402).
Capt. Thomas (1876, p.480) analysed the specific as ON ftal/r, m., 'a
slope, a sloping hill', but this interpretation does not fit with the present
long stem vowel. Instead, the specific can hardly be anything but ON hzir,
adj., 'high' (cf. Oftedal 1954, pp. 372.402).In the case of no. I it is prob-
ably as compared with the location of the neighbouring Swanibost.
ON [h] has been changed to Gaelic [l] in certain circumstances, accord-
ing to normal phonetic developments (Oftedal 1954, pp. 372-3).
HASTER
Haster, S, ND 327 505, Parish of Wick, Caithness.
Housbustyr l5l9 Sutherland (Forse); Hastbuster l53l RSS (II, 1009);
Hasbister 1537 Sinclair (Mey); Hisbestir ? 1541 RMS (lll,245O);
Hawsbuster 1549 RSS (IY 333); Hasbuster 1550 RSS (IY 881);
Hasbuster 1553 RMS (IV, 745); Hesbuster 1604 Retours (Cai., 5);
Hasbuster 1605 Retours (Cai., 7); Hasbuster 1606 RMS (VI, 1758)i
Hasbuster l6l4 Retours (Cai., 8); Haisbistir l616 RMS (VII, 1508);
Hasbuster 1622 RMS (VIII, 251); Haster 1632 RMS (VIII, 1917);
HaLbester 1644 Retours (Cai.,22): Halbuster, Hasbuster l66l RMS (XI,
53): Haster 1755 Roy (38- l); Ilauster 1798BY1' Hasrer 1807 Arrowsmith;
Haster 1832 Thomsoli ['hastar] 1985 Waugh (p. 390).
Waugh (1985, pp. 190-l) has interpreted the specific as ON lrak, m., 'a
neck' or 'a ridge of land which divides two valleys or firths'. The usual
development ofON Usl is to [s] (Watson 1904, p. Lx), so this suggestion
seems plausible. The specific cannot originate from ON hls, n., in spite of
the fact that the l5l9 form seems to suggest so, as ON [a.l does not
become Cai. [a] (Waugh 1985, Appendix).
HEGLIBISTER
Heglibister, S, HU 389 517, Weisdale, Parish of Tingwall, Shetland.
Halbabuster, Hallebust (c. l507xl5l3) SheDoc2 (app. I (f. 3v.)); Hellia-
bustar, Helliabusrer 1577 SheDoc2 (237); Hallibusrer 1580 SheDoc2
(185): Halbuster 1587 RMS (V l3l4); Halibuster 1587 SheDoc (99);
Halyebuster 1600 RMS (VI, 1038); Halybuster 1600 RMS (VI, 1083);
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Helliabuster, Hellibuster l613 RegTes (SA): Helglibister 1878 OSI;
['heglabtstar] 1987 Stewart (p. 57).
Jakobsen (1936, p. 27) has suggested that the speciirc could be the gen.
sg. of the ON personal name Helgi, m. Judging from the present-day pro-
nunciation this suggestion would seem likely, as the present [-r!] could be
a metathesis of original Ul and Lql. Howevet this pronunciation is proba-
bly spelling-based, as there is nothing in the earliest recorded forms to
suggest the presence of a [9]. Instead, the many forms in e.g. l-lial and
/-lye-/ rather seem to represent a palatalisation of ON U/l to Shetl. [j] which
is commonly palatalised in Shetland (Jakobsen, I928, p. LVtt). In view of
this, Jakobsen's interpretation seems unlikely. Altemative suggestions
have been brought forward by Stewart ( 1987, p. 57) who suggests that the
specific may either be ON halli, adj. (the weak declension form of ON
hallr, adj.), 'sloping, slanting' or the genitive pl. of ON /rallr, m., 'a stone'.
However, since ON [a] does not normally become [e], these suggestions
do not appear to be likely either. Judging from the earliest reliable source
form, the 1577 form, ON helLa, f., 'a flat stone or rock'would seem to be
the befier suggestion altogether.T6 Furthermore, ON hella would also
account for the apparent palatalisation of ON U/l and the [e] in the modern
pronunciation.
*HEILLIBOST
*Heillibost, R, NF 73 22, South Uist, lnvemess-shire.
The origin of this name is difficult to ascertain. It would be tempting to
analyse the specific as ON heilagr, adj., 'holy', but owing to the lack of
early records this is impossible to ascenain. Another suggestion might be
ON heLla, f., 'a flat stone or rock' (cf. also Heglibister, above).
Heillibost is not indicated as a settlement on the OS l:25,000 map.
Instead, it refers to a stretch of sloping machair as Lran a Heillibost. T'here
is a small ruin on this stretch of machair at NF 733 224 which could be the
original settlement.
IIENSBISTER
Hensbister, S, HY 47 04; Holm Parish, Orkney.
Hensbuster 1492 HSRO (p. 49): Hensbustir 1492 HSRO (p. 50);
Hensbistare 1500 ORI Hennisbusrer 1587 REO (p.310): Hensbustar 1595
76. The source forms of place-names of the (c. I507x1513) document are often misspelt.
This is clearly also the case with the form Ilalbabuster for Heglibister. cf. SheDoc2, pp-
25 r -55.
OR', Hensbuster l6l2 OrkTes (no. 82); Hensbuster-beeist-the-gait,
Hensbuster-bewes, l6l4 RMS (VII, I I l9); Hewbuster t633 RMS (Vnl,
2244); Henbuster, Hensbuster l64l Retours (O&S, 31); Henbuster l&3
Retours (O&S, 36): Hensbuster 1657 RMS (X, 593); Hensbuster 1776
Mackenzie.
The specific is the genitive sg. of the ON personal name Hedinn,m. (cf.
Marwick 1952, p.93 and Lind 1905-15, cols 499-502:1931, cols430-l).
Being situated between vowels, ON [-d-] has been dropped (Marwick
1995, pp. 34-5). This is a normal development, also in Norwegian place-
names. Compare e.g. such names as Ilezsnrd (NG IYIZ,p. l2l): Hensrud
(NG Y p. 124), and Hensvoldcn SNG IV/2, p. 59), etc.
IIERIBOST, IIERIBUSTA
l. Heribost, S, NG 276 454, Parish of Bracadale, Skye, Invemess-shire.
2. Heribusta, S, NG 400 710, Parish of Snizort, Skye, Inverness-
shire.
Tbrrabost 1630 Retours (Inv., 50): Herbusta 1832 Thomson: ['h*a,basta]
1994 Cox (p. 50).
Forbes (1923, p. 214) analysed the specific as ON fterri, m., 'a lord, a
master'. Judging from the phonetic transcription a more likely possibility
is ON harri, 'higher', the comp. adj. of ON hrir, adj., 'high'. Although
Cox ( 1994, p. 50) has argued that the generic generic of no. 2 derives from
ON bistadr, the 1630 form clearly shows its brilsradr origin.
The t630 form features the regular sound change in which ON initial
Url becomes Gaelic [t] under certain circumsiances (Oftedal 1954, pp.
372-3).
HERIBUSTA see s.n. HERIBOST
IIINDEBOLLIS
Hindebollis t, S, Island of Tiree, Argyllshire.
Hindebollis 1495 RMS (11,2264); HumepoLff (here1) 1674 Retours (Arg.,
82).
Owing to the poor representation of this place-name in the written
sources, a satisfactory interpretation is impossible. On the basis of the
l495 entry, the specific would seem to be ON frind, f., 'a hind', but the lat-
ter entry is not reconcilable with this interpretation. With the only two
existing sources pointing in different directions, an interpretation cannot
be ascenained.
The name is no longer in use.
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HOBBISTER, +HOWBUSTIR
l. Hobbister, S, HY 650 407, Parish of Cross & Burness, Sanday,
Orkney.
Halfynscffis alias Hobsta 1500 OR; Hobsta l5O2 REO (p. 419):
Houbustar 1595 OR; Howbister l615 OrkTes (no. 167); Cowbuster,
Howbuster 1656 Retours (O&S, 78); Houbuster 1662 Blaeu (133-4)l
Hobister 177 6 Mackenzie.
2. Hobbister, S, HY 387 072, Parish of Orphir, Orkney.
Howbuster 1492 HSRO (p. 39): Howbustirland 1500 OR1. Houbister 1595
OR:, Hobuster 1597 REO (p.322); Howbister 1612 OrkTes (no. 52);
Howbister l6l4 OR; Howbuster l6l4 RMS (VII, I I l9); Overhoubister
1620 DOH (III, p. 85); Howbister 1642 OR; Howbuster, Nethir et Ovir
Houbusteis 1643 Retours (O&S, 36); Houbuster, Howbuster 1657
Retours (O&S, 87): Hobbister 1739 OR 1 Hobuster 1776 Mackenziel
['hcbastar] 1952 Marwick (p. 105).
3. Hobbister, S, HY 328 127, Stenness Parish, Orkney.
Hobister, Howbester 1566 RMS (IV, l7l0); Howbister 1600 RMS (VI,
lO38): Howbuster l6l0 Retours (O&S, 3); Howbuster l6l3 DOH (1, p.
278\: Howbister 1615 RMS (VII, 1345); Howbuster 1647 Retours (O&S,
5l): Howbuster 1654 Retours (O&5,62): Howbister 1696 Retours (O&S,
144)-.
4. *Howbustir t, (S), Parish of Stromness, Orkney.
Howbustir land 1492 HSRO (p. 70).
The specific is ON /raagr, m.,'a mound'(cf. Marwick 1952, p. 105;
I l2; Lamb 1992, p. 34). Marwick ( 1952, p. l0) suggests that the specific
of no. I is the genitive sg. of ON hdp, n., 'a small bay', because of its loca-
tion near a small rounded bay. However, this suggestion is unlikely as
there is no vestige of a genitive marker (-s) in any of the forms.
Alternatively, it might possibly be the stem form of ON idp. However, the
1595 and 1662 forms are comparable with those of nos 2 and 3, so Mar-
wick's altemative suggestion does not seem Iikely.
No. 4 appears to have formed part of a formally secondary name, How-
bustirland, the generic of which is Ork./Scots land, sb.,'land, fields of a
farm as opposed to the buildings'77. The specific is a place-name, a now
lost Howbustir of the same origin as the other place-names here.
The phonetic development has been as follows: l: ON [-aa-] > Ork.
77. Robinson, Mairi (ed.), Chambers. The concise Scots dictionary, (Edinburgh. 1996), p.
355.
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[-r-] (Marwick 1995, pp. 33-4 & 90); 2: ON [-g-] has been dropped
because of its position in a compound (Marwick 1995, p. 35).
The settlement of no. 3 is now split up into Upper and Nether Hobbister.
No. I is called Qrzoylealand today (Lamb 1992, p.34).
HORGABOST
Horgabost, S, NG 048 965, Isle of Harris, Inverness-shire.
Horgabot 1805 Bald(l); Hagabost 1832 Thomson; ftcrcgabxtl c. l93O
Duncan.
There have been various suggestions as to the origin of the specific of
this place-name. The most excentric is probably Maciver's suggestion:
ON roqg, n., 'a square, a market place'. Maciver (1934, p. 50) draws his
conclusion on the assumption that the initial /H-/ in Horga- is an original,
Gaelic influenced, aspirated [l-], but in fact it is the other way round.
There is general agreement that the initial [l-], found in many Lewis and
Harris place-names of Norse origin, represents an original ON Ur-l which
has been "replaced by [r-] where Gaelic morphophonemics require a non-
lenited (radical) initial".T8 Capt. Thomas (1876, p.480) suggested ON
haugr, m., 'a mound, a hill', because "On this farm is a fine cromleach,
figured in the 'Crania Britannica' ... ". A cromleach, or crimleac is an
ancient standing stone. This standing stone must in some way be related
to the chambered caim on the lands of Horgabost, called Coire na Feinne.
Capt. Thomas is probably right that the specific refers to this mound on
the farm, only haugr, m., is not the conect etymology. Instead, I think the
specific should rather be seen as originating from ON hprgr, m., 'a stone-
heap, a heap of gathered stones' (cf. Macbain c. 1930 p. 2l ).
HOUSABISTER, HUSABOST
l. Housabister, S, HU 491 581, Parish of Nesting, Shetland.
Houssabuster 1560 SheDoc2 (ll9); Hawsabuster l56l SheDoc2 (l3l);
Howsabister 1563 RSS (Y l4l9): Houssabustar, Hussabuster 1577
SheDoc2 (237): Hussabuster 1605 Retours (O&S, l); Hussabuster 16O5
SheDoc (.08); Hassabuster 16O7 SheDoc (436): Hussabusetter 16O7
Retours (O&S, 2): Husabuster 1608 SheDoc (467): Housabuster 1624
DOH (II, p. 46)', Housbister 1625 RegTes (SA): ['husabrstar] 1987
Stewart (p. 56).
78. Ci Oftedal, Magne, 'The Village Names of kwis in the Outer Hebrides', in Norst lr'd-
skrifi for sproqvidenskap, vol. xv[, (Oslo, 1954). p.372.
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2. Husabost, S, NG 202 515, Parish of Bracadale, Skye, Invemess-
shire.
Husabost 1832 Thomson.
3. Husabost t, S, NF 77 62, North Uist, Inverness-shire.
Husaboste 1389 ALI (p. 13, no. l0).
4. Husabost t, S, NL 56 81, Mingulay, Parish of Barra, Invemess-shire.
Abhainn Husabost, Iau-in 'hlusabcstl 1999 Stahl (p. 102).
The specific is ON ils, n., 'a house'(cf. Capt. Thomas 1876, p. 490;
Forbes 1923, p. 217; Macbain c. 1930 p. 22; Fraser,1973,p. 155: Stewart
1987, p. 56), probably in the genitive pl., although the [-c-] may be a con-
necting vowel (Jakobsen 1928, p. t-vUI; Borgstrom 1940, $ 298, pp.2l3-4).
The settlements to which no. 3 and no. 4 refer are now lost. the former
because of serious coastal erosion in the area (Fraser 1973, p. 155). No. 3
is only reflected in the names Abhainn Husabost and Sgeiru Husabost.
Both of these names refer to topographical features 
- 
the former a stream
or river, the latter a skerry. By coincidence, A bhainn Husabost is also the
form ofthe formally secondary name in which No. 4 is recorded (cf. Stahl
1999, p. 102).
*HOWBUSTIR see s.n. HOBBISTER
HUMSTER
Humster, S, ND 350 486, Parish of Wick, Caithness.
Humbister l54l RMS (III,2450); Hempster'! 1724 Macfulane (1, I57);
Humster 1798BY; ['hamstar] 1985 Waugh (p. 393).
The specific might be the genitive sg. of the ON personal name Hundi,
m. (cf. Waugh 1985, p. 393). However, Huntli,m.,is a rare personal name
in ON, being borne only by Scandinavians of a Scottish background. For
instance, one of the sons of Earl Sigur6r Hl66versson (t l014) is called
Hvelpr, m-, or Hundi, m., both ultimately translalions of Gaelic bynames
- 
namely Cuilean (<Gael- cuilean, m., 'a whelp, a c:.tb') and Madadh (<
Gael. madadh, m., 'a dog').re Hundi, m-. is otherwise used very sparsely
as a personal name (cf. Lind 1905-15, col. 598) and must be regarded as
unlikely as a specific here. Instead, I find it is altogether more plausible
that the specific is ON hundr, m., 'a dog'.
79. Cf. Maclennan, Malcolm, A Pronouncing and Erymological Dictionary of the Gaelic
ktnguage. Caelic-Englkh Englkh-Gaelic, (Edinburgh, 1995), pp. I 12, 218.
??
*HUNABOST
*Hunabost, R, NG 412 506, Parish of Snizort, Skye, Invemess-shire.
This name is no longer found as an independent name, only as part of a
formally secondary r,ame, lin Hunabost, of which the generic element
is Gaelic ldn, f., meaning 'a dub, a marsh, a pond'. Hunabost ttself is
somewhat uncertain. Its specific element cannot, owing to the lack of wrif
ten forms, be ascertained (it could be any word in ON ftuz- or hin-). The
generic is most probably ON b6lstadr, m., though.
HUSABOST see s.n. HOUSABISTER
INBUSTER
Inbuster t, S, Cross, Parish of Sanday, Orkney.
Lamb (1992, p. 36) has interpreted the specific as being uncertain but
possibly ON inn, adv.,'in, inside'. However, owing to the lack of docu-
mentary evidence, Lamb's suggestion can neither be proved nor dis-
proved. The generic may originate from ON brilstadr, m., at least ulti-
mately. The settlement is now lost.
*INGABISTER, INGIMSTER
l. *lngabister, S, HY 5l 01, Holm Parish, Orkney.
Quoyingyebister 1500 OR; Quoyingyebister 1595 OR; Quoy-inbuster
l6l4 RMS (VII, lll9); Quoy-ingabuster l6l6 RMS (VII, 1389); Oao)
Ingubster 1657 RMS (X, 593).
2. Ingimster, S, ND 297 535, Parish of Wick, Caithness.
Ingimster 1841 Census; Imgster 1876 OSll ['tytmstar] 1985 Waugh (p.
393).
The specific of no. 2 has been interpreted as the ON personal name
Ingi, m. (cf. Waugh 1985, pp. 393-4 & Lind 1905-15, cols 624-5), and it
might also formally be the source of the specific of no. 1. However, the
problem with this personal name is that it is only attested late and sparse-
ly. A more likely possibility could be ON engi,l.,'a meadow', especial-
ly when considering that ON [e] may become Cai. [1] (Waugh 1985,
Appendix).
The present [-rz-] pronunciation of no. 2 is probably influenced by the
nasal quality of the preceding [f] (< ON [ng]).
No. I no longer exists as an independent place-name. It forms pan of
the formally secondary formation, Quoyingabister, which is a straightfor-
ward late Ork. qaoy-name. Many Orkney-names in quoy show a strong
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Scots/Scots Gaelic influence, in so far as their word-order is inverted
compared to normal Germanic word order. This means thal the generic is
the first element of the name 
- 
in this case Ork. quoy, sb., 'a small farm-
stead, an enclosure'(< ON tvi f., 'an enclosure'). The specific element is
almost without doubt a now lost place-name, *Ingabister.
INGABISTER see s.n. INGIMSTER
ISBISTER
Isbister, S, HY 395 188, Parish of Evie & Rendall, Orkney.
Ossbustir 1492 HSRO (p.79): Osbustare 1500 OR; Osbuster 1595 OR;
Isbister 1726 Macfarlane (1, 148): Isbuster 1776 Mackenzie; Isbuster
1794 OR; ['aizbastar] 1952 Marwick (p. 120).
The specific is ON ri.s.r, m., 'a confluence of a river or stream'. The re-
ference is probably to the now paflly landlocked @'ce of Isbister nearby
(cfl Marwick 1952, p. l2O).
The modem pronunciation is a result of analogy with the three other
lsbister names in Orkney (see s.n. Easterbister, above).
ISBISTER see also s.n. EASTERBISTER
KEBISTER
Kebister, S, HU 471 469, Tingwall, Parish of Tingwall, Shetland.
Kebustar 1577 SheDoc2 (237); Kebuster 1580 SheDoc2 (185)t Kebuster
1587 RMS (V l3l4): Kebuster 1587 SheDoc (99); KeDuster 1595 SheDoc
(242); Kabuster 1600 RMS (VI, 1038); Kebuster 1600 RMS (VI, 1083);
Kebeista 1608 SheDoc (444); lNess of Kebusta, 1615 CBSZ): Kebusta
1692 Retours (O&S, 142) lKibesters Point 1781 Preston); ['kebister]
1987 Stewart (p. 57).
Stewart (1987, pp.57-8) suggests that the specific is ON tarp, n., 'a
buy, a barter' either with reference to bought land or to trade with ships
entering Dales Voe. Brian Smith ('Kebister 
- 
a short history, Shetland
Life, no. l35,lan. 1992, pp. 38-43), on the other hand, has interpreted the
specific as ON kelpr, m., 'an argle-shaped oar-rest', or more likely as a
hill-name, *Keipr, m.. derived from the said appellative. The hill which is
referred to is a strangely shaped formation, standing out prominently in
the landscape behind Kebister.It is now called l,a ggie's Knowe btt it was
earlier known as Da Kebb.
??
?
*KEEPSTER
*Keepster, S, ND 168 515, Parish of Watten, Caithness.
Achkepster 1807 Arrowsmith; Achateepster 1832 Thomson.
This name has not been attested as an independent formation. It is,
however, found in the formally secondary Achkeepster, which is a com-
pound consisting of the generic, Gaelic achadh, m., 'a field', and the
specific, most likely a place-name, *Keepster. *Keepster may possibly
contain ON bdlstadr, m. (cp. other Caithness b4lstadr-names in -pster
and -bster, such as Strorpsler, ULbster, Bilbster, etc.). The lack of early
documentary evidence makes the interpretation of the specific difficult
(it may be any ON word in ke-). Achkeepsrer is typical of names indi-
cating late shieling expansion into the interior of Caithness. Major farms
(some of which are from ON btilstadr) are usually the specific con-
stituent of such names (see e.g. footnotes for Lybster and Scrabster,
below).
KELDABISTER
Keldabister, S, HU 492 423, Bressay, Shetland.
Kellebust (c 1507x1513) SheDoc2 (app. 1 (f. 4v.)): Keldihuster 1577
SheDoc2 (237); Keldabister 1589 SheDoc (156): Keldabuster 1592-3
SheDoc (207): Kildabuster l6l0 RMS (VII, 313); l'ktldihstar] 1987 Ste-
wan (p. 58).
The specific is ON telda, f., 'a spring'(cf. Stewart 1987, p. 58).
KEPOLLS
Kepolls, S, NR 383 661, Parish of Kilarrow & Kilmeny, Islay, Argyll-
shire.
Capolse 1494 RMS (II, 2216); Kepolse 1542 RMS (III, 2835); [Keappol-
saltbeg. Keappolsaymore 1562 OPS (p. 266)l; lKeapolsay-beg, Keap-
polsay-moir 1562 RSS (Y lll2)); lKeappolsaybeg, Keappolsa,-moir 1563
RSS (V 1259)l; fKepbolsbeg 1584 RSS (VIII, 1743)l; Kepols 1615
Retours (Arg., '16); Kepok l6l7 RMS (VII, 1628); fKelpols-Makeorie
1627 RMS (VIII, ll46)]; Kerpollis 1630 RMS (VIII, 1610); Kippok 1662
Retours (Arg., 67); lKepolsmore, Keppolsbeg 1665 RMS (XI, 778)l;
lKeppol smore I 75 I McDougalll.
This place-name has been so wom linguistically, that the specific is not
readily determinable. The generic has fared better and can be ascribed to
ON b6lstadr, m., with a high degree of certainty.
?
?
KILLIMSTER
Killimster, S, ND 3 l3 566, Parish of Wick, Caithness.
North Killummister, North Kilmister, South Killummister, South Kilmister
1557 OPS; North-Kilmister, South Kilmister 1565 RMS (IY 1669);
Kyllamister 1574 Sinclair (Mey); South Killamester 1580 Sinclair (Mey);
Kilmister l58l RMS (V, 277); North Killamster, South-Killamster l59l
RMS (Y 1977); Chelmistre 1592 RMS (Y 2078); North et South
Kilmister l60l RMS (VI, ll70); North Kilmister, South Kilmister 1605
Retours (Cai., 6)', South et Norlh Kilmister 1608 RMS (yl,2155)i North
et South Killamster 1616 RMS (Vll, l5O8\ Nonh Killamstet, Notth
Keilamster, South Killamster, South Keilamster 166l RMS (XI, 53);
Kyllemster 1662 Blaeu (lt5-6); O. Kyllemster 1667 RMS (XI, 1070);
Killomster 1750 Roy; Kilemster 1807 Arrowsmith: N. Killminster, S.
Killminster 1832 Thomson; Kilmster l84l Census; I'tlhrzsrarl 1985
Waugh (p. 396).
The specific is ON ty/na, f., 'a kiln'(cf. Waugh 1985, pp. 396-7).
The [n] in the consonant cluster, Unl, has nasalised the following labi-
al to [m] and has subsequently been assimilated with it (cf. Waugh 1985,
p. 397). This development can only have occurred after the loss of the
inflectional ending, lost owing to its unstressed position. There is also a
parallel development rn Occun6ter (see below).
KINABOLS, KINNABUS
l. Kinabolls t, S, Parish of Kilarrow & Kilmeny, Islay, Argyllshire.
Kinabolls 1751 McDougall.
2. Kinnabus, S, NR 295 424,Paishof Kildalton & Oa, Islay, Argyllshire.
Kynnabols 1588 RMS (V, l49l); Kynnabols 1617 RMS (Yll, 1628)', Kina'
bas l75l McDoug all', Kinabus 1776 Mackenzie; KinaDas 1804 Heather.
The specific is most likely the genitive sg. of ON kinn, f ., 'a cheek' in
place-names used of 'a steep hill-side or mountain-side' (cf. NG Indl.
1898, p. 60).
The name of no. I is no longer in use. It is found only on the McDougall
map of 1751.
KINNABUS see s.n. KINABOLS
KIRBIST, KIRBISTER, KIRBUSTER, KIRKABISTER, KIRKIBOST
l. Kirbist, S, HY 758 523, North Ronaldsay, in Parish of Cross &
Bumess, Orkney.
Kirbist 1733 OR.
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2. Kirbist f, S, Sanday, in Parish of Cross & Bumess, Orkney.
Kirkabuster l6l5 OrkTes (no. l5l)
3. Kirbist, S, HY 473 292. Egilsay, in Rousay Parish, Orkney.
Kirbustar 1595 OR; Kirbusrer 1619 DOH (III, p. 58); l'hrbast] 1952
Marwick (p. 72).
4. Kirbist, S, HY 429 437 , Parish of Westray, Orkney.
Kirkbustir 1492 HSRO (p.66)1 Kirkbister-bewest 1565 RMS (lV 1668);
Kirkbister-bewest 1589 RMS (V l6l2); Kirkbuster-bewest 1600 RMS(VI, 1038); Kirkbuster-bewest 1606 RMS (VI, 1766); Korbister-bewest
1650 RMS (VI, 1553); Kirkbustad 1662 Blaeu (133-4\ Kirbust 1776
Mackenzie.
5. Kirbister, S, HY 630 374, Parish of Birsay & Harray, Orkney.
Kirbuster 1595 OR; Kirbuster 1606 DOH (I, p.274); [Kirbuster L. 1662
Blaeu ( 133-4)l; I(irbuster 1776 Mackenzie; [krrbastar] 1952 Marwick (p.
136).
6. Kirbister, S, HY 360 075, Parish of Orphil Orkney.
Kirkbustir 1492 HSRO (p. 39); Kirkbustir 1500 OR; Kirkbuster 1530
REO (p. 2l I ); KirtDustare l574REO (p.297): Kirbister l6l0 RMS (VII,
247): Kirbister 1612 OrkTes (no.24); Kirbister l614 OR; Kirbuster'1614
RMS (VII, lll9): Kirbister 1620 DOH (III, p. 84); Kirkbuster 1633 RMS(YlIl, 2244)1 Kirbister 1642 OR; Kirkbuster 1662 Blaeu (133-4);
Kirbuster 1776 Mackenzie; ['ktrbastar] 1952 Marwick (p. 105).
7. Kirbister, S, HY 282 164, Sandwick Parish, Orkney.
8. Kirbister, S, HY 252 l4l, Stromness Parish, Orkney.
Kirbustir 1492 HSRO (p.68): Kirkbustare 1500 OR; l(irbuslare l595OR;
Kirbister 1614 OR; Kirbuster 1614 RMS (VIl, ll19); Kirbuster 1620
DOH (lll, p. 103\i Kirkbuster 1662 Blaeu (133-4).
9. Kirbister, S, HY 503 165, Shapinsay Parish, Orkney.
Kirkbustir 1492 HSRO (p. 73): Kirbuster 1595 OR; Kirbuster l6l4 RMS(VII, lll9); Kirkbuster l6l5 RMS (VIl, l3l2); Kirkbuster 1662 Blaeu
(133-4)', Kirbuster 1739 OR; Kirbuster 1776 Mackenzie.
10. Kirbister, S, HY 58 08, Parish of St. Andrews & Deemess, Orkney.
Kirbuster l500OR; Kirkbuster 1502 REO (p. 412)1 Kirkbuster 1585 RMS(Y 836); Kirbustar 1595 OR; Kirkbuster 1600 RMS (VI, 1038);
Kirkabuster 1662 Blaeu ( 133-4).
I L Kirbuster, S, HY 681 238, Parish of Stronsay, Orkney.
Kirbustar, Kirbuster 1595 OR: Kirkbister 1624 OR; Kirkbusta 1662
Blaeu (133-4); ['hrbastar] 1952 Marwick (p.25).
12. Kirbuster, S, ND 325 910, Parish of Walls & Flotta, Orkney.
Kirbustir 1492 HSRO (p.63); Kirbustar 1500 OR; Kirkbuster 1565 RSS
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(V 1959); `あ
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Sセ″ 1595 0R: κ滅b′sたr 1613 0rkTes(no 89);
κttb`s′
`″
 1613 0rkTcs(no 90): κ
'r72,S′
′″ 1613 0rkTes(no 93):
`″
b“∫″″1614 RMS(VH,1119);JO蔵ι
“
S′ r1648 Rctours(0&S,57):
スlrkb“s′´ ″1662 Blacu(133-4);丞
"rb“
S′′″1776 Mackenzie
13 Kirkabister.S,HU 491 382,Bressay,Shctland
スlrたb,s′, κirkb“sた″ (c 1507x1513)SheDoc2 (app  l (∬ 2v, 6●)):
(rkb“srar,(rたb“srι″ 1577 ShcDoc2(237):(め
“
S″″ 1589 SheDoc
(156):ス1滅b“Sセr1592‐3 SheDoc(207):`戒ι
“
Sr′″1610 RMS(VⅡ,
313):ん″趨bjS′r1693 Rctours(0&S,143):(rbb“S′ ″1716 ROZ(SA】
`″
たαι′s″″1878 0Sl:rk′減αιFS″ 1987 Stewart(p58)
14 К3rkabistcr. S,HU 487 666,Lunnasting,Pansh of Nesting,Shct―
land
`戒
b′s″r(c i507x1513)SheDoc2(app l(ff 2■,5v)):約rι″S″″1544-
5 ShcDoc2 (78): ス″rkαわ′S″r 1577 ShcDoc2 (237): ス■rlabisたr 1589
ShcDoc(153)JO′α々biS′θ 1589 SheDoc(156):ス■滅αb″Sたr1604 CBSI;
(″たab′s″″1621 RegTes(SA):JOルお′′″1634 RcgTcs(SA):JO″たα♭
“
S″″
1662 Blaeu(133-4):κ,7tab“s′ ″1878 0Sl:rk′″趨b′s″r/1987 Stewart
(p 56)
15 Kirkabistcr.S,HU 495 580,Parish of Ncsting,Shctland
Xlrkb“s′ ′(C 1507x1513)ShcDoc2(app l(■ 5v)); ス1″たαう
“
s`′r 1560
SheDoc2(H9);Xlrc々αみ
“
sr′″1561 SheDoc2(131);`rkeablsr′″1563
RSS(v1419):`rttb“sra ,(″麟b“s″″ 1577 SheDoc2(237):κ:滅′
b“sセ′1584 ShcDoc(64):κ″滋bjS′r1585 BruSym(SA);`″趨みiS′″
1589 SheDoc(156);κ,ル
“
Sた′1602 CBSl:`7tab′Sた′1605 Rctours
(0&S,1):κ′rAαb“s″″1605 SheDoc(408):`rbb″S″r1607 ShcDoc
(436):`滅ab“S″r1607 Rctours(0&S,2):K:″たαb“Sr′r1608 SheDoc
(467)`滅αι″S″r1624 DOH(II,p46):ス″戒うお′θ″1662 Blacu(1334):
`滅
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1987 Stcwa“(p56)
16 Kirkabister.S,HU 540 955,Yel,Shctland
κ′″趨″Srfr 1550 1 SheDoc2(95):`″たοう“
S″ 1578-9 ShcDoc2(260);
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b″s″1599 ShcDoc(280):JO″たαb“s″1604 SheDoc(377):fO滅αb″Sセ′
1615 RcgTes(SA); `rkCabisた″ 1627 RMS (VHl, 1049): ′Vοrr77
D′た′ι′sr′″1666 RMS(XI,932);Nο″たた
'″
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Sο
“
rll Di戒
“
bお′´′1666 RMS(測,932):Sο
“
r/1′々rMb“s′ ″1672 Rctours
(O&S, 106); Neather Kirkabister 1698 Retours (O&5, 149): ['hrkabtstar]
1987 Stewan (p. 58).
18. Kirkibost, S, NG 552 177, Parish of Bracadale, Skye, lnverness-
shire.
19. Kirkibost, S, NB 189 347, Uig Parish, Lewis, Ross-shire.
Kirabust 1776 Mackenzie: Kirabust 1804 Heather- Kirkibost l82l
Johnson; Klrtibosr 1832 Thomson; ['kidkabtst] 1954 Oftedal (p. 382).
20. *Kirkibost, NF 780 657, S, North Uist, Invemess-shire.
Kirkepost 156l OPS (p.374)', Kirkebos, 1578 OPS (p. 374); Kirkibost
1644 OPS (p.374): Kirkibos, 1644 Retours (Inv., 68); Kirkabol 1662
Blaeu (129-30); Kirkibost 1666 RMS (XI, 902); ll Kirkbol c. 1734
van Keulen; Kirkebust 1776 Mackenzie; Kirkebust 1794 Huddart;
Kirkebust 1804 Heather; Kirkibost 1832 Thomson: Kirkibost 1886 Ad-
miralty.
The specific is ON kirkja, f., 'a church', possibly originally in the geni-
tive sg. (cf. Forbes 1923,p.229; Jakobsen 1936,p.27: Marwick 1952, pp.
2, 25, 32, 56,72,78, 105, 136, 163, 182; Stewart 1987, pp. 54-9; Lamb
1992, p. 38).
Marwick does not mention any Kirbister under Sandwick parish (see
no. 7), but this is probably because this name has nol been a farm-name
for a considerable period. The name is still known in Orkney, though.8o
The location of Kirbist, Sanday (no. 2) is not known. It has been docu-
mented only once. No. 20 no longer exists as an independent entity, owing
to severe coastal erosion in the area. It is now only reflected in the for-
mally secondary names, Claddach Kirkibost and Kirkibost lsland. The
element Cktfulach is Gaelic and means 'a shore. a beach'.
It is peculiar that initial [k] has not been palatalised in any of the
Orkney examples (nos l-12), as often happens with [k] before a front
vowel in Orkney (Marwick 1995, pp. 35-6). The inflectional ending has
been dropped early, thus placing the consonant cluster, [-rtb-], under
stress, forcing it to drop the middle consonant (cf. principle in Seip 1955,
p. 155). In Shetland, (nos l3-17), the remnant of the inflectional marker
(or altematively a supporting vowel (Jakobsen 1928, p. rvrtt)) has encour-
aged the retention of medial [k]. In Lewis, ON [-r-] has developed into
[-r1-], as is normal (Borgstr@m 1940, $ 70, pp.7l-2).
80. lnfoamation from W. P L. Thomson. personal correspondence.
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KIRBISTER see s.n. KIRBIST
KIRBUSTER see s.n. KIRBIST
KIRKABISTER see s.n. KIRBIST
KIRKIBOST see s.n. KIRBIST
LABOST
Labost, S, NB 279 494, Barvas Parish, [.ewis, Ross-shire.
['la:btst] c. 1930 Duncan.
This name is difficult to interpret, owing to the lack of early documen-
tation. Maciyer (1934, p. 27) has suggested ON ld, f., 'the sea, the water
which is transported onto the beach', but this is little more than informed
guesswork and should not be considered likely.
LEODEBEST
Leodebest, S, ND 183 346, Parish of Latheron, Caithness.
Leodulster 166l RMS (XI, 53); I*odabesl 1832 Thomson.
The origin of this name is obscure because of the late documentary evi-
dence. It is impossible to ascertain the origin of the specific. The generic
might possibly be ON bdlstadr, m., but may alternatively be ON setr, n.,
'a shieling', judging from the earlier reference.
LEURBOST
Leurbost, S, NB 373 258, Lochs Parish, Lewis, Ross-shire.
Duyrbost l662 Blaeu (ll7 -8); Duyrbost 1662 Blaeu (l3l -2): Duyrbost c.
1734 van Keulel. kurbost 1776 Mackenzie; Iturbust 1794 Huddart;
lltch kurbust 1794 Huddartl; Leurbost 1804 Heather; Liurbost l82l
Johnson; LuirDost 1832 Thomson; lL. Luirbost 1886 Admiraltyl; 17jzr-
btstl 1954 Oftedal (p. 399).
This place-name is somewhat perplexing. The generic is not ON lelr, n.,
'clay, mud'(cf. Capt. Thomas 1876, p.479), as the modem pronunciation
would in that case have been l'lje:da-l (Oftedal 1954, pp. 399-400).
Oftedal goes on to suggest a number of derivations, but none is satisfac-
tory 
- 
as Oftedal himself is aware. The earliest forms suggest an entirely
different origin but these are most likely a gross misrepresentation or mis-
spelling by Blaeu (van Keulen, being derived from Blaeu, usually lists the
same forms). The origin of the specific is not determinable and must,
therefore, remain open.
LEWSBAMBSTER
Lewsbambster, S, Caithness.
kwbamster 1606 RMS (VI, 1729)t lzwsbambster 166l RMS (XI, 53).
This name is only mentioned in two sources, and even its whereabouts
can be pinpointed no more precisely than to Caithness. Judging from the
documentary evidence, the generic may be ON bdlstadr, m.. whereas the
specific, on the other hand, cannot be said to be anything but obscure.
LIBISTER, *LIEBOST, LYBSTER
L Libister, S, HY 40 32, Parish of Rousay, Orkney.
Libusteris land 160l Uthell Book (p.67); Libister 1644 Rerours (O&S,
45); Lybister 1670 Retours (O&S, l0l ).
2. *Liebost, NG 40 50, Parish of Snizort, Skye, Invemess-shire.
kbost 1630 OPS (pp. 347 -8): lzbost 1630 Retours (lnv., 50): Laybost
1666 RMS (XI,902); Lieboast 1688 Retours (lnv., lO9); ['li:abtst] 1963
Gordon.sl
3. Lybster, S, ND 025 686, Parish of Reay, Caithness.
Libister 1538 RMS (In, 1798)1 Lybuster 1549 RSS (lV 333); I 553 RMS
(1y,745)', Lybstar 1585 Sinclair (Mey); Lybister 1587 RMS (V l34l);
Lybuster 1605 Retours (Cai.,7); Lybrsrir 1616 RMS (Y\ l5OB); Lybuster
1622 RMS (VIII, 251); Lybuster 1624 Retours (Cai.. l2); Lybister 1632
RMS (VIII, l9l7); Lr-buster 1633 RMS (yill,2207): Lybuster 1644
Retours (Cai.,22); Lybster 1658 RMS (X,634); Lybuster 166l RMS (XI,
53): Libuster 1662 Blaeu (97 -8); Lybistir 1667 RMS (Xl, lO'10): Leibster
1750 Roy; lttbster l8O7 Arrowsmith; Lybster 1832 Thomson; ['laipstar]
1985 Waugh (p. 77).
4. Lybster, S, ND 248 355, Parish of Latheron, Caithness.
Lybuster 1604 Retours (Cai., 5): L'-bistir l6l6 RMS (VII, '1508); lybasrer
1630 Retours (Cai., l8); Lybuster 1632 RMS (VIII, l9l7); Lybster 166l
RMS (XI, 53): Lybuster 1662 Blaeu (115-6); Lyibster 1662 Blaeu (97-8);
Lyibstir 1662 Blaeu (115-6)t Lybster l75O Dorreti L.eibsrer 1755 Roy (38-
l): Lybster 1807 Anowsmith; Lybster 1832 Thomson.
The specific is ON ft/id, f., 'a slope'(cf. Gordon I963, p. 108; Thuesen
1978, p.65; Waugh 1985, p. 76).
Two of the names are no longer applied to farms. Libister in Orkney
(no. l) is now an obsolete district name; the original farm seems to have
81. Gordon, Bridgit, 'Some Norse place-names in Trottemish', in Scofrii Goelic Sociery,
vol. x, l, (London, 1963), p. 108.
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become subordinate to langskaill early on (Thuesen 1978, p. 65).
Marwick does not mention it in his Ortney Farm Names. The settlement
of Liebost in Skye is now lost. The name is now only reflected as a sec-
ondary formation in the field name Srdn kubost.82
*LIEBOST see s.n. LIBISTER
LOEDEBEST
Loedebist, S, ND 137 321, Parish of Latheron, Caithness.
htdubiste 1619 RMS (VII, 2008); Lodubist 1657 Retours (Cai., 25);
Izodabest 1 832 Thomson.
The specific is obscure. The generic may ultimately be from ON bdi-
stadr, m.
LURABUS, LYRABUS
l. Lurabus, S, NR 337 435, Parish of Kildalton & Oa, Islay, Argyll-
shire.
Learabalsay 1562 RSS (Y 1ll2); I*arabolsay 1563 RSS (Y 1259);
Lerepols 1614 RMS (VII, 1137\ krepols 1627 RMS (VIII, 1146);
Izrepollis 1662 Retours (Arg., 68); Lyrebols 1662 Blaeu (l2l-3);
l-erepolis 1665 RMS (X1,178); Lurabus l75l McDougall: Lyrbos c.1734
van Keulen.
2. Lyrabus, S, NR 292 642, Parish of Kilarrow & Kilmeny, Islay,
Argyllshire.
Lyrebols 1662 Blaeu (121-3); Lyrebols c. 1734 van Ke en Lynabolls
l75l McDougall.
Although the two names today have different expressions, they are most
likely of the same origin. The specific is probably ON /airr, m., 'clay,
mud' (cf. Gillies 1906, p. 232; Maceachama 1976, p. 85).
LYBSTER see s.n. LIBISTER
LYRABUS see s.n. LURABUS
82. The Caithness L)rsre^ have spurred two formally secondary place-names, Achalibstet
(ND241 487, Parish of wanen (Achaliebuster 166l RMS (xI, 53))\ and Achlibstet
(ND116 522, Parish of Halkirk), both ofwhich represent later shieling expansion into the
interior of Caithness. That this expansion is late is effectively visible in the fact that the
generic element of these formally secondary names. ac,ad,, is of Gaelic origin.
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+MEABOST
*Meabost, R, NG 536 159, Parish of Bracadale, Skye, Inverness-shire.
The name does not exist as an independent place-name but is found in
a formally secondary formation as part of a topographical name, Ben
Meabost.
Forbes ( 1923, p. 263) has interpreted the specific as ON mj6r, adj.,'nar-
row, tight', but, because of the lack of early documentary evidence this
cannot be ascertained and the interpretation must remain open.
MELBOST
l. Melbost Borve, S, NB 415 576, Parish of Barvas, Lewis, Ross-shire.
Ulbost '! l7l8 Rental of Lewiy. Ulbost Borye ? l82l Johnson: Ulbost
Eorye ? 1832 Thomson.
2. Melbost, S, NB 465 327, Stomoway Parish, Lewis, Ross-shire.
Naelgabost ? 1662 Blaeu (l3l-2); Melbust 1776 Mackenziel Melbust
1794 Huddart; Melbust 1804 Heather; Melbost l82l Johnson; Melbosr
1832 Thomson; ['mjalabtst] 1954 Oftedal (p. 394).
The origin of these two names is ON melr, m., 'a sand bank, a gravel
bank' (cf. Oftedal 1954, p. 394).
The forms listed under no. I must be considered io be misrepresenta-
tions. The locality to which these refer is Melbost Borve and this is why I
find it unlikely that they should represent a now lost *Ulbost. Melbost
Borve has had Borve (< ON borg, f., 'a castle, fortification') affixed as a
reciprocating element, in order to single the name out from the other
MeLbost in Lewis (no. 2).
MIBOST, MIDBISTER
l. Mibost, S, NM 202 596, Island of Coll, Argyllshire.
Mebois 1542 RMS (I[, 2787): Mebois 1617 RMS (Yll, 1652): Mebois
1642 Retours (Arg., 59); Mebois 1641 RMS (IX, l3lO): Mebois 1656
RMS (X, 531): Mebois 1674 Retours (Arg., 8l).
2. Midbister, S, ND 446 900, Parish of South Ronaldsay, Orkney.
The specific is ON nidr, adj., 'in the middle'. This specific is very fit-
ting as the settlements to which these names refer are situated between
olher bdlsradr-seltlements or other considerable settlements. Mibost (no.
l) is situated belweer, Arnabos, (see above) and the settlement of
Grishipol (see Appendix 2, below). Midbister (no. 2) is flankedby Isbister
(see s.n. Easrurbister, r.o. 4, above) and Wasbister (see WasDrster no. l,
below).
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MIDBISTER see s.n. MIBOST
MIRBISTER
Mirbister, S, HY 306 199, Parish of Birsay & Harray, Orkney.
Mirkbustir 1492 HSRO (p. 53): M:,"rkbuftlr 1500 OR: Myrkumsbuster
1504 REO (p.77); Mirkbustar 1595 OR; Mirkbuster l6l0REO(p. 183);
Mirbuster 1685 Retours (O&5, 137): Mirbister 1727 OR.
The specific has been interpreted as a personal r,ame Myrk and
Myrkjartan (the latter merely because of the 1504 entry (cf. Marwick
1952, p. 143)), but the most likely interpretation is ON myrkr, adj., 'dark'.
ON [-y-] has changed to Ork. [-t-] (Marwick 1995, p. 32). The cluster,
[-rkD-], has been reduced by the dropping of the middle consonant (cf. the
principle in Seip 1955, p. 155).
MISBISTER
Misbister, S, ND 330 887, Parish of Walls & Flotta, Orkney.
Owing to the lack ofearly documentary evidence, the origin ofthe spe-
cific cannot be ascertained. The generic is possibly ON bflstadr, m.,
although it might alternatively be analogical -bisrer.
The name is not mentioned by Marwick. On the OS Pathfinder series,
l:25.000 map, the name refers to what seems to be a small disused
farm-site. The name is also reflected in the topographical name Misbister
Geo.
MUBUSTER
Mubuster, S, HY fl 28, Stronsay, Orkney.
Musbuster l59t RMS (Y 1895); Musbusrer 1595 OR; Mubuster 1646
RMS (rX, 1626).
The specific is possibly ON mosi, m., 'bog, marsh, moor'(ci Marwick
1952, p. 25). However, ON [o] only occasionally develops into [r] (Mar-
wick, 1995, p. 32).
MYBSTER
Mybster, S, ND 169 526, Parish of Watten, Caithness.
Myrebestare, Myrebrstare 1566 RMS (lY, l7O5); Mybster 1832 Thomson.
The specific is ON myrr, f., 'a moor, a bog'.
NEEBISTER, NIPSTER, NYBSTER
l. Neebister, S, HY 630 374, Parish of Cross & Bumess, Orkney.
Nibuster 1449 RMS (IX, 2O3O); Nybuster 1500 OR; Nesbustar 1595 OR;
??
Nibister 1632 RMS (VlI, 1894): Nibuster 1679 Retours (O&S, 122);
[nibestar] 1952 Marwick (p. l3).
2. Nipster, S, ND 217 587, Parish of watten, Caithness.
3. Nybster, S, ND 363 633, Parish of Wick, Caithness.
Nybistir 1616 RMS (VII, 1508\', Nybister 1632 RMS (VIII, l9l7);
Nybster 1633 RMS (Vm,220'l)', Nybster 1726 Macfarlane (1, 157);
Nybster 1748 Sinclair (Freswick); Neibster 1750 Royl Nibster l8O7
Arrowsmith; NiDsrer'1832 Thomson:, Inaibstar] 1985 Waugh (p. 405).
The specific is ON nyr, adj., 'new'(cf. Marwick 1952, p. 13; Waugh
1985, p. 405; Lamb 1992, p. 47).
ON [-y:-] has become [-il in Orkney (Marwick 1995, p. 32), whereas
in Caithness it has been diphthongised to [ai] (Waugh 1985, Appendix) -
at least in the case of no. 3., Nybster.
The 1595 entry for no. I is a scribal error or a misreading of the ongi-
nal manuscript.
NEDRABISTER
Nedrabister, S, HU 395 540, Weisdale, Parish of Tingwall, Shetland.
Unerbuster 1575-6 SheDoc2 (221); Underbister 1610 SheDoc (512);
Nethrebister, Nethrebuster 1716 ROZ (SA); ['nedrabrstarl 1987 Stewart
(p. 59).
Judging from the earliest references, the specific seems to be ON rnlir,
adv., 'under, below',later replaced by Shetl. nedra, comp. adj., 'lower (of
two)'.
The specific element is used in reciprocation with Scots/Shell. ever(a),
adv., 'upper' it Evrabister (see s.n. Eorrabus, above).
NERABUS
Nerabus, S, NR 226 552, Parish of Kilchoman, Islay, Argyllshire.
Nerrabollsadhh 1588 RMS (Y l49l); Nerobollis l6l4 RMS (VII, ll37);
N e rrabolsad.h l 6 l T RMS (Yll, 1 628)t N e robollrs 1627 RMS (VIII, l l46);
Morabullsadhe ? 1630 RMS (VIll, l6l0); Nerrabobfadvi 1662 Retours
(Arg., 82); Morabulfadtie ? 1687 Retours (Arg., 93); Nerabolls l75l
McDougall.
The specific has been interpreted as ON nedri, comp. adj., 'lower'(cf.
Gillies 1906, p. 234; Maceachama 1976, p. 77). Howevel ON [d] is not
normally lost or assimilated in the combination [dr]. At the most, it is
changed to [d], as in modem Norw. nedre [nedra], so this interpretation is
unlikely. On the basis of the documenlary evidence, an origin in ON
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nzrri, comp. adj., 'closer', would seem to be the most likely. What this
specific of proximity refers to is not easily discernible from today's con-
ditions.
NESBISTER, NISABOST
l. Nesbister. S, HU 397 451, Whiteness, Parish of Tingwall, Shet-
land.
Nesbuster, Nesbuter (c l507xl5l3) SheDoc2 (app. t (tr. 3v., 5r.)); Nos-
bester 1560 SheDoc2 (ll9); Nesbuster l56l SheDoc2 (l3l): Nesbuster
1563 RSS (Y l4l9); Neisbister 1570 SheDoc2 (185); Nelsbistar 1587
SheDoc (99); Nesbester 1597 SheDoc (264\ Neisbister 1600 RMS (VI,
lO38): Neisbister 1600 RMS (VI, 1083)i Neisbuster 1605 Retours (O&S,
l)i Neisbuster 1605 SheDoc (408): Nesbuster 1607 Retours (O&S, 2);
Nestbuster 1607 SheDoc (436); Nisbister 1608 RegTes (SA): Nesbuster
1608 SheDoc (467): Nesbuster 1609 SheDoc (485)i Nesbuster l716 ROZ
(SA); Nesbisrer I878 OSI; [hrshstar] 1987 Stewart (p. 57).
2. Nisabost, S, NG 052 968, Isle of Harris, Invemess-shire.
Nisabust 1776 Mackenzie', Nisabust 1794 Huddart; Nisdbttr, 1804
Heather; Nlslbost 1805 Bald(l); Nisibost 1832 Thomson; ['njisabxt] c.
1930 Duncan.
The specific is ON nes, n., 'a promontory'. (cf. Capt. Thomas 1876, p.
479; Forbes 1923, p.269:' Maciver I934, p. 53; Stewart 1987, p. 57).
The /-aJ in Nisabost is a connecting vowel, a feature common in
Gaelic in order to avoid a consonanl cluster (Borgstrom 1940, $ 298, pp.
213-4).
NIPSTER see s.n. NEEBISTER
NISABOST see s.n. NESBISTER
NORBISTER
Norbisteq S, HU 375 326, Burra, Parish of Lerwick, Shetland.
Northbustar, Northbuster 1577 SheDoc2 (237); Northtbuster 1578
SheDoc2 (254): Norbister, Norbuster I602 CBSI; Norbuster 1623 DOH
(ll, p.7); Norbister 1624 DOH (II, p.37): Northbuster 1628 RegTes (SA);
Norbuster 1662 Blaeu (133-4); [htrbtstarl 1987 Stewart (p. 58).
The specific is ON nordr, adv., 'north'. Nordr is used in reciprocation
with ON s)rsrr, superlative adj., 'southernmost' in S_vmbr-rrer, situated
nearby (see below).
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NYBSTER see s.n. NEEBISTER
OCCUMSTER
Occumster, S, ND 268 358, Parish of Latheron, Caithness.
Ocamistir l6l6 RMS (VII, 1508); Occamster 1632 RMS (VIII, l9l7);
Okbuster 1662 Blaeu (97 -8): Nether Okbustr, O. Okbuster 1662 Blaeu
(115-6):, Oackinster 1755 Roy (38-l); Oakmaster 1832 Thomson.
The interpretation of this name is complicated. The medial /-m-l points
to an earlier [-nb-] or even [-ngb-] consonant cluster, which would con-
sequently have developed into [-tnb-] and later to [-m-]. Similarly, initial
/Occu-/ (presumably bk(a)-) < lt:k(a)-l) points to an earlier pronuncia-
tion in [arka-], lo(:)ka-l, or la:ko-l. lo(:)ko-). There are very few ON
words or names which would have been pronounced la:kanl, lq:kon),
la:kangl, la:kong), or lo( : )kanl, lo( : )kang), lo( : ) konl, [o( : )kongl. In fact the
only real possibility is the common ON personal name Hdkon, m. (cf.
Lind 1905-15, cols 448-51). Since personal names normally take the
genitive in place-names, the original form was probably the genitive sg.
form, Hdkonar.It is, however, uncertain why [r-] has been lost, as initial
Ur-l is normally reiained before vowels, although Waugh (1985, p. 287)
finds that this loss has occurred elsewhere in Caithness. The loss of
[h-] before vowels is, however, not uncommon in Germanic, nor is it
uncommon in Scandinavian, especially East Scandinavian (see e.g.
Minugh, David, 'As Old as the 'llls: Variable Loss of 'h' in Swedish
Dialects', in NOWELE, vol. 6, pp. 23-45, (Odense, 1983)). In Norwegian.
a loss in initial position is also occasionally recorded, but not before 1300
(Seip, 1955, p. 276). Therefore, such a loss in this name cannot be ruled
out.
ONZIEBUST
l. Onziebust, S, HY 471 281, Egilsay, in Rousay Parish, Orkney.
Unyebistir 1609 OrkTes (no. 60)l Unyeabister 1612 OrkTes (no. 60);
['Lnje,btst] 1952 Marwick (p.72t.
2. Onziebust, S, HY 450 267, Island of Wyre, Rousay Parish, Orkney.
Anyeabister 1612 OrkTes (no. 54); Onziebisr 1876 OS l.
The etymology of this name is not quite clear. There are two identical
names in Orkney. Strangely, the two settlements bearing the name face
each other on neighbouring islands (Wyre and Egilsay), only separated by
the Sound of Rousay. It is possible that these two names reflect a now
lost name of the said sound, such as the genitive sg. of *pngi, m. (< ON
gngr, adj.,'narrow, tight'), with a reference to the long passage of the
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sound.sr Edlsradr-names compounded with names of water-courses are
attesled elsewhere, in panicular in Norway (cp. e.g. Gibostad, Lenvik sn.,
Troms fylke ar,d Grytebost, Borgund sn., M6re og Romsdal fylke).
ON [9-] has become Ork. [r-] (Marwick 1995, p. 33). The combinarion
[ru9] usually becomes [y] in Orkney, but has here remained two separate
consonants. The ON inflectional ending has been reduced to [e].
ORBISTER, ORBOST
l. Orbister, S, HU 3 I I 769, Parish of Northmaven, Shetland.
Orabustare 1577 SheDoc2 (237): Orabister 1589 SheDoc (156); Orbuster
161l SheDoc (541); Orbuster 1662 Blaeu (1334): Arabuster 1666 RMS
(X1,932):Orbister 1672 Retours (O&S,lA6): ['crbtstar] 1987 Stewart (p.55).
2. Orbost, S, NG 256 432, Parish of Bracadale, Skye, Inverness-shire.
Orbost 1662 Blagu (127 -9); Orbost I 832 Thomson.
The specific is probably the genitive sg. of ON ri, f., 'a stream'. (cf.
Stewart 1987, 55).
The 1577, 1589 and 1666 forms of no. I seem to show a connecting
vowel (Jakobsen 1928, p. LVID, which has later been dropped. The change
ON [aJ > Shetl. [.l], is common in Shetland (Jakobsen, 1928, p. xltv).
ORBOST see s.n. ORBISTER
OUTRABISTER, TREBISTER, UTRABISTER
l. Outrabister, S, HU 503 726, Lunnasting, Parish of Nesting, Shetland.
Uterluser ? 1563 SheDoc2 ( 1,36); Utrabustare 1577 SheDoc2 (237);
Uterbuster 1586 RMS (V lM5); Uttabister 1623 DOH (II, p. 23);
Utrabuster 1716 ROZ (SA); Outrabister 1878 OSI: l'utrabrstar] 1987
Stewart (p. 56).
2. Trebister, S, HU 448 389, Gulberwick, Parish of Lerwick, Shetland.
Utrabust (c. l507xl5l3) SheDoc2 (app. I(tr 2v.,4v.)): Uterbuster 1565
SheDoc2 (145); Utrabustar 1577 SheDoc2 (237): Outrabister 1589
SheDoc ( 156); Utrabister, novv Trebister l7l6 ROZ (SA): Trebister 1878
OSI:' l'te:btstar] 1987 Stewart (p. 54).
3. Utrabister, S, HU 519 923, Yell, Shetland.
Utrabuster 1716 ROZ (SA): ['uftabtstar] 1987 Stewart (p. 54).
83. Marwick (1952, p. 72) suggests that the specific of the hill-name on Shapinsay,
Unyetuak, fiay be of the same origin. However, this specific might rather be from ON
dn8i, m.. 'a sting, a sharp point'.
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The specific is the ON comparative adj. yrri, 'outer'(cf. Stewart 1987,
pp. 54-5,56, 58).
The settlement of no. 1 is situaled at the tip of a promontory, further out
than the other settlements in the vicinity. In no. 3, ),rri is used in recipro-
cation with Kirtabirr€r, nearby (see s.n. KlrDisr, no. 15, above)
OVERABIST see s.n. EORRABUS
OYERBIST see s.n. EORRABUS
PERSABUS
Persabus, S, NR 417 690, Parish of Kilarrow & Kilmeny, Islay,
Argyllshire.
Persabolls 1751 McDougall.
Owing to the lack of early documentary evidence, the interpretation of
this name is uncertain. This name has been interpreted as containing ON
prest, m., 'a priest, a parson'- used as a by-name, as the specific (cf.
Maceacharna 1976, p. 85). This analysis would rely on a metathesis of [r]
and [e] with a subsequent loss of [t] in the developed consonant cluster
[rsr]. An altemative interpretation has been forwarded by Gillies (1906, p.
236), who is of the opinion that the present form is due to a translation of
ON pre.rtr, m., to Gaelic pearsa, f., 'a person' (< Lat. persona).here in the
sense of 'a parson'. Formally, this Gaelic appellative is plausible and vir-
tually the only possibility. However, since there are no other bdlstabr-
names in the Hebrides which have a Gaelic specific, this possibility should
be approached with caution. Gaelic seems to have been on the march ear-
lier in Islay than elsewhere in the Hebrides, so the possibility that either a
Gaelic word or a Norse loan from Gaelic should be used to compound a
b6lstadr-name would be more natural here in Islay than elsewhere. It is
possible, however, that the modern form represents a partial gaelicisation
of ON prcsrr, m. If this is the case, this process of gaelicisation must have
occurred at an early stage of bilingualism.
PRABOST see s.n, BRABSTER
RENNIBISTER
Rennibister, S, HY 397 126, Firth Parish, Orkney.
Rannebustar 1500 ORI Rqn)tbustar 1595 OR; Ranibuster 1618 DOH (ln,
p. 3l'); Rambuster 1662 Blaeu (133-4); Rambuster 1687 Commis. Rec.
(OLM 2, p. 175): Renibuster 1776 Mackenzie; Rennibister 1794 OR.
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The specific may formally be a river-name *Renna, f., which is fairly
common in Norway (cf. e.g. NG IX, 80; X1,275:Xll,l4l; XIII,402; XV
235), and might refer to the stream south of Renr?ibister which runs into
the Oyce of Rennibister. In Orcadian documents /a,/ often represents an
Ork. [e], a common development of ON [e]. The specific has alternative-
ly been interpreted as the genitive sg. of an ON personal name, either
aRenni, m./*Renna, f. (cf. Marwick 1952, p. l16). No such names have
been attested, making this suggestion rather unlikely.
RISABUS
tusabus, S, NR 313 437, Parish of Kildalton & Oa, Islay, Argyllshire.
The specific is most likely ON hrfs, n., 'brushwood'(cf. Capt. Thomas
1882, p. 256), although the lack of early sources means that this cannot be
ascertained.
ROBOLLS
Robolls, S, NR 396 668, Parish of Kilarrow & Kilmeny, lslay, Argyllshire.
Robolse 1494 RMS (II, 2216): Robolse 1542 RMS (lll,2835); Robols
1614 RMS (V[, ll37); Robols 1615 Retours (Arg., 16): Robols 1617
RMS (VII, 1628): Robos 1627 RMS (VIII, l146); Robollrs 1630 RMS(VlI, l6l0); /Ro6o1s 1662 Retours (Ar9..67): Robose 1662 Retours (Arg.,
68); Roboes 1665 RMS (XI, 778); Robolls l75l McDougall.
The specific is ON nj, f., 'nook, comer'.
ROSTER
Roster, S, ND 265 396, Parish of Latheron, Caithness.
Rosbister l54l RMS (IlI, 2450); Rosbuster 1549 RSS (lV 333); rtos-
buster 1553 RMS (IY 745)1 Rosbuster 1604 Retours (Cai.,5): Rosbuster
1605 Retours (Cai.,7)l Rosbuster 1606 RMS (VI, 1758); Rosbistir 1616
RMS (VII, l5O8); Rosbuster 1622 RMS (VIII,25l); Rosbister 1632 RMS
(VIII, l9l7); Rospuster 1640 Retours (Cai., 20); Rosbuster 1644 Retours
(Cu.,22): Rosbustar 166l RMS (X1,53): Robuster 1662 Blaeu (97-8);
Rosbuster 1662 Blaeu (l15-6): Robuster, Rubister 1664 RMS (XI, 551);
Rosbuster 1750 Dorret.
The specific is ON hross, n.,'a horse'. Initial Ur-l in the combinarion
[/rr-] was lost early on (Seip 1955, p.48; Waugh 1985, Appendix).
RUMSTER
Rumster, ND 213 573, Parish of Watten, Caithness.
,trm s/er 1832 Thomson.
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Because of the lack of early documentary evidence, the origin of this
name is not certain. Formally, -msrer suggests an original nasal + ON bdl-
stadr, m., in which case a cautious explanation of the specific might be
ON nim, n., 'a room, a pa(ition'.
SABISTON
Sabiston, S, HY 292 214, Parish of Birsay & Harray, Orkney.
Sebuster 1492 HSRO (p. 29); Sebastir 1492 HSRO (p.47): Sabistar l5OO
OR, Sabister 1564 DOH (I, p. 147); Sabister 1566 RSS (Y 2554);
Sabister 1568 DOH (1, p. 164); Sabister 1600 RMS (VI, 1038); Sabistoun
l6l8 DOH (III, p. 32); Sabiston 1619 DOH (III, p. 5O); Sabistane 1662
Retours (O&S, 94'); Sabistane 1662 Retours (O&S, 95); Sabiston 1776
Mackenzie: Sabiston 1794 OR.
The specific is ON sar, m., 'a lake'. (cf. Marwick 1952, p. 137). This
name is remarkable in so far as it is the only bdlstalr-name in Orkney to
have developed along the same lines as the local names originating from
ON sradlr, m. pl., which often develop modem reflexes in -slon (rather
than the elsewhere common -sla). The reason for this development is
probably to be found in a English/Scots influence where the -src suffix has
been seen as a corruption of an ending in -s + ton (< ultimately from OE
,r,n, 'a hamlet, a village').
SCARRABUS, SCRABSTER
l. Scanabus, S, NR 348 652, Parish of Kilarrow & Kilmeny, Islay,
Argyllshire.
Scarrabolsy 1562 OPS (p. 266): Scarrabolsay 1562 RSS (Y lll2);
Starabolsa-t 1563 RSS (Y 1259); Starabolsay RSS (Y 1879); Skarabolse
1584 RSS (VIII, 1743); Skarbols 1614 RMS (VII, ll37): Scalbols 1627
RMS (VI[, 1146); Skarabolls 175 I McDougall.
2. Scrabster, S, ND 101 704, Parish of Thurso, Caithness.
a Skarabolstad c. 1387-1395 Orkn (p. 326); Scrabustar 1527 RSS (I,
3650): Scrabuster 1529 Sinclair (Mey); Scrabistar 1565 RMS (lY 1669);
Scrabuist 1578 Sinclair (Mey): Scrabister, Scrabuster l58l RMS (Y
277); Skrabstqr 1586 RMS (Y 1088); Scrabuster 1593 RMS (v,2346);
Scrabister 160l RMS (VI, ll70); Scrabster 1603 RMS (VI, 1467);
Scrabister 1605 Retours (Cai., 6); Scrabister 1606 RMS (VI, 1729);
Scrabister 1608 RMS (VI, 2155); Skrabuster 1623 RMS (VIII, 481);
Scrabster 1662 Blaeu (115-6): Scrabster 1750 Donet; Scrabster 1755
Roy (37-3); Scrabsters 1807 Anowsmith; l'skrebstar] 1985 Waugh (p.
168).
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3. Scrabster, S, NC 592 546, Parish of Domoch, Sutherland.
Scrabestoun 1478 RMS (II, l4g)i Strabuster 1530 RSS (II, 624):
Scrabuster 1551 RSS (IV 1371); Scrabuster 1551 RSS (IV 1375);
Skrabuster 1555 RSS (IV 3060); Sc[r]abuster 1565 RMS (lV 1635);
Scrabustar 1565 RMS (IV 1669); Kirkeboill 1566 RSS (Y 3lal);
Skrabuister 1576 RSS (vII, 776); Scrabuster 1583 RMS (Y 580);
Scrabuster 1588 RMS (V 1546); Skrabister 1601 RMS (VI, 1170);
Skrabuster 1608 RMS (VI, 2089); Scrabister 1616 Retours (Sut., 4);
Scrabtall 1662 Blaeu (97 -8): Skrabistall 1662 Blaeu (ll3-4): Skrabister
1662 RMS (Xr, 200).
The specific has been interpreted as either the ON personal name S/<riri,
m. (cf. Lind 1905-15, col.909), orON skdi,m., 'ayoung sea-gull'(Capt.
Thomas 1882, p. 256; Gillies 1906, p. 238; Waugh 1985, p. 168). How-
ever, since there are three place-names of seemingly the same derivation,
the personal name St.iri seems an unlikely origin 
- 
especially considering
the general rarity of this personal name. Instead, the specific is most prob-
ably ON striri, m. What the exact reference to gulls means is not entirely
certain, but a situation near a colony of gulls is a possible suggestion.e
It is remarkable that the only two names in Sutherland which ultimate-
ly originate from ON b<ilstadr, m., should be exactly parallel to two ofthe
more unusual Caithness b6lstadr-names, namely Scrabster and Ulbster
(see below). One should, therefore, bear in mind that the Sutherland exam-
ples may very well be analogical formations.
SCRABSTER see s,n. SCARRABUS
SEILEBOST, SELLIBISTER
l. Seilebost, S, NG 064 967, Isle of Harris, Invemess-shire.
Chillibost 1805 Bald(l)l Chillibost 1832 Thomson; l[elabtst] c. 1930
Duncan.
2. Sellibister, S, HY 724 435, Parish of Cross & Burness, Sanday,
Orkney.
Sellebustar 1500 OR: Celebester, Sillabester 1570 SheDoc2 (185): Cele-
84. The Caithness Scrdrstel has spurred a formally semndary place-name, Achscrabster
(ND 084 638, Parish ofThurso), which is situated no less than 8 kilomeres away (as the
crow flies). The generic of this name is Gaelic achadh,n. m.,'aheld' and reflects a rela-
tively late expansion of shieling activity inlo the interior of Caithness. That this expan-
sion is late is effectively visible in the fact that the generic element of this formally se'
condary names is of Gaelic origin.
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bester 1587 SheDoc (99); Salibuster, Sellibustar 1595 OR; Celebester,
Selebester 1600 RMS (VI, 1038); Sillibuster 1600 RMS (VI, l08l);
Celebester 1600 RMS (VI, 1083); Sellebester l615 OrkTes (no. 150);
Sellibuster, Silliebuster l6l7 DOH (III, p. t); Selloch buster 1662 Blaeu
ll 33-4): Selibuster I 776 Mackenzie.
The specific is most likely ON selja, f., 'a willow'(cf. Marwick 1952,
p. I 3), although Capt. Thomas ( 1876, p. 480) suggested ON stel, f., 'a sea-
shell, a clam-shell', for the Harris example (no. t). His interpretation can-
not be right, as its modem reflex would approximately have yielded
[s&ela-] and not a palatal sibilant as here. Lamb ( 1992, p. 58) suggests ON
salr, m.,'a hall, a house with one room', but there is little documentary
evidence to suggest so; only once, in the former 1595 entry, is this place-
name written with an /-a-l instead of the usual /-e-l.
The sources for Seilebost seems to reflect the palatal [/], which is used
in Harris instead of [sl (Borgstrom 1940, g 217, p. 159).
SELLIBISTER see s.n. SEILEBOST
SHAWBOST
Shawbost, S, NB 261 468, Barvas Parish, Lewis, Ross-shire.
Schaboist 1662 Blaeu (131-2)1 Shabust'1776 Mackenzie; Shabust 1194
Huddan; Slrabast l8M Heatherl North Shawbost. South Shawbost l82l
Johnson; Narrh Shawbost, South Shawbosr 1832 Thomson; [liabtst] 1954
Oftedal (p. 377).
The specific has been interpreted as ON sar, m., 'water', here 'a lake'
(Capt. Thomas 1876, p. 480; Oftedal 1954, p. 377). However, judging
from the source evidence as well as the phonetic iranscription, the variant
form, sjdr, m., appears to be more likely.
SHEBSTER
Shebsteq S, ND 017 640, Parish of Reay, Caithness.
Schabuster 1543 RMS (III, 2884); Shabuster 1560 Sinclair (Mey);
Schabuster, Schabuster 1600 RMS (VI, 1038): Siebster 1658 RMS
(X,634): Shebster 1662 Blaeu (97-8); Chebster 1667 RMS (XI, 1070);
Shabster 1750 Royl. Shebster 1782 Sinclair (Freswick); Shabster l8O7
Arrowsmith; Shebster 1832 Thomson; ['ftbstar] 1985 Waugh (p. 168).
The specific has been interpreted as ON sudr, adv., 'south' (Nicolson
(in Home) 1907, p.4l), but this does not appear to be the case, as Waugh
(1985, p. 80) also notes. Formally, the source-forms as well as the pro-
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nunciation would appear to suggest ON sjdr, m.,'a lake' (a side form of
ON srzr, and s7dr, m.), but even this interpretation cannot be right, as there
is no large body of water in the vicinity.
SIBMISTER
Sibmister, S, ND 165 661, Parish of Olrig, Caithness.
Subamster 1538 RMS (III, 1798); Subambuster 1549 RSS (IY 333);
Subamister 1553 RMS (IY 7a5); Subambustar 1565 RMS (IY 1669);
Subambuster l58l RMS (Y, 277): Subamister 1587 RMS (V l34l );
Subamster 160l RMS (VI, ll70); Subamister l6(X Retours (Cai., 5);
Subanister 1605 Retours (Cai., 6); Subanister 1605 Retours (Cai., 7):
Subawster ? 1606 RMS (yI, 1729)a Subamster 1606 RMS (VI, 1758);
Subamster 1608 RMS (VI, 2155); Subamister 1612 RMS (Vn, 766);
Subamister 1622 RMS (VlI, 251); Subamister 1632 Sinclair (Mey);
Subamister 1633 RMS (Ylll,2207); Subamister 1644 Retours (Cai.,22)',
Sibanister 1658 RMS (X, 634)i Subamister, Subamuster l66l RMS (XI,
53): Sebuster 1662 Blaeu (97 -8); Subbanister 167l Retours (Cai., 28):
Sibmister 1753 Sutherland; ['sbmrstar] 1985 Waugh (p. 224).
The specific has been interpreted as ON sunnan, adv., 'southerly' (cf.
Waugh 1985, p.224).The present [-m-] indicates that lb-l in bdlstadrhas
been influenced by a preceding nasal, either lnl, lnd), or [ng], in which
case sunnan would fit. However, [-nn-] does not change to [-b-], so
Waugh's suggestion cannot be right. The present [-b-] must go back to an
original []l or [p], as would /-u-/ presuppose an original lol,lo:1, lu),lul
(cf. Waugh 1985, Appendix). If this is the case, it is possible thal the spe-
cific should be seen as the gen. sg. of a now lost stream-name *S6pandi
derived from the participle ON sdpandi, formed from ON sripa, vb., 'to
rummage, to sweep, to stroke something so rhat it is transported from one
place to another'. A stream runs straight thrcugh the seftlement of
Sibmisrer with a small waterfall close by, so this interpretation may not be
altogether unlikely. A possible parallel is found in the Norwegian
Sopanstad (NG YII, pp. 429-30).
Phonetically, the development seems to have been as follows: The
inflectional ending appears to have been lost early, thus enabling the pre-
ceding [nd] to assimilate with the following labial [b] it bdlstabr to lml.
Simultaneously, the medial [-p-l becomes voiced, owing to its position
between two vowels. At a late stage, [a] has been dropped, thus allowing
for original [ol to be assimilated to the vowel sound of the ensuing sylla-
ble, [r].
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SIBSTER
l. Sibster, S, ND 152 598, Parish of Halkirk, Caithness.
lSubsterbrauile 1549 RSS (IY 333)l; lSubister-Braule 1553 RMS (IY
745)l: [Subisterbraule l6M Retours (Cai., 5)]: lSubusterbrale 16O5
Retours (Cai., 1)); lSubuster-brawle 1606 RMS (Vl, 1758)l;
lSabusterbrand 1622 RMS (VIII, 251)l; lSubisterbrale 1633 RMS (VIII,
2207)l: ISabusterbrand 1644 Retours (Cai., 22)l: lSubesterbraul 166l
RMS (XI, 53)l: lSubsterbraill 167l Retours (Cai., 28)l; Subster 1807
Arrowsmith: Srbster 1832 Thomson.
2. Sibster, S, ND 323 530, Parish of Wick, Caithness.
Subister 1538 RMS (I[, 1198): [Substerwicf 1549 Sinclair (Mey)];
Subister 1587 RMS (Y l34l ); Subuster 1612 RMS (VII, 766): Subuster
1fl4 Retours (Cai.,22): Subister 1644 Sinclair (Mey); Sambuster 166l
RMS (XI, 53); Subster 1666 RMS (XI,958); lSubsterweik l67l Retours
(Cai.,28)l; Simpster 1750 Royl. ['stbstar] 1985 Waugh (p.410).
The specific is ON sadr, adv., 'south'(cf. Waugh 1985, 410). The pre-
sent-day pronunciation of Cai. [r] for ON [u] is not typical for Caithness
(Waugh 1985, Appendix). However, present [l] may be caused by assimi-
lation to the vowel sound of the ensuing syllable (Seip 1955, p. 133).
No. I figures in the earliest entries (1604-lg0) only as the specific of
a formally secondary name, Subisterbrarle, whose generic appars to be an
ON compound appellative *breidvgllr, m., 'broad field'. This construction
is also found in the Caithness place-names Brawlbin and Braal (cf. Waugh
1985, pp. 65-66 and 145). For the sake of keeping the two Sibsters apm
the 1549 and 1671 forms of no. 2 have been affixed the name of the parish
in which this locality is situated; its 1661 and 1750 forms are, however,
erToneous.
SIMBISTER, SYMBISTER
l. Simbister, S, HY 66 43, Parish of Cross & Bumess, Sanday, Orkney.
Synbustaith 1500 OR; Srmbustar 1595 OR; S)-mbuster l6l7 DOH (III, p.
2\ Sinbuster 1662 Blaeu (133-4): Simbuster 1776 Mackenzie.
2. Symbister, S, HU 372 299, Buna, Parish of Lerwick, Shetland.
Sinbustar, Sinhuster 1577 SheDoc2 (237): Simbister 1760 BruSym (SA);
Symbister 1878 OS1; ['srmtstar] 1987 Stewart (p. 58).
3. Symbister, S, HU 539 622, Whalsay, Parish of Whalsay & Skerries,
Shetland.
Simbuster, Sumbust (c l507xl5l3) SheDoc2 (app. I (ff. 2r., 5r.,7r.));
Simbister 1573 SheDoc2 (203): Sinbuster 1577 SheDoc2 (237): Swn-
buster 15'19 RMS (ry 2850): Svmbuster 1581 SheDoc (25); Symbuster
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l58l-2 SheDoc (3O):, Synbuster 1582 SheDoc (38): Symbuster 1582
SheDoc (39); Simbister 1585 BruSym (SA):, Simbuster 1617 DOH (III, p.
5); Symbester 1627 RMS (VIII, 1M9); Stonebuster2 1662 Blaeu (133-4);
Symbister 1692 Retours (O&S, 142); ['nmrstar] 1987 Stewart (p.56).
Marwick (1952, p. l6), Stewart (1987, pp. 56, 58) and Lamb (1992,58)
have suggested that the specific is ON sannr, adv., 'south'(a side form of
ON sudr). Judging from the written forms as well as the present-day pro-
nunciation, the specific may possibly rather be the ON superlative adj.
s)rs/r, 'most southerly' (as ON [al does not usually become Shetl./Ork.
[r], whereas ON [y] normally does (Jakobsen 1928, p. xlvtt; Marwick
1995, pp. 3l , 32). It is possible, though, that the present [r] is caused by
assimilation to the vowel sound of the following syllable (cf. the principle
described in Seip 1955, p. l3l and Sibster, above).
The specific of no. 2 reciprocates with nordr in Norbister (see s.n. above),
whereas the specific of no. 3 reciprocates with elsrrl in Isbister (see s.n.
above).
SKEABOST
Skeabost, S, NG 418 482, Parish of Snizon, Skye, Invemess-shire.
Skabost 1832 Thomson; Skeabosr 1886 Admiralty.
The specific is uncertain. It might represent the ON personal name
Skidi, m. (cf. Macbain c. 1930 p.22 & Lind 1905-15, cols 916-7), but in
the light of the rarity with which personal names are cornpounded with
b6lstadr-names, this possibility is somewhat unlikely. Since a river runs
near the settlement to which this name refers, another possibility is that the
specific is a stream-name in ON *Skjri- or *Stid-,85 but this suggestion is
just as tentative as the former. All in all, the interpretation of the specific
must remain open.
SKEDGIBIST
Skedgibist, S, HY 61 36, Parish of Cross & Bumess, Sanday, Orkney.
Skegibuster 1620 DOH (lll, p. 114); Skaigriebuster 1632 RMS (VIII,
1894); Skegebuster 1649 RMS (IX, 2030); Skegebuster 1656 Retours
(O&S, 78); Skegabus, 1670 Retours (O&S, 99); Skerlburler 1679 Retours
(O&S, 122); ['skid{bast] 1952 Marwick (p.22).
Marwick has interpreted the specific as containing the common ON
personal name Skeggi,m. (cf. Lind 1905-15, cols 910-l; 1931, cols 733-
85. Cf. Rygh. OIaf. Norsle e1r'enarr.,, (Kristiania, l9(X), pp. 215-6 & 217.
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7). The earliest reference does seem to suggest this, so Marwick's sugges-
tion is certainly possible, at least taking the phonetic transcription into
consideration. Although there exists no description of the development of
ON [-99i] in Orkney, the change to [-dzil in Shetland is well attested
(Jakobsen 1928, p. t-ttt), and there is no reason this change should not have
occurred in Orkney as well.
SKELBIST, SKELBISTER
l. Skelbist, S, HY 445 220, Gairsay, Parish of Evie & Rendall, Orkney.
Scelbister 1723 Traill: Scelbister 1730 Traill.
2. Skelbister, S, HY 64 40, Parish of Cross & Bumess, Sanday, Orkney.
scale butter 15fi) OR: Skelbustar 1595 OR: Skelbester 1656 Retours
(O&S, 78); Skelbuster 1662 Blaeu (133-4): Skelbuster 1776 Mackenzie.
3. Skelbister S, HY 34 04, Parish of Orphir, Orkney.
Skelbustir 1492 HSRO (p. 4l); Scalebustar 1500 OR; Skakebustar 1595
OR Skakabuster l6l4 RMS (VII, I I l9); Skobuster 1642 OR; Skobuster
1642 RMS (lX, l148).
4. Skelbister, S, HY 365 091, Parish of Orphir, Orkney.
According to Marwick (1952, pp. 13, 75, 106) and Lamb (1992, p.59),
the specific is ON skrfli, m., 'a hall, a long-house, a house, a hul'.
Furthermore, Marwick states that an origin in ON skel.f.,'a sea-shell', is
not likely as all of the bdlstadr-names in Ste/- are more or less inland, so
that this suggestion is improbable.
AI first sight it seems unlikely that ON s/<rill, m., should be right, as ON
lal does not usually become [e] (Marwick 1995, p. 3l). Nevertheless,
Marwick does nole that in the case of ON skdli, m.. the development is
peculiar. According to him, the usual development would yield an end
result in [.stal(i)] or lsko:l(i)) (and lskal-lllskol-l if compounded). The
modern pronunciation can hardly be explained by reference to Scots influ-
ence.
The 1595, 1614, and 1642 forms of no. 3 appear to be erroneous.
SKELBISTER see s.n. SKELBIST
SKIDGIBIST
Skidgibist, S, HY 35 05, Parish of Orphir, Orkney.
Sketybustir 1492 HSRO (p.41); Sketebustar 1500 OR; Sketebustar 1503
REO (p. 414); Sketebustar 1595 OR; Sketbuster l614 RMS (VII, lll9);
Skettebuster l6l4 OR; Sketebuster 1fl2 RMS (lX, 1148); Skegebuster
1643 Retours (O&S,36); ['skidlibest] 1952 Marwick (p. 106).
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The specific is not readily identifiable with any known ON linguistic
material. Hence the interpretation must remain open (cf. Marwick 1952,
p. 106).
SKLENTABISTER
Sklentabister, HU 365 846, Parish of Nonhmaven, Shetland.
['sklentabtster] 1987 Stewart (p. 55).
This place-name has only been recorded by Stewan (1987, p. 55).
Cooperston is the modem name. Stewart derives the specific from either
a stream name *Slenta. f ., or a nickname *Slenti, m. Of the two, the for-
mer is probably the most likely, as there is a large stream running past the
settlement. However, owing to the lack of early forms neither suggestion
can be ascertained.
+SKORRIBEST
*Skorribest, (S), NC 984 640, Parish of Reay, Caithness.
cn'skcrabtst l 1985 Waugh (p.75).
This place-name does not exisl as an independent formation today and
it has never been recorded as such. It is only found as pan of a formally
secondary r,ame, Laanscorribesr, of which the generic is Gaelic /dn, m.,
'a meadow' (cf. Waugh 1985, p. 75). The specific seems to be a place-
name, a now lost *Skcrrribe.st, the generic of which may ultimately origi-
nate from ON b1lstadr- Its specific has been interpreted by Waugh as the
ON personal name S/<orri, m. (cf. Lind 1905-15, cols 923-4), but owing to
the lack of documentary sources, this cannot be proven.
STANEPOLL, STEMBISTER, STEMSTER
I . Stanepoll t, S, Parish of Kilarrow and Kilmeny (?), Islay, Argyllshire.
Staynbolshay 1562 OPS (p.266); Stayngolsay ,1562 RSS (Y lll2);
Stanebolsay 1563 RSS (V, 1259); Staynabolse 1584 RSS (YII, 1743);
Stanepoll 1614 RMS (VII, 1137); Stanepoll 1662 Retours (Arg., 68)1
Stanepoll 1665 RMS (XI, 778).
2. Stembister, S, HY 540 024, Parish of St. Andrews & Deerness,
Orkney.
Stanbuster 1465 DOH (I, p. 48); Stanbuster 1465-6 REO (p. 192): Sten-
bister 1576-7 REO (p. 294); Stambustar 1595 OR; Stembester 1615
OrkTes (no. 132); Stembuster 1776 Mackenzie.
3. Stemster, S, ND 038 657, Parish of Reay, Caithness.
Stambuster l58l RMS (y, 277); Stambister 1605 Retours (Cai., 6):
Stambuster 1606 RMS (Yl, 1729)', Stamister 1616 RMS (Vn, 1508);
?
Stambuster l66l RMS (Xl,53)i Stampster 1662 Blaer (97 -8): Stamester
1750 Doret; Stamster 1755 Roy (37-3).
4. Stemster, S, ND 336 505, Parish of Wick, Caithness.
Stemmistar l54l RMS (III, 2450); Stanbuster 1549 RSS (IV, 333);
Stambustar. Stambuster 1553 RMS (lV, 745); Stambustar 1565 RMS (lV,
1669)t Stambuster 1581 RMS (Y,277): Scambusrer 1604 Retours (Cai., 5);
Stambuster 1605 Retours (Cai., 7); Stambuster 1606 RMS (VI, 1758);
Stamistir 1616 RMS (V[, 1508); Stdmbuster 1622 RMS (VIII,25l);
Stambuster 1644 Retours (Cai., 22): Stemster 1755 Roy (38- l ); Stempster
I 80TAnowsmith; Sremster I 832Thomson1' ['sttmstar] I 985 Waugh (p. 4l 2).
5. Stemster, S, ND 186 ,148, Parish of Latheron, Caithness.
Stambuster 1608 RMS (VI,2155); Stamistir 1616 RMS (VII, 1508);
Stamister 1632 RMS (VIII, l9l7); Stemster 1832 Thomson.
6. Stemster, S, ND 175 626, Parish of Bower, Caithness.
Stamster 1662Blaeu ( I l5-6); Sranstel 1662 Blaeu (97-8): Scambuster l67l
Retours (Cai., 28)t Stamster 1755 Roy (32-2); Stemster 1832 Thomson.
7. Stemster, S, ND 367 720, Parish of Canisbay, Caithness.
Stamster 1606 Sinclair (Mey); Stamister 1632 Sinclair (Mey)t Stemster
1635 Sinclair (Mey\ Staymster 1655 Sinclair (Mey):, Steymster 1682
Sutherland (Force)', Stempster 1755 Roy (38-3): Stempster 1779 Sinclair
(Freswick); Stamster 1784 Sinclair (Freswick)i Stemster 1832 Thomson:
l'stemstar] 1985 Waugh (p. 310).
The specific is ON steim, m., 'a stone' (cf. Marwick 1952, p. 86;
Maceacharna 1976, p. 86; Waugh pp. 86,311,412). The later forms ofno.
l, Stanepoll, seem to reflect a genitive pl. However, judging from the ear-
liest reference, medial /-a-l could be a svarabhakti vowel (cf. principle
described in BorgstrOm 1940, $ 298, pp. 213-4). All the other recorded
names with ON sleinn, m., as specific seem to be in the stem form. What
type of stone is referred to here is not entirely clear. Marwick argues that
the reference of the Orkney example is to the standing stone situated on
the farm's land. Waugh has also argued for the same meaning with at least
some of the Caithness examples.
No. l, Stanepoll, is no longer in use as a place-name. In fact, it has been
out of use so long that the exact situation of the settlement the name refers
to is uncertain. Maceachama (1976, p. 86) thinks it is the former name of
Ballemartin, in the Parish of Kilarrow and Kilmeny.
All the examples, bar StanepolL, have present reflexes with [-m-] for
original [-n-l because of influence of the following labial, [b], which has
now been dropped in the Caithness examples (Waugh 1985, Appendix,
Marwick 1995, p. 36).
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STEMBISTER see s.n. STANEPOLL
STEMSTER see s.n. STANEPOLL
STROUPSTER
Stroupster, S, ND 332 663, Parish of Canisbay, Caithness.
Strowbister 1635 RMS (IX, 295); Stronbister 1653 Retours (Cai., 23);
Strunbuster 1661 RMS (Xl, 53); Stroubster l80l Sinclair (Freswick);
Strubster 1832 Thomson; Strubster 1832 Thomson; [\trupstar] '1985
Waugh (p. 31 I ).
Waugh (1985, p.311) has interpreted the specific as possibly being ON
st6rr, adj.,'large, great'. This suggestion is not entirely unproblematic, as
the normal word for'large, great'in the Viking Age is mil<i/l (cf. SSNNW,
p. 189).
The present pronunciation is the result of the following changes: ON
[ol has become Cai. [r] (Waugh 1985, Appendix) and subsequently
metathesised with [r] (Seip 1955, p. 295: Waugh 1985, Appendix).
According to Waugh, r-metathesis is very common in Caithness.
SUINSIBOST
Suinsibost t, S. NL 56 82, Mingulay, Parish of Barra, Invemess-shire.
['su:insibost | 1902-04 McDonald.
It would be tempting to interpret the specific as the genitive sg. of the
Norse personal name Sveinn, m., (cf. Lind 1905-15, cols 993-6) with a
connecting vowel having been insened between the specific and generic
at a later date. However, owing to the lack of early documentary evidence,
this possibility cannot be further ascertained.
Although McDonald published his list of non-Gaelic place-names in
Mingulay as late as 1902-4. ir has proved difficult to establish its exact
location (cf. Stahl 1999, p 375).
The pronunciation stated by McDonald has been converted to suit the
system used in this book.
SWANBISTER
Swanbister, S, HY 350 056, Parish of Orphir, Orkney.
Swanbustir 1492 HSRO (p. 39): Swanbuster 1492 HSRO (p. 40)l
Swanbuster 1500 OR; Swanbuster 1503 REO (p.414): Swanbuster 1574
REO (p. 149); Swanbuster 1595 OR; Suanbuster l6l4 RMS (VII, 1119);
Swanbuster 1615 DOH (I, p. 235); Swanbister 1615 DOH (1, p.231);
Swanibister 1620 DOH (III, p. 85); Swainbuster lg2 RMS (IX, ll48);
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Swambuster 1643 Retours (O&S, 36); Suambuster 1657 Retours (O&S,
82); Swambister l66l Retours (O&S, 89); Swanhuster 1687 Commis.
Rec. (OLM 2, p. 174): Swanbuster 1776 Mackenzie.
Marwick (1952, p. 107) interprets the specific as probably being the ON
personal name Sveinn, m. (cf. Lind 1905-15, cols 993-6). However, the
absence of a genitive -s marker makes this unlikely. Owing to its rarity. it
is not likely eilher that the specific should be the derived personal name
Sveini, m. (cf. Lind 1905-15, col. 991). Other names in Swan- in Orkney
may contain ON svin, n., 'a pig' (cp. Swandale L'suandall, Swindale 1595
OR, Parish of Rousay (Marwick 1952, p. 65)). It is problematic, though,
that even as early as over a hundred years prior to the 1595 Swindale form
of Swandale, Swanblster exclusively has forms with /a./. The only remain-
ing possibility I see is ON svanr, m., 'a swan'.
SWANIBOST
Swanibost, S, NB 5l I 625, Barvas Parish, Lewis, Ross-shire.
lSunebost Dall 1662 Blaeu (l3l-2)l:, Swanibus, 1776 Mackenziel Swani-
bust 1794 Huddan', Swaniburl [ 804 Heather; Swanibost 1832 Thomson];
['suanjabtst] 1954 Oftedal (p. 377).
The specific has been interpreted as the rare ON personal name Syeizi,
m. (cf. Capt. Thomas 1876, p. 480; Oftedal 1954, p. 317). However,
Oftedal has pointed out that there is a discrepancy in the pronunciation of
l'suanjabtstl with that of the sumame, Macqueen lmahk'suanjl, which is
formed from the strong declension variant ON Sveinn, m., so that this
interpretation is not satisfactory. A cautious interpretation of the specific
mighl instead be the genitive pl. of ON svanr, m., 'a swan', but this is lil-
(le more cenain than Oltedal's suggestion.
SYMBISTER see s.n. SIMBISTER
THRUMSTER
Thrumster, S, ND 336 453, Parish of Wick, Caithness.
Thrumbister l54l RMS (III, 2450); Trubbunsrer-Litill 1545 RMS (lII,
3164): Thromebusrer 1545 RMS (lll, 3165); Thrumbaster 1546 Sinclair
(Mey); Thrumbuster 1549 RSS (lV 333); Thrumbuster 1553 RMS (IV
745); Thombuster ? RSS 1566 (Y 3034); Thrumhuster 1604 Retours
(Cai., 5); Thrumbuster 1605 Retours (Cai., 7); Thrumbuster 1606 RMS
(VI, 1758); Thrumster-Lyttil, Thrumsrir-Meikill l6l6 RMS (VII, 1508);
Thrumbuster 1622 RMS (VIII, 251); Thrumster-Littill. Thrumster-Mekill
1632 RMS (VIII, 19l7); Thumbuster 1644 Retours (Cai., 22):
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Thumbustar, Thembster, Thirmbuster, Little Thumbister l66l RMS (XI,
53); N. Trumbuster 1662 Blaeu (97 -8): O. Trumbuster 1662 Blaeu (97-8);
Thrumster 1726 Macfarlane (1, 157); Thrumster 1726 Macfarlane (1, 160);
Thrumbster 1750 Donet; Thrumster 1755 Roy (38-l); Thrumster 1832
Thomsonl ['pramstar] 1985 Waugh (p. 3l I ).
The specific is possibly ON pruma, f., 'land, soil'(cf. Waugh 1985, p.
416), and may refer to the quality of the land.
TISTER
Tister, S, ND 192 615, Parish of Bower, Caithness.
Tubister l54l RMS (In, 2450): Tusbuster 1549 RSS (lY 333); Tusbuster
1553 RMS (IY 745); Tusbister 1604 Retours (Cai., 5); Thusbuster 1605
Retours (Cai., 7); Tusbuster 1606 RMS (VI, 1758); Tisbistir l6l6 RMS
(VII, 1508); Thusbuster 1622 RMS (VIII, 251); Tusbister 1632 RMS
(WII, l9l7); Thusbuster 16,14 Retours (Cu.,22): Tuspuster l66l RMS
(X1,53): Westir Thispisler 1667 RMS (XI, 1070); Tuspuster l67l Retours
(Cai., 28); Tister 1750 Done[ Tester 1755 Roy (38-3): Tister 1832
Thomson.
Despite this name's being well documented, the specific is too obscure
to be properly interpreted.
TITULBUSTER
Titulbuster t, S. Parish of Wick, Caithness.
Titulbustir 1616 RMS (VII, 1508); Titulbistar 1632 RMS (VIII, l9l7);
Titulbuster l66l RMS (XI, 53).
The specific can hardly be the ON personal name Tit6lfr, m. (cf. Lind
1905-15, col. 1030), as the genitive marker is lacking. Furthermore, this
name is very rare, which reinforces the improbability of this suggestion.
No other ON word or name is readily identifiable with the source forms.
Hence the interpretation of the specific must remain open.
TORRABOLS, TORRABUS
l. Tonabols t, S, Oa, Parish of Kildalton & Oa, Islay, Argyllshire.
Tbrnobelsay 1562 RSS (Y 1112); Tbrnobolsay 1563 RSS (V 1259);
Tornobolse 1584 RSS (VIII, 1743).
2. Torrabus, S, NR 423 704, Kilmeny, Parish of Kilanow & Kilmeny,
Islay, Argyllshire.
Terrabolls 1499 ALI (A58, p. 231); Torabus l75l McDougall.
3. Torrabus t, S, Kildalton, Parish of Kilarrow & Kilmeny, Islay, Ar-
gyllshire.
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The specific of these names has been interpreted in numerous ways,
from containing an ON personal name P6ir, m. (cf. Lind 1905-15, cols
1180-2), to torfa, f., 'turf, peat'and ON rorg, n., 'a square, a market-place'
(cf. Capt. Thomas 1882, pp.256-7 Gillies 1906, p. 241; Maceacharna
1976, p. 86). Unfonunately, neither of these suggestions seems to be cor-
rect. There is no vestige of a genitive -s in any of the present forms or
sources, which renders a personal name unlikely. Secondly, the earliest
piece of documentation has lhe form Torno-, which easily eliminates all
the suggestions made. With this source form in mind, the specific can only
really be ON pom, m.,'a thom'or 'a thom-bush'. This is certainly the
case for no. l, but probably also for the other place-names. The medial
/-o-l is either the vestige of an inflectional marker or a svarabhakti vowel.
No. I cannot be located any closer than to Oa, as it is no longer in use.86
The same is the case for no.3, which has only been recorded by Capt.
Thomas. According to him, it is situated in Kildalton.
TORRABUS see s.n. TORRABOLS
TREBISTER see s.n. OUTRABISTER
TUSKERBISTER
Tuskerbister, S, HY 354 097, Parish of Orphir, Orkney.
Enstarbuster'l 1492 HSRO (p. 39\; Tuskarbustar, Tuskarbuster 1500 OR;
Tuskerbustar 1503 REO (p. 414): Tusbister 1612 OrkTes (no. 36);
Tuskbuster l6l4 RMS (VII, lll9); Tuskibuster 1614 OR; Tuskebuster
1619 DOH (III, p. 72); Tuskebustar 1620 DOH (III, p. 85)l Tuskebuster
1642 OR; Tusbuster, Tuskebuster 1657 Retours (O&S, 82); Tuskibuster
1687 Commis. Rec. (OLM 2, p. 175)1 Tusterbuster 1776 Mackenzie.
The specific has been interpreted by Marwick (1952, p. 107) as ON
torfskeri, m.lOrk. tuskar, sb., 'a peat-cutting implement', used as a by-
name. Marwick is aware that his suggestion is problematic as he noles: "ln
combination with bdlstadr stch a prefix has presumably been a personal
name, but there seems to be no record of its being so used in Norway or
elsewhere". Considering the lack of other instances in which *Torfskeri,
m.l *Tusker, sb., has been used as a personal name, together with the rari-
86. Maceachama (1976, p. 85) lists an otherwise umecorded 'Tosabus' as being situated near
Ballyvicar in Oa, itself situated at NR 343 ,167. Since the situation of this name is quite
close to where the sources would locate Torrabols, it is possible that thes€ iwo nanes are
one and the same.
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ty with which personal names occut it b6lstadr-names, this suggestion
seems rather unlikely. It is altogether more probable that the specific has
been assimilated in sound to Ork. tuskar, thus rendering the origin of the
specific completely obscure. The generic probably originates from ON
bdlstadr, m.
The 1492 form is erroneous.
ULBSTER
l. Ulbster, S, ND 325 410, Parish of Wick, Caithness.
Ulbister 1538 RMS (In, 1798): Ulbister l54l RMS (lll,2450); Ulbuster
1549 RSS (lV 333); Wlbustar 1553 RMS (lV 745); Ulbrster 1587 RMS
(V l34l); Ulbuster 1604 Retours (Cai.. 5); Ulbuster 1605 Retours (Cai.,
7): Ulbuster 1606 RMS (VI, 1758); Ulbister 1612 RMS (VIl, 766);
Ulbuster l614Retours (Cai., 8); Ulbuster l616RMS (yll,l44O); Ulbistir
l616 RMS (VII, 1508)t Ulbuster 1622 RMS (VnI, 251); Ulbister 1632
RMS (VIII, l9l7): Ulbister 1633 RMS (VIII, 2207); Ulbuster, Wolbuster
l640 Retours (Cai., 20); Ulbester l&4 Retours (Cai., 22): Ulbister,
Ulbuster 166l RMS (XI, 53); Ulbuster 1662 Blaeu (97 -8): Ulbster 1680
Retours (Cai., 33); Ulbster 1726 Macfarlane (1, 157): Ulbster '1750
Dorret; Ulbster 1755 Roy (38-1): Ulbster 1807 Anowsmith; Ulbster 1832
Thomson; ['alb*ar] 1985 Waugh (p.418).
2. Ulbster, S, NC 961 184, Parish ofClyne, Sutherland.
Ulbister 1548 P.MS (IY 241); UlDister 1564 RSS (Y l70a); Ulbister 1566
RSS (Y 2718)l Ulbister 1577 RSS (Vn, 1055).
Waugh (1985, p. 418) has interpreted the specific of the Caithness
example as the ON personal name 0yr, m. tcf. Lind 1905-15. cols 1054-
5), but there is no genitive marker to indicate so. Of other possibilities, the
ON god U1lr, m., can hardly be the origin either, as there are no references
to heathen cultic practice in the Scottish bflstabr-place-name material.
The only plausible alternative is ON ufr, m., 'a wolf', which is often
found in Norwegian place-names. Cf. e.g. NG 4.2, p. 132, Ulberg,Ulve-
bargh 1370 DN (II,318): Wberg 1469 DN (1I,652), which has under-
gone the same reduction in the specific.
This name occurs twice 
- 
once in Caithness and once in Suthe and. As
noted above s.n. Scarabus, it is remarkable that Sutherland, having only
two names which ultimately originate from ON btjlstadr, m., has names
which are exactly parallel to two of the more unusual Caithness b1lstabr-
names, namely Sc rabster and Ulbster. lt is, therefore, necessary to bear in
mind that the Sutherland examples may be analogical formations.
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*UNABUST
*Unabust, S, NC 995 645, Parish of Reay, Caithness.
Achunabust 1876 OSI; [ay'anabast] 1985 Waugh (p.58).
This place-name is a formally secondary formation, the specific of
which is a lost place-name, *Unabust, itself probably from ON brjlstadr,
m. The Una- element has been interpreted by Waugh (1985, pp. 58-9) as
the ON personal name Uni, m. (cf. Lind 1905- 15, cols 1059-69).8? Another
possibility could be ON undir, adv., 'under, below', also found in the
place-name Nedrabister in Shetland (see above). Nonetheless, the docu-
mentation of this name is so scanty that neither suggestion can be proven
with any reasonable degree of cenainty.
UTRABISTER see s.n. OUTRABISTER
WADBISTER
l. Wadbister, S, HU 516 394, Bressay, Shetland.
Watbustair 1577 OpprOS (SA): Wodbustq 1578-9 SheDoc2 (260);
Wodbustay 1599 SheDoc (280); Wodbuseay 1604 SheDoc (377);
Wadbister 1692 Retours (O&S, 142); Wadbister 1693 Retours (O&S,
143):, ['uadbtstar] 1987 Stewart (p. 58).
2. Wadbister, S, HU 435 495, Tingwall, Parish of Tingwall, Shetland.
Vesbisster, Wesbuster ? (c. l507xl5l3) SheDoc2 (app. I (ff. lr., 6v.));
Wadbister 1565 SheDoc2 (145)t Westbister ? 1570 SheDoc2 (185);
Wadbuster 1587 SheDoc (99): Wadbister l59l SheDoc (189); Wadbuster
1595-6 SheDoc (242)', Wodbester l600RMS (VI, l08l); Wodbuster 1600
RMS (VI, 1083); Wodbuster 1635 RegTes (SA)', Wadbister 1692 Retours
(O&S, 142); Wedbuster 1716 ROZ (SA): Wodbister 1878 OS I ;
I'wadbmarl 1987 Stewan tp. 571.
3. Wadbister t, S, HP 560 016, Unst, Shetland.
Watbustare 1577 SheDoc2 (237); Wodbustay 1579 RMS (IY 2850);
Wadbister 1589 SheDoc (156): Wodbuster 1624 DOH (II, p. 56);
Wedbuster 1716 ROZ (SA): ['uadbastar] 1987 Stewart (p.54).
4. Wadbister, S, HU 395 464, Whiteness, Parish of Tingwall, Shetland.
Wadbusta 1525 SheDoc2 (47); Wodbester 1598 SheDoc (261): Wetbuster
1600 RMS (VI, 1038); Wodbuster 1602 SheDoc (335); Wodbuster 16lo
87. waugh also lists another interpretation of the name: Caelic dctadi 'a meadow, a field,
a small farm' + Gaelic na (= dei an.) + ON ,lfurddr. However, she herself objecrs to
this interpretation for various reasons (cf. 1985, p.58). Therefore, it has not been includ-
ed here.
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SheDoc (508); Wodbuster 1634 Retours (O&5,21): Wadbuster, Watbustar
l7l6 ROZ (SA); Wadbister 1878 OSI: ['uatlhstar] 1987 Stewart (p.57).
The specific may formally be either ON varn, n., 'water, a lake', or ON
vad, n., 'a ford, a wading-place' (cf. Stewart 1987, pp. 54, 57, 58). Both
suggestions are possible from a topographical point of view with the set-
tlements of nos 2 & 4. which are situated near both a lake and a stream.
However, only the stream running past no. 2 seems to have been large
enough to have necessitated a wading-place. Nos I & 3, however, are only
situated near a lake. Therefore, ON vcrn, n., 'water, a lake', is really the
only possibility. The same appellative has been used in combination with
b4lstadr-names in Orkney as well, albeit in the genitive sg. (see Wasbister,
below).
Why the zero-form has become standard here instead of the genitive sg.
form as in Orkney can only be surmised. For some reason the zero-form
must have become the standard one in the onomastic vocabulary in
Shetland early on. If the earliest source forms of no. 2 are to be trusted,
the zero-form appearance of these place-names might to some extent be
the result of a late levelling of Was- and Wad- forms under the zero-form.
The (c. I 507x 1513) source forms in VesJWes- may, however, instead owe
their written form to the immediately preceding name yalsrer, which is
written Vessetter and Vassater in this document.
In Unst (no. 3), Wadbister hasbeen rcr.amed Belmorlr. However, the old
settlement name is reflected in the formally secondary name Wadbister
Nzss.
The original consonant cluster, [+nb-], has been reduced by dropping
the middle consonant, [-tb-] (Seip 1955, p. 155). Later the [r] has been
voiced to [d] (cp. principle described in Jakobsen 1928, p. Lv).
WARBISTER
l. Warbister t, S, HY 23 03, Parish of Hoy & Graemsay, Orkney.
Werbuster beneth the hill l5O3 REO (p. 413); Warbister 1575 RMS (IY
2472): Warbuster l6l8 DOH (III, p. 25); Warbister 1627 OR; Wartbuster
1662 Blaeu (133-4); Warbuster 1739 OR.
2. Warbister, S, HY 43 09, Parish of Kirkwall & St. Ola, Orkney.
Warbuster 1492 HSRO (p.32); Warbustare 1500 OR: Warbuster 1595
OR:. Warbuster 1684 Retours (O&S, 136).
3. *Warbister, R, ND 387 841, Island of Swona, Parish of South Ro-
naldsay, Orkney.
The specific is ON varda,f.,'award, a pyramid-shaped or conical stone
heap erected to serve as a marker' (cf. Marwick 1952, pp. 100, 179).
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Howevel in the case of no. I the specific may rather be a place-name (of
the same origin), *Varda, f., now Ward Hill, rising steeply behind where
Warbister ljsed to be (Marwick 1952, p. 179). In the case of no. 2, Mar-
wick notes that there is no known beacon in the vicinity, but this is of lit-
tle relevance to the interpretation of this name, as rarda can really refer to
any marker. No. 3 is now only reflected in the formally secondary name
Warbister Hill.
When compounded, ON varda, f., is usually found in the stem form (cp.
ON vardhald, n., 'a watch, a guard, a surveillance, a jail'). The middle
[-d-l in the rriconsonantal cluster, [-rdD-], has been dropped (cf. principle
described in Seip 1955, p. 155).
WASBIST, WASBISTER, WASBUSTER, WESTER
L Wasbist t, S, HY 48 42, Parish of Westray, Orkney.
Wasbuster 1492 HSRO (p. 6l); Wasbustar 15OO OR:' Wosbustar 1595 OR;
Westbuster l6l0 RMS (VII, 343); l'wazbast] 1952 Marwick (p. 38).
2. Wasbister, S, HY 395 328, Rousay Parish, Orkney.
Wasbustar, Wosbustar, Wosbuster 1595 OR; Westbister, Westbuster l6O9
RMS (VII, 159): Wosbuster 1619 DOH (III, p. 63); Wosbuster 1644
Retours (O&S, 45)t Wobuster 1657 Retours (O&S, 85); fWasbuster L.
1662 Blaeu (133-4)l: Wosbuster 1670 Retours (O&S, l0l); Wasbuster
1776 Mackenzie; ['uazbastar], ['wazdar] 1952 Marwick (p.66).
3. Wasbuster, S,HY 214 145, Sandwick Parish, Orkney.
Westbuster 1492 HSRO (p. 55): Wasbustar 1500 OR; Westbyster 1555-6
REO (p. 256); Worbuster? l614 RMS (V[, I I l9); Westbuster 1633 RMS
(Ylll,2244)t Vosbuster 1643 Retours (O&S,36): Wosbuster lg4 Retours
(O&S,,14); ['uazbastar] 1952 Marwick (p. 157).
4. Weste( S, ND 231 '72'7, Parish of Dunnet, Caithness.
wesbuster 1546 Sinclair (Mey\ Wesbuster 1549 RSS (IV 333); lVest-
buster 7553 RMS (lV 745\ Half-Waster, Wastbuster 1622 RMS (VIII,
251)t Westpuster 1632 Sinclair (Mey): Wester Wgister ? 1636 RMS (IX,
4931; Wester, Westbuster 166l RMS (Xl, 53); Weste 1662 Blaelu', Wester
1807 Anowsmith; Wester 1832 T\omson; ['uestar] 1985 Waugh (p. 260).
5. Wester t, S, ND 32 58, Parish of Wick, Caithness.
Wasbister 1538 RMS (I[, 1798); Wesbister 1545 RMS (lll,3164): West-
buster 1545 RMS (lII, 3765): Wesbuster 1549 RSS (IY 333); Westbuster
RSS 1566 (Y 3034); Wesbister 1587 RMS (Y l34l); Westbuster 1604
Retours (Cai., 5): Westbuster 1605 Retours (Cai ..7\; Wesbister l6l2 RMS
(VII, 766); Wester 1616 RMS (VII, l5O8)1 Wastbuster 1622 RMS (VIII,
251)', Woster 1632 RMS (VnI, l9l7); Westbister 1633 RMS (VIII,2207);
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Westbustar 166l RMS (X1,53); Weste 1662 Blaeu: Waster 1667 RMS
(XI, 1070); ll,och of Wester 1726 Macfarlane (I, l6l)l; l'wtstar] 1985
Waugh (p. 419).
The specific is ON vdrz k vqtns), genitive sg. of ON valn, n., 'water' a
lake' (cf. Marwick 1952, pp.38, 66, 157; Waugh 1985, pp. (229),260,
419-20). Waugh also suggests that the specific may be ON vest, adv.,
'west,' for nos 4 and 5. However, the earliest forms of both place-names
seem to contain ON varz rather than ON vestr. Furthermore, the place-
names refer to sites near lakes.
The specific has undergone the following developments: The [tl in the
cluster [-txD-] has been dropped. This loss is typical for the combination
[-ls] + consonant and would presumably also be applicable here (Seip,
1955, p. 166). The modem pronunciation of nos 4 and 5 are owing to
their confusion with Scots wasterlwester. comp. adj., 'lying towards the
west'.
The settlements of nos I and 5 are now lost, and their names are only
reflected in the topo graphy as Skeny of Wastbist, Inch of Wester, and Hill
of Wester, etc.
WASBISTER see s.n. WASBIST
WASBISTER
l. Wasbister, S, ND zl44 901, Parish of South Ronaldsay, Orkney.
2. Wasbister, S, ND 310 896, Parish of Walls & Flotta, Orkney.
The specific is most likely ON vestr,adv., 'west', in spite ofthe modem
form taken. There is no large body of water in the vicinity, so ON varz,
gen. sg. of ON varn, n., 'water as element', is not possible. No. I is situ-
ated west of Isbister and Midbister, South Ronaldsay, and the specific
must originally have been bestowed in reciprocation with the specifics of
the said names. No. 2 is situated west of Eastbister, Walls & Flotta, and
must also be regarded as containing a reciprocating specific.
WASBUSTER see s.n. \{ASBIST
WESTER see s.n. WASBIST
WESTERBISTER
Westerbister, S, HY 460 024, Holm Parish, Orkney.
Wasbuster 1482-3 REO (p. l94):Wasbustyr 1482-3 REO (p. 195): Westir-
bistir 1492 HSRO (p. 48); Westirbustir 1492 HSRO (p. 49); Westerbustir
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HSRO (p. 5O); Westerbustar 1500 OR; Westerbuster 1552-3 REO (p.
247); Westerbustar 1595 OR; Westerbuster 1595 OR; Westerbuster 1614
RMS (VII, lll9). Westbuster 1633 RMS (Ylll,2244)l Wasterbister 1641
Retours (O&S, 3l)', Westerbuster 1776 Mackenzie.
According to Marwick (1952, p.94) the specific is ON vesrr, adv.,
'west'. However, judging from the wriften forms the comparative adj.
yesrri, 'wester' seems more plausible. The specific is in reciprocation to
that of the nearby farrn of Easterbister (see above).
The 1482-3 forms are erroneous
4.4. Dating the Scottish b6lstadr place-name material
Owing to the fact that this place-name-type is only used for sefilement-
names, the earliest possible date at which it can have become current in
this area is the time when Scandinavian settlement in this area began. In
Ch. 1.4., above, this was assumed to be from about the middle of the 9,h
century. Since it will be shown in Ch. 6. that place-names of this type are
typically secondary settlements, their earliest application in this area is
possibly to be pushed towards the end of the 9'h century. In the case of
Caithness, which was conquered and subsequently colonised in the last
decade of the 9'h century, the establishment of settlements with names in
b6lstadr wolld probably not have occurred until some time in the l0,h cen-
tury.
How long this place-name element continued to have relevance in nam-
ing situations is harder to establish. Because the documentary evidence is
so late, it is difficult to establish a latest possible date of coinage on the
basis of linguistic evidence. However, if the word-stock can be taken to
signal cultural and religious aspects of the settlers' lives, it is interesting
that there is not a single certain reference to pagan Norse activity. On the
contrary words with a Christian significance, such as kirkja, f-, 'a church',
and tross, n., 'a cross', abound. When was Christianity introduced into the
areas of Scandinavian settlement? According to tradition, the Norwegian
King Olaf Tryggvason forced the Scandinavian colonies to accept
Christianily in 997 AD, but these areas must by and large already con-
verted by then, so this date should not be taken as firm evidence. For
instance, some of the original settlers of Iceland who came from the
Hebrides were allegedly Christian, and since the original settlement-phase
in Iceland extended from c.870-930, Christianity seems to have been
well-established, if not universal, from an early date in the Scandinavian
communities in Scotland. Norway became Christian some time during the
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I l'h century, and it cannot be assumed that the colonies were converted
later than this.
The early introduction of Christianity to the Scottish areas of Scandina-
vian influence can, therefore, not be used as a terminus ante qt'em in any
way. If we utilise what historical information there is about the
Scandinavian presence in Scotland, there is tangible evidence that the
southem Hebrides became heavily gaelicised in the course of the l2'b cen-
tury. The Gaelic influence seems to have been strong in this area from a
very early date, since it had often been under Hibemo-Scandinavian or
Manx-scandinavian rule from as early as the late 9'h century. It may be
that the southern Hebrides by and large ceased to be Scandinavian-speak-
ing in the course of the l2'h century. If this is the case, a cautiolus terminus
ante qvem may be fixed at this date, as lhis place-name element did not
survive as an active onomastic entity in Gaelic.
The Scottish King ousted the Orkney Earls from the mainland in 1202,
and the Hebrides and Man were ceded to the Scottish throne in 1265. From
these dates it must be assumed that Scandinavian culture and language
came under heavy pressure from Gaelic, and any coinages in bdlstadr in
these areas later than the middle and late l3d century would appear to be
highly unlikely. The fact that there are no Gaelic words used in composition
with b6lstadr, apart from loan words penaining to Christianity, strongly
suggests that this place-name element had ceased to be relevant even before
these dates, possibly by as much as a century or so.
The Northern Isles remained under Scandinavian control far longer than
did the Hebrides and Caithness, and in theory the use of this place-name
element may have continued well into the 156 century. However, since the
bdlstadr mateial in these areas does not distinguish itself in any way from
that of the Hebrides and Caithness, it is not likely to have been actively
used in the Northern Isles any later than in the Hebrides and Caithness.
The Scottish bdisradr place-name material does not allow for an exact dat-
ing. Where the terminus post quem is relatively easily established 
- 
from
the late 9'h century for the islands under Scandinavian control and the early
l0'h century for Caithness and Sutherland 
- 
the terminus ante qvem is
much harder to establish. However, owing to the fact that there is no
marked difference in the place-name material from region to region, it
must be assumed that the place-name element ceased to be active in all
areas at about the same time. A cautious terminus anle gvem might be the
late l2'h century to the middle of the [3'h century, but it is absolutely
impossible to ascertain this.
??
5. Icelandic and Faroese place-
names in b6lstadr
5.1. The element -b6lstadr in Iceland and the Faroes
Geography
Iceland is situated on the border between the Atlantic Ocean and the Arctic
Sea, some 900 km west of Norway and 800 km north-west of Scotland. To
the west, it is 300 km to Greenland. In spite of being situated so close to
the Arctic 
- 
the northernmost points of the country lying near the Arctic
Circle 
- 
Iceland is mainly European in climate and natural life.
The geology of Iceland is by far the youngest found in the areas under
consideration. Like the Faroe Islands, it consists mostly of different types
of very young 
- 
only some l4- l8 million years old 
- 
basalt, since it is situ-
ated on the Wyville Thomson ridge. There is immense geological activity
in the country, as evidenced in frequent volcanic eruptions, numerous
slumbering active volcanoes and hot springs. The frequent volcanic erup-
tions have caused the interior of Iceland to consist of a desert with dunes
of black, volcanic shifting-sand and of great lava fields. There is hardly
any plant growth in the interior of the country and the land is subject to
the disintegraling mechanisms of wind and frost. Therefore, considerable
amounts of material are eroded each year. Most of this is deposited in
large sand deltas. Since most of the glaciers terminate to the south, the
sand deltas have transformed almost the entire south coast into a large
low-water coastline with broad sandy beaches. The rest of the Icelandic
coast is mostly rocky, with sleep or vertical rock faces, often inlersected
by fiords and bays.
The numerous fiords and bays have been created by Ice Age glaciation
and ensuing melt water and river erosion. There is a fair morainic layer on
the banks and on the valley sides as a result of the erosion of the interior.
This means that the best soil is found in the fiord regions. Therefore, the
majority of the Icelandic farms are situated on the valley sides. Pre-indus-
trial Iceland was a decidedly fiord-economy, with reliance on both agri-
culture 
- 
mostly extensive farming 
- 
and on the harvest of the sea.
The Icelandic climate is wet. with mild winters and cool summers. This
climate is best suited for grass vegetation, so that extensive farming pre-
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vails, typically sheep and a fair amount of cattle. There is very little arable
land today, only about I,000 square kilometres. Present climatic and agri-
cultural conditions are, however, quite different from those in the original
landruim period. The climate was much milder around the turn of the first
millennium. Therefore. the arable land was much more extensive in those
days. Grain crops like barley and oats were common. Towards the end of
the Middle Ages, the climate deteriorated and the present, more extensive,
agricultural structure was developed. Excessive sheep grazing has pre-
vented trees from growing.
Like Iceland, the Faroe Islands are situated on the so-called Wyville
Thomson ridge, the northem border of the Atlantic Ocean, some 300 km
from their nearest neighbour, Shetland. The Faroe Islands consist of
numerous islands. Many of these are uninhabited owing to their diminu-
tive size and difficulty of access. Only a relatively small number of
islands, eighteen in all, are inhabited today.
The Faroe underground is volcanic in origin. It consists almost entirely
of different types of basalt. The present appearance of the Faroe landscape
is a result of erosive factors such as Ice Age glaciation, melt water and sea
waves. The highest surfaces constitute the traces of a Tertiary plateau.
Towards the open sea, especially to the north ald west, wave erosion has
created steep, often vertical hillsides with surf niches and surf ports; in
front of the steep hillsides stand detached rock needles - the so-called
Drangar. On the south and south-east coast and in bays and fiords, the
descent from the high plateau to sea level is less dramatic; many of the
fiords are small glacial valleys.
During the Ice Age, the Faroes were covered by their own ice cap.
When the ice cap retracted, a morainic layer was deposited on the valley
floors and up the sides. This layer is usually not very thick and the quali-
ty of the soil is not particularly good either, as the lion's share of the erod-
ed material has been deposited at sea. A carpet of green grass covers the
thin soil layer. The quality of the soil in most places is such that extensive
farming, such as grazing for sheep and cattle, is the only agricultural
option, as the climate is not suitable for grain crops.
Dissemination
The distribution of place-names in b6lstadr in Iceland is quite interesting.
Of the twenty names which originate or possibly originate as names in
bdlstadr I have been able to locate here, nineteen are found exclusively in
the westem and southern counties, or.rys1a. The sole remaining example
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Fig. 4. The distribution of place names in C)ld Norse lrd^-rddl in lceland.
found in Austur-Skaftafellssfsla in the south-east of the country should
most probably be seen as an extension of the southem distribution (see fig.
4). The distribution of names in the westem and southern parts has the
character of fairly evenly scattered dissemination.
The highest number of bdlsradrs in any county does not exceed three,
and only in Dalasfsla and Borgarfjar6ars;isla do we find this many. In
most of the western and southem counties, such as Hfnavatnsfsla, Stran-
daslisla, Snefellsness:isla, Rangilrvallasly'sla and Vestur-Skaftafellssisla,
there are two examples of b1lstadr names, whereas Bardastrandarsjsla,
Gulbringusfsla and Amesslisla have only one each. Not all of the west-
ern counties, however, have names in bblstadr. For instance, Isafjar6ar-
sisla, Hnappadalssfsla, Myrasfsla and Kj6sarsfsla are not represented at
all.
Owing to the fact that there are only two possible bdl.rlndr place-names in
the Faroes, I do not find it necessary to discuss their distribution. Suffice
it to say that the one locality, Kirkja, is situated on Fugloy in the northern
part of the isles, whereas Velbastadur is situated in the central Faroes in
the south of Streymoy.
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Previous Researrch
The treatment of ON b6lstadr in Iceland is meagre. One reason for this is
that it has been perceived as an uncomplicated place-name element,
because of its limited range of specifics.
The most important lcelandic contribution to the discussion of ON Ddl-
stadr in Iceland is Svavar Sigmundsson's article 'Icelandic and Scottish
place-names'.88 Here the author notes that since bdlsradr is the most wide-
spread Scandinavian place-name generic in Scotland, it is surprising that
Icelandic place-names in -bdlstadur are so few There are only four sim-
plex formations in B1lstadur, and twelve of the Breidab6lstalur-type.
Twelve out of the 16 b6lstedur-names are mentioned in medieval sources.
In these sources they vary considerably in assessment, ranging from l2 to
60'hundreds' 
- 
the local land-assessment unil.
Svavar finds that although it could be imagined that the compound-
tame Breidabdlstadrr, meaning the 'broad farm', could have been invent-
ed in Iceland, it is more likely that the name-type came ready-made from
the Scottish Isles. He states that this name-type occurs at least eight times
in the Scotia Scandinavica area. This supposition is further strengthened
by the fact that, as his map-evidence shows, there is a general correlation
of the distribution of the name-type Breidabdlstadur with the areas typi-
cally inhabited by (Scandinavian) settlers from the British Isles. Accord-
ing to the ltndndmabdk, most of the settlers from the British Isles, or
those who had connections with these, tended to settle in the southern and
westem parts of Iceland.
It is also stated that the farms of the Breidab6lstadur-type were proba-
bly settlements right from the beginning. The original settlers divided their
lands among their families, relatives and followers and it is cautiously
suggested that Breidab6lstadur as a type could correspond to the Norwe-
gian Miklabdlstadr. He goes on to argue that the reason for the non-
appearance of the Miklab6lstadur-type in Iceland is most likely because
Breidab<ilstadur was more familiar to the settlers who had come directly
from Scotland.
Svavar may have a point here, especially viewed in the light of the fact
that place-names of the Breidabdlstadur-tyw are mainly situated in the
88. Sigmundsson, Svavar, 'lcelandic and Scottish place-names', in Proceedings ofthe Xlxth
lnternotional Congress of Ononastic Sciences, August 4-ll, /9%, (Aberdeen, 1998),
vol. II, pp. 330-42.
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parts of Iceland where the Scoto-Scandinavian and Iro-Scandinavian set-
tlers generally settled. However, more research will need to be done
before any firm conclusions about this can be formed.
As is the case in lceland, very little has been written on the place-name
element b6lstadr in the Faroes. and this has to do with the fact that it is
scarcely represented in the islands. Christian Matras has the following to
say about ON b6lstadr in the Faroe Islands in Nordisk Kultur v: Steds-
navn:
It is even stranger that the larger islands, partly or completely, lack
many of the place-name forming elements that we find in Orkney,
Shetland and (partly) Iceland. I am here lhinking of certain desig-
nations for;form ot settlement.I...lof -bdlstadr, which forms part of
a large number of farm names in Orkney and Shetland, as well as
some Icelandic farm names, there are only weak traces in the Faroe
Islands (*KlrtTaDdlstadr as a designation for the township of ri
Kirkju, cf. Ork. Shetl. and lcel. Kirkjubdlstadr); otherwise, one
B6lstadur is found as a topographical name on N6lsoy (meaning
either 'the place where a shelter (bdl) has stood' or 'resting-place
for canle' ...). fmy translationlEe
It is clear from Matras' concise account that there ts yery little bdlstadr
material in the Faroe Islands, and indeed most of what has been said about
ON bdlstadr is to be found in the analysis of the individual place-names.
However, one important article dealing with ON b6lstalr in the Faroe
Islands has appearcd. In 1986 Lindsay Macgregor published her 'Norse
Naming Elements in Shetland and Faroe: A Comparative Study'.e0
89 01scn,Magnus(cd),Nοだ:Sたκ
“
′rlrァッi Sieas″α"`,(stOCkholm,1939),p57:“Markc‐Igcrc cr dct,at dc storrc ocr mangLr dd宙s cllcr hclt mangc aF dc stcdnavnedanncnde
lcd,som vi rlndcr pa Orknocmc,Shctland og(dclViS)pa ISland Det er vissc bclcgnclscr
for gard cl bcbyggclsc,jcg hcr tankcr pa…♭びぉraδらdcr i dgar i en massc orkl10ske
Og shctlandske og en dcl islandskc ga¨dnavnc,cr dcr kun svagc spor aF pa Farocme
(*綸rty“あお″δ′som betegnclsc For bygden`KlrkJu,jfr Orkn,shctl,islん′●″bιι‐
S″らrl,Cncrs flndcs βびお″δ
“
r som natumavn pa N61soy(bCt Cntcn`stcd hvor cn lygard
(あうhar slaet'cl.hv‖cp ads for kvag')''
90 Macttgば,Lindsay, `Norsc Naming Elcmcnts in Shctland and Faroc:A Comparativc
Sttldy',in No″力′′7, θs 23,(Edinburgh,1986),pp 84 101
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In this article, Macgregor finds that the presence of one type of generic
in one area and its absence in another is not a result of spatial differences
in settlement and usage of onomasticon but rather the result of different
naming-traditions spurred by local conditions 
- 
natural as well as man-
made. She has caried out an in-depth study of a number of place-name
types in Shetland and the Faroe Islands. ln this connection she has made
a very detailed study of ON bblstadr in Shetland and has come to the con-
clusion that the meaning of the element here corresponds to a 'farm estab-
lished on a cultivated field'. In other words, ON bdlsrcdr signifies a se-
condary settlement established as the result of intemal expansion to near-
by fields. However, this expansion was only one of several possibilities.
Settlement could also take place at distant coastal sites and inland mar-
ginal sites. Therefore, the type of expansion itself became a distinguishing
feature. The absence (or very nearly so) of ON bdlstadr in the Faroe
Islands is put down to the fact that there was only one type of secondary
expansion possible 
- 
the infield expansion. And even though ON Ddl.rradr
would be a suitable place-name element to describe this type of secondary
expansion, it did not make sense to add this generic because it would not
serve any distinguishing function. The limited amount of available land
in the Faroe Islands meant that the secondary settlements (Fer. bylin-
gar) clustered around the primary seltlement site in settled areas (Fer.
bysdir\.
With this article Macgregor focuses (very wisely) on the limitations of
the argument that spatial disribution of certain generics in comparison
with others can be used to construct chronologies. The reason for this is
that, for instance, differences in the topography may necessitate differ-
ences in settlement pattems and naming patterns. Her analysis of bdlsradr
is on the whole competent, although she expresses herself ambiguously on
one point. By saying that ON bdlstadr may have been used as a field name
but not have come into use until after settlement arose on the field must
be seen as an instance of muddled thinking. If a place-name only comes
into being after settlement has been established on a field, then the name
cannot originally refer to a field-name. But apart from this lapse, it is an
excellent article with a deep understanding of the North Atlantic naming-
situation.
Phonetic developments
It has not been possible to obtain any phonetic renderings of b1lstadr-
names in Iceland. Compared with the rest of the Scandinavian languages,
Icelandic is quite archaic. It has retained many of the features of the origi-
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nal Old Norse language. However, some phonetic changes have occurred
in Icelandic. Of greatest relevance to this present work is especially the
development of a svarabhakti-vowel in the 136 century between a conso-
nant and final -r (Skard 1973,p. 123). Hence the modem nominative sin-
gular spellings in Bdlstadarl-b6lstad4r, where ON would have had
B6lstadrl-bdlstadr.
I have chosen not to delve into the developme of btilstadr in the
Faroes, as the possible examples which exist in these island are both too
few in number and too uncertain to substantiate any elaboration on the
Faroese phonetic development of this element. Instead, the development
of the generic is treated separately in the Faroese place-name section (Ch.
5.3) below.
5.2. The Icelandic place-name material
Simplex forrnations:
B6LSTADUR
I . B6lstadur, S, Flj6tshli6, Rang6rvallas;isla.
i Bolstad c. 1390-1425 Ldn (LdnMb, 9).
2. B6lstadur, S, Helgafellssveit, Snafellsnessyisla.
ti Bdlstad c. 1700 Eb (p.20); Bdlstadur 1702 Jardab6k (V p. 321).
3. B6lstadur, S, Kaldrananess6kn, Strandasfsla.
B1lstadur 1706 Jarbab6k (vii, p. 380); Bolstadur 1733 IK (pl. 58); Stadr
1780 IK (pl. 67).
4. B6lstadur, S, Reynishverfi, Dyrh6lahreppi, Vestur-Skaftafellssfsla.
B1lstadur 1703 Jar6ab6k (xiii, p. 342).
The origin ofthese names is ON bdlsradr, m., 'a farm'(cf. J6nsson, Eog-
janqfu d klandi, p. 450). The 1780 form of no. 3 is a result of confusion
of this name with Srad r, situated on the other side of Selstrgnd firth (see
below).
Compound formations:
BREIDAB6LSTADIR, BREIDAB6LSTADUR, STADUR
l. Brei6ab6lstadir, S, Alftaneshreppur, Gullbringus!sla.
Breidabolstadur 1703 Jardab6k (iii, p. 215); Bredebolstad l72l-2lK (pl.
47).
2. Brei6ab6lsta6ur, S, Qlfushreppur, Amess:isla.
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Breidabdlstadur 1706 Jardab6k (ii, p. 439); Breidaboellstader, Breida-
boelstader 1731 IK (pl. 53).
3. Brei6ab6lsta6ur, S, Borgarhafnarhreppur, Austur-Skaftasly'sla.
a Breidabdlstad c. 1390-1425 kln (LdnHaukab, Ch. 270); Breidebol-
stader 1733 lK (pl. 59); lBreidebolstaders lon 1733 lK (pl. 59)1: [Breide-
bostadertoon 1734 IK (pl. 6O)l: Breidabool sta-dur, lBreidabol-stadur
loon 176l IK (pl. 64)l; lBrelidabolstadar loon c. l77O lK (pl. 65)l: lBrei
dabolstadar lnon 1780 IK (pl. 67)1.
4. Breidab6lsta6ur, S, Reykholtsdalur, Borgarfiardars;y'sla.
a Breida bolstad c. 1302- 1310 Ldn (LdnHauksb, Ch. l7): d Breidab6lstad
c. 1700 Hcens (Ch. l); Breidebolstadur 1708 Jar6ab6k (iv, p. 229);
Brelidebolstad 1723 IK (pl. 48).
5. Breidab6lsta6ur, S. Reykholtsdalur, Borgar!ardars!sla.
d pdrum Breidabdlstad c. |TOO Hcns (Ch. l); Fome Breidabdlstadur,
Litlu Breidabolstader 1708 Jardab6k (iv p. 230).
6. Brei6ab6lstadur, S, Fellstrandarhreppur, Dalasfsla.
i breida bolstad 1378 DI (iii, nr.277): Breideb6lstadur 1703 Jardab6k (vi,
p. 102); Breide boelstad 1725IK (pl. 50).
7. Brei6ab6lstabur, S, Mi6dalahreppur, Dalaslisla.
aa Breidabolstad c. 1600-1700 Ldn (LdnSt, p. 158): Breidebdlstabur
1703 Jardab6k (vi, p. 33): Breidebolstad 1725 IK (pl. 50).
8. Brei6ab6lstadur, S, Nebri Vatnsdalshreppur, Hfnavatnssisla.
a Breidtt-bolstad c. 1350- 1370 Stu 0 , p. 3l,l.2O); d Breidab'lstad c. 1700
Vatn (Ch. 39): Breidabdlstadur 1703 Jardab6k; Breidabolstadur 1733lK
(pl. s7).
9. Breidab6lstadur, S, Vestara H6pshreppur, Htinavatnsslisla.
at Breidabolstad c. 1302-1310 Kristni (LdnHauksb, Ch. 18); aa Breipa-
bolstad c. 1350- 1370 Stu (r, p.319,1.26): Breidabolstlad 1353 DI (iii, nr.
3O); til Breidabolstadar 1386 DI (iii, nr. 335); In breidabolstadha 1423
DI (iv, nr. 365): a Breidabolsrad c. l70O Ldn (LdnSk, p. 195); Breidabol-
stadur \705 Jardab6k (viii, p. 257); Breidebolstadur 1733 IK (pl. 57);
Breidebolstadur 1734 IK (pl. 6O): Breidabolstad-r c. 1770 IK (pl. 65);
Breidabolstadr 1780 IK (pl. 67).
10. Brei6ab6lstadur, S, Flj6tshli6, Rangdrvallaslisla.
a Breida bolstad c. 1302-1310 Eir (IxlnHauksb, Ch. 2): aa Breida-bol-
srad c. 1350-1370 Sru (r, p. 221); Breidabolstad c. 1390-1425 Ldn
(LdnMb, Ch. l2): ii Breidabolstad 1447 DI (iv, nr. 136): Breidabolst
stadar c. 1550 IK (pl. 23): Brandabol stader 1595 lK (p1.24): Branda
bol staa der 1607 IK (pl. 25\: Branda bol stadar 1616 IK (pl. 28);
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Breidabolst Stader 163l IK (pl. 28); Brandabol Stader 163l IK (pl. 30);
Bredebol-stad c. 1645 IK (pl. 38): Breidclbol Stadur 1668 IK (pl. 39);
Breidabdls-stadur l7l0 Jardab6k; Breifuiboelstader, Breidaboestader
l73l IK (pl. 54); Breidaboostadur 176l IK (pl. 64); Breida-bol-stadr
1733 IK (pl. 67).
I l. Breidab6lstadur, S, Sk6garstrandarhreppur, Snzefellsnessy'sla.
aa Breidabolstad c. 1302-1310 Ldn (LdnHauksb, Ch.76): d Breidabdl-
srad c. 1700 Eb (p. 59); Breide-bdlstadur 1702 Jardab6k (v, p. 337): Brei-
debolstad 1724lK (pl. 44); Bredeboelstad 1728 lK (pl. 52); Breidabols-
Stadur 176l IK (pl. 64); Breida bolstadr c. 1770 IK (pl. 65); Breidabol-
stadr 178O lK (pl. 67).
12. Breidab6lsta6ur, S, Kleifahreppur (d si6u), Vestur-Skaftafellssfsla.
Breidebolstader 1733 IK (pl. 59).
13. Stadur 6 Reykjanesi, S, Garysdalss6kn, Bar6astrandarslisla.
d Breidab6lstad c. 1350-1370 Stu (r, p. '184); aa Breidabolstad c. l4OO
GullP (Ch. 39); Stadur l7l0 Jardab6k (vi, p. 206); Stadur 1742 lK (pl.
63).
14. Stadur ( Steingrimsfirdi, S, Kaldrananess6kn, Strandaslisla.
til Breilta-bols-stadar c. 1350-1370 Stu 0, p. 141): a Breida-bolstad c.
1350-1370 Stu (r, p. 451); Stadur 1595 IK (pl. 24); Stadur 16O7 lK (pl.
25): Stadur l6l6 IK (pl. 28)', Stadur I668 IK (pl. 39)', Stadur 1733 IK (pl.
58): Breidebolstader 1734 lK (pl. 60); Stadur 1742lK (pl. 63)', Stadur
l76l IK (pl. 64): Bre,.jdabolstadr c. l770IK (pl. 65).
The first element is ON Draidr, adj., 'broad, wide'(cf. J6nsson, BrzTa-
npfn d islandi, p. 450), and the second is ON Ddlsladr, m. This construc-
tion is by far the most common bdlstadr name-type in Iceland. The exact
reason for this is somewhat unclear, but the majority of place-names of
this type are probably analogical formations, albeit they probably have a
degree of factuality about them.
The present form of no. I shows a plural form. However, this seems to
be a late change 
- 
probably on analogy of the numberous farms in stadir,
m. pl., 'a farm'in Iceland. ON bdlsradr is occasionally found with plural
forms (see e.g. Bolstad, Evanger sn., Hordaland fylke, Norway (no. 7)).
The reason for this is not entirely clear. It may be owing to confusion with
ON sradir, m. pl., 'a farm', or that the settlement area had been perceived
as consisting of several farms.
Nos l3 & 14 represent reduced forms. Why this reduction has occurred
is not clear. One possibility could be that other simplex Slcdar-names has
caused the reduction by force of analogy. Their origins as b<ilstadr-com-
pound is clear enough, though.
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BR-EIDAB6LSTADUR SCE S.N. BREIDAB6LSTADIR
HQRDUB6L
H9rbub6l, S, Middalahreppur, Dalasf sla.
d Hgrdab6lstad c. 1330- 1370 Laxd (Ch.6)', Hi;rdubtil 1703 Jarbab6k (vii,
23): Hdrdeboel 1725 IK (pl. 50).
The specific seems to be the genitive ofthe tribal name ON flprdar, m.
pl., 'men from Hordaland (Norway)'(cf. J6nsson, Bejanpfu d islandi, pp.
425l. 450). The specific is possibly used here as a byname. The generic is
probably ON bdlstadr, m. However, this origin is only indicated once in
documentary evidence 
- 
all the other show ON bdl, n.
KIRI(IUB6L
Kirkjub6l, S, Borgarfi9rdu1 B orgarfj ardarsly'sla.
a KyrkioboLstad c. 1700 Ldn (LdnSk, p. l7)', Kirkeboel 1723 IK (p1.48).
The specific is the genitive sg. of ON tirkja, f., 'a church'. The generic
is probably ON btilstadr, m., as suggested by the earliest form (cf.
J6nsson, Brejanpfn d islandi, p. 450).
'I\e 1723 form shows a reduced generic, possibly formed on analogy
with the more common Icelandic place-name element bdl,n.
STADUR see s.n. BREIDAB6LSTADIR
5.3. The Faroese place-name material
Owing to the very limited b6lstadr p'lace-name-material found in the
Faroe Islands, I have decided not to sub-section this sub-chapterer
KIRKIA
Kirkja, S, (29V) PK 391 127, Kirkju Byg6, Kirkjuhagi, Fugloy, Nordoya
Sfsla.
Kircke 1600-l jbr. (p.9r); Kierke 1709-10FK(pl. l4)', Kirke 1795 FK (pl.
23).
The sources do not give any other impression than that this name is a
simplex name in ON tirtja, f., 'a church'. However, the locals sometimes
91 l aln indcbtcd to Dr Poul Skanlp of ulc univcrsi,Of Aarhus and Mag Art Eivind
Wcyhc,F¢Юyaln61sdcildin,F【
“
skaparsctur F¢Юya Faroc lsiands,fOr hclpFul com_
mcnaヽnd suggcstiOns
???
refer to it as Kirkjub$stadut (Cf. Hansen, J. Simun, Tey byggja land. l.
partur 
- 
Fugloyar sdtn, (Klaksvik, l91l),p.23.), pronounced I't[irt[ibo-
ste:uir) (cf- Matras 1932, p.l5), as a designation used mostly by fisher-
men, but also in everyday speech. Both Matras and Hansen interpret
KirkjubAstadur as originating from an unrecorded *Kirfiubdlstadr. Han-
sen even goes further to say that flrkjc has supplanted an original simplex
*Bdlstadur 
-the Iocal alternative being a 'transition' form. Both Hansen's
and Matras'theories are interesting but not without problems. The form
Kirkjub4stadur is not recorded in writing. For an unoficial version of a
place-name to survive some four centuries or more would be truly
remarkable. but this is what it would have to have done here because there
are no written forms to supporl the theory of an original bdlstadr-name.
Instead, the -bqsfidur-element should possibly be seen as a paraphrasing
epexegetic appellative. It is well known that fishermen in the North
Atlantic region have traditionally had a special sea jargon for words (and
occasionally also names) used on land. When fishing, words (and names)
used on land were considered to be taboo and were paraphrased or
replaced by a special word stock. In this respect, the form Kirf,j, bqstadur
may be interpreted as a paraphrase of the bygd-name Kirkja, the epexe-
getic element having been employed in order to avoid bad luck. If this is
the case, the form Kirkjubqstadar can only be regarded as secondary to
KlrkJa. In this respect, the present name of Kirkja can therefore hardly be
considered an elliptical form of an original * Kirkjub<ilstadur.
In every day speech, Klrlr7Z is normally called d Kirkju.
VELBASTADUR
Velbasta6ur, S, (29V) PJ 124 743, Velbastadur Bygd, Streymoyar Sfsla.
Valbystedx 1584 jbr (p. 55v): walbostedt 1590 jbr. (p. 18r\ Valbested
l60l jbr. (p. 24r\; paa Welbested l6l7 Tingb.; Velberstqt c. 1650 FK (pl.
9)a Velberstat 1673 FK (pl. 1O): Welber-smdt 1684 FK (pl. l2); WeLbestad
1709- l0 FK (pl. l3): Woleste, Velbers '! 1734 FK (pl. l5); Velbesta c. l77O
FK (pl. 16); Velbestad 1770 FK (pl. l7): Velbe stadt c. 1784 FK (pl. l9);
Welbestad c. 1780 FK (pl. 20); Velbastea 1784 FK (pl. 2l &22): Welbestad
1806 FK (pl. 23).
There have been various suggestions as to the etymology of this name.
Jakob Jakobsen ( 1909, pp. 74-5) interpreted it as a name in stadur with a
personal name (in the genitive singular) as the specific, such as *VilDl (<
*Vlbjpm) or Valbi (< Valbjqm). His reason for assuming thal the specific
was a personal name was that Icelandic place-names in stadir, m. pl., 'a
farm', are typically compounded with such. However, Jakobsen did find
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the present /-e-l ([c]) problematic, but he explained it as either a sporadic
i-umlaut or as a vowel-dissimilation of an earlier *Valbastadr.
This interpretation has later been opposed by Karl Gustav Ljunggren
(1955 & 1957). Instead, he thinks this is a place-nameinON bdlstadr,m.,
compounded with ON vl, n., 'a holy place where sacrifices take place'. He
supports his assumption by the fact that a parallel place-name is to be
found at least once in Norway. Ljunggren has explained the development
of Velbastaiur from an original *Vdb6lstadr by a series of phonetic
changes, first a metathesis of [-/-] to *Vilbostadr, and then a subsequent
shortening of the mainstressed vowel from [-e:-l to [-e-]. This would result
in the intermediate form, *Velbostadr. Then [-o-] (having apparently been
shortened at an earlier stage (not mentioned by Ljunggren)) would then
shift to a more fronted and open [-n-] as is found today.
Ljunggren's interpretatior, of Velbastadur is not entirely unproblematic.
The shift [-o-] to [-a-] cannot readily be accounted for on phonetic
grounds. The sources do not show an /-a-l until the 18'h century. Before
then it is at fnsl. l-O-1, then l-eJ, neither of which would normally repre-
sent [-a-]. Ljunggren's supposition does, however, find some suppon in
the change of [-b9] to [-ba] as in e.g. Sunnbq, pronounced Lsombal. But
whether this change also takes place in medial position, and not only final-
ly, I have been unable to ascertain. The 1-metathesis does not appear to be
entirely unproblematic either This type of metathesis is well-known in
Faroese, for instance interchanged with r as in ON kringla > Fal. klingra,
or with y as in ON tafl > Fer. ralv. Furthermore, a metathesis may take
place with a consonant and its immediately preceding or following vowel.
However, the metathesis described by Ljunggren is unatiested in Faroese.
The apparent /-metathesis in Velbastadur does not appear to have been an
interchange of 1 with another consonant (such as in the metathesis of ON
ktingla to Fer. klingfa), and neither does it shift position with neither an
immediately preceding or following consonant or vowel. For these rea-
sons, Ljunggren's interpretation appears to be somewhat unsatisfaclory.
On the other hand, it is difficult to see what the elymology of Velbastad-
ar can be. Firstly, the written forms are rather late and, I suspect, possibly
to some extent danicised or norwegianised. Therefore, it is impossible to
say whether the earliest recorded forms actually convey the form of the
name rightly. I am here thinking especially about the present vowels [€]
(first written as /a,/ as in 1584 Valbystedtt) and [a] (variously written /y/
(1584 Valbystedtr), /@l (1590 walbostedt) and /e/ (1601 Valbested))
Obvious variations of this magnitude naturally make any interpretation
tentative. Secondly, there is very little ON word-material in velb- or
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valb-. On the face of it, Jakobsen's suggestion that the specific might be a
hypocoristic personal name such as * Vilbi or +Valbi would appear to be
the most likely. However, no such forms have ever been attested, so this
interpretation is also somewhat uncertain. In conclusion, I see no other
way out than to deem the etymology of this place-name uncertain.
5.4. Dating the Icelandic and Faroese material
The date of coinage of place-names containing b6lstadr h Iceland has
already been briefly touched upon. The original settlement phase is nor-
mally stated to be c.870-930. This is the classical date given by early
Icelandic historians. Substantial tephrochronological and archaeological
research have recently confirmed that this time-span for initial settlement
may well be correct.er Taking into account the fact that the application
appears to have been to secondary settlements, also in Iceland, an earliest
date of application may be said to be at the beginning of the l0'h cen-
tury.
Where the terminus posl qvem is relatively easily fixed on archaeologi-
cal and historical evidence grounds, lhe terminus qnte qven is more diffi-
cult to establish. Icelandic is a very conservative language 
- 
the language
is essentially the same now as it was at the time of the onginal landndm.
This means that Ddlsradr could theoretically have been used to form a genu-
ine place-name almost to this very day. However, there are several reasons
why they are most likely to be very old. Firstly, most place-names with
b6lstadr as an element are already found in medieval sources, and all have
at least been recorded by the year 1710. Svavar Sigmundsson mentions in
'Icelandic and Scottish place-names' that church-sites or chapel-sites have
been found at nine localities with place-names of this type.es To Orri
V6steinsson, church-sites on farms are an indication that the farms them-
selves were established prior to the introduction of Christianity. The
Christian faith became generally accepted in the eady ll'h century.ea lf
Orri V6steinsson is right in his assumptions, then almost half of the place-
92. V6steinsson, Orri, 'Pattems of settlement in lceland: a study in prehistory', in SaSd
Book, vol. w, part l, (London, 1998), pp.2-4.
93. Sigmundsson, Svavar, 'lcelandic and Scottish place-names', in Proceedin4s of the xlxth
Intemotionltl Con|ress of Ononostic Sciences, August 4-11,19%, (Aberdeen, 1998),
vol. Il, p.331.
94. V6steinsson, Orri, 'Pattems of seftlem€nt in lceland: a study in Prehistory', in SaSa
Book, rol. ,.xv, porl l. (London, 1998), pp 2l-3.
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names here can be dated to before 1000. The majority ofplace-names with
b6lstadr as an element may well have been coined before this date, but
some may not have been coined until into the 11'h century.
From this it is clear that the active time-span of this type of place-name
was very limited. It seems that no more than 200 years at the most may
separate the earliest coinage from the latest example, which means that
names in b'lstadr werc probably all coined in the l0s or I 16 centuries.
There are only three place-names in the Faroes that may be oiginal bdLs-
tadr names, namely Bdlstalur, Kirkja, and Velbastadur.T\e first is a late,
purely Faroese formation, not related as such to this element. The second
place-name, Kirkja, has a local variant vemacular form that might be from
b6lstadr, brtt there are serious doubts as to whether this form is actually
the original one. The last name, Velbastadur, is the strongest Faroese con-
testant for being a place-name in ON bdlsradr, but even this one is doubi-
ful. Furthermore, the localities these three place-names refer to are not
typical for ON bdlstadr, and although this is not an absolute parameter, it
strengthens the argument against these place-names' being of this origin.e5
With such an uncertain material, I have chosen not to engage myself in
any unsubstantiated arguments as to the date of formation of the place-
names. The material is much too sparse. B6lstadr cannot be shown with
certainty to have been used as a place-name element in the Faroe Islands.
95 C「Cammcltoft,Pcdc■
1998),pp 2-8
'H6vu6bryggj hj6 navnafr66ingi', in Mdhinq 24, (T6$haw,
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6. The topographical survey
6. l. General introduction to the chapter
The following model is based on the historian David Olson's model for
settlement.e6 According to this, any farm will display a certain set of
characteristics by which it can be classified. These characteristics will
determine whether a settlement is primary, secondam or peripheral (see
fig. 5). A classification according to this model can give an indication of
the most likely chronology of a period of settlement expansion in any
given region. In this context, it must be stressed that there is not neces-
sarily any connection between the age of the settlement and that of its
name; any name can be bestowed on any given location at any given
time without this necessarily signifying any change or 'newness' about
the place. Similarly, a settlement may be established on any given local-
ity at any given time without the name of the locality changing (it mere-
ly undergoes a change in denotation). This cannot be sufficiently
stressed.
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Shieling
Church
Harbour
Sea
Lake
Streams and rivers
Arable land
Holding boundaries
T,,pe l: A primary settlement (Al) with most of
the original favourable factom intact. De-
tached, independent s€condary units with
many favourable factors (Bl). Peripheral
settlements on maryinal land with few
favourable factors (C).
Typ€ 2: Two ponions of good, arable land of the
primary settlement have become inde-
pendent secondary settlements (82). The
primary settlement is still rccognisable
(A2). Peripheral settlements on marginal
land (C).
Type l: The division of a primary settlemenr inro
several equal pans. All the resulting settle-
menrs are s€condary (B.lr. The primary
'mother' settlement is no longer apparent
(A3). Peripheral settlements on marginal
land (C).
Fig. 5. An overview ofOlson's model of settlement.
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6. 1.a. Methodical and theoretical considerations
The settlement situation may vary from region to region. Differences in
settlement are also evident in the areas of study. For instance, the Norwe-
gian settlement structure has been developing since at least the Iron Age,
if not the Bronze Age, whereas Norse settlement in Scotland and Iceland
is no older than the Vking Age. This means that, viewed from an overall
perspective, the settlement situation in Norway is not directly comparable
to that in the Norse colonies in the North Atlantic. However. with Olson's
model I am only trying to give an indication of the settlement chronology
in a period of expansion. Both Norway and the Norse colonies experi-
enced a marked settlement expansion around the Viking Age. According
to recent archaeological studies, a considerable settlement expansion in
Norway seems to have started in the centuries immediately before the
Viking Age.'7 This settlement expansion may be seen as an attempt to
cope with a major increase in population. The same population increase
may also be seen as a contributory factor to the establishment of Norse
colonies in the North Atlantic area. In this respect, I have chosen to view
the expansions in Norway and in the North Atlantic area as being rooted
in the same conditions, which makes the expansion phase in both places
comparable. I shall elaborate on this point later but first I want to discuss
the sefilement development in Norway and the colonies and its theoretical
foundation.
Traditional Norwegian settlement history has evolved around the con-
cept of the Urgdrd (pimordial farm). This model describes a settlement
development rooted in a few, central settlement UJits (urgdrder\, from
which evolved a number ofnew farms in the early Iron Age and later. This
concept can be traced back to two works from 1926: Sigurd Grieg,
Hadelands eldste bosetningshistorie, and Magnus Olsen, Ettegdrd og hel-
ligdom. and cannot be said to have developed much since then. There is,
however, some variation in the chamcter oflhe Urgrird in the different set-
Ilement-historical studies, from being more or less site-continuous, to
mobile settlement units with settlement continuity within a topographical-
ly limited area.e8 The model has been criticised for presupposing a contin-
uous development and expansion, an aspect not evident from recent
research in settlement development and chronology.e The stable and con-
97 Pil¢,op r″ in footnotc 96,p 182
98 ′♭:4,p 170
99 Lφken&Sarhcim.oP c′′ in fooinotc 96,P 182,and BHnk,1988,9′ c′■in footnotc
96,pp 64‐5
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tinuous development presupposed by the Urgdrd model is not evidenced
from the other Scandinavian countries, e.g. Denmark, where settlement
development is considered to have been rather more complex. Here, Iron
Age settlements are generally thought to have been mobile settlement
units until the end of the Viking Age, at which time they became stable.r0o
Additionally, the {JrgArd model does not account for the possibility of a
retraction in settlement structure resulting from a decrease in population.
In other words, the Llrgdrd model gives the impression of the existence of
a special Norwegian settlement development rooted in stable Bronze Age
(or earlier!) settlements with a high degree of temporal and developmen-
tal stability.
The most recent archaeological study of the settlement deYelopment in
Norway has shown that the lJrgdrd model is too simplistic and even
wrong on some points. The archaeologist Lars Pilo has demonstrated
that it is probable that the early Norwegian settlement stucture consist-
ed of mobile and successively relocated units well on into the Roman
Iron Age. The settlement structure did not become stable until about 200
AD, in some cases even later. Furthermore, there were also some indica-
tions that new settlement units were established (landruim or 'land-tak-
ing') in the late lron Age, i.e. after the stable settlement structure with
site continuity had been introduced.r(lr These aspects of Pilo's studies
prove that the Urgdrd model is not correct in presuming that the settle-
ment structure was stable and site-continuous as early as the Bronze
Age. Instead, settlement units were successively relocated until the late
Roman Iron Age and some were not even established until in the late
Iron Age.
The inherent notion of the continuous development and expansion from
the IJrgdrd of this model also proves difficult to maintain in unmodified
form. It has long been suggested that the settlement pattem is far more
100. Ct e.g. Ckistensen, E. Porsmose, 'Overvejelser omking den fysiske bebyggelse pi
overgangen mellem oldtid og middelalder', pp. 65-75, and Jeppesen, T. Grongaard,
'Stedskontinuite! i fynske landsbyer belyst ved hj@lp af den a*@ologiske metode', pp.
76-8?, both in Thrane, Henrik (ed.), Konlinaitet og beblqgelse. Beretninq fro et s)m'
posium d. 12.-14. naj 1977 aJholdt af Odense universitet. Skifter fra Institut for
Historie og Samfundsvidenskab nr. 22, Odense Universitet, (Odense, 1977); Jeppesen,
T. Grongaard. 'Oldtidsbebyggelse 
- 
middelalderbebyggelse'l Kontinuitet eller brud?',
ir H ikuin 4, (197 8), pp. I l1 -24 .
l)l.PtlO, op. ct. in footnote 96. pp. l8l-2.
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complex than hitherto assumed by the Urgdrd. model,to2 but it has not pre-
viously been investigated as thoroughly as by PilO. According to him the
following settlement development took place in his area of study:
The agrarian settlement expanded continuously throughout the
Roman lron Age and Migration Period, through both intemal
colonisation and extemal land-taking. Around 200 AD, a change
took place in the settlement structure, and at the same time a more
intensive type of farming with a fixed infield./outfield system,
increased fertilisation and animal husbandry was introduced. In the
course of the late Roman Iron Age the farm-buildings became site
continuous. In this way a new type of farming settlement had devel-
oped in comparison to earlier [mobile settlements].
The early Merovingian Period was a time of settlement contrac-
tion. In the late Merovingian Period/Viking Age a considerable set-
tlement expansion took place, to such an extent that settlement was
established on the extremity of today's farming land. The succeed-
ing expansion in the early Middle Ages manifested itself through
the splitting up of farming units and intensified farming . lMy trans-
lation]to3
The development of the Hedemarken settlement structure appears to have
undergone periods of expansion followed by periods of decline in settle-
ment, etc. When there was a decline in settlement, the settlemenl con-
tracted to the agriculturally most favourable sites.ru The serious settle-
ment expansion that took place in the late Merovingian Period,rViking Age
is interesting for several reasons. Firstly, this expansion is an indication of
the increase in population in Scandinavia during the period. This rise in
population may be a major contributory factor to the sudden Norwegian
exodus which led to the establishment of the Norse colonies in the British
Isles and the North Atlantic. Secondly, owing to the popularity of the
place-name element ON b6lstair in the Viking Age, it must be assumed
that it had relevance in this expansion phase. The onomastic considera-
tions guiding the bestowing of a name in ON bdlstadr may, on the other
hand, say something about the structure and expansion of settlement dur-
102■kcn&Sarhcim.ρ′ε″in footnotc 96,p 182
103 PiI¢,Lars,。′ c″ in footnOtc 96,p 181-2
104′み,a
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ing this period. Indeed any new place-name element thaa has become
active during a phase of expansionro5 may be able to reveal aspects of the
structure and extent of the expansion. Thirdly, since the expansion in
Scandinavian settlement in the Norse colonies in Scotland and the North
Atlantic took place concurrently with the Norwegian settlement expan-
sion, it is likely that there is a structural similarity in expansion. On a
place-name level at least, there seems to have been little use for adopring
new place-name elements in the colonies.r6 This indirectly suggests that
a structural similarity can have existed.
Lars Pilo's studies were carried out in Hedemarken in East Norway, and
no studies of exactly the same type have been carried out in Western
Norway. However, other settlement historical studies from Westem
Norway, in particular Rogaland, seem generally to corroborate Pil6's find-
ings with regard to a settlement expansion's having taken place in the
Merovingian Period (and presumably later, although this study only goes
as far as the Merovingian period).to7 Therefore, there is reason to assume
that the late Merovingian Period/Viking Age settlement expansion evi-
denced in Hedemarken reflects the Seneral Norwegian settlement situation
of this period.
David Olson's model for settlement may fumish us with an indication
of the settlement chronology of this period ofexpansion.r08 This study pre-
supposes that the most suitable land is always selected first, then the next
best land, etc.r@ The set of characteristics by which a location may be
termed primary-, secondary or periplreral, depends on how favourable the
situation of the settlement is. How is favourability to be measured? A
105. Brink, 1988, op. rir. in footnote 96, p. 70.
106. Cf. Nicolaisen, w. F. H., 'lmitation and Innovation in the Scandinavian PIace-Names of
the Nonhem Isles of Sccr'.land', Nomino,,1, (1988), pp 75-85.
107. Loken & Serheim, op. cir in foornote 96, p. 183.
108. Olson, David, Norse sertlemenl in the Hebrides, an intedisciPlinary rrud,, (unpub-
lished Hovedopgave for the Univenity of Oslo, 1983).
109. This idea is corroborated by archaeological studies from Denmark and has been most
clearly expressed by the Danish archaeologist E. Porsmose Christensen, o/. cir. in foot-
note 100, p. 73. Here he says:
'"The old villages, heirs to the prehistoric settlements, had, however, major advan-
tages over the new outlying settlements. The former were genemlly far laryer and had
more working capital at their disposal. The land of the individual farms lin the old vil-
lagesl was more extensively exploited and, additionally, the farms were naturally estab-
lished on the best land. No wonder that many of the new outlying settlements were
given up after 20H00 years, when a general crisis in agricultural productioo in Europe
set in." lm) translotionl.
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favourable site is one which is near important communication lines, has
plenty of fertile and well-drained arable soil, room for expansion of the
arable area, plenty of grazing, easy access to drinking water, abundant fuel
and building materials, access to supplementary food sources, such as
hunting, fishing and gathering. In other words, a favourable location
would be situaled close to the most imponant means of communication at
the time of establishment, at a low altitude, have a fresh water stream or
spring in the proximity, and would be situated on plenty of flat or gently
sloping, fertile land.
A location which possesses all or most of the above favourable factors
and no less favourable ones will be termed prinury (A); a location which
possesses some ofthe favourable factors but also has some less favourable
ones will be termed secondary (B); if a location only or mainly possesses
less favourable factors, it will be termed peipheral (C). A primary settle-
ment, one which sharcs all or most of the favourability factors, is likely to
develop into a center of political, religious and administrative signifi-
cance. Common testimony for an origin as a primary settlement would
thus be good overland communications, possibly cross-roads, and church-
es. In general, primary settlements should be considered to be the most
plausible locations for initial permanent occupation. A secondary settle-
ment, i.e. one which contains both favourable factors as well as some less
favourable ones, is the result of a development dependent on a settlement
in a primary location. Generally speaking, a second.ary settlement location
has a more limited potential for progress and is not likely to develop into
a centre of any sort. The way a secondary settlemenl (B) can develop from
a primary settlement (A) is threefold:
l) The separation of a land parcel from a primary settlement. The pi-
mary settlement remains the primary unit, as it clearly retains most of
its favourability factors (A1). The detached parcel receives a substan-
tial portion of the agricultural potential, while some of the other
favourability factors, most notably those pertaining to proximity to
communication (i.e. the sea) and drinking water, will be less
favourable (81).
2) The division of a pimary settlement into two or more parts (not equal
in quality, nor in size). The primary settlement is sttll recognisahle and
retains many of the favourable factors (A2). Howevel the division has
resulted in some of the favourable factors becoming part of the hold-
ings of the secondary settlement (42). The primary settlement must
hold a slight advantage over the secondary settlement, whether in soil
quality, soil quantity, proximity to sea or drinking water.
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3) The division of a primary settlement into two or more equal parts
(equal in quality, not necessarily in size). Here, all the resulting settle-
ments will be secondary (8J), as the original primary seltlement is no
longer apparent. Often, but not always, the name of the 'mother'pri-
mary settlement (A-l) may be reflected in the township name.
Peripheral settlements (C) are the final category of settlements. They rep-
resent lhe latesl stage of development. Their characteristics are that they
have very few, if any, favourable factors. They are often far from commu-
nications/the sea, they usually have very limited amounts of arable soil
and that of a poor quality, a limited grazing area, poor drainage of the
helds, etc. Easy access to drinking water and access to supplementary
food sources are the most likely favourable factors for a peripheral settle-
ment to possess. Peripheral settlements may have derived from either pri-
mary or secondary settlements.
Naturally, the above model describes an ideal. In reality, various factors
may interfere with the chronology. For instance, existing field structures,
remains from ruined settlements and earlier settlement expansions, as well
as the general topographical layout of the entire potential settlement area,
may be factors in determining the situation of new settlement in an expan-
sion phase. Depending on the age of the settlement-structure investigated,
a settlement may either be a mobile unit 
- 
relocated whenever the soil on
which it is situated has become exhausted, or it may be a stable unit with
site continuity. However, settlements in Norway have generally been sta-
ble since the late Roman Iron Age, so for this study, the former possibili-
ty does not come into consideration, although this does not exclude the
possibility of a 'mature' structure which may have been mobile at an ear-
lier stage. But to retum to the settlement structure present in the late
Merovingian Period/Viking Age, a primary setllement (A) may, according
to all indications, either: I ) be the present manifestation of a structure dat-
ing from the Iron Age or Bronze Age, possibly a stable expression of an
original mobile unit, or 2) be the result of an extemal expansion or land-
taking. Depending on the severity of the preceding settlement decline, a
secondary settlement (8) may either: a) be the present manifestation of a
site-continuous structure dating from before the retraction phase 
- 
only
applicable as a development from primary seulement possibility no. 1.,
above, or b) be a new development from a primary settlement 
- 
applica-
ble to both primary settlement possibilities. A peipheral settlement (C)
may have developed from any of the above possibilities. Although the age
of the primary settlement may vary greatly, the intemal expansion from a
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primary unit in the late Merovingian Period/Viking Age should have the
same expression whatever the age of the original primary unit. The back-
ground and the conditions for an internal expansion should be similar
wherever such an expansion is possible.
Seen from an onomastic point of view, an intemal expansion may in
some cases result in a muddled onomastic picture. If an intemal expansion
takes place within a 'mature' context, it is necessary to take the already
existing name inventory into account.rr0 For instance, if an area undergo-
ing settlement is already utilised for non-permanent settlement purposes,
it is possible that the previously used name of the locality being settled
undergoes a change in denotation and becomes a settlement name. This
name may be an original topographical name, or it may be a held name or
cultural name. Altematively, the name may, theoretically, be an original
settlement name that has previously undergone a change in denotation
(following a contraction in settlement) to become a field name or a topo-
graphical name, to change denotation yet again to become a settlement
name. Within a 'mature' settlement-structure, a straightforward and nor-
mal settlement expansion in the late Merovingian Period/Viking Age may
result in settlement names of various origins and ages. The resulting set-
tlement names may be new formations, original topographical names, or
even original settlement names from an oldel now lost, expansion phase.
The first possibility is a formation reflecting the naming fashion at the
time, whereas the second and third possibilities naturally reflect older util-
isations and naming traditions. It must be pointed out that this type of
older original settlement names 
- 
bestowed on new settlements taking part
in a new intemal expansion 
- 
cannot be used as evidence of settlement
continuity, as the change in denotation implies a break in settlement con-
tinuity. The problem is, however, that it is not possible to distinguish such
names from similar names that have not undergone a change in denota-
tion. In other words, place-names may only be used with the utmost cau-
tion in the reconstruction of a settlement expansion.
In the case of ON b6lstadr there is little reason for concem, though.
This place-name element does not seem to have been active before the set-
tlement expansion in the late Merovingian Period/Viking Age. This means
that when a locality bearing a place-name of this origin is situated within
a settlement structure, the name of the locality is not likely to predate this
expansion period. A place-name in ON b6lstadr would necessarily have
l10 B五nk,1988,ο′ ε″ in footnotc 96,p 64
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been bestowed upon a locality which either bore no name (i.e. never
named, or its former name had died out) or whose previous name for some
reason did not seem relevant. Although it is likely that a name change to
bdlstadr signifies a change in utilisation ofthe locality, this is by no means
certain, as a name change may stem from various factors, not least chance.
Ideally, every settlement area with a locality carrying a name in ON
b1lstadr should have been subjected to a detailed archaeological and eco-
topographical survey. This has not been possible, partly because this
would be a job for specialised archaeologists and settlement historians,
and ce(ainly because it would go far beyond the limits of this work in
every respect. The topographical model Olson has devised may help to
describe the expansion from a primary unit, whatever its origins and age.
This model provides a structurally simple overview of a possible expan-
sion of a settlement area. The simplicity of the model is both its strength
and its weakness. The positive aspect is that lay people (i.e. non-settle-
ment historians and non-archaeologists) may utilise it productively and
construcl a basic settlement development. However, it also means that it
cannot yield any more than a basic picture of expansion. Furthermore, it
cannot take previous settlement expansions or contractions inro account.
In other words, finer nuances may in some instances be lost and this model
will most probably not be suitable for detailed studies. But for a general
survey like this one, I have found it to be fully adequate, especially con-
sidering the topographical situalion in both So6n og Fjordane and MOre
og Romsdal. in which the possibilities for expansion were limited.
In order to carry out a statistically viable study, I have chosen to focus on
some factors by means of which it is possible to establish favourability.
Therefore, I have used parameters such as: a) altitude,b) distance from the
sea, c) distance from drinking water, d) gradient of slope, e) soil rype and
f) soil qualiry for this study. I have chosen these parameters for their ease
of use.
a) Altitude: The altitude is a rough parameter. Olson's theory follows the
simple notion that: the lower the altitude the more favourable is the
location. The most fertile land is usually found in the valleys where
eroded material from the mountains and the bedrock has accumulated.
Exceptions to this may be found where bands of morainic sediment
have been deposited by retracting ice-caps. However, these bands are
not common enough in the areas of study to be able Io render this
parameter void.
b) Distance to the sea'. The sea has always played an important role for
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c)
Scandinavian and North Atlantic life. Until recently, it was the most
reliable and fastest way of communication. Furthermore, the supple-
ment to the diet that the sea offers must also be taken into considera-
tion. Therefore, it figures that the closer to the sea a settlement is situ-
ated. the more favourable is the location. Distance to the sea is mea-
sured from the settlement site to the nearest direct major access to the
sea. such as a fiord or the sea itself.
Distance to drinking water'. Drinking water is most essential to human
sustenance. The easier the access to drinking water, the more
favourable is the site. A watercourse is also most important in connec-
tion with the cultivation of the land belonging to a settlement. First and
fbremost, a water course aids the drainage of the soil. Furthermore, it
can also be a source of fertilisation on low land and in meadows; when
a watercourse floods the low lands in the spring time, it deposits nutri-
ents as well as eroded sediment there, and the affected land is thereby
improved.
Gradient of slope: The slope of a site is important in terms of cultiva-
tion. The flatter the lands, the easier they are to cultivate. A steep gra-
dient is indicative of a less favourable site. Furthermore, the steeper a
slope, the more likely is it that the soil layer is thinner; loose sediment,
of which soil consists, is first and foremost deposited on level ground
where the possibility of transponation is negligible. On a steep slope,
the force of gravity means that sediment is less likely to be deposited.
The slope is calculated as the average gradient over a set distance (500
m for Norway: 250 m for Shetland) in the direction of the fall. The
point of reference is situated midway in the distance measured.
Soll rype: r The type of soil of which the land surrounding a settlement
consists is another important factor for sustenance. In order for soil to
be considered to be of a good type, it needs to be both light for ease of
cultivation and high in nutrients. These two factors do not necessarily
accompany each other: BouLder clay, for instance, is usually of medi-
um to good fertility, owing to its high content of nutrients. However, it
is hard to work and is not an optimal soil to cultivate if the cultivation
d)
I I l. In the case of the Norwegian examples, I have been unable to find aoy material relating
to soil type. Therefore, this parameter relies on my own estimates. The soil types for the
Shetland examples are derived from the lnstitute of Geological Sciences l:50,000 maps
(1. Nonhem Shetland,2. Westem Shetland,3. Central Shetland and 4. Southem Shet-
land, (1978)). My estimates for the Norwegian examples are based on my knowledge
obtained from the use of these maps.
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implements are of a primitive sort (as we know they were during the
Viking Age). Brown soil is a mixture of various transponed sediments.
This soil type is fair to high in nutrients, making it relatively fertile.
The composition of this soil is usually fine grain but often with sand,
gravel or stone admixed. The soil is easily cultivated. Undifferentiated
glacial drift is an umbrella term for various forms of transported sedi-
ment, whether sand, gravel or stone. This soil type is usually low in
nutrients and of poor quality. It is, however, often easily cultivated 
-
unless the proportion of slone is too large. Blanket peat can hardly be
termed a type of soil. It consists of l0O7o organic material. However,
owing to poor drainage locally the organic material is watedogged and
acidic. As a result, it cannot be broken down into nutrients. The quali-
ty is, therefore, exceedingly poor, and it is impossible to cultivate
unless drainage and the addition of calcareous material have improved
the land.
f) Soil qualin: rrr Owing to the often mixed types of soils, it is not possi-
ble to establish the quality from the types alone. Furthermore, the type
of bedrock often affects the composition of the soil and how well it
drains. This means that the quality of the soil cannol be ascertained
from the type alone. Therefore, this parameter has been added. For
ease of use, I have chosen only to use thrce categories, namely poor,
medium and good.
I have chosen not to concentrate on the availability of fuel and building
material, as the amount of wood available today is most likely not the
same as during the Viking Age. Forestry and changes in climate render
this parameter too uncertain.
6.1.b. The topographical study
I have chosen two specific areas for this study 
- 
one in Norway, the other
in the Scotia Scandinavica area. As representative for Norway, I have cho-
sen the counties of Sogn og Fjordane and Mqre og Romsdal.To represent
It2.Again, I have been unable to find any Norwegian material relating to lhis aspect.
Thercfore, this parameter relies on my own estimates. The soil quality for the Shetland
examples are from Thomas, M. F. & Coppock, l. T., land ass.lsment in Scotland,
(Aberdeen, 1980) and O'Dell, Andrew, Iie historical geoeraphy of the Shetland
ftlands (tJrwick, 1939). The Norwegian examples are bas€d on my knowledge derived
from these works.
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Scotia Scandinavica, I have selected the island group of Shetland.\\l These
two areas have been selected for a number of reasons. The Scandinavian
influence on the Scottish toponymy is predominantly West Scandinavian.
In other words the overwhelming majority of Scandinavian settlers and
namers in Scotland came from the present-day area of Norway. Therefore,
it is necessary to undertake a survey of the conditions present in Norway
in the Viking Age. It must be assumed that the Norwegian material repre-
sents the original topographical application of bdlstadr. Since it is the
object of this book to detect development or change in the application of
btilstadr, it is necessary to do a survey in a colonial context.
The reason why I have chosen specifically the areas mentioned above
is for general comparability. Both areas chosen for this study contain
approximately 40-50 names (Norway 47, Shetland 40) which originate or
possibly originate from ON bdlstadr. Regarding Shetland, there are some
funher names of settlements which are not original bdlstalr-formations.
They appear to be of l6'h-century date and later analogical formations in
-bisrer. Nevertheless, they have been included in a separate study, in order
to find out whether it is possible by means of topographical evidence to
differentiate between original and later settlements.
The few examples that I have chosen to elaborate on in this chapter will
be discussed and illustrated in their own settlement-structural context. The
entire context will not be discussed, only the aspects and areas I deem the
most relevant.
6.2. Sogn og Fjordane fylke and Mgre og Romsdal fylke
The landscape of the counties of Scrgz og Fjordane and Mqre og Romsdal
consists of a mountainous plateau (c. 700- 1Ofi) metres high) intersected
by deeply-cut fiords and valleys. Because of the steep mountain sides
there is very linle farming land available. Only about 3% of this region is
fit for cultivation. The arable land is found exclusively on 
- 
or near 
- 
the
valley floor, where the slope is moderate enough for fair deposits of sedi-
ment. The extensive mountainous areas have yielded much eroded mate-
rial since the Ice Age and most of this has been deposited in the valleys.
Therefore, the soil layer is often generous. Of soil types, brown soils and
l13. See also Gammeltoft, Peder, 'Om brugen af gammelnorsk Ddlsradr i Norge og Nord-
atlanten', in Sandnes, B., Sandnes J., Stemshaug, O. & Stenvik, L. F., (eds) NORNA-
Rapponer 708, Oluf RJgh. Rappon fro S)rnposium Pd Stiklestad 13-15 mai 1999,
(Uppsala, 2000), pp. 77-94.
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undifferentiated glacial drift abound, making the soil easy to cultivate and
often fertile, too. Today, much of the arable land is utilised for fodder
(grass and hay), and some of the warmer slopes are used for fruit produc-
tion. There is usually easy access to such necessities as drinking water and
wood for building material, owing to the masses of melt water and the
extensive forests on the mountain side on soil not fit for cultivation. The
geology of the area consists typically of gneiss. This hard rock may
impede drainage in areas with too moderate a slope, thus creating water-
logging.
The main settlements in the area are usually situated on the flat, easily
cultivated valley floor by the edge of the fiord. These settlements must be
regarded as primary settlements, as they contain most, if not all, of the
favourability factors as defined by Olson. Much additional settlement has
taken place on the poorer land (in terms of favourability factors) inland in
the valleys or on the slopes facing the fiords. These must generally be con-
sidered secondary settlements, their positions being inferior to those of the
main settlements in the area. Some uphill farming has also taken place.
These settlements were originally probably not permanent and are usual-
ly inferior to the lower-lying primary and secondary settlements. These
are peripheral settlements.
The topographical facts
Of the 47 settlements in the counties of Sogn og Fjordane and Mqre og
Romsdal whose names are known to deive from bdlstabr, some seven set-
tlements are now lost or their location unknown. A further four settlements
have not been investigated beyond what can be deduced from map evi-
dence; two because of their isolated positions (Ormbostad and Myklebust,
Haram sokn); two owing to the general area's being buih up to such an
extent that the original settlement is no longer visible (VeiDusr and
Myklebust, Her6y sokn). This leaves 36 fully surveyed settlements. These
36 settlements form the basis for the Norwegian survey, although the 4
partly surveyed settlements are also included in all of the parameters
which are deducible from map-material. This means that all the analyses
for Sogn og Fjordane and Mqre og Romsdal cotnties ue based on 40 seG
tlements, although the parameters for soil type and soil quality have a
basis of only 36 names.
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Settlement type: Number'. Percentage:
?
??
??
??
?
21     525%
19    475%
Altitude: Highest: 360 m
l-owest: l0 m
Average: 88 m
Typical altitud€ range t0-130 m (807o of all
settlements)
Distanc€ to the sea: Greatest:
Shonest:
Average:
Typical range
of distance: 100-6,000 m (807o of atl
settlements)
32.lXXl m
50m
4,420m
Distance to Greatest:
drinkingwater: Shortest:
Average:
'Ilpical range
of distance:
5KXl m
50m
146m
50-250m   (85%of all
scttlcmcnts)
Slope: Steepest:
Gentlest:
36%
2%
Average: 167o
Typical range of slope: 8-28Vo (12.59o of all
settlemelts)
Soil type: Nos of selllemenls. Perceatoge.
Alluvium:
Blanket peat:
Boulder clay:
Brown soil:
Undifferentiated glacial &ift: 3 8Sc
Mixed soils:
18     50%
15     42%
Soil quality:
'Vο
Sげ∫
`″
ル″
`″
rs:    P′/c`″ragι:
8     22%
19      53%
9      259る
Poor:
Mcdium:
Good:
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Analysis
The Sogn og Fjordane and Mqre og Romsdal settlements of lhe bdlstadr
type display a number of common features. Their topographical charac-
teristics are remarkably similar throughout the surveyed area. All show
typical secondary features. ln fact, there are no settlements which show
primary characteristics, nor are there any which show peripheral charac-
teristics. This is especially obvious when taking overall Settlement type
into consideration. All names are to be found within the categories of 81
and B2.tta The two categories are of almost equal size, 52.5Vo of all set-
tlements belongingto Bl ar.d 47.sEo to 82.T\e limited range of applica-
tion clearly seems to suggest a specific usage in settlement terms. There
can be no doubt as to their secondary nature, several of the analyses of the
parameters below will show so. Nevertheless, these parameters will also
show that whatever is lacking in certain respects as the result of being se-
condary settlements is often counter-balanced by such aspects as fertile
soil and easy access to drinking water, etc.
The slightly larger category, the 81 type settlements, are all detached
units. A good example of a fully detached 81 type settleme is Myklebust,
Norddal sokn, Mpre og Romsdal fylke (see fig.6). The original primary
settlement unit in the area is probably Sy/la, which is situated at the mouth
of Valldola with easy access to the sea and to drinking water. Behind Sl/te
lies its farming land, stretching at least as far as Oygarden - a subsidiary
to Sllre. Alternatively, the settlement on the other side of the river, Muri,
might possibly be the original primary settlement, although this locality is
far smaller, being restricted to a tongue of land at the mouth of the river.
Behind Muri, there is only a very n:urow stretch of land which, however,
opens up to a relatively generous area, now taken up by the late settle-
I14. Bl: The separation of a land parcel from a primary settlement, a clearly detached se-
condary settlement. The primary settlement remains and retains mosl of its favourabil-
ity factors. The detached parcel receives a substaltial portion ofthe agricultural poten-
tial, but with fewer favourability factors.
82: The division of a primary sefilement into two or more pans (not equal in quality,
nor in size). The primary settlement is still recognisable and retains many of the
favourable factors. However. the division has caused some of the favourable factors to
become part of Ihe holdings of the secondary settlement. The primary settlement holds
a slight advantage over the secondary settlement, either in soil quality or quantily or
proximity to the sea and drinking water
B-l: The splitting up ofa primary setdemen( into two or more egxdl parts. The resul-
ting seltlements will all be secondary. as the primary seltlement is no longer apparent
nor recognisable.
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Fig. 6. Mlklertsr, Norddal sokn, MOre og Romsdal fylke, Norway.
ments, Muriboen, Berdal and Jemtegarden. Although these have almost
without a doubt developed from Muri, they reflect a late splitting up of the
farming units. It is, therefore, doubtful if Muri really is the primary settle-
ment. Both Sllre and Muri are ancient, and they are both recorded for the
first time in Fommanna sogar.rr5 However, in the AB. the parish church
appears to have been situated in S),/re, an indication of the original superi-
ority of S1,/re.r'!6
If one accepts that Sylte is the original primary settlement, there are a
number of subsidiary settlements to it of various types. Up valley there are
a number of Bl secondary settlements, Doving, Valldal, Bjorstad and
Myklebust, etc. Most of these settlements were probably established dur-
ing the settlement expansion phase in the late Merovingian Period/Viking
Age. In this general picture, Muri and Uri may well represent early 82
type divisions from Sylre, which is assumed to be a settlement possibly
predating this settlement expansion. Additionally, Sy/re has another sub-
sidiary 82 settlement, Oygarden, which cannot but be young. This is seen
l15. Ci NG )flII, pp. ll5-9.
tt6.lbid,p. lts.
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from the fact that it is not mentioned in the written sources. Furthermore.
the name itself suggests that it has been established on a ruined settlement
(with a lost name).
The farming land is generally good for the area, consisting mainly of
brown soil. It is, tberefore, not surprising that the settlement area, from an
onomastic point of view, has the appearance ofbeing a 'mature' settlement
area. The primary settlement unit itself, S,y/le, derives from ON salrar (pl.
of sult,f.,'a small bog') and must initially have had a topographical deno-
tation. In its vicinity are a few possible vin-names, such as Muri (possibly
from *Marr-vin)tr? and Uri (< *Urd-vin). These may be original field-
names which at some stage have undergone a change to denote a settle-
ment.rr8 Whether these names already denoted settlements in the expan-
sion phase in the late Merovingian Period/Viking Age is not known, but
the apparent age of the names taken into consideration, this is a possibili-
ty. The possibility remains also, however, that their present status is the
result of the above mentioned expansion. Further up the valley, there are
the now nucleated settlements of Doving and Valldal, both original topo-
graphical names, the former possibly related to Norw. dyvja, 'quiver,
shake', whereas Valldal probably takes its name from the section of the
valley in which it is situated. Their origin as settlement names probably
dates ftom the settlement expansion in the late Merovingian Period/Viking
Age, as they lie contiguous to localities which bear settlement names typi-
cal of this period, namely Myklebust and Bjorstad. These settlement
names should possibly be seen as having been taken into use because the
suitable topographical names had already been utilised. These two settle-
ments are situated 5-5.5 km from the primary settlement, Sylre. The set-
tlement Myklebus, is rather larger than Bjorstad. Both settlements are far
removed from the sea. However, this is more than compensated for by
their general location. For instance, Myklebust is situated 5.5 km up Vall-
dalen at the point where Myklebustelva flows into the river Valldpla. Here
is a large, relatively flat area (the overall relief is the average 167o, but the
arable land is situated on a much gentler slope) with ample amounts of
good quality brown soil. There is only some 300 m to Myklebustelva and
about the same distance to the much larger Valldola. At an altitude ofonly
9O m, Myklebust is well sheltered on the valley floor by the surrounding
mountains. Furthermore, there is plenty of woodland in the area for tim-
I 17. NG XIII, pp. I 15-6 has a different interpretation of this name.
I18. Ct Brink, 1988, op. cit. in foomote 96, pp.7l-2.
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ber, firewood and additional food sources. The situation of Bjorstad is
similar, albeit only about a third of the size of MykLebust.
The overall picture of this settlement area is of an original primary set-
tlement, S)/r€, situated at the mouth of the Valldola River. The settlement
itself most probably predates the late Merovingian Period/Viking Age set-
tlement expansion considerably. In its immediate vicinity, there are possi-
ble traces of ancient original field names, field names that almost without
a doubt relate to S))/re. As settlement names, they may or may not predate
this settlement phase. Further up the valley there are settlements which
bear names which appear to date from the time of the settlement expan-
sion. The settlement Myklebust seems to belong irrmly within this stratum.
The settlements Doving, Valldal, Myklebust and Bjorstad are B/ type set-
tlements, probably satellites of S,ylr?.
Skjelbostad. Voll sokn, Mgre og Romsdal fylke is a fine representative
of a category 82 settlemeni (see fig.7). It forms the smaller section of the
village of lnnfiorden, where it is clearly separated from the main settle-
ment area (which remains the larger part of the two). The valley behind
lnnfiorden does not have great agricultural potential, which means that
expansion here has mostly been in the form of a subsectioning of the main
settlement unit, and the Innfjorden settlement has a distinctly subdivided
character. The main settlement a:.ea of Innfiorden consists of a number of
subdivisions, of which Vik and BO are the most prominent. These subdi-
visions give the entire east side of the mouth of the valley a BJ character
In other words the original settlement on this side is no longer evident.
Divided by the Innfjordselva, the west side of InnJjorden is taken up by
Skjelbostad. Compared with the dense sectioning up of the east side,
Skjelbostatl is different in character. It shares many favourable factors
with the east side of Innfiorden, such as low altitude (30 m), proximity to
the sea (800 m), fertile soil (good quality brown soil). However, its por-
tion of land is small and limited 
- 
to one side by the Innfjordselva, to the
other by the mountain of Skjervan. This means that there is little room for
expansion, In fact, the arable section is so limited that settlement has been
retracted uphill, as close to the border between the arable and non-arable
land as possible, in order to waste as Iittle valuable soil as possible on the
settlement site. This has meant, however, that the distance to water is rela-
tively great (250 m), as is lhe overall slope (167o). As stsch, Skjelbostad
has the character of a 82 type settlement in comparison to lnnfiorden
itself. Additionally, a number of probably younger settlements, such as
Vonheim, Nyheim, Gjerde and Engan, are found up valley from lnnfiord-
en, utilising the limited amounts of land there.
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Fig.7. Skjelbostad.Yoll sokn, More og Romsdal fylke, Norway
Onomastically, the settlement area does not seem to have the 'maturity'
of the S-v/re settlement area. For instance, there are no genuine names in
vin and heim (Vonheim and Nyheim have been renamed recently), nor are
there any original simplex topographical place-names to be found among
the present settlement-name material. ln fact, none of the place-names in
this settlement area appear to have been coined much earlier than the
Viking Age. lt is possible that this settlement area may represent an
instance of late Merovingian Period/Viking Age external expansion with
subsequent intemal expansion as the population density grew.
At the center of the settlement area is the nucleated area of Innfiorden,
with one part heavily subdivided and the other, smaller, part (SkjelbostaQ
almost undivided. The reason for this heavy subdivision of settlement may
be a lack of suitable expansion possibilities up valley. Skjelbostad seems
to belong firmly within the stratum of subdivision. Its limited possibilities
for expansion have shielded it from divisions like those of the main set-
tlement area.
All the Norwegian settlements in this survey conform in essence to the
two types exemplified above. All settlements are found within 10-360
metres above sea level (on average 88 m above sea level and usually at
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altitudes from l0-130 m). Since the general mountain plateau in the area
is found at altitudes from 700- I,000 m, the surveyed settlements are all
found within the lowesl third to half of the landscape, near the shores of
fiords and lakes and up valleys. This implies that a generally favourable
position is typical. The concept of a favourable position is further indicat-
ed by the situation of the settlements in relation to drinking water. The set-
tlements are on average some 150 m from drinking water (typically 50-
250 m and no funher than 500 m). This must be regarded as a short dis-
tance overall. The importance of proximity to drinking water cannot be
stressed sufficiently, so the notion of a favourable location prevails here,
too. The slope parameter, however, distorts the picture in a different direc-
tion. On average, the slope in the general area is 167o, which must be said
to be a moderately steep gradient. The gradient ranges from a near level
2o/a to a staggeing 367o, but lies typically between 8Vo-28Vo, from gentle
to steep slopes. Slopes of such gradients suggest marginalised settlement.
The reason for this is surely to be found in the fact that the amount of
arable land is limited so that the settlement itself has been pushed uphill
onto the more marginal slope in order to avoid wasting precious farming
land on the settlement site. This clearly suggests a less than optimal situ-
ation.
That the settlements surveyed must all be regarded as primarily agri-
cultural holdings can be seen from a number of parameters. The soil type
is typically of the fertile, easily cultivated kind, brown soil (50%) and
mixed soils 
- 
i.e. brown soil mixed with undifferentiated glacial drift 
-
(42Vo), and only to a lesser extent the easily cultivated but relatively infer-
tile undifferentiated glacial drift (870). In olher words, the soil is of prime
importance for settlements of this type. The quality of the soil is most
often related to the type. Some settlements stand on definitely poor land
(227c), slightly more are situated on good quality land (25Vo), whereas the
majority are to be found on medium quality soil (53olo).rre
The type and quality of the soil seem to be of greater importance to the
establishment of b6lstadr setllements than proximity to the sea and com-
munication lines. Settlements of this type can be found as far away as 32
km from direct access to the sea. The settlement in question, Myklebust,
Helgheim sokn, Sogn og Fjordane fylke, is, however, situated on the
I19. It should be bome in mind that the figures for soil quality are the result of my own esti-
mates so that the results should be approached with due caution. Nevertheless, the over-
all picture should not be disrurbed by possible inaccuracies.
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banks of JOlstravatnet, which has indirect access to both FOrdestiorden
and Gloppenfjorden, so communication is not excluded by its situation far
from the sea. Nevertheless, only 7 settlements are more than 6 km remov-
ed from direct sea access, and the overwhelming majority (80%) of set-
tlements are found within a tolerable distance of the sea, the average dis-
tance from the sea being 4.4 km.
The picture emerging from the survey of Sogn og Fjonlane and Mqre og.
Romsdal, clearly points to an application of brjlstadr as a general term
for a farm which is the result of the splitting up of a primary settlement
unit into ponions. They are large secondary farms to which the agricul-
tural potential was of the greatest importance. Their secondary nature,
however, often meant that the arable potential was limited and farming
land was at a premium. Therefore, the actual settlement sites were often
placed on the most infertile part of the land, often as far up the hill as
possible and often where the soil layer was shallow. Another important
factor which was looked out for at the establishment was proximity to
drinking water.
When taking name-typology into consideration, it becomes evident that
the application of bdlstadr to a large secondary farm is the original one.
There were two main specifics with which b6lstadr was compounded dur-
ing the Viking Age, namely ON rnitiil, adj., 'large, great'and ON fteilagr,
adj., 'holy, sacred'. The former is contained in 24 of the names of the set-
tlements of this survey; the latter with four. Additionally, three names of
settlements are simplex formations, and nine have other specifics. Of the
24 settlements with the name *Miklabdlstadr, twelve are of the ,B1 type
and twelve are of the 82 type 
- 
in other words an equal share of settlement
type. The *Helgibdlstadr settlements, on the other hand, favour the 8,/
type slightly over the 82 type (three to one), but the number is too small
for me to make any assumptions on this ground. Of the settlements that
bear simplex names, one belongs to the B/ type and two to 82. The group
of settlements with names with other specifics is split almost equally
between the B/ type (five) and the 82 type (four). In my opinion, these
figures cannot but correlate with the findings above that the normal appli-
cation of the element was to a large secondary farm. Analogy in the form
of associative naming does not seem to have played any real part in the
application of the names containing the two most frequently occurring
specifics to settlements.
Were the settlements whose names originate from ON b6lstadr, m.,
established on new farming land or do they represent a younger expansion
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bility factors) inland in the valleys and coastal slopes. These must gen-
erally be considered secondary settlements, their positions being inferior
to that of the main settlements in the area. There has also been much
peripheral settlement in Shetland 
- 
usually to a large degree dependent
on the primary and secondary settlements. The peripheral seltlements
either manifest themselves as uphill farming settlements, or more usual-
ly, they stand on, or near to, the primary and secondary settlement sites.
This is largely owing to the limited amount of farming land available.
These settlements are characterised by being inferior to the primary and
secondary settlements, usually in terms of arable land and access to the
sea.
The topographical facts
The modem Shetland reflex of ON brilstrzdr is -bisrer if compounded and
BoustalBusta if in the simplex. There are 50 settlements tn Shetlarul which
bear such reflexes. However, there are some complications in connection
with this reflex. Some ten Shetland place-names which bear a -bister
reflex can, by linguistic and other analyses, be shown to have origins other
than original ON brilsradr (see also Appendices). One, Lumbister,Yell, is
likely to derive from ON stadir, m., 'a farm'; another, S/oblsler, Bressay,
possibly derives from ON setr, n. 'a shieling, dwelling, farm'. Eight blsr?r-
namesr22 can, with at least a high degree of probability, be said to be late
place-name formations in which -bister was added merely on analogy
with already known place-names rn -bister (i.e. genuine bdlstadr place-
names).r23 The ten settlements to which these names belong will not be
included in the general survey. as they are clearly not representative of
oiginal b4lstadr-settlement. A schematic overview of the preferred loca-
tion of settlements is offered in Appendix 3, in which it is possible to
ascertain how the settlement characteristics of this group of settlements
are different from those of original bailstuAr-settlements. The location of
two settlements, namely Eastabuster, Papa Stour, Walls and Sandness
parish and Westbisler,Lerwick parish, is not known. Furthermore, one set-
tlemenL Little Bou.rra, Walls and Sandness parish is evidently a late divi-
122. They are: EverabisterlEverby, Bressayi GindabisteL Yell: LunobisteL Dunrossness
pzish; Nedrabister. Yell, Sutulnbiste\ Yell; probably Blumbister, Burra, krwick
parish, and Norrabister, Bigga; and possibly Sinrlarir, Dunrossness parish, 
- 
albeit
being of more uncenain origin.
I23. Cf. Ch. 7.3, below, and Pamp. Bengt, 'Onomastisk Analogi', in Alboge, G. er a/. (eds)
Norna-rupponer 45. Analoqi i navngivning, (Uppsala, l99l ), p. 159.
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Settlement type: Number Percentaqel
?
?
?
?
?
20      54%
7     19%
7     19%
3       8%
Altitude: Highest: 60 m[-owest: 5 m
Average: 28 m
Typical altitude rdnge 1045 m (U% of all
setllements )
Distrnce to the s€a: Greatest:
Shonest:
Average:
Typical range
of distance:
2,500m
l∞m
490m
10071Xl m   (84%of all
scttlcmcnts)
Distance to Createst:
drinkingwater: Shortest:
Average:
Typical range
of distance:
61Xl m
50m
21Xl m
5G3CXl m  (86%of all
sctlcmcnts)
Slope: Steepest:
Gentlest:
Average:
32%
2%
8%
Typical range ofslope: 2-10?o (817o of all
settlements)
Soil type: Nos ol settlements: Percentage',
Alluvium:
Blanket peat:
Boulder clay:
Brown soil:
Undifferentiated glacial drift: l0 27qa
Mixed soils:
10      27%
17     46%
Soil qualitv: 助SゲS`rr7a″″´ぉ:   ルκ
“
″gζ
22      59%
8     22%
7     19%
Poor:
Medium:
Good:
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banks of Loch Isbister and near numerous streams, lsDisrer is only 100 m
from drinking water. What especially detracts from the situation of
lsbrster is the limited amount of land and the lack of a decent harbour. The
shore is rocky and has no natural shelter as such.
Crosbister, Unst, may be a good example of a B2-tyW settlement in
Shetland (see fig. 9). It is situated some l-1.2 km east of the primary set-
tlement of Wicf on the opposite side of the valley they share. Wici probab-
ly takes its name from the original name of the bay, which is now called
Lunda Wick, so called from the later settlement of Lund. Wick is record-
ed as Vit as early as 413-1360 (SheDoc2, no. I I (AM 100, 4)). The entire
settlement area shows signs of having been cultivated and settled in pre-
Norse times with at least two broch-sites, an Iron Age farmstead ruin and
two standing stones 
- 
all testaments to Pictish activity in the area. The set-
tlement area is found on both sides of Lunda Wick. The soil quality is gen-
erally good (undifferentiated glacial drift often mixed with limestone
deposits) and the slopes are gentle to moderately steep. Within this struc-
ture, the present settlement of Wck has the lion's share of the land. Wick
and the slightly later Lund take up the entire southern side of the bay,
whereas Crosbister, Underhoull and the possibly later Burragarth take up
the more limited northem side of the bay. The settlements Mck and Lund
are situated on the best land (Mck being the larger settlement) in close
proximity (300 m) to a large sandy beach. The access to water, however,
is a little limited with some 200 m to the nearest fresh water reservoir,
Loch of Vigga. The overall good quality of the soil has made it possible
for a considerable intemal splitting up of the settlement in a number of 82
type settlements. ll4ct still remains the major settlement (A2). An indica-
tion of Wic,t's original impo(ance is visible through the remains of a
church site on the lands of Wiclt itself.
In comparison, Crosbister oiginally only appears to have been about a
third of the size of Wick. The original subdivision on the northern side of
the bay seems to have been Crosbister and Underhoull. The present set-
tlement of Burragarth seems to be a later addition to the settlement struc-
ture. In the documents Bunagarth (first recorded in 1628) is often men-
tioned as 'outset of Wick'. In comparison with Wick, Crosbister lakes tp
a decidedly secondary position in the overall settlement structure. It is sit-
uated 1,000 m from the sea on a moderate to steep slope ( 167o) with only
a limited amount of arable soil. That the amount of soil is at a premium is
seen in the way the settlement site itself is perched uphill near the border
of the non-arable land. In this way buildings take up as little valuable land
as possible. The soil at Crosbister is, however, of fair quality. The soil type
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FiB. 9. Cmsrislel, Unst, Shetland.
is classed as undifferentiated glacial drift, which is easily worked but not
normally of such a high fertility. An explanation for the fertility of
Crosbister can be that a fair amount of the deposited material stems from
the limestone bands found in the underground at Crosbister. The land is,
furthermore, easily drained and there is no great distance to water. The
distance of 1,000 m to the sea is, nevenheless, rather great. This seems to
signal a focus on agriculture.
A Shetland Bj-type settlement unit is visible in the present township of
Nonh-a-Voe (or Camb), Yell (see fig. l0). It is a substantial settlement
area, siluated on the north bank of Mrd Yell Voe. Nonh-a-Voe has two set-
tlements whose names originate from bdlstadr, namely Kirknbister and,
Utrabister.t25 Each settlement could originally have constituted about half
of the township. However, later development of the area has watered this
picture down somewhat but the original layout is still visible. What is
remarkable about this township is that there is no trace whatsoever of the
125. fiere is also a third locality in the tunship site with a name ir -bister, namely G n
ldDrJrer. It is not included here, as it is a later coinage in Shetl. bisrer, sb. (see Appen-
dix l).
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original primary settlement. The carving up of the primary senlement
must have been so effective as to leave the township with only secondary
seitlements. Both Kirkabister and Utrabister arc situated on the best land
parcels in the township on gentle slopes of 47o. The soil quality is classi-
fied as poor, but is of medium to good quality for the general area. The soil
type is boulder clay, which is high in nurients but hard to work. Hence,
both of the b(ilstddr-setllements have a fair agricultural economic poten-
tial, possibly supplemented with fishing, as the amount of arable land is
somewhat limited. That the township has had a fair economic potential is
seen in the many houses in present Norllr-a -Voe. The distance to drinking
water is short for both settlements, in neither case exceeding 100 m.
All in all two fair settlement sites, if not perfect in every sense, then of
a potential large enough to have developed into a substantial Yell town-
ship.
Many of the settlement structures in Shetland appear to be situated in a
'mature' settlement and utilisation context, insofar that there are numerous
visible remains of the previous inhabitants, the Picts. This is also the case
with the settlement stuctures in which the above discussed Isbister and
Crosbister are situated. Owing to the limited amount of arable land avail-
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able in Shetland, it certainly not unthinkable that the Norse settlement
should overlay existing structures. The presence of Pre-Norse remains
within a Norse settlement slructure does not, however, indicate continuity
in utilisation or settlement. It should rather be seen as the result of land
being at a premium.
In Norway, the 'mature' character of a settlement area may be reflected
in the place-name material, too. This is not the case in Shetland, which
further indicates a break in continuity. This illustrates well the similarities
and differences between the expansion which took place in Norway in the
late Merovingian Period/Viking Age and the one which took place in
Shetland in the Viking Age. In both cases the settlement expansion was
considerable, utilising all the available land. The settlement expansion
manifested itself either as extemal expansion (land taking) or as internal
expansion. When an extemal expansion took place a new settlement was
established on the best possible unsettled locality and would normally
develop into a primary settlement. In an internal expansion process, se-
condary settlement could expand in various ways from a focal locality or
primary seftlement. The primary settlement could either have been estab-
lished during the period of expansion, or predate it (possibly as far back
as Iate Roman Iron Age). If the primary settlement was considerably older
than the expansion period, the secondary (and peripheral) settlements
established during the expansion phase in the late Meriovingian Period/
Viking Age could overlay a previously utilised and settled (and sub-
sequently lost) settlement structure. When this was the case in Westem
Norway, the existing place-name material (usually in the tbrm of field
names and topographical names) could in some cases be reutilised as
names for settlements. In other cases new place-names were coined to
cater for the expansion, in many cases place-names which describe the ser
tlement. In Shetland, however, no similar place-name corpus seems to
have been available to any great extent for the incoming Norse so that
the entire place-name material would have to be invented as the settle-
ment expansion progressed. This might help to explain the greater popu-
larity of habitative generics like ON brilsradr in the Norse colonies in
Scotland.
To recapitulate, all the Shetland bdlsradr-settlements in this survey con-
form in general to one of the three types of secondary settlement. The set-
tlements are typically found at altitudes between 10-45 m and not exceed-
ing 60 m. 807o ofthe Shetland landscape is of altitudes from 0-150 m, so
the Shetland Ddlsrddr-settlements are found in the lowest areas - the areas
typically settled earliest. The altitude parameter helps show just how
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favourable this settlement-type is. The same is reflected in the parameter
of slope. Although the Shetland landscape is hilly rather than mountain-
ous, a typical range of slope of between 2-109o is low for any settlement
type. The distance to the sea is not great for this type either, typically from
100-700 m and the seulements are not found more than 2.5 km inland.
This shon distance to the sea, however, does not only reflect the high sta-
tus of this settlement type but also the fact that the amount of arable land
is rather limited in Shetland. It is confined mainly to coastal areas and to
the most fertile valleys. Therefore, the distance to the sea probably does
not so much indicate a high status as signify a focus on the importance of
cultivation for this settlement type.
What, however, appears to be of at least the same importance as the
arable potential is access to drinking water. The distance to drinking water
is low. There is on average 200 m to drinking water for b6lstadr-settle-
ments, typically between 100-500 m, and never exceeding 600 m. Access
to drinking water is always of prime importance for human sustenance and
a location in close proximity to water is therefore preferable.
The significance of ON brilsradr, m., as a generic for a secondary set-
tlement type is greatly affected by the generally low arable potential of the
soil. Bdlstadr-settlements are rarely found on what is classified as good
quality soil. Only l97o of all settlements of this type are on good quality
land. A situation on medium quality soils is only slightly more common.
Some 2lqo of all settlements are situated on soil of this quality. The bulk
of the bilstadr-settlements are situated on land classified as of poor quali
ty 
- 
as many as 597o of the settlements surveyed. This land classification,
however, only reveals part of the picture. Typically, the surveyed settle-
ments are on the more fertile sites as compared with other sites in a given
local area, and, funhermore, they often have larger areas of land available.
The soil types for b6lstadr-settlements are the typical boulder clay (279o)
and undifferentiated glacial drift (27Eo) 
- 
normally various mixtures of the
two (467o).
What emerges from this study of Shetland settlements whose names ori-
ginate from ON bdlstadr, m., is a picture of secondary settlements estab-
lished either on tracts of land distant from the primary settlement, or, less
commonly, as the result of a carving up of the primary settlement's main
lands. Often, the splitting up erases every trace of the primary unit. The
resulting b6lstadr-settlements are typically large to medium size farms
with many favourability factors, such as proximity to the sea and com-
munications, drinking water and a fair arable potential. In spite of this,
2to
the total amount of arable land is often limited and the fertility and soil
type are often not optimal either. This seems to presuppose an economy
for this type of settlement as predominantly agricultural, often with the
addition of other nearby resources, particularly fishing. Extemal factors
have caused Shetland to have limited agricultural resources and typical
agricultural settlement types will haye to adapt to the Shetland condi-
tior,s. B6lstadr-settlements appear to have had exactly this property of
adaptation.
Whether it is the special Shetland conditions or not which have caused
the surveyed settlements there to be primarily detached 81-type second-
ary settlements (54Vo of all settlements surveyed), is hard to say. In one
way it would be natural to expect more B/ type settlements; the generally
low quality of the Shetland soil does not normally further a splitting up of
the already limited amount of land. On the other hand, it may be possible
that the application in Shetland of the generic ON bdlstadr, m., was nor-
mally to the settlements of81 type 
- 
in other words a development from
the original Norwegian type. Nevertheless, since 387o of the surveyed
names are 82 and 83 type settlements, this theory of a development from
the original seems rather uncertain. The arguments for this are at best
inconclusive.
The Shetland in which the Scandinavians seftled was already a cultural
landscape. The previous inlabitants, the Picts, would probably already
have utilised the land to almost the same extent as the new settlers came
to do. Therefore, it can be assumed that when the need for settlement
expansion arose, the easiest thing to do would be to set up farm on land
already utilised by the former Pictish inhabitants in the vicinity of the pri-
mary settlement.
Can this supposition be tested? Archaeological remains may help give
us some impression. The database of The Royal Commission on the
Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotlandt26 lists archaeological and
historical remains at 22 of the bdlstadr-setllemenls. Several of these set-
tlements have numerous remains listed. Most of the remains listed. how-
ever, pertain to the Viking-Age and later and are as such not of interest to
this study. The remains of interest are the ones concemed with the pre-
Viking Age inhabitants. Remains such as brochs (circular Pictish fortifi-
cation structures), bumt mounds, cairns, souterrains, Celtic monastic sites,
126. Found on the Intemet at: hfip://www.rcahms.gov.uld
?
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pre-Viking house structures and pre-Viking tools and artefacts, etc. Such
remains have been found at l5 of the settlements. Most of the pre-Viking
remains do not signal direct human settlement. Bumt mounds and caims,
for instance, only signal human activity in the area, not settlement.
Features like house structures and artefacts associated with human settle-
ment are more important here. Only 6 of the settlements featured brochs,
pre-Viking-Age house struclures and artefacts, and half of these settle-
ments are B2-type settlements. This means that there is no serious con-
clusive evidence speaking in favow of b4lstadr-settlements having been
established on land already settled by former inhabitants. However, many
show remains of pre-Viking-Age human activity 
- 
a fact which is not
surprising taking into account the limited amount of farming land avail-
able.
In conclusion, settlements whose names originate from ON bdlstadr,
m., display typical secondary features but are normally largish establish-
ments. The settlement type is found with all three types of secondary
expansion. The normal type of secondary expansion in Shetland is that
pertaining to Bl-Iype settlements. There is no firm evidence for this
being a development from the onginal which favoured B/ and 82 type of
settlements almost equally. The reason for B/-type settlements being in
the majority should be seen in the light of the general low fenility of the
Shetland soil and the sparse amount of it. Secondary settlements were
less likely to be carved out of the main arable of primary settlements. It
must be bome in mind that b<ilstalr-settlements are farming-settlements
with a high fbcus on cultivation and thus make rather intensive use of
arable land. Hence, B2-type b,lstadr-settlements would be too land-con-
suming for the primary settlement to be able to survive its carving up.
This could also be the reason for the relatively frequent occurrence of
83-type settlements in Shetland. There is, therefore, no firm proof of a
difference or development from the original Norwegian bflstadr-settle-
ment types.
6.4. Analysis of the topographical survey
There is a clear correspondence in application of ON bril.sradr, m., be-
tween SoSn og FjordanelMpre og Romsdal and Shetland. In both areas,
the settlements surveyed were of typical secondary type (A). In neither
area did the settlements in question show clear primary characteristics (A)
and only 3 of the 37 Shetland examples could be regarded as peripheral
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settlements (C).1'?7 In this respect, there is no development from the origi-
nal Norwegian application to that in the colonial areas.
The types of secondary settlement, howevet vary from the Norwegian
context to Shetland. Of the three types of secondary settlements (81' 82
& 83) the surveyed settlements in Sogn og Fjordane and Mqre og
Romsdal only belonged to the categories of B I and 82. There are slightly
more settlements of the 8/ category (52.59o) than of the 82 category
(47.57o). Nevertheless, there can be litde doubt that the settlements had
come into existence as the result of a splitting up of a primary settlement's
available land into smaller portions, as the B1 settlements were exclusive-
ly found up-valley from primary settlements. The valleys cannot but have
been a constituent part ofthe economy of the primary settlements. The set-
tlements typically have a fair, but limited, amount of arable land. The soil
type is typically a brown soil type (509o of all settlements) of medium
quality (in 5370 of the cases). The focus of sustenance must be said to be
almost wholly agricultural. Access to the sea does not seem to play any
significant part in the situation of settlements of this type. On average the
distance to access to the sea is 4.4 km 
- 
a fair distance if the sea was of
economic or any other imPortance.
In Shetland, all three types of secondary settlement can be found. As
with the settlements surveyed in the Sogn og FjordanelMqre og Romsdal
area, the Bl category is the most commonly occurring one. Some 547o of
the settlements belong to this category. The 82 category settlements form
l97o of the settlements. The same amount, 1970, of the total are BJ cate-
127. The settlements in question are Cooperston, fofinet Sklenlabister and the Weisdale set_
tlements Eurdrrrr?/ and Nedrobiste r.
The former name of Cooperston is recorded by Stewan ( 1982' p 55). stlenrabisrer
might be a later name in Shetl. bisrel sb. However, the sPecific seems to be a now_lost
dver name *slerta. f. Name-typologically sPealdng, river names are not combined with
analogical -rirrer. so on this assumption alone it is altogether more plausible that
Sklentabister, presenl Cooperston, may * an oiginal ON bdlsradr-name, or at least a
remnant of one.
The present inienor status of Evtubister al.d Nedrabister is comparatively recent.
These two settlements were originally large farms with high tax_values Now' howevel
they arc no more than small hous€s. Funhermorc, Nedrobisler, as a name, is complete-
ly unknown in the area. Their present status is the result of a massive reallocation in the
area, lands of the settlements having in recent times become part of the neighbouring
Kergord estate. Even much of the building material for the manor-house is known to
originate from the site of Evrarirter. Had Evrabister and Nadrorisler retained their
original status, they would be fine examples of 82 category settlements. (Information
supplied by Brian Smith, Shetland archives).
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gory settlements. The remaining 8Ea of the settlements belong to category
C (see footnote above). Unlike in Norway, the 81 category names are not
typically found up-valley from the primary settlement bul rather further
along the coast. Nevertheless, these sites are normally inferior to their
nearby primary settlements, so there can be litde doubt as to their second-
ary nature. The settlements surveyed have typically a fair, but limited,
amount of land available. Much is normally arable but a fair portion of
pastoral land is often found, too. The arable land normally consists of
boulder clay (27Vo) or of boulder clay mixed with undifferentiated glacial
difi (46Eo). Owing to the generally low fertility and difficulty of cultiva-
tion of these soil types, the soil quality is generally classed as poor for this
type of settlement. In a local context, the settlements themselves, howev-
er, are often situated on some of the more fenile land of the lownship.
Again the focus appears to be on a farming economy, although some
amount of additional income, e.g. from fishing, must be considered neces-
sary with some of the settlements.
On the face of it, it could look as if the settlement structure varies from
Shetland to Sogn og FjordanelMpre og Romsdal, that there has been a
development in a colonial context. There has been an extension in the
range of secondary settlement types and the soil is generally poorer in
Shetland. However, it must be noted that the farming land in Srlgn r.rg
Fjordane ar,d MOre og Romsdal is generally of a superior quality, as it is
more plentiful and more easily cultivated as compared with that in
Shetland. Therefore, one should be very careful about attempting to draw
any conclusions on any development of the settlement application on, at
least, comparisons of soil quality and soil type between the areas studied.
The material is much too inconclusive for this.
All in all, it appears that the settlement application is the same for set-
tlements whose name originates from ON b1lstadr, m., in both areas sur-
veyed. ON bdlstadr, m., has been bestowed as a generic on farm settle-
ments which have been created as the result of a splitting up of the avail-
able land of a primary settlement into smaller sections. These settlements
have originally been fairly substantial and typical agricultural farms, even
to the extent that the post-Medieval reflex of the name of this type of set-
tlement, -bisrer, re-entered the onomaslicon and came to form place-name
constructions on analogy with the reflexes of original bdlstadr place-
names. By this time, in the 16'h century and onwards, the available arable
land had largely been occupied and only very minor seltlements devel-
oped, which is why we see this name-type used only with peripheral set-
tlements.
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7 . Categorisation and classification
of the place-name material
7.1. The syntactic-semantic model of categorisation
Any place-name can be categorised according to semantic content. There
are two main types of semantic classification: one is a wo rd-semantic clas'
sification; and the other is lhe name-semanric classification. With the
word-semantic classification system, a word that forms part of a place-
name is categorised according to the semantic cateSory to which it be-
longs (settlements, inhabitants-designations, topography, animals, plants,
etc.). With lhe name-semantic classification, the individual name is clas-
sified according to the semantic categories that correspond to the motives
of the naming person(s) when coining a given place-name.
There is a great difference between the function a word has in the lan-
guage and its function as an element of a place-name. If a word appears as
a type-stating generic in a place-name, it retains its normal classifying
function. If, on the other hand, it appears as the specific element in a
place-name, its function is to indicate a characteristic of the location to
which it refers. The advantage of a name-semantic analysis is that it says
something about the motives and intentions behind the naming ofa given
locality. In this way a more genuine picture ofhow a name should be inter-
preted can be constructed.
The Finnish scholar Kun Zilliacus introduced the name-semantic model
in 1966 as a reaction to the other classification models mentioned
above.r28 In his work, "Ortnamnen i HouBkar", Zilliacus writes that the
real purpose of a name-semantic atalysis is to find out what is the conno-
tative signification of a given place-name. ln other words, to find out what
the individual elements of language forming part of a place-name say
about the focality to which it refers.r2e The framework for a name-seman-
,ic analysis is the signification of a given place-name. It is for the place-
name researcher to interpret the name from the point of view of the namer.
128. Zilliacus, Kurt, 'Ortnamnen iHoutskiir', in SNf 55, (Helskinki. 1966), pp.5-295.
129.Ibid.,p.71.
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This is done, first and foremost, by a formal analysis of the various parts
of which the place-name consists. When this has been done, it is possible
to make a name-serwntic analysis of the place-name. A name-semantic
analysis is based on: l) an examination of whichever elements or linguis-
tic expressions a given place-name consists of and what the exact signifi-
cation of each linguistic element is; 2) an assessment of the combined
descriptive content of the entire linguistic designation making up the
place-name.r30
The classification model which Zilliacus has constructed in order to
interpret place-names on the criteria laid down above has three categories,
which are again divided into l6 sub-categories. The first category is that
of Relationship, which is divided into 8 sub-categories'. uniry, absolute si-
uation, relative situotion, direction, affiliation, source, loose (regular)
relationship, event The second category is Quality, which has 7 sub-cate-
goies: (relative) size, shape, colour, other qualiy, material, that which
exists at or by, that which usually happens at/on- The third and last cate-
gory is called Fancrion and consists of the sub-category of usage.
The name-material on which Zilliacus has based his findings is largely
modem. This means that the motives for naming were known in by far the
majority of cases at the time when Zilliacus recorded his material. But
since much place-name material is considerably older than the material on
which Zilliacus based his semantic model, the model has been criticised
for being of little use with the majority of name material. The main argu-
ment has been that it is not possible to make a clear-cut distinction
between the sub-groups in Zilliacus' model when the actual motives for
naming are not known.r3r Howeveq Zilliacus' semantic model does hold
one great advantage over other classification models for place-names: it
classifies according to the actual motives behind naming. To me, this
advantage clearly outweighs the uncertainties inherent in his semantic
model. A number of scholars have tried oul this model on their place-name
material.rr2 In common for all these attempts is the result that Zilliacus'
t3O. lbid., p. 50.
l3l. Cf. e.g. Rostvik, Allan, 'Om klassificering av ortnamn', in NoB 57, (Uppsala, 1969), pp.
I 12-32.
I32. Ct e.g. Holmberg,Benld, Stednavne som kuhurhistoisk kilde. En samf@rdselshistoisk
undersdgelse, (CoPihaSen, 1980): Albgge, Gordon, 'Om navnekalegorier og seman-
tik', in Noa 6,1, (Uppsala" 1993), pp. 5-32: Andersen, Margethe Heidemann, Marlowv-
e oB oldtidsminder pd Mdr, (an unpublished M.A.-thesis of the University of Copen-
hagen, 1997).
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structure is not fully applicable and needs to be modified. Especially
Gordon Alboge has tried to modify Zilliacus' ideas.rrr Although his
attempt may be criticised on some points, it is, nevenheless, an inleres-
ting development of Zilliacus' semantic model and shows that it is possi-
ble to apply the semantic model constructively even to older name mate-
rial.
The model used in this book derives in its basic structure from Zillia-
cus'original idea with 3 main categories. Each category is divided into a
number of sub-categories. I hope that with this model I have eliminated
the worst of the uncenainties and reservations connected with Zilliacus'
original semantic model. I have not tampered with Zilliacus'basic struc-
ture, but the sub-categories have all been subjected to a thorough revision
in order to obtain a greater clarity of analysis of my particular material. I
do not claim thal this structure is universal in any way, except in that the
general structure can be used with any place-name material.
Since my material is limited to names that contain one particular ge-
neric element, the name-semantic analysis will be employed to detect
variation in naming pattems from region to region (and from layer to layer
wherever such exist). In this way it should be possible to detect differ-
ences in naming pattems and not least to form general conclusions as to
the connotations of the generic element at the time of naming. The name-
semantic mcdiel is built up in the following way:
L Rsr-arroNsHrp
a. Topographical relationship
i. Characterisation of the location in relation to a name-bearing
location.
ii. Characterisation of the location in relation to a non-name-
bearing location.
iii. Characterisation of the location by means of its relative posi-
tion.
b. Institutional and administrative relationship
c. Associative relationship
d. An external event to which naming is related
133. Alboge, Gordon, 'Om navnekategorier og semantik', in No8 81, (Uppsa_la, 1993), pp.
5-32.
??
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II. QUALITY
a. Size
b. Shape
c. Colour
d. Age
e. Material and texture
f. That which exists at or by
i. Creatures
ii. Plant-growth
iii. Inanimate objects
g. Perceived qualities
III. USAGE
I. RELATToNSHIP: This main category consists of specific elements that
indicate a relationship of sorts Io the location. Relationship can be viewed
as being: a) topographical, b) institutional or administrative, c) associa-
tive, or d) an extemal event to which naming is related. This group is.
therefore, divided into four sub-categories, each dealing with a special
aspect of Relationship.
a. Topographical rrlationship: The location is characterised by its sit-
uation in comparison with another location. This other location may be
name-bearing or not. Topographical relationship is divided into the fol-
lowing groups:
i. Characterisation of the location in relation to a name-bearing loca-
!iol: The location is characterised by its relationship to another location,
which has a name, i.e. the specific is itself a place-name. Examples are:
the ON island-name *Srtlt, f., in Sulebust, Norway (Sulebust is situated
on the island of Sula); and possibly ON *Varda, f., in Warbister, Hoy &
Graemsay, Orkney (Warbister is situated at the foot of Ward Hill).
ii. Characterisation of the location in relation to a non-name-bearing
location: The location is characterised by its relationship to a location
without a name. The specifics of this group are usually characterised by
appellatives with topographical significance but occasionally by appella-
tives denoting a man-made object. Examples are: ON kambr, m., 'a ridge,
hilt-crest' in Camster (2), Caithness; or ON valz, n., 'water, a lake' in
Wadb i s te r (4), Shetland.
iii. Characterisation of the location by means of its relative position.
The location is characterised by its position in comparison with a focal
locality/localities, that is in relation to the four compass directions, up-
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down, in-out, upper, uppermost, etc. The specific is usually an adverbial
of direction. Examples are: ON azslr, adv., 'east', in Eastbister, ()rkney:
ON eJn-, comp. adj., 'upper' in Eorrabus,Islay; ON fuir, adj., 'high' in
Hobbelstad, Norwayt ON l/r, adv., 'out, outside' in Utbostad, Norway.
b. Institutional and administrative rtlationship: The location is
characterised by its association with institutional or administrative units,
for example state, county, diocese, parish, objects of devotion, etc. The
appellatives school, church, farm, court, assembly, and so forth, may
refer to actual buildings 
- 
in which case they belong under Il.f.iii. or
I.a.ii. On the other hand, they may refer to school, church, farm, coun or
assembly as being institutional or administrative units. In the case of the
latter reference there is not necessarily a topographical relationship.
Devotion to religious personae such as God, Jesus, the Virgin Mary, St.
Peter, St. John, St. Andrew, Thor, Ull, Freyr, etc., all probably demanded
an institutionalised setting. A specific which is the name of the god or
saint, signifies some son of devotion at the location to the specified god
or saint.
The specifics in this group often refer to original ownership of an insti-
tutional or administrative unit or to the devotion of a location to a religious
institution. Examples are: ON kirftja, f., 'a church' in Kirkabister, Bres-
say, Shetland (the location contains the site of St. John's Chapel) and ON
vl, n., 'a place where sacrifice takes place', in Vebbestad, Norway.
c. Associative relationship of a location: The location is characterised
by its association with a person or a group of people. The specifics of this
sub-category are always either personal names or appellatives which
denote a person or a group of persons. The relationships of this category
are multiple and can only rarely be specified. However, they will most
often be that of ownership, association of a permanent, occasional, or
momentary nature, or oforigination at a location. An event in which a per-
son has been involved may also have motivated the naming. The affilia-
tion may be historical or fictional. The common denominator of this cate-
gory is that the location has been associated with a person or a group of
people at the time of its naming. Examples are: ON Bersi, m., in
Bessebostad, Norwayl ON Hedinn, m., in Hensbister, Orkney; ON fral/,
m., 'a thrall, serf' as possibly in Trebostad, Norway.
d. An external event to which naming is related: The location is char-
acterised by an external evenl to which the location has been related. This
is a rare and small group and made up mainly of disputes of sorts over a
location. The only example I have been able to find at all in my material
is OSw priitta, f., 'a dispute' in Triidbollstad, Finland (cf. Ch. 8).
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II. QUALITY: This category contains all the specifics which emphasise a
characteristic of the location. The characteristic that has spurred the nam-
ing of a location is either real or apparent. The characteristic need only
have been of relevance at the time of naming and must be confined to the
location itself. This category is divided into the following seven sub-cate-
gories:
a, Size: Terms which refer to the size of a location are placed here.
Examples are: ON l{till, adj., 'little, small' in e.g. Lillebolstad, Hedmark
fylke, Norway; mikill. adj.,'large, great' in e.g. Myklebostad, Vistdal
sokn.. More og Romsdal fylke. Norway.
b. Shape: The shape of a location will normally be stated in terms of
length and width. A location can be long, short, wide, narrow, straight,
bent, round, flat and steep, etc. Examples are'. ON braltr, adj., 'steep' in
Brattebolstad, Norway; ON breidr, adj.,'wide' in e.g. Breibister, Shet-
land; ON/arr, adj., 'flat, plane' in Fladdabisrer, Shetland.
c. Colour: The colour of a location has relevance only at the time of
naming and may be characteristic of the entire location or only part of it.
Examples are: ON grrir, adj., 'grey', as in e.g. Grobolls,Islay, and ON
myrkr, adj.,'duk' in Mirbister, Orkney.
d. Age: Terms which refer to the age of a location are placed in this sub-
category. Examples: ON/orz, adj., 'old' in Fonnebost, Norway, and ON
njr, adj-,'new', as in Neebister, Orkney.
e. Material and texture: The soil on a location may contain some spe-
cial substance or have a characteristic texture. Furthermore, a man-made
feature may be built of a certain material. There may be gravel, clay, sand
or limestone in the soil. The ground may be dry, sharp or have been burnt
(for clearance). A house may have a slate roof, be constructed of bricks or
be ruined. A well may be stone-lined, etc. Examples are: ON gr7dt, n.,
'gravel', as in the doubtful Grotpoklo,Island of Coll; ON Jeir, m., 'clay,
mud' as in e.g. Lurabus, Kildalton & Oa, Islay.
f, That which exists at or by: In this sub-category naming is concemed
with what is found at a location. This sub-category is divided into three
groups:
i. Creatures: The location is characterised by what creatures exist there.
Naming is determined by a certain creature either seen at or known or
believed to live at the location. This includes occasional. rare or unusual
visits by animals. A creature should be seen as any non-human being,
ranging from animals to beings of the underworld. Examples are: ON
Irross, n., 'a horse' in Roster, Caithness; hundr, m' 'a dog' in Humster,
Caithness; ON zfr, m., 'a wolf in e.g. Ullebust, Norway. etc.
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ii. Plant-growth: The location is characterised by what grows there. This
group is made up of specifics that relate to a characteristic rooted growth
at a location. The specifics are plant designations for trees (or a single out-
standing tree), brushwood, flowers, herbs, grain, grasses, etc. Examples
are: ON ftrfs, n., 'brushwood' in Risabus,Islay; ON selja, f., 'a willow',
as rn e.g. Sellibister, Orkney, etc.
iii. Inanimate features: The location is characterised by a feature at the
location 
- 
natural or man-made. This group comprises appellatives which
signify such diverse features as fields, bogs, pools, wells, bears' dens,
snake-pits, walls, gates, boundary markers, mounds, wards, seamarks,
mile-stones, tum-pikes, crosses, houses, halls and churches, etc. The fea-
tures to which this $oup refers must in all cases be confined to the loca-
tion only. Examples are: ON atr, m., 'a field', as in e.g. Aikerbister,
Orkney; ON llls, n., 'a house', as in e.g. Ilusabost, North Uist, lnvemess-
shire; ON /<e/da, f., 'a spring' in Keldabister, Shetland; ON trass, m., 'a
cross', as in e.g. Crossbost, Lewis, Ross-shire; ON sleinz, m., 'a stone, a
standing-stone', as in Stemster, Caithness.
It may be difficult to ascertain whether a specific with a topographical
or architectural significance belongs here or under I.a.ii. or I.b. 
- 
in some
cases even impossible. For instance, how does the church in
* Kirkjubdlstadr connect to the location? Is the church in topographical
relationship to the location (i.e- b'lstadr near a church (I.a.ii.))? Does a
church own the location (i.e. b.ilstadr of a church (1.b.))? Is the church the
most characteristic feature of the location (i.e. bilstadr with a church
building (ll.f.iii))? As a rule of thumb, if the feature refened to is of such
a size it can easily fit within the bounds of a location, it is not viewed in
relation to, but as a quality of, a location. If the location, however, bears
the name in which an architectural appellative is the specific element and
does not have such a feature on it or near it, the architectural appellative
signifies institutional or administrative relationship.
g. Perceived qualities: The naming of a location is guided by a certain
perceived quality such as its smell, its temperature, its visibility or lack of
the same from a particular point, its exposure to the elements, etc.
Examples are: ON 
"JtiII, adj., 'stinking, rotten smelling', in Foubister,
Orkney, and ON kaWr, adj.,'cold'in Calbost, kwis, Ross-shire.
III. UsAGE: The location is characterised by its usage. The concept of
Usage should be viewed as widely as possible. This category contains the
specifics of utilisation. These mark out the utilisation of a location as e.g.
a meeting-place, a resting-place, a milking-place, a beacon, etc., at the
?
?
?
?
time of naming. Examples are: ON ftelgi, adj., 'holy', as in e.g. Helgebo-
s/a4 Holt sn., Akershus fylke, Norway, and possibly ON lnrma, f., 'land,
soil' , in Thrumster, Caithness.
7 .2. The syntactic-semantic categorisation of the
Norwegian b1lstadr material
The Norwegian place-name material totals 108 examples. Of these l4 are
simplex bdlstadr-formations and the remaining 94 are compound forma-
tions. It should be noted that place-names of the *Miklab6lstadr- and
*Helgabdlstadr-type are problematic. There are no less than 47 examples
of the former type and l3 of the latter in Norway. Seen in isolation, place-
names of the *Miklabilstadr type account for almost half of all
Norwegian bdlstndr place-names! An over-frequency of this magnitude is
worrying, and it raises doubts as to whether these are place-names of the
same type as the other place-names in ON b6lstadr.
From a formal point of view, it is possible to explain this over-frequen-
cy in a number of ways, either as: l) a genuine primary place-name for-
mation; 2) as an analogical formation (either imitative or associative); 3)
or as a compound appellative, such as e.g. *miklabflstadr- The following
paragraphs will investigate the various possibilities and weigh them
against each other. I will concentrate on place-names in *Miklabdlstadr,
as this is the largest group of names, but the conclusions reached for this
bdlstadr lype will in essence also be true for the *Helgabdlstadr lype and
other bdlstabr types of over-frequency.
Considering the first possibility, that place-names of the *Miklabdlstadr
type are genuine primary place-name formations, it would be fitting to see
the specific element as a reciprocating element. According to Zilliacus, the
naming motive of size should normally indicate the relative size of the
locality in relation to another locality.r3a In other words, place-names con-
taining a size-indicating specific should generally be seen as forming the
one part in a contrastive pair (Big-x vs. Small-x). The obvious element
with which to reciprocate would be 'little, small'. However, this is not the
case, as there are only a few b6lstair-names in Lille-, and none of those
can be said to reciprocate with +Miklabdlstadr. In fact, bdlstalr-names
never occur in pairs in Norway and only rarely are there two bdLstadr
localities within the same parish, so it is obvious that the size cannot in
134. Zilliacus, Kurt, '&narmen i Houtskiir', in SNI'JJ, (Helsinki, 1966), p. 213.
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this case be seen in relation to another place-name of the same type.
Instead, it can be argued that the size is to be seen in relation to neigh-
bouring localities. This seems to have been the case in most of the
instances in which size has been a naming motive with this place-name
element. It is only in the Finnish material that four names form (two) con-
trastive pairs, and these should possibly rather be seen as individual
instances rather than being typical. In this respect, it is probably also
worth taking into account the fact that in areas where b6lstadr-names are
often found in pairs, such as in Scotra Scandinavica, the naming motive
relating to size is virtually absent. It must therefore be assumed that nam-
ing according to size is not primarily to relate the relative size of the bdl-
stadr locality in contrast to a similar bdlstadr locality, but to relate the
relative size of the bdlstadr locality to non-bdlstadr localities in the vicin-
ity. Under all circumstances, there is no formal reason why place-names
in the *Miklab6lstadr gtoop cannot be genuine formations. Instead, it is
the large number of names which is worrying, a number which may theo-
retically simply reflect its relevance in the naming situation.
It is also possible to view this group of names as analogical forma-
tions. Analogy of varying types and degrees seems to have played a fac-
tor in the coining of some of the material in this present work, so this is
certainly a possibility also to be taken into account. Unfonunately, the
concept of analogy is not straightforward, as it has developed into an
umbrella term for a number of different onomastic mechanisms. In my
view, the material of this book contains or may contain three different
types of analogy. One type of analogy is the so-called 'analogical affix
name-formation'. This type of analogy has been evidenced in the place-
name material of the Northem Isles and Caithness (see Appendix I ). This
is a type of analogy that occurs when the generic element of a new place-
name owes its presence in the coinage solely to analogy with its occur-
rence in existing place-names.r15 But since this discussion focuses on the
over-frequency of place-names h *Miklabdlstadr, this type of analogy is
not relevant here.
Instead, we have to consider the mechanisms by which the name of one
locality is transferred to another. It goes without saying that the original
place-name on which new place-names are modelled must be considered
a genuine formation. Conversely formations modelled on a genuine place-
135. Pamp, Bengt, 'Onomastisk Analogi', in AIbOge, C. et al. (eds\, Nomo-Rapponer 45.
Analogi i nayneieninq, @ppsala, l99l), p. 159.
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name construction must be considered as being analogical. What guides
analogical naming? As I see it, a name transfer may theoretically take
place either on a factual basis or purely by association. Simplistically
speaking, the first of these types of analogy steps into force if the know-
ledge of a place-name, Wood Hill, spurs the naming of a wooded hill as
Wood Hill and not e.g- Oak Wood, Pine Hill, or any other name. Here the
new name imitates the structure of a known entity with a basis in factual
conditions that could necessitate such a name. but the known structure
excludes other possibilities of naming. The second type of analogy
becomes active when the knowledge of a place-name, Wood Hill, sEtrs the
naming of any other locality Wood Hill, be that a house, a farm, a forest,
a hill, etc. Here naming is guided wholly by associatiou i.e. by motives
other than factual ones. The namer may think that it sounds good, or
awakes memories of an event or series of events, or simply that it is a
name as good as any other name. In the case of what I have chosen to call
imitative naming, the necessary conditions have to be present in order for
naming to occur, whereas this need not be the case with associative nam-
in,q. Naturally, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish irrila-
tive naming from genuine naming, as the named feature will be similar in
both cases. The difference between imitative naming and genuine naming
lies in whether or not lhere are restrictions in the naming process. In the
case of associative naming the naming process is free from considerations
of factuality and the name may be transferred to any type of locality. Such
a locality may or may not be similar to the original model, but ought in a
number of instances to show marked differences.
From a purely onomastic point of view, the over-frequency of place-
names in *Miklab6lstadr (and other over-frequent bdl.r1adr-types) could
be seen as a result of either type of name transfer. The only way of distin-
guishing between these two types of analogy is by resorting to extra-ono-
mastic evidence, such as e.g. topographical studies. Howevel a topo-
graphical study would only permit the singling out of associativel)-
bestowed names from other coinages, genuine as well as imirarive, so such
a sludy would only be able to reveal a rough outline of motives for nam-
ing. In the topographical study I have made of the bdlstadr localities in
Westem Norway, I have not been able to find any localities with names in
*Miklabdlstadr which did not conform to the general topographical char-
acteristics of Norw egian b6lstadr localities. Although this does not direct-
ly exclude the possibility rhat associdtive naming has taken place, it is an
indication that factual considerations of one kind or another were associ-
ated with the naming of these localities. Whether the actual naming, if
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associative naming did not take place, was genuine or imitative is impos-
sible to say, owing to the close similarities between the two.
The third possibility is to see the many over-frequent names themselYes
as originating from a compound appellative +miklabdlstrtdr. This appella-
tive would then function as a normal place-name element, being capable
of taking part in place-name constructions on its own (as a simplex for-
mation), or as part of a compound place-name. As an appellative *mil<la-
b6lstadr would probably carry a meaning along the lines of 'the large
farm' and would be an integral part of the lexicon. Being an integral and
well-known part of the lexicon, it would also have to have general cur-
rency throughout the speech area while it formed part of the onomasticon.
An example of a probable compound appellative in function as a place-
name is *kirkjubyr, 'settlement with a church'.r16 This compound appella-
tive was possibly created in England by the incoming Scandinavians who
found stone-built churches on their arrival there. No fewer than 46 place-
names of this origin have been known to exist in England.rrT This com-
pound appellative may later have been transported to Denmark, where it
is still current today in the sense 'village in which the parish church is situ-
ated',rr8 as well as having been frequently used in place-names.r3e For
instance, there are 35 place-names in Kirkeby on the l:100,000 map of
Denmark. In other words, kirkeby is an integral pan of the lexicon with
pregnancy of meaning, as well as having general currency throughout the
Old Danish speech-area, insofar that it is found in place-names both in
Denmark and the Danelaw area.
It is tempting to see place-names of the *Miklab6lstadr type as origi-
nating from a compound appellatival construction, as this would readily
explain the over-frequency itself. With 47 examples, about half of all
place-names in -bdlstadr, the appellative *miklab6lstadr functioning as
place-name would seem to have been of equal relevance to the Viking-
136 Fcllows―Jensen,Cillian,.Mφnstrc i stcdnavnc pa―by i England',in Kiukcn,KnstofFcr
(cd),NORNA‐R07o"76σ D′″θ′″ッセ″οだisル″al″η●0/s′々rAa″g″ss′″,S″′ソο″`″
′9-23 ′
“
″:′994.(UppSala, 1996),p 387
137 Fellows Jcnscn,Cillian,・Thc■71klngs'Rclationslup with Ch●stianity in thc B"tish
lslcs:thc Evidcncc of Place‐Namcs Conlaining thc Element々,rAJα',in Knirk,Jalncs
(ed),Pracθ′′′″gsぽ″`ル"rll 
Иた:"g Callg″ss,レr ο々′々 ",Nο
n″α)1985,(Os10,1987).
p 298
138 Cf ODS,vol x,co1 365
139 Allemativcly,thc compOund may havc anscn in Dcnmark independently ofthc nalnes
in England
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Age Norwegian as that of the place-name element ON b6lstadr itself.
With 260 examples of place-names h -b1lstadr in Scotland and lceland,
one would therefore expect to find well over a hundred place-names in
*Miklabdlstadr in this area. Reality, however, is different. Not a single
place-name of this type is to be found in either counlry! It becomes even
more perplexing, when one considers that place-names in ON b'lstadr
often occur in pairs in Scotia Scandinavica, where it must be assumed that
one of the two bdlslddr-settlements, at least in some instances, was bigger
than the other. The same is the case with the other over-frequent bdlstadr-
types, such as the l3 Norwegian place-names in *Helgab6lstadr and the 23
Scottish and Icelandic Breidabdlstadr names. Neither of these formations
is found throughout the entire speech area but only in limited areas there-
of. In other words, these b6lstadr-typ.s do not seem likely to have had gen-
eral currency in the onomasticon, let alone having formed an integal part
of the lexicon. The likelihood of these b6lsta<1r-types oiginating from pos-
sible compound appellatives, such as *miklab6lstadr, *helgab6lstadr,
*breklab1lstadr, respectively, must be considered small (especially when it
is taken into account that no such appellatives have ever been recorded).
The Icelandic scholar, Svavar Sigmundsson, has argued that Icelandic
place-names in Breidabdlstadr were probably analogical formations but
bestowed in an objective fashion. According to him, the choice guiding
place-name formation is not free. Certain constituents become favoured
and these then form certain pattems of naming.r{ It is plausible that this
may have been the case with a number of over-frequent names. For
instance, if a certain place-name compound is bestowed as a genuine
place-name formation upon a number of different localities, then its mere
frequency of occurrence could generate super-relevance in a naming situ-
ation. If this happens, the naming-process shifts from being free to being
restricted by the super-relevance offered by this particular place-name
compound, should the relevant conditions be present at the locality under-
going naming. In other words naming becomes imitative. That naming is
often guided by im itative factors is especially evident with the place-name
lype ON b6lstadr. Naming according to certain pattems seems to be evi-
dent in a number of cases in the Scottish b1lstadr mateial. A wellillus-
trated example is the curious difference between Shetland and Orkney in
compounding ON b6lstadr with the appellative ON yaln, n., 'water, a
lake'. In Shetland, all the examples of this type show forms with vatn in
l!lo. Sigmundsson, Svavar, 'Analogi i islandske stednavne', in Alboge, C . et al. (els), Nona-
rapponer 45. Analaqi i navngivning. (Uppsala, l99l), p. 193.
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the stem form (Wadbister). whereas the Orkley examples all have forms
with vatn in the genitive singdar (Wasbister). These two archipelagos are
not far removed from each other as such, but sufficiently far to spur dif-
ferences in naming patterns. Accidental discrepancies in the compounding
of ON varn and ON bdlsradr in Shetland and Orkrey seem to have spurred
different naming pattems by their local super-relevance.
As the above study of over-frequent place-name types has shown, there
are no easy solutions. However, since the general distribution of * Mikla-
bdlstadr place-aames and their locational features are similar to that of
other b6lstadr place-names, analogy by associotive naming does not
appear to be likely. The over-frequent b1lstadr types only occur in rela-
tively limited areas and not throughout the entire speech area, so an origin
as a compound appellative does not seem plausible either. In reality, the
over-frequency found with some bdlstadr place-names can only really be
ascribed to their being partly genuine place-name constructions, and part-
ly imitative names. Since there is no traceable difference in denotation
between either type of naming (naming would have taken place on factu-
al grounds in both cases), I see no other possibility than to lreat these as
genuine place-name constructions. Howevet it must be bome in mind that
other naming motives, especially imitative naming, may well lie behind
place-names of this type. Therefore, due care and consideration should be
taken when treating these over-frequent b6lstadr-types.
The major work of documentary reference I have consulted is Norske
Gaardnavne (Kristiania/Oslo, 1897 -1936), by Olaf Rygh et. al. This work
contains a large number of source-forms, and the Norwegian source-forms
featured in the present book are from Norske Gaardnavne. Whatever
forms I have been able to check (e.g. DN, OC and partly OE, corre-
sponded very well with what Rygh had cited. This is hardly surprising, as
Rygh points out in the introductionrar that he has been most careful to note
down the exact form in which a place-name appears in an older source
(such as AB, BK, Cap., DN, NRJ, OEJ, RB, or St.). However, Rygh does
quote a number of place-name forms without a proper source-reference.
These source-forms typically date from the period between the 166 and
l8'h centuries. I have chosen to include these forms in this work as they
have been quoted by Rygh, although their presence goes against the gen-
eral principle adhered to in the book, that a source-form must always have
a reference against which it may checked. From Rygh's introduction to his
l4l. Rygh, Olaf, No/J&" Gaailnatne. Forord og lndledning,(Knstianta" 1898), p. xi. (NG indl.)
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work, it is clear that the unreferenced sources are almost exclusively
cadastre rolls and census papers, most of which have never been pub-
lished. Despite the fact that I have not been able to check these unrefer-
enced sources, I have regarded them as reliable, albeit Rygh himself states
that he has occasionally normalised the endings of names.ral
The Norwegian place-name material is some of the oldest in this book.
Although this has not been a problem in the majority of cases, a few place-
names have, nonetheless, proved themselves to be difficult to interpret,
mostly owing to their late date of recording. Indeed, in three instances,
namely in the cases of Ormbostad and the two Rubbestad place-names,
interpretation has been marred by the material's being too slim or too con-
tradictory. The bodies of work I have used lo define the interpretable
place-name elements are Johan Fritzner's Ordbog over det gamle norske
sprog, tal and the ONP, to the extent it has been published.r{ These are
generally accepted as being the most authoritative ON dictionaries.
Of the 108 place-names in ON bdlstadr,the l4 simplex formations will
not be included in the following syntactic-semantic analysis, since their
unmodified appearance is not able to convey what motives for naming
were present at the time of coinage. Furthermore, the three place-names
that remain uninterpreted are not included either, for obvious reasons. Not
all groups and sub-groups of lhe syntactic-semantic model are represent-
ed in the Norwegian place-name material suitable for this type of analy-
sis. The missing groups are: I.d.: II.c., ll.e., ILf.ii., il.f.iii., II.g. No further
reference will be made to these groups and sub-groups.
Syntactic-semantic analysis of the Norwegian bdlstadr-place-name
material
I. REr,ATroNsHrP
a. Topographical relationship
i. Characterisation of the location in relation to q ndme-bearing location.
There are six place-names in the Norwegian material whose specific ele-
ment probably indicates the situation of the locality in relation to a named
location. The named locations may either be fiords, as is reflected by the
t42. rbid.
143. Fritzner, Johan, Ordbog <tver det gamle norske sprog, (Kristiania, 1886-96); Rettelser
oI ti|leg, (Oslo. 1912\.
1,14. ONP: Degnbol, H., Jacobsen, B. C., Rode, E., Sanders, C. & Helgad6tti( p. (eds), Ond-
bog over det norrone prcsosprog = A dictionary of Old Norse Prose, (Copenhagen: The
Amamagnean Commission, 1989), vol. l-.
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ON place-name *Farni, m., and probably also in ON *Geiga, f .; water'
courses, as probably seen in the place-name ON *Gryla, f., and ON
*Skjalga. f.; or even islands: ON *5 14.f., and ON *Yeig, f.
ii. Characterisation of the location in relation to a non-name-bearinS
location.Fo]ur names reflect a location in relation to an unnamed locality:
ON.ir, gen. sg. ofd, f., 'a stream'; ON eydi, n., 'the condition ofa place
as being uninhabited or uncultivated':, ON grandi, m., 'a sand bank in or
under the water'i ON mirz, f., 'a moor, a bog'. It may be argued that ON
e1di, n., does not belong to this sub-group. However, I have chosen to
place it here because it may inherently describe the locality in relation to
other localities by stating their non-presence.
iii. Characterisation of the location by means of its relative position. The
specifics of thirteen place-names signal the approximate position of the
locality in comparison with a focal point. The specific elements in this
sub-group are typically adjectives and adverbs: ON lair, adj., 'high'(3);
ON zredaJ, adv., 'between' (2); ON midr, adj., 'in the middle of'; ON
nordr, adv., 'north' (2); ON zordn, comp. adj., 'more northerly'; ON lll,
adv., 'out, outside'; ON vestr, adv.,'west' (2); ON oft, adj., 'upper'.
b. Institutional and administrative relationship
There is only one place-name in the Norwegian place-name material
which signals this type of relationship: ON vi, n., 'a holy place where sa-
crifice takes place'.
c. Associative relationship
To this semantic group belong specific elements which signal the owner-
ship ofa locality, or another type of association ofa person or group ofper-
sons thereto. The specific elements are typically originally in the genitive
in order to describe the association of the locality with the person/persons.
There are two names which reflect this relationship, one through the per-
sonal name, ON Bersi, m., the other through an appellative, ON lrarJl, m.,
'a thrall, serf' (probably owing to the late appearance of this place-name in
the sources, there is no remnant ofa genitive sg./pl. marker).
II. QUALITY
a. Size
This group comprises no less than 50 names which indicate the size of the
locality. The examples are: ON l/dlJ, adj., 'small, little' (3), and ON m/<ill,
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adj., 'large, $eat' (47).It is necessary however, to bear in mind that the
overepresentation of mikill, adj., is problematic. There may be some
instances which are not genuine primary name formations. It is curious
that not a single one of the place-names which has 1iti1l as a specific reci-
procates with m*i//.
b. Shape
There is only one example of the specific referring to the shape of the
locality in this material. The form is in this example stated in comparative
terms: ON ,ralrr, adj., 'steep'.
d. Age
In this group the specific signals the age of the locality. There is only one
example of this quality in the Norwegian material: ON./arz, adj., 'old'.
f. That which exists at or by
i. Creatures. To this sub-group belong all creatures known to exist, or to
have existed, at the locality. The creatures can be real as well as fictive,
they may actually exist at the locality or merely be thought to exist there.
In the material analysed for Norway, only one place-name can be said
probably to contain a relevant specific, namely ON ulfa, gen. pl. of ulfr,
m., 'a wolf'. It is not possible to say how long these wolves were known
to exist at the locality, or even whether they aclually existed or were just
a figment of the imagination.
III. USAGE
There are l2 place-names which indicate what the locality has been used
for. In all cases the specific is ON /relgi, weak decl. offteiiagr, adj., 'holy'.
What exact usage 'holy' refers to is not known, but it may refer to the
locality as being utilised for cultic practice.
As I have mentioned earlier I have chosen to list the place-names of the
*Miklab'lstadr-type as genuine place-name formations, in spite of their
possibly representing a different type of naming because of their over-fre-
quency in the material. Despite careful study, I have not been able to
detect any way in which localities of this type differ from other b6lstadr
localities. Therefore, it cannot be positively proven that place-names of
this type are different from olher bdlstadr names. Hence, I see no other
altemative than to regard these as genuine place-name formations, how-
ever unsatisfactory this may appear. The following summing up of what
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the syntactic-semantic analysis indicates about the situation and focus of
naming in b6lstadr must be seen in the light of this. All main motives of
naming are present in the Norwegian material, as the three categories, I
Relationship, ll. Quality, and III. UsaSie, are all exemplified to a greater or
lesser extent in the specific material.
There are 26 place-names (approx. 297o of the analysed material) which
indicate a relationship of the locality. The majority of these, 23 (approx.
25Vo), belong under group I-a. Topographical relationship, of which six
place-names (approx.77o) relate to a name-bearing location (sub-group
I.a.i.), four (approx. 49o) to a non-name-bearing location (sub-group
I.a.ii.), and 13 (approx. l49o\ are characterised by means of their relative
position in comparison to a focal point or locality (sub-group La.iii.). It is
worth noting that the name-bearing localities referred to by the specific
material are exclusively topographical names, such as fiords, water-
courses and islands. These would probably have constituted major, well-
known place-names at the time. Naming in relation to already named
localities appears to have been slightly more relevant than naming in rela-
tion to unnamed ones since only four (approx. 47o) place-names signal this
relationship (sub-group I.a.ii). The sub-group relating to characterisation
by means of relative position (I.a.iii.) is far better represented. Some l47o
of all the names in this study belong here. The exact identification of the
focal locality is for obvious reasons not discemible from the place-name
material itself. However, it must be assumed that since reciprocation in
Norwegian b6lstadr-names is unlikely (they never occur in pairs in
Norway), the focal locality in question must be assumed to be the primary
or original settlement in the area. At the same time this indicates that
place-names belonging to this sub-group have been fitted into a previous-
ly named and thus structured settlement area. This means that the
Norwegian bdlsradr-names of this sub-group may be taken to indicate the
subordinate nature of the settlement.
Relationships of the locality other than the purely topographical ones
are rare in the b'lsrarr-place-name material in Norway. For instance, only
one place-name ( I %) indicates a relationship to a pagan institution (group
Lb.), and only two (approx- 27o) indicate an associative relationship
(group I.c.). It is remarkable that the ownership or other association of a
bdlstadr locality to a person or a group of people has not been stated in
more than approx. ZVo of the instances. This must mean that the relevance
of naming according to this fashion has been virtually absent. why this is
can only be surmised but it seems likely that the settlement -type bilstadr
denoted did nol encourage (his naminB molive.
?
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The category ll. Quality is the most numerous one. There are no less
than 53 place-names whose specific indicates a quality of sorts. 50 of
these (557o) describe the size (group ll.a.) of the locality. This is a remark-
ably high percentage for one single group, but it must be remembered that
47 of these are place-names of the * Miklab6lstair-type.I have previous-
ly voiced my scepticism as to whether all of the examples of this type are
genuine primary place-name formations, with the result that the size of
this group may be artificially high. However, since it has not directly been
possibile to distinguish between any genuine and non-genuine primary
place-name formations (see above and s.n. Mebost),I have chosen to list
all examples. albeit with reservations.
Other forms of qu alities of bdlstair localities are rare. Only one place-
name (approx. l7o) indicates the shape of the locality (group II.b.), one
(approx. l70) the age (group II.d.), and finally one (approx. l7o) describes
what creatures are known or thought to exist at a locality (group II.f.i.).
Category IIl. Usage is fairly well represented in the Norwegian b<ilstadr
place-names. There are l2 Norwegian bdlstalr place-names (approx. l37o)
which signal usage. They are all modifiedby ON helgi, theweak form ofON
heilag r, adj.,'holy '. Why othertypes ofusage have not been considered rele-
vant as a motive for naming is intriguing. The main reason may well be that
the usage has already been adequately expressed through the generic ele-
ment. Ifthis is so, the usage described through the specific-element material
would necessarily have to describe a usage different from the norm.
The concept conveyed by 'holy' points to a religious utilisation of the
locality, probably with a pagan Norse significance. I therefore assume that
this usage is not typical of bdlstadr seltlements, and indeed one would
have to be hard pressed to see a religious significance in an element which
is typically used to denote 'a farm'. To the namer, there would probably
have been no doubts as to the denotation of ON bdlsradr.
7.3. The syntactic-semantic categorisation of the
Scottish b6lstadr material
By far the greatest number of the place-names which originate, or probab-
ly originate, from ON bdlstadr, m., are found in the islands to the north
and west of Scotland and in Caithness on the mainland. In these areas,
there are no less than 240 place-names of this origin.rl5 This is more than
145. Including the one example, Erdyorr, found in the Isle of Man.
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twice the number found in Norway! This alone testifies to the popularity
of this place-name element at the time of the Norse expansion into this
area in the 9s century.
There have been many local surveys and some general studies in which
bdlstqdr has featured to a greater or lesser extent. However, no single
comprehensive study of this place-name element has ever been undertak-
en, which is why many of the surveys and studies have relied on under-
researched and over-simplified material. The problem has mainly been
source-related. This has meant that a number of place-name types of other
origins have been mistaken for this place-name type. As an example, the
Sutherland settlements Embo- Skelbo and S/<lbo have in various studies
been interpreted as containing ON bdlstadr,ra6 although the earliest source
forms of each name (Ethenboll c . 1222 DKS (pp. 14-23, nr. 9), Scelbol, c.
l2ll DKS (pp. 7-9, nr. 5), Scitheboll c. 1222 DKS (pp. 14-23, nr. 9))
clearly show forms in ON btjl, n. 'a farm'. Compared with the Caithness
names which contain ON btilstadr. it is not conceivable that the final ele-
ment -stad- would have been lost this early. Similarly, a number of other
place-names in ON bil,n.,'afarrn', ON pollr, m., 'a pool, a small round-
ed bay', and even G aelic poll,m., 'a pit, a pond', have wrongly been inter-
preted as containing b1lstadr. All place-names interpreted at one stage or
another as being a bflstadr-name have been scrutinised in this work and
all those which are not genuine place-names in ON bdlsradr have been
excluded from the main body of material. They are, however, available for
sttdy in Appendices. Furthermore, a few place-names have tumed out
rather to be original names in ON setr, n., 'a shieling, a dwelling', or ON
stadir, m. pl., 'a farm'. These have been assigned to the same sub-chapter.
There is a curious complementary spatial disribution of ON bdl, n. and
ON bdlstadr, which I feel there is a need to touch upon briefly. As I have
stated above, place-names in ON brilsladr are found in the Northem Isles,
the Hebrides and in Caithness (and to some extent also in Suthedand) on
the mainland. In contrast, the 30-40 place-names in ON bdl are found pri-
marily in the coastal stretches in Sutherland, Ross and Cromarty, Inver-
ness-shire and Argyllshire on the Scottish mainland. Additionally, there is
a small outcrop in the islands Mull, Coll and Tiree. These islands (to-
gether with Sutherland, if one accepts the l\rto btjlstadr examples there as
146. Cl e.g. the index of'Bolstadr Place-Names in Scotland' in Britdin beforc the Norman
Conquest, published by the Ordnance Survey (1973), pp.6l-3, where the alleged rdl-
sradr-names in a fair number of cases are of other orisins.
?
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being primary formations) are the only ones in which there is any over-
lapping of ON btilstadr and ON brjl.
It has not been possible on the basis of this material to establish with
any degree of cenainty why these two place-name types seem to comple-
ment each other in Scotland. There may be several reasons for the com-
plementary distribution of ON bdlstadr and ON bdl. It has been suggest-
ed that the distribution pattem reflects different chronological strata, pos-
sibly a fresh intake of settlers.raT The distribution of ON bdlstadr would
then represent the older layer of settlement and ON Dd1 the youn8er one.
It is known from the sagas that ihe colonies on the mainland of Scotland
were established at a later date than the conquest of the Northern and
Western Isles. In the late ninth century Earl Sigurd Rfti of Orkney and
Thorstein the Red conquered Caithness and Sutherland (to the River
Oykell), and in the following century the Orkney Earldom spread further
southward into Ross, Moray, Sutherland and the Dales. Superficially, this
temporal difference in expansion could be seen as being great enough to
spur the application of ON bril rather than ON bdlstadr. However, since
only a maximum of one hundred years separate either expansion, this sup-
position cannot really be considered valid. Within this time span ON bdl-
stadr did not go out of fashion. This is e.g. evidenced in the numerous
examples of place-names in ON b6lstadr in Caithness.
It is also implausible that the settlement situation should be so different
as to prompt a difference in naming. The geography on the Scottish East
Coast from the Ord of Caithness to the River Oykel is little different from
that found in Caithness. Similarly, the geography on the North and West
Coast from Strathy Head to the Mull of Kintyre is little different from the
Hebrides. Since both Caithness and the Hebrides abound with place-
names in ON b6lstadr, there is nothing in the geography which would
directly speak against the presence of place-names in bdlstadr in the
above mentioned coastal stretches. The absence of this place-name ele-
ment from these areas must be explained differently.
I suspect thai the explanation for the complementary distribution of ON
bdlsta,r and ON bril may be more complex lhan hitherto imagined. The
present settlement structures in which settlements with names in ON Ddl
occur bear witness to the complex ethnic and linguistic heritage of
Scotland. There is a heavy Gaelic component in the nomenclature and to
147. Cox, Richard, 'Descendarts of Nors€ Mlstadr?: A Re-Examination of the Lineage of
Bost & Co.', in Baldwin, John R. (ed.), Peoples & Sefilernent in Nonh-West Ross,
(Edinburgh, 1994), p. 57.
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a lesser extent Pictish and Scandinavian elements. Additionally, there are
also some later Scots place-names. Within this complex nomenclature,
settlements with place-names in ON b6l are decidedly secondary. Primary
settlements usually have names of Pictish or Gaelic origin (although there
are also a few primary settlements with place-names of a clearly
Scandinavian origin). Other secondary settlements bear names primarily
of Gaelic origin, with fewer of Scandinavian origin. Names of peripheral
settlements are typically Gaelic in origin. Place-names of later Scots ori-
gin are normally either secondary or peripheral. This implies that the
place-name element b6l was largely applied to settlements being estab-
lished within an already existing Pictish-Gaelic settlement structure. The
heavily mixed senlemenl structure taken into consideration, it seems plau-
sible that the Scandinavian settlers were never in the majority. It is, there-
fore, not unlikely that the Scandinavian population eady on fused with the
existing culture, thereby cutting short the full flowering of a Norse nomen-
clature. A similar situation is evident in Man. where there are several indi-
cations that the Scandinavian settlers eady on mixed with the local Gaelic
population.ra8 The settlements bearing names in ON D<i/ appear, judging
from present-day conditions, to have been large farming settlements 
-
probably with a focus on cultivation. This is in direct contrast with the
application ofON bdl in e.g. Iceland, where most of the settlements with
names in bdl are small units.rae It is only settlements with names originat-
ing from the compound appellative kirkjubdl which may be of a size
approaching that of ON bdl in Scotland. It is interesting that the applica-
tion of ON bdl on the mainland of Scotland appears to be different from
other places in which this place-name element occurs. There is no straight-
forward answer to this, but it is possible that the unique situation in the
areas in which place-names in b6l arc found, both linguistically and set-
tlementwise, has caused the denotation to shift. Until a detailed separate
study has been undertaken of this specific problem, however, the question
of the spatial complementation of ON b6lstadr and ON d/ must remain
unanswered.
148. Cf. e.g. Fellows Jensen, Gillian, 'Scandinavian Setdement in the lsle of Man and
Nonhwest England: the Place-Name Evidence', in Fell. C., Foore, P, Graham-
Campbell, J. & Thomron, R. (eds), I,te WkinS Age in the Isle of Man. Select Papers
fron the gth ltkine Congress, Isle of Man, 4- 14 July 1981, (l,rlndon 1983), p. 43.
149. Sigmundsson, Svavu,'-b6l',in NONELet, (Uppsala, 193), 2 pp.
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It has been a part of the aim of this book to gather as much source-mate-
rial relating to ON b1lstabr as was possible and necessary for undertaking
a thorough study. I have chosen to include all the forms it has been possi-
ble for me to assign to the individual place-names with a fair degree of
cenainty. Most of these are reliable but some are obvious misspellings or
misrepresentations. The latter type has been included for the sake of com-
pleteness of the material. Needless to say, misspelt and misrepresented
forms have not been considered in the interpretative phase. I have mainly
concentrated on published source-material, as it would have been too
time-consuming to check all the numerous unpublished rentals, cadastres,
censuses and registers which exist for Scotland. The full list of sources
examined can be viewed in Source-abbreviations. lt will suffice here to
mention only the major works and those which deserve special attention.
The four major sources are: Oigines Parochiales Scotiae (OPS), Register
of the Great Seal (RMS), Register of the Piv.y Seal (RSS), and Retoars.
These contain documents penaining to the entire Scottish area, and are
generally considered to be reliable sources, although there are a fair num-
ber of misrepresentations, which means that one has to be extra careful to
obtain forms from altemative sources, if possible. I have checked a num-
ber of peculiar forms from these sources against the original documents,
and they have all corresponded to the ones in the original so, generally
speaking, the works OPS, RMS, RSS and Rerrurs must be considered fair-
ly reliable. Of local sources, I have panly checked such printed sources as
I have found, such as iecords of the Earldom of Orkney, 1299-1614
(REO). Register of Testaments in Shetland 1611-1650 (RegTes), Ortney
Testaments and Inventories 1573- l6l 5 (OrkTes), etc., and partly also local
works on place-names, such as Hugh Marwick's Orkney Farm-Names,
(Kirkwall, I952), and Doreen Walgh's The place-names of sLx parishes in
Caithness, Scot/and (unpublished Ph.D.-thesis, University of Edinburgh,
1985), etc., as such works generally provide a fine overview ofthe sources
available for a specific area. The most readily available printed as well as
unprinted sources have been checked by me against the forms in these
works to assess the reliability of source-forms from these wotks. Orkney
Farm-Names, for instance, contains few actual references to sources. The
work itself, however, expressly states that the sources used are local
unprinled rentals dating from 1500-1739 and 1794. I have chosen to
include these in the material under the source-code of OR, since the
author, Hugh Marwick, is normally very reliable.
Only a few early documents survive from the areas where bdlstadr is
found in Scotland. Sources prior to l5(X) are the exception rather than the
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rule. This means that there may have been 500 years or more between
coinage and recording. This means that place-names are often difficult to
interpret, occasionally even impossible. The doubtful group of names are
indicated with a question mark in the analysis below, whereas the 29
names that have proved impossible to interpret are naturally not present in
the analysis.r5'In the cases where the interpretation is marked by uncer-
tainty, either as the result of there being several possible interpretations or
because of the poor and late documentation of the names, I have marked
the specifics with a question mark in the syntactic-semantic analysis. It is
unfortunate that the Scottish dlsradr place-names are only relatively late-
ly attested, as this naturally increases the uncertainty of interpretation,
albeit not to such an extent that it has to be abandoned. The works I have
used to define the interprelable place-name elements are Johan Fritzner's
Ordbog over det gamle norske sprog,and the ONP, to the extent it has
been published.r5r These are generally accepted as being the most authori-
tative ON dictionaries.
The modem reflexes of bdlstadr vary greatly from region to region in
the Scottish Isles. An in-depth study of the phonetic development from
ON b6lstadr to its modem appearances is found in Ch. 4.2. However, a
slight recapitulation is in order. The reflex-types most akin to the modem
Norwegian representation in Bolstad, and -bost@A or -bust are Bosta,
Bousd and -bost, which are prevalent in the Outer Hebrides, Skye, Coll,
Tiree and Mull. A series of phonetic developments peculiar to Islay have
given rise 10 forms like Balsa(y) and -bus and -bolls, etc. The number of
syllables preceding b1lstadr in compounded place-names help to explain
these rather different forms. If bdlstadr is preceded by only one syllable,
the modem reflex is -brl/s, whereas the modem form is -bas if preceded
by two syllables or more. In the Nonhem Isles (Shetland and Orkney), the
normal modem reflexes are Borslc and possibly Busra in the simplex, and
15l. The 29 place-name which I have not been able to interpret on the basis of the existing
material arc: Alabost, Bilbster, Bflbstet, *Chalisbost, Claebost, Ellibistea Flebister,
Guidebest, *Heillibost, Hindebollis, *Hunobost, Inbustea *Keepstet Kepolls, Ltbost,
l2odebest, Lurbost, lzwbambstea Loedebe st, * M eabost, Misbiste r Shebster Skeabost,
Skidgibist, *Skoffibest, nsrc a ntulbuste r, Tuskerbister and.Unabust.
152. Fritzner, lohan. Ordboe owr det gomle norske sprog, (Kristiania, 188G96), Rettelser
oB tilleS, (Oslo, 19'12): ONP: Degnbol, H., Jacobsen, B. C., Rode, 8., Sanders, C. &
Hefgad6ttir, p. (eds), Ordbog over det norrqne prosasprcg = A dictionary of Old Norse
Prore, (Copenhagen: The Amamagnean Commission, 1989r, vol. l-.
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-bister and eyen -bist in parts of Orkney. A development of the Nonhem
Isles type is found in Caithness as -Dsrar, -mJrer (under the influence of a
preceding nasal). or even as -sler.
During the collection of the source-material, I became suspicious of a
few of the place-names in Shetland, Orkney and Caithness. In some late
sources, place-names started cropping up which formally looked authen-
tic enough with typical b6lstadr-reflexes. The ensuing interpretation
showed that the specific material normally seemed to be late, either late
local place-names, such as the Caithness place-name Achavar of Gaelic
origin in Achawabuster, or words from the local modem lexicons.
Furthermore, their general topographical location was without question
inferior to that of the normal genuine bdlstadr-locality (cp- e.g. Appendix
i.2 with the study of the gen]uine b6lstadr settlements in Ch. 6.3.). There
seemed little doubt that these were late formations, an assumption which
was confirmed by a letter of 1627 which related to the establishment ofthe
Shetland settlement of Lunabister, which had hitherto generally been
regarded as a genuine place-name in b6lstadr:
[...] the litle toun and quoy callit Lunabister perteining [...] to the
said James Neven as ane pendicle of his heretabill udallandis of
Scousbruch, and quhilk wes first labourit and manureit be umquhill
Adame Neven of Scouisbrucht his grandschir [... ] lyand besouth the
dykis thairof, above the logh in the outfreddome and pasture of the
said land.r5r
The Adam Neven mentioned in the text died around 1560. which means
that the settlement of Lunabister must have come into existence slightly
earlier than this date, possibly a decade or two earlier. It cannot but be
assumed that the coinage of the name took place at the same time, as the
specific is most probably Shetl. lon, sb., 'a piece of home-pasture, close
to the farm' (Jakobsen 1928, pp. 521-2). The prospect of a coinage of
place-names in -bister as late as the 166 cenlury was intriguing. Was
bdlstadr really productive as late as this in Shetland? h An erymolo9i-
cal dictionary of the Norn languagie, Jakob Jakobsen notes the follow-
ing:
153 Scctush Rccord Ofrlcc,RS 44/2 Folios 107 vcrso-108 recto
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*bister, sb., 1...) a) dwelling; farm; b) collection of farms. Now
quite obs[olete] as common noun, but it appears in a great many
number of names for farms and villages, so that the meaning of the
word is still understood ...r54
Whether or not Jalobsen considered that bister had actually been a living
appellative in its own right is not entirely evident. What is clear, however,
is that the element is understood to mean what it means on the basis of its
appearance as the second part of a compound place-name. The element
has thus probably not survived from ON but has been perceived to be a
settlement designation solely from its appearance in place-names. That
this element in itself is perceived to be a settlement designation, seems to
me to be the probable reason behind this late coinage of place-names
which usually refer to no more than mere houses. It may thus not have
been in use as an appellative as such but has probably been used as a
generic element with these late names on analogy with preexisting farm-
names in -bister. This type of analogy is quite well-known from other
types ofgenerics such as e.g. Sw /rnlt.r55 The Swedish scholar Bengt Pamp
has called this type of phenomenon 'Analogical affix name-formation'.r56
Although the element -bister in these analogical affix name-formations
originated from the occurrence of bdlstadr in the names on which these
later names are formed, bister does nr, function in the same way as b6l-
sto dr does. The etymological umbilical cord to ON bdlstadr has been se-
vered, as the naming in bisrer is solely guided by associations of some sort
with settlement names in -bister, as is evident from the fact that some of
these analogical formations refer to rocky faces or mounds (most likely
because ofthe resemblance ofthese features to building-structures). These
later names do not, therefore, belong with the genuine formations in ON
bdlstabr, m., and I have therefore placed them in Appendix 1, as a group
for closer scrutiny. This group comprises place-names which can be dated,
either linguistically or non-linguistically, as being, or most likely being,
late analogical affi x name-formations.
Of the total number of 240 place-names, the ensuing syntactic-seman-
I54. Jakobsen, Jakob, An ettmological dictionory of the Nom language, (CoFlhagen,
1928),p.44.
155. Cf. Benson, Sven, 'Namngivning och namnrypologi', in SOA 1972, (Lnnd,. lg72), pp.
3440.
156. Pamp, Bengt, 'Onomastisk Analogi', in AlbOge, G. e, al. (eds), Nona-Rapponer 45.
AnaloSi i naeneivning,p. 159.
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tic analysis will contain only 201, owing to the fact that 10 are simplex
formations, and hence not eligible for this specific type of analysis, and a
further 29 have not been interpretable. Because of the large number of
names in this analysis, only one group in the syntactic-semantic model,
l.d. An external event to which naming is related, has not been exempli-
fied in the material, and will, therefore, not be referred to in the discussion
below.
Syntactic-semantic analysis of the Scottish b6lstadr-place-name material
I. RELATIoNSHIP
a. Topographical relationship
i. Characterisation of the location in relation to a name-bearing location.
There are seven place-names in the Scottish material which signal, or
probably signal, the situation of the locality as compared with a named
locality. These can either be hills, as in: ON *Xelpr, m., and ON *Varda,
f.i watercourses as in: ON ?*Renza, f., ON *S/ezta, f., and ON *Sopazdi,
m.; or possibly even fiords: ON ?*pngi, m. (2). In Norway, such named
localities are often found as fte specific of other place-names in the vici-
nity. It has not been possible to find any references to current names in
connection with the Scottish material. In a couple of instances, howevel
the named feature can be identified. For instance, the Shetland hill-name
*Keipr was later known as Da Kebb before it took the name Laggie's
Knowe after a sorcerer who lived near it. The ON hill-name of *Varda in
Orkney is now known as Ward Hill, a hill rising steeply behind the site
where the settlement of Warbister once stood.
ii. Characterisalion of the location in relation lo a non-name-bearing
locarian. This is the best represented sub-group in the Scottish material, as
there are no less than 49 place-names which are described by their situa-
tion in relation to an unnamed location. The locality referred to is only
very occasionally a man-made feature, as is the case with: ON Drl, f., 'a
bridge' (2). In by far the majority of instances, the localities are natural
features: ON ri, i, 'a stream'(2), ON ?drr, m., 'a deep valley'(2), ON dr,
gen. sg. of ri, f., 'a stream' (2), ON riss, m., 'a hill-crest, a mountain-ridge' ,
ON ?Dizgr, m., 'a division (in a house)', or 'the designation of a locality
of a special character, possibly a bend of a stream, or a small settlement
limited in size by nature', ON ?eid, n., 'an isthmus, a neck of land', ON
eyn, f., 'a bank of sand or gravel protruding out into water, especially at
the mouth of a river', ON grandi, m., 'a sand bank in or under water', ON
luls, m., 'a neck'or'a ridge of land which divides two valleys or firths',
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ON ,rnd, n., 'a slope' (4), ON kambL m., 'a ridge, a hill-crest' (2), ON
kinn, f.,'a cheek', or here probably 'a steep hill-side or mountain-side'
(2), ON kjan, n., 'brushwood, fen or marsh' (3), ON /collr, m., 'a round-
ed (hill) top' (2), ON knh, f., 'an elevation, whatever rises out of or from
an otherwise level surface' (3), ON merr, m., 'a sand bank, a gravel bank'
(2), ON ?rnosi, m., 'a bog, marsh, moor', ON min, f., 'a moor, a bog',
ON nes, n., 'a promontory' (2), ON dss, m., 'a mouth of a river or strealn',
ON rri, f., 'a nook, comer', ON sjdr. m., 'water', here 'a lake', ON scr,
m., 'water', here 'a lake', ON varn, n., 'water', here 'a lake'(4), ON raz,
gen. sg. of vatz, n., 'water, a lake' (5).
iii. Characterisation of the location by means of ils relative position.
There are 33 place-names in the Scottish material whose situation is
marked out in terms of a situation relative to a focal locality. The relative
position may be marked by compass point: ON austr, adv.,'east', ON
eystri, comp. adj., 'more easterly' (7), ON zordr, adv., 'north', ON szdr,
adv., 'south'(2), ON sJnsrr, sup. adj., 'southemmost' (3), ON reslr, adv.,
'wesf (2), ON vestn, comp. adj., 'more westerly'; or strictly by relative
location: ON efri, comp. adj., 'upper' (5), ON ftdr, adj., 'high' (2), ON
hen| comp. adj., 'higher' (2), ON midr, adj., 'in the middle' (2), ON
nerri, comp. adj., 'closer', ON uzdir, adv., 'under, below', ON jfrt,
comp. adj., 'outer' (3).
b. Institutional and administrative rtlationship
There are only two different specific elements in this material in this
group, namely: ON gordr, m., 'a fence, an enclosure, a farm-yard, a farm'
(3), ON /rirkja, f., 'a church' (20). However, as is indicated by the brack-
eted figures, they are found in no less than 23 examples of the entire mate-
rial. It might be argued that in some instances the relationship is not insti-
tutional or administrative, but possibly topographical (sub-group I.a.ii.) or
possibly not even to be seen in relative terms, but more as a quality of the
locality (sub-group Il.f.iii.). Unfortunately, such fine distinctions of refer-
ence within the same specific are not possible, and although the above-
mentioned possibilities offer themselves, I have found no other altemative
than to list them all under this heading.
c. Associative relationship
This group consists of seven place-names, six of which seemingly reveal
their associative relationship by having a personal name as the specific:
ON lzi, m., ON ?Frddi, m.,ON Htikon, m., ON Hedinn, m., ON S/<eggi,
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m., ON ?Syeirrn, m.; and one by having as specific an appellative which
states the occupation of a person: Gaelic pearsa,f.,'a parson'. These per-
sonal names and the occupational term probably show the ownership of
the locality. This group is not very numerous, only maginally larger than
the Norwegian equivalent.
II. QUALITY
a. Size
Compared with its Norwegian counterpart, this group is severely underrep-
resented. There is only one example ofa place-name in the Scottish materi-
al in which the specific appears to describe the size ofa locality: ON ?s&/r,
adj., 'large, great'. As will become clear, the interpretation ofthis specific is
not entirely unproblematic, and this fact must be taken into consideration.
b. Shape
The general shape of a locality is often indicated by the specific in the
Scottish material. There are 13 examples of such a quality being pointed
out: ON ,rarrr, adj., 'steep' (2), ON breidr, adj., 'wide, broad' (10), ON
flatr, adj., 'flat' .
c. Colour
Six examples indicate the colour of a locality. What exact part of the locali
ty has the colour indicated is not known. The reference may be to the vege-
tation, natural features like rocks and boulders, or watercourses, etc. The
specified colour is in most cases no longer evident in the topography: ON
grdr, adj.,'grey' (!), ON grcnz, adj., 'green', ON myrftr, adj., 'dark'.
d. Age
In the three instances in which the age of the locality is mentioned, the re-
ference is always ON n!r, adj.. 'new'. That no more b1lstadr localities,
which are typically settlements, have been specified by their age may
seem puzzling. However, as it must be assumed that many of the settle-
ments were established at the same time, the adjective 'new'would not
distinguish them from each other. In other words, naming according to this
motive was not found to be tenibly appropriate.
e. Material and texture
The material or texture of the locality or its land seems only to have had a
very limited relevance as a naming motive. According to the few exam-
ples, the focus of this motive is on the land of the locality. Of the four
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examples, only one relates to the temporary state or condition of the land,
ON brandr, m., 'a fire, buming', here after having been cleared by fire.
The remaining three examples relate to the type of soil: ON g7dl, n.,
'gravel', ON lein,m.,'clay, mud' (2).
f. That which exists at or by
i. Creatures. There are l3 place-names in this material which document
which creatures are to be found at the locality 
- 
real or imaginary, perma-
nently or occasionally. In four of the examples, the creatures in question
are domestic animals: ON ftross, n., 'a horse', ON hundr, m.,'a dog', ON
kia, gen. pl. of fo,a f., 'a cow' (2); whereas the rest of the examples
describe wild creatures: ON ?arna, gen. pl. of prn, m, 'an eagle', ON
krdka,f.,'a crow', ON 'lskdri,m.,'a young sea-gull' (3), ON ?svaza, gen.
pl. of svanr, m., 'a swan', ON svanr, m., 'a swan', ON ulf, m., 'a wolf'
(2). The permanency of the presence of the creatures referred to is not
entirely determinable, although it must be assumed that the domestic ani-
mals involved would have been part of the farm-economy and therefore
more permanently at the locality. The wild animals, on the other hand,
may only have been seen once or even only be thought to have been pre-
sent at the locality.
ii. Plant-growth. This sub-group is much less frequently exemplified in
this material. Only seven place-names describe the types of plants at the
locality. The majority of these, six in total, describe or probably describe
wild plants: ON rrru, n., 'brushwood', ON selfi, f., 'a willow'(2), ON
?porn, m., 'a thorn, a thom-bush' (3); whereas only one place-name is
defined by cultivated plants being grown there: ON ftorn, n., 'grain, com'.
iii. Inanimate objects. The characterisation of a locality by the objects
which are found there occurs in no less than 32 examples. The locality is
mostly characterised by man-made objects: ON akr, m., 'a freld', ON
htugr,m' 'a mound' (4), ON ils, n., 'a house'(4), ON ftprgr, m., 'a stone-
heap, a heap of gathered stones', ON ftrass, m., 'a cross, a junction' (3),
ON /rylza, f., 'a kiln', ON ?nim, n., 'a room, a partition', ON s/nili, m., 'a
hall, a long-house, a house, a hut'(4), ON s/eirn, m., 'a stone, a standing-
stone' (7), ON varda, f., 'a ward, a pyramid-shaped or conical stone-heap
erected to serve as a marker' (2), and only occasionally by natural fea-
tures: ON ?ngi, n., 'a meadow' (2), ON hella, f .,'a flat, stone or rock', ON
kcWa, f., 'a spring'. It may be argued that some of these examples rather
describe a topographical relationship (sub-group l.a.ii.). However, the
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general size of the objects described here is not great and this makes it
highly questionabfe whether the locality, in the case of its being a b6lstadr
settlement, can actually be characterised in relation to such features. It
would seem more natural that these features simply described a quality by
which the locality is best characterised.
g. Perceived qualities
This more subjective naming motive has only had negligible relevance for
the namers in this material. Only two place-names have been modified
with a specific describing this type of quality of the locality: ONfi//, adj.,
'stinking, rotten smelling', ON karur, adj., 'cold'.
III. UsrcB
It does not appear to have been necessary for the namer to state the usage
of a locality, which suggests that the utilisation would have been obvious
from the generic element itself. Only one example might reflect the usage
of a locality: ON hruma, f., 'land, soil'. I am, nevertheless, not entirely
certain that this example belongs here. One might argue that it would
rather be at home in sub-group Il.f.iii., as is ON akr, m., 'a field, a culti-
vated field'. There just seems to be a difference between what hruma and
nkr refer to. Where a,tr refers to a limited area of cultivation at the local-
ity, pruma would seem to refer to the entire locality. Should this be the
case, then the appellative describes a usage of the locality. This is how I
have seen pruma and why I have placed it here.
The weakness of this analytic model is that some types of specific are
difficult to place under one certain category, and some are even difficult
to make to fit into this system at all! Such a one is pruma, and due con-
sideration should be taken to its situation in this category.
Of the Scottish material, approx. 597o belong to the syntactic-semantic
category L Relationship, whereas approx.407o of the total are found under
category 1L Qualin, and the remaining name has been categorised under
IIl. Usage. Compared with the Norwegian material (approx. 29Vo, 58Vo,
and l3Vo, respectively), one immediately notices some considerable dif-
ferences. First and foremost, category III. Usage is virtually absent from
the Scottish material (0.57c), whereas it was represented in l37o of the
Norwegian material. Furthermore, I. Relationship is by far the best repre-
sented Scottish category with approx. 597o, just under 30% higher than the
equivalent Norwegian category at approx. 29Vo. Where category 1L
Qraliry was the largest in Norway with approx. 587c, it trails behind in the
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Scottish material with some 40%. What are the reasons for this significant
discrepancy between the focus in naming motives between Norway and
Scotland? To me. there would seem to be two main reasons for this.
Firstly, it must be borne in mind that some of the specifics describing a
quality of the locality in Norway may represent instances of imitative
naming, makrng this category disproportionately large. On the other hand,
there is little firm evidence to support this assumption other than an over-
representation of a single name-type, *Miklabdlstadr- For instance, the
topographical study has not been able to show any discrepancy between
this name{ype and all the other b'lstalr-constructions in Norway.
Secondly, the difference in naming motives may reflect a different nam-
ing situation. It must be remembered that the settlement-structure in which
bdlstadr was used in Norway was one which had had a long continuous
development. Here bdlstadr was just another settlement-type which was
fitted into the pre-existing stmclure. In Scotland, the Norse settlement-
structure had been much less developed. The individual settlement units
into which this place-name element was fitted had been established per-
haps only a few decades earlier. Here, bdlstadr was a major settlement-
type of greal relevance and very fashionable. Such differences in settle-
ment structure would lead to different motives being considered in the
naming process.
As I mentioned earliel approx. 59Vo of the Scottish material belongs to
the syntactic-semantic category l. Relationship, spread over the following
groups: La. Tbpographical relationship apptox. MVo,l.b. Institutional and
administrative relationship approx. llVo, and I.c. Associative relationship
just under 47o. As is evident, about T 59o of the examples in this category
describe a topographical relationship. The relationship to another locality
is rarely indicated by the name of the locality (sub-group l.a.i.). Only in
just under 47o of the total number of instances does this occur. It is worth
noling that the type of name-bearing locality referred to (i.e. a topographi-
cal feature) corresponds fully to the Norwegian material. The best repre-
sented topographical relationship is the one indicating a relationship to a
non-named locality (sub-group I.a.ii.). The majority of references within
this sub-group are to natural features, rather than man-made ones 
- 
again
in full accordance with the types found in the Norwegian material. This
relationship is found in no less than approx.247o of the material in total.
Specifics describing a relative position are also quite common (approx.
l670 of the entire material). Of non-topographical relationships described
by the specifics, the institutional and administrative relationship (group
Lb) is of most frequent occurrence, having been used with approx. I 17o
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of the material. This is significantly higher than in Norway, where only
abott 1Va if the specifics signalled this relationship. The importance of
this relationship in Scotland as compared with Norway is closely con-
nected with the rise of Christianity, as the majority of the specifics in this
group relate to the institutional centres of Christianity, churches. This
serves as a good indicator that different circumstances dictate different
patterns of naming. As in Norway, the associative relationship of Dril.rradr
does not seem to have been overly important in the naming-process, as
barely 4Vo of the total have been named according to this motive.
It is interesting to note that the naming motives in this category pre-
dominantly describe the situation of the locality. ln other words, the nam-
ing motive is to place the locality on the 'mental map'. This naming
motive must to a large extent have been carried over from Norway, where
this type of naming is also well attested. That the motives guiding the for-
mation of a name according to a topographical relationship in Scotland
were brought over from Norway is proved by the fact that the types of
named localities exemplified in the Scottish material are exactly parallel
to the Norwegian equivalents. However, this category was more used in
the Scandinavian colonies in Scotland than in Norway. The reason for this
can only be surmised but if the general settlement structure was less firm-
ly established, it would make sense to name more frequently according to
distinctive topographical features. In this way the locality would be dis-
tinguishable, irrespective of the settlement structure in general. And since
this type of naming was known to function well in the homeland, it would
make perfect sense to utilise this naming motive to the full.
Category ll. Quality is also well-represented in the Scottish material,
being found in just over 4070 of the total material. Where the size of a bdl-
stadr locality app€a$ to have been the major quality expressed in the
Norwegian material, the Scottish material relating to a quality of a locali-
ty is far more evenly distributed over all the sub-categories. In fact, the
most poorly represented group in this category is II.a. Size. Under l7o of
the material is found here. Instead the groups 1/.b. Shape all,d ILf. That
which exists at or b1t are the best represented in this category with approx.
1Ea and appfox.26Ea, rcspectively. The remaining groups are of much
more rare occurrence (ll.c. Colour 39o, II.d. Age 2?o, II.e. Material and
Texture 21o, Il.g. Perceived qualities l?o). Group IIJ. That which exists at
ar by is interesting. From being almost non-existent in Norway, it features
in a quarter of all the Scottish examples, of which over 67o describe crea-
tures at the locality (II.f.i.), approx. 4?o the vegetation (Il.f.ii.), and
approx. 167o inanimate objects (Il.f.iii.).
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That all aspects of this naming motive seem to have been utilised here,
is in clear contrast to the naming situalionfot bdlstadr in Norway. It there-
fore follows that this development is significant in some way. The ques-
tion is just what kind of significance? The Norwegian examples relating
to this category mostly describe the size of a settlement. The size of a set-
tlement is only relevant if there is something with which to compare it.
Presuming that the Norwegian names were bestowed on factual grounds,
the size of the locality appears to have been relevant only within the exisc
ing settlement-structure, as the Norwegian b^lstadr place-names do not
reciprocate with each other. Therefore, it seems that naming according to
size in Norway in the case of this place-name-type presupposes an already
fully established structure. The fuller exploitation of this category in Scot-
land may indicate a less firmly established structure so that other motives of
naming have to be utilised to create a relevant place-name. It is, for instance,
interesting to see that grotp II.f. That which exists at or bv flourished in
Scotia Scandirnvicc 
- 
a quarter of all bdlstadr place-names are found to
exemplifu this group! The focus of relevance has clearly shifted from a lim-
ited utilisation of this category in Norway to become a most potent naming
motive in the Scottish material. Howeve( this shift in focus may also be the
result of other factors, not immediately evident from the material.
The final category, I Il. Usage,is only very sparsely represented, and the
single representative ofthis category is itself somewhat doubtful (see above).
The Scottish material shows both a continuation of the naming motives
used with the Norwegian material, and an independent development. The
continuation is especially evident with category L Relationship where all
the same naming motives are used in both areas, and also partly in the
same way. Category II. Quali4'shows very well how some of the naming
motives developed and changed with the new environment. On the other
hand, the almost complete neglect of category /1L Usage shows that there
seems to have been little doubt as to what a bdlstadr actually was.
This material does not, however, have an ovenepresentation of one
name-type such as thal of *Miklabdlstadr in Norway. Instead, there seem
to have been tendencies to develop name-types locally in various areas.
For instance, of the seven place-names which feature ON steinn, m., 'a
stone, a standing-stone', five are found in Caithness alone. A peculiar dif-
ference between Shetland and Orkney exists whereby bdlsladr place-
names compounded with ON vatn,n.,'wate\ a lake, etc.'were not com-
pounded in the same way. In Shetland the specific was compounded in its
stem-form (> Wlbister), whereas it was compounded in the genitive sin-
gular form in Orkney (> Wsbister). On a larger scale, the words: ON
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breidr, adj.,'broad, wide' and ON firua, f., 'a church' may represent the
timid beginnings of the process which resulted in the great overrepresen-
tatior, of *Miklabdlstadr in Norway.
As I see it, certain name-types may go from being relevant in an ordi-
nary sense, i.e. the presence of a standing-stone (ON sreinn, m.) on a b6l-
sradr locality spurs a naming in which both elements occur A compound
*Steinb6lstudr may then gain currency as an appropriare naming entity
when both conditions for naming are present. In other words, the accept-
ability of this compound excludes all other possibilities of a name in bdl-
sladr 
- 
the compound has become super-relevant and future naming thus
imitative.The next step is to transfer the entity *Steinbdlstaar to a locali-
ty withoul any regard for factual conditions. In other words naming has
become associative. No certain examples of this latter type of analogy are
known from the Scottish b'lstadr mateial.
It can be very hard to distinguish between the various developments
described above. There will be no traceable difference between the two
first types, as the name-formation takes place on factual grounds. lt is only
when naming becomes assocrarive that the denotation may start to slide
and differences can be detected. Since the topographical study has not
been able to detect any differences in application of the Norwegian
* Miklab6lstalr-type, it does not appear to be likely that the overrepresen-
tation of this name-type should be the result of associc tive naming, as this
type of analogy ought to have yielded a greater difference in topographi-
cal application than the topographical survey has shown. On the other
hand, it can be very difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish between a
genuine place-name formation and an imitative place-name formation on
topographical grounds.
The 47 Norwegian examples of the * Miklab6lstadr-type are probably
paftly genuine formations and partly imitative formations. This helps to
explain why the place-names of this type are not different in topographi-
cal application from other briLstadr place-names in Norway. Similarly,
some timid traces of super-relevance seems to have come inlo force local-
ly in Scotia Scandinavica, as local patterns of special name-types are
found only in very limited areas. As is the case in Norway, there is noth-
ing in the topographical survey to suggest that their denotation was any
different from that of genuine place-name formations. This is why I have
included them in the general syntactic-semantic analysis.
There is very little proof in the Scottish material of direct analogy by
associative naming. The only possible instances are Sc rabster and Ulbster
in Sutherland. These may be transferred names from the equivalent
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Scrabster ar,d lJlbster in Caithness. There is, however, no firm evidence
that they are analogical formations, hence they have not been omitted
from the syntactic-semantic analysis, but have been included with reser-
vations.
All in all, it must be said that the Scottish bdlsradr-material is a complex
group to interpret and analyse. Owing to the spa$eness of detailed early
documentary evidence for the areas in which Scandinavian settlement
took place, it is difficult to be absolutely certain what happened in naming
and what did not. I have attempted to create as nuanced a picture of the
onomastic situation of this place-name type in Scotland as possible. The
material at my disposal has not usually permitted firm interpretations,
which is why so many ifs and buts are attached here. What is certain, how-
ever, is that bdlsladr was an extremely popular and important place-name
element with great relevance for the settlers in the Scottish colonies.
The interpretations I have made of this place-name material should not
be seen as ultimate. Different interpretations and different ways of sys-
tematising and categorising the material may yield different results from
those reached here.
7 .4. T\e Icelandic and Faroese b1lstadr material and
its systematisation
I have not found it necessary to attempt a categorisation ofthe Faroese mate-
rial, as the size of the material (three possible examples) does not allow for a
systematisation of any scientificrelevance. Theremainderof this sub-chap-
ter will therefore concentrate on the I celandic b6lstadr corpts.
The Icelandic material contains 18 cenain bdlstadr place-names and a fur-
Iher two possible examples. 16 of these are compound place-names, and
four are simplex place-names. The two uncertain place-names, Hqrdab6l,
and Kirkjub<il, are first mentioned as 6 Hgrdab6lstab (c. 1330-1370 Laxd,
Ch. 6) and 6 Kirkjub6lstad (c. 1700 LdnSk, p. l7), respectively. However,
all later references cite these place-names as ending in -Dril, and this ele-
ment is also reflected in their modern form. These place-names may either
be genuine bdlstadr place-names which have subsequently had their final
element reduced, or their earliest forms may be scribal subslitutions of
bdlstadr for bil. I have chosen to include these as possible gentine bdl'
stadr-place-names solely on the grounds of their earliest forms, but with
reservations.
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The remaining 14 compound formations are, strangely, all originally
etymologically identical, Breidab1lstadur (although two of these have
later undergone a change of name Io Stadur). The fact that virtually all
bdlstadr compotnds in Iceland are of the same origin shows very elo-
quently how prone this place-name element was to generate place-names
not only in certain general categories but also to a large extent imitative
formations. There is a great difference between creating a place-name by
actively compounding a relevant specific with a generic and coining a
place-name on the model ofa known entity. The Icelandic place-names of
lhe Breidabdlsladr.r-type must to a large extent have been coined with
known place-names of identical structure in mind. This known place-
name may possibly be from Scotland, as the Icelandic place-name scholar
Svavar Sigmundsson has suggested.r5T Since ten place-names of the same
type are found in the Scotia Scandinavica area, and none are known from
Norway, it is tempting to see this name-type in Iceland as imported from
the Scottish Isles by some of those settlers who, the l.andndmabdk
informs us, came from there.
That analogy has probably played a great part in the over-frequency of
occurrence of this nametype in Iceland has long been assumed. For
instance, Svavar Sigmundsson has long considered this to be the case but
he believes that although the Breidabdlstadar place-names are probably
analogical formations, they were probably bestowed in an objective fa-
shion. He sees the problem as lying in the fact that the choice guiding what
words to use as constituents in place-names is not free. Instead, a number
of terms become favoured and these then form certain patterns of nam-
ing.r58 These patterns may then prompt naming wholly by association.
Since associative naming does not take the original denotation into con-
sideration, it should be possible to detect differences in the type of locali-
ty the place-names refer to. The problem is, however, that analogy in nam-
ing may very well operate on a factual basis. If this is the case, analogy
acts so 'discreetly', to use the Swedish scholar Bengt Pamp's terminolo-
gy, that it is very hard to detect indeed.r5e Although I have not studied the
157. Sigmundsson, Svavar, 'Icelandic and Scottish place-narnes', in Proceedines of the
XIXth Intenational Congress of Onomastic Sciences, August 4-11, /996, (Aberdeen,
1998), vol. II, pp, 330-42.
158. Sigmundsson, Svavar, 'Analogi i islandske stednavne', in Alboge, G. et al. (eds), Nona-
rapporler 45. Anologi i navngii)nine, (Uppsala, l99l ), p. 193.
159. Pamp, Bengt, 'Onomastisk Analogi', in Albgge, G. el ar. (eds), Noma-rupporter 45.
AnaloSi i navngivninS, (Uppsala, l99l), p. 172.
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Icelandic b6lstadr localities in much detail, there does not seem to be any
major difference in the type of locality an lcelandic bdlstadr may refer to
from what is the case with a Norwegian or a Scottish one. The associations
guiding the bestowing of b6lstadr place-names in Iceland appear only to
have gone so far as to imitate the structure of a known place-name and the
imitation of this known structure is on the whole rooted in a factual basis.
Since it is hard to detect that a naming on analogy has taken place with
this name{ype with the aid of extra-onomastic evidence, I have chosen to
list these names under genuine names but with substantial reservations.
Because there are in reality only three different types of first elements in
bdlstadr compotnds in Iceland (breidr, adj., 'broad, wide' , hprdar, m. pl.,
'people from Hordaland', kirkja, f., 'a church'), I have chosen not to
undenake a syntactic-semantic study of this scanty place-name material.
That there are doubts whether the compounded place-names are genuine
b6lstadr formations has also been a determining factor.
The Icelandic bdlstadr matei,al is on the whole uncomplicated, and the
linguistic interpretations have rarely been difficult. As with the Norwegian
and the Scottish material, I have used Johan Fritzner's Ordbog over det
gamle norske sprog,and the ONP, to define the interpretable place-name
elements.re The source material is among the best in this material, owing
to the long tradition of writing in Iceland. Bdlstadr place-names are men-
tioned from the very earliest sources, the numerous sagas (e.9. Eb, Eir
Kristni, ltLrd, & S/r, etc.) ar.d the landndmabdk, and are well-represent-
ed later in local cadastres (Jardafurkr) and on maps of Iceland (1K). In
fact, bdktadr place-names are mentioned so frequently that I have chosen
only to list a fair representation of the source-foflns for each individual
place-name.
It is to some extent surprising that analogy should play such an active
role with the lcefandic bdlstadr materid|, as imitative narning only seems
to have played a minor role with place-names in bdlstadr in the Scandina-
vian colonies in Scotland, especially considering the date of coinage in
Iceland. The initial settlement phase is generally accepted to date from the
late 9'h century to the early l0'h century (some authorities say c. 870-930).
Since this place-name type typically refers to secondary settlements, the
most likely earliest date of coinage would be the early lOth century. This
160. Fritzner, Johan, Onlbog over det gamle norske sprog, (Kistiania, 1886-96), Reoelset
08 ,i/@8, (Oslo, 1972); oNP. Degnbol, H.. Jacobsen, B. C., Rode, E., Sanders, C. &
Helgad6ttir, p. (eds), Ordbog over det norrpne pfttsasprog = A dictiotary of Old Norse
Prore, (Copenhagen: The Amamagnean Commission, 1989-), vol. 1-.
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is very close to the time at which Caithness and Sutherland were settled
by Scandinavians. The naming situation in Iceland is vastly different from
that in e.g. Caithness, where a great variety of specifics is used to modify
place-names in bdlstadr. Although some amount of im itative naming may
also be found there, it is as nothing compared to the scale of such naming
in lceland. What are the reasons for this?
It could be argued that the settlement-structure may have been too dif-
ferent from that of the Norse colonies in Scotland so that the particular set-
tlement generic bdlstadr was not seen to be terribly appropriate, as in e.g.
the Faroe Islands (see below). However, since there is some proof that a
splitting up did take place of the original large estates into large second-
ary fanns or even small estates,16r this alternative does not seem very like-
ly, as one would expect bdlstadr to be a suitable place-name element for
this type of settlement. The conditions for the use of this place-name
generic certainly seem to have been present.
Alternatively, the general geography of Iceland may hold the key to the
restricted onomastic use of b6lstadr. As explained in Ch.5.1., the majori-
ty of the farming-land is found in the fiord and river regions, where the
morainic layer is deep enough to sustain farming. And indeed this is where
the b6lstadrs are found. Where the layout of a settlement followed the
general direction of the moraine bands, it would naturally appar to be
'wide', rather than 'long', especially from the point of view of the fiord or
river. Therefore, with the geography to some extent being able to dictate a
typical shape for the lands of a settlement, the name-type Breidabtilstadr
would be a natural choice, as it would describe both the type of locality
and its shape. However, with the topography being as it is, one would have
expected even more place-names in Breidabdlstadr than is the case, so
this explanation is not very likely either.
Instead, I feel an explanation for the restricted use of rdlsradr in lceland
must be sought for in the onomastic properties it carried there. There can
be little doubt that many of the names in Breidab6lstadr must be analogi-
cal formations. As I have explained earlier, when a place-name is formed
on analogy with another place-name, the original denotation carried by the
model place-name is not necessarily carried over to the new formation. In
other words, the denotation starts to slide. When a place-name type forms
as one-sided a pattem on which to generate names as bdlstadr did in lce-
16l. Ci e.g. V6sieinsson, Oiri, 'Pattems of settlement in lceland: a siudy in prehistory'. in
Saga Book, vol. xxv, pan l. (l-andon, 1998), pp. l-29.
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land, the generative effect causes analogical formations to be based on
already analogically formed place-names, with the result that the denota-
tion of b1lstadr would not only slide but move into free-fall. How the
denotation moved is not entirely certain, but since the application of this
place-name type appears to have been fairly specialised (cf. Ch. 6.,
above), it is probable that the denotation moved in the more general direc-
tion of 'a farm', which is the recorded appellatival connotation of brjl-
.rradr. However, there is no direct evidence to support the proposition that
the denotation ever shifted so far in the direction of as general a term as
the known connotation. The shift in denotation may well have caused Ddl-
sradr to be perceived as not being very relevant as a settlement generic.
The denotation 'farm' is equally well described by other habitative gener-
ics. This fluctuation in denotation through analogy, combined with a shon
effective span of application to settlement locations owing to the rapid set-
tlement of lceland,r6? are to me the main reasons for the limited applica-
tion of bilstadr in Iceland, both onomastically as well as in terms of sheer
numbers.
162. The fact that nine of the dkrddr settlements are home to church sites, strongly indi-
cates that they were established before | 000 at the latest. Cf.IDid.,pp.2l-3.
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8. The East Scandinavian
dissemination
A cognate of b6lstadr also exists in the closely related East Scandinavian
language, namely Old Swedish (OSw) bol"-laper, m. It is found mainly in
Swedish and occurs both as an appellative as well as a place-name ele-
ment. The distribution of this element is much more limited. It is found
mostly in east central Sweden and in the south-westem parts of Finland,
in the areas where Swedish influence was most significant.16r The usage
of OSw bolstalter is rather different from that of bdlstadr in a number of
aspects and not directly related. However, the East Scandinavian place-
name corpus and the formal material relating to this place-name type has
been included mainly to achieve a comprehensive collection. Therefore,
the focus of attention on this material is minimal.
Being a cognate of b6lstadr, OSw boLstaper is a compound of OSw
boL, n., and ()Sw staper, m., each carrying a wide range of meanings. The
first element of the compound, bo1, could be used appellatively of either
'a (landed) farm', 'a newly developed settlement, a settlement or farm
established on a common or outfield', or 'a farm, landed farm of a cer-
tain size or value'.rc The core connotation is that of 'a farm and its land'.
and as such, the range of meanings of OSw bal is less diversified than
was the case with its West Scandinavian cognate, bdl, although the core
meaning is fairly similar for both words. The second element, staler, is
also a common linguistic constituent and has a broad fan of connotations
in OSw, such as 'an area, place', 'a stand', 'a place where something
163. The Swedish distribution of place-names in bolstaper is very restricted, and appears to
be confined mainly to the l^ke MAlarcn arca ifi east-central Sweden. There is only one
example of a bolstaber-place-n ne outside this area, namely Bohrad in Bolmsti sn.,
Jitnkttping Liin. The remaining examples are limited to Uppsala Len, Vastmanlands
Lan, and Ostergdtland Lan.Fin sh bolstaher place-names are found exclusively in the
south-westem parts of the country, in spite of the fact that a Swedish expansion into
no(h-westem Finland also took place. The south-westem disribution fits well with the
very limited Swedish dissemination to eastem-central pafis ofrhe counrry. It would also
se€m that the core expansion into Aland and south-westem Finland must have come
from the Uppland area.
164. Sdw, vol. I, p. 132.
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stands or exists', 'a direction, side, part', or 'a village, town', and so
forth.r65
The original meanrng of bolstapsr is thus not easy to define. The two
elements with which it is compounded are ordinary, commonly used
nouns, carrying a range of meanings. The core meaning of bo, seems to
have been that of 'a farm and its land', whereas staper caries the general
notion of 'a place'. The compounded meaning could be akin to'the place
of the landed farm'. It is not entirely cenain how 'place' should be inter-
preted, though. 'Place' could either refer to actual farm buildings or it
could refer to the entire entity including farm buildings, land, and water
rights, etc. An additional complicating factor is the very long span of life
bolstaper has had as a linguistic entity in Swedish. Whereas ON bdlsradr
in Norway appears only to have been in general currency until the end of
the Middle Ages, OSw bolstaper has been in use until well into the 196
century and the modern Swedish form is bolstad. Howevel the connota-
tions associated with this appellative have not developed very much over
this long time-span, and the medieval connotations are typically close
in meaning, if not equal, to the recent ones,r6 namely that of 'a farm':
"... the godhe men [...] sagdo at engin ok then delin i akren la til thera bal-
stadh." ("... the honest men [...] said that the meadow and that part of the
land belonged to their farm." lmy translation]).161
Although.Sdw divides this core meaning into either'a dwelling, farm'
or 'a farm, village', there is in reality very little evidence of a difference
between these two meanings. The core connotation is of 'a farm'in ge-
neral. There seem to be no external distinguishing features, such as size or
utilisation, to spur the use of OSw Dolstaper instead of other farm-appella-
tives. This meaning continued until well after the medieval period. In
more recent times this core notion diversified. The word could either still
be used about 'a farm' in general or refer to the 'main settled area of a
farm', or even be used of 'a small settlement'.'68
Alongside this general meaning of 'a farm', bolstaper also carried
another connotation in the early Swedish sources. It was also capable of
referring to land on its own, albeit within a farm structure. Both the Sdw
and the SAOB state that bolstaper could also mean 'land belonging to a
farm', used mostly in legal language in the medieval period:
165. /rrl., vol. tl.l, pp. 4??-81.
166. Cl Sdw. vol. I, p. 133 and SAOB, vol. 5, cols 3809-10.
t67. SDzs. vol. II. I15. Dated 1409.
168. Cf. SAOB. vol. 5, cols 3809-10.
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giffuirjak [staphan vlfson] jwlata closter for mik ok minom forel-
drom til ewerdelika siala rykt vi oresland jordh ij hossaby som
hether firna bolstadh i twmbo sokn ...r6e
I [Staffan Ulfsson] give the monastery of Julita for mine and my
parents' everlasting sole{ending six oresland land in Husby which
is called Tunabolsrad in Tumbo Parish ... [rzy translation)
T\e Tunabolstad referred to in this excerpt appears to be a plot of land
subordinate to the village of Husby. According to the Sdlr, a number of
place-names appear with this meaning in various Swedish sources, as e.g.
"in sundbybolstadn."tro 1"the land belonging to Sundby"). Often, how-
ever, it is impossible to know whether the reference is to 'a farm (with its
land)'or whether it is to 'land belonging to a farm or settlement'.r7r
It is interesting that bolstaper codd embrace as diverse connotations as
'a farm'and a more specialised 'land belonging to a farm or settlement'.
It is plausible that both connotations have roots in the same original mean-
ing. For the connotations described here, the emphasis is typically on
farming and land. There can be no farm without land (otherwise it would
merely be a house), and the aspect of land appears to be of greater impor-
tarrce to bolstaber than it is with its ON equivalent and in this connection
the meaning seems to have shifted from 'a landed farm'to 'land belong-
ing to a farm or settlement'. This is not an unlikely supposition and would
represent a natural development. Since both meanings appear equally
early, it is fair to assume that the two connotations were well established
at the time of recording. Additionally, sources show that both connotations
remained more or less current until at least the end of the l9'h century.
A number of constructions in bolstafer can be found in Swedish Medieval
sources, such as SD, SDns, SRP, SRPapp. and SMR, and I have been able
to locate no less than 4l constructions. Howevel only 13 of these are
found to exist today as genuine bolstaper place-names. The remaining
twothirds are either place-names which have disappeared, purely appella-
169. Unpublished testament in Ritsdrtiver. Dated 1452.
170. sD, vol. 2, p. 531. Dated 1308.
171. Sdr, also states an altemative meaning of 'a camp' carried by OSw bolstaPer, a conno-
tation especially evidenced in medieval Swedish bibtical works. Since the notion of 'a
camp'is only really used in a biblicalcontext it is ofno real relevance in this discussion
and ir will not be elabomted on any further
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tival constructions,or instanccs of the so―called`source epexcgcsis' Thc
two latcr types of constnlction are■ot placc―namcs′′″∫′,althOugh thcy
may in some instances attaln name status,as has indeed been the case in
a cOuple of instanccs
For appcllatival bοJs′α夕′″conStructions to bc found in thc sourccs,it is
necessary that bοlsic,ιr still cxists as an appellative l havc pointed out
carlicr that this、vas the case up until the 19th centuc/ Neverthelcss,care―
flll intcrprcta」on of cachらο′srap′.construcjon is csscndal bccausc
numerous factors are at play hcre lt gocs without saying that if a con―
strtlction is found today as a living placc―name thcn all sourcc―folllls lnust
bc seen as relating to this function On thc other hand,if a construction
only occurs oncc ortwicc in thc sources,or if it appcars sevcral times but
only in interrelatcd documcnts,it has to be bomc in mind that this con―
struction may not bc a placc―namc To m k  surc the constniction isin fact
a placc―name,the sources eithcr have to say so cxpressly.or othcr cxtcr―
nal factors, such as reciprocation with other constnlctions of thc sarne
typc,or force oftypology,havc to suggcst so strOngly Thc purely appclla―
tival constructions are typically constructions、vh h signal hc association
of a farm(hcre thc appellativc bοJs"ψ′″,m,`  fallll')with a person Of
the appcllatival constructions rclating to a person's owncrship of a fa1111,
there is for instancc thc mcntlon of one Karl H¢se in 1435ゃvho do atcs
iand in(an othCp″ise unknown)力φrs″ bοιS″d/1(SMR. no 334)The
Swcdish scholar Lars Hellbcrg has interprcted/1φ″sι as bcing he salnc as
thc sumame of thc donator.172 a pOint on、vhich hc is vcv probably cor―
rcct On thc face ofit,this looks likc a placc―na ne,and indccd Hellbcrg
intcrpreted it as such HoヽvcvCr.Sincc it appears only oncc in the sourccs
togcthcr 、vith the mcntion of thc man who appears to be thc o●ginal
owncr. thcrc is reason to assumc that this is not a placc―namc but an
appellatival construction lt is identical to, for instancc, an appenatival
constnlction such as`John's house',i e thc house which John lives in or
o、vns When John moves from his housc,the house ceases to bc tellllcd
`John's housc'一in othcr words it docs not gain place―namc status tt
same seems to have becn thc case with″φrs`bο′s漁クrJ/1 and probably also
such constructions as B4〃αbοお″グ,Ostcrgёtland lan(Balabolstadh 1349
SD,6,lp 29),Glrfttbο′sra4 0dcnSala sn(?),St∝kholms lan(Gullabol―
stadhc 1409 SDns,2,p195),and SWα″abοfs″グ,Vifmkyrka sn,Upp―
172. Hellberg, Lars. 'Mansnamnet runsv. H ant$i' , in Personnomnsstudier I9U. nlkiSnade
mi net ar lvor Modiet ( 1904- 1960), (Stockholm, 1964), pp.2l-2.
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sala len (Swarwa bolsrade 1356 SD,7.1, p. 75; Swarwabolstadi 1359 SD,
7 .4, p. 193), which signal that Balle, Gulle and +Swnrya each own a farm.
When any of these persons ceased to be associated with their farm, the
construction also ceased to be used.
There is nothing that prevents place-names from being formed from
such constructions, but only rarely do they appear to be formed with bol-
staper. The only instance ofthis in the Swedish material is probably O/sra,
Dingtuna sn., Viisrmanlands L?in (Ollobolstad 135 I (SD. 6.1 p. 328);
Ollabolstadh 1375 (SD 7.2, p. 215)), which is a compound of rhe genitive
sg. of the OSw personal name Olle, m., and OSw bolstafer, m., 'a farm'.
The main difference between Olsra and the previously mentioned con-
structions is that Olsr, has attained place-name status, whereas the others
have not. At some stage, Olstd ceased to carry meaning and began to carry
place-name function instead. Exactly when this change occurred is hard to
say, but if a construction is found numerous times or over a long period of
time (without the source material being interrelated), the construction has
tumed into a name. Of the above mentioned constructions, only Olsta can
fulfil these premises.
Another group of bolstaher-constructions of the type inhabitant desig-
nation + bolstafer also appear not to be place-name constructions. In a
document from 1436 (SMR, no. 474) the borders of a farm are said to:
"loppa *t met Ekboo bolstadh" ("run our along with 'Ekboo bolstadh"'
[my translation]). 'Ekboo'is an inhabitant designation to a locatity called
Eteby in the parish of Skultuna, Vastmanlands lan. The final element, -bo
is a typical inhabitant designation for a place-name in -b1,.r73 Indeed, one
of the signatories of the document is a 'Mathis i Ekby'. It would be tempt-
ing to see 'bolstadh' as a place-name generic and this has so far generally
been the case with occunences like'. Frosbobolstad. Siidermanlands liin?
(in frosbobolstat l32l (SD,3, p.601)), Nerbobolstad. Uppsala liin (Ner-
bobolstadh l3l6 (SD,3, p.283)), Norboabolstad, Danmarks sn., Uppsala
liin (n norboabolstad 1291 (SD 2, pp. 103)), Norbobolstad, S:t Ilians sn.,
Viistmanlands liin (in norbobolstad 1320 (SD 3, p.52)), and Widbobol-
srdd, Dingtuna sn., Vastmanlands l[n (Widhbobolstad 1386 (SRp 2, no.
3125)), etc. However, if this is so, the localities to which these forms refer
must be place-names in their own right. If we rettm to 'Ekboo bolstadh' ,
the locality refened to does not appear to be different from Eteb1. Since
173. Ct Hellquist, Elof, De stenslo ortnamnen pd -by. En i)fversikt, (Cothenburg, t 9l8), p.
98.
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the document stipulates the borders of farms, it would be natural to define
which plots of land lie contiguously. There is reason to assume that 'bol-
stadh' is instead an appellative with the meaning of 'land belonging to a
farm', which this appellative also carries. The meaning of 'Ekboo bol-
stadh' would then be 'the land belonging to the inhabitants of Ekeby' , i.e.
the entirety of Ekeby witlt settlements, land, and water-rights, etc.
Are the other occurrences of this type also appellatival constructions?
Frosbobolstad and Nerbobolstad are only mentioned once and from their
sparse description, I cannot make out their exact status . Nordboabolstad is
mentioned no less than four times. It is also termed in villa nordbobolstad
in 13.14 (SD 5, p. 244), so it would also seem to be a place-name.
Nevertheless, the locality to which it refers seems to be the present NarrD_r
in Danmarks sn., so it does not appear to have attained place-name status
in spite of its many appearances as a variant of Norrby. The same seems
to be the case with Norbobolstad, which is first mentioned as norby in
1312 (SD 3, p. 52). What is common for the appearance of Norboabolstad
and Norbobolstad in the sources, is that they occur together with bolsta-
ler-constructions (Hubstabolstad and Wadbybolstad, see below) which
are so-called 'source epexegetic' forms. These may have helped to inspire
the use of bolstaper with these inhabitant designations. Widbobolstad is
mentioned in three interrelated documents together with a Wesryrbolstad.
Whereas Wesryrbo lstad may be a nowJost bolstaper-place-name, Wdbo-
bolstad appears to refer to the modem farm of Wby. In view of this, there
is reason to assume that the type of construction discussed here should not
be considered to be a place-name construction, although a form like
Norboabolstad seems to have been on the point of attaining place-name
status.
In many instances the type of construction, inhabitant designation +
bolstaper is found occurring together with the group of so-called 'source
epexegetic' forms. This kind of construction arises from a special need for
specification of the type of locality to which there is reference.rTa In this
respect bolstaper should then probably be seen as a legal term, which pos-
sibly also applies to the group of constructions evaluated above. For
instance, the now-lost place-name of *Kynge in Vaksala sn., Uppsala Liin,
appears as in kyunge in 1316 (SD 3, p. 283), in 13,14 as kinngabolstad (SD
5, p. 306), kynge (SD 5, p.316), or kyngiabolstadh (SD 5, p. 333). The
174. Dalberg, vtbeke, Stednaweendin|et oB funktionaliet, (Copenhagen, l99l ), pp. 87-
90.
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sourccs show grcat iuctuation bctwccn thc f0111ls,even、vithin the samc
year There does not appcar to be any difference in the locality referred to
by thc va●ous fonns lhis has mcantthatl havc instcad chosen to scc bO′―
S餃クar as being in apposition to*κソ″g`― n dler words it spccifles the
klnd of locality that*KI・/1g′is
Similar constructions are,or appearto be,found in sourcc―foHlls for thc
namer B′慇α,Vassunda sn,Stockholms Lan(in villa berghar 1321(SD
3,p 508),in berghabolstadi 1325(SD 3,p 701),B[elrhg[a!b01Stap 1357
SD 72,346),BcrghabOlstadh 1409(SDns 2,p 205)):*Bο′Sraby,Vendel
sn, Uppsala Lan(Bolstaby bolstat 1415(SDns 3, p 40)): *″″ιS″,
Danmarks sn,Uppsala Lan Gn hubStabolstad 1291(SD 2,pp 103-4)):
?*bda, Vastmaniands Lan ?(in lydabolstadt 1291 SD 2, p l16));
*Scφ″ルg′ Ercntuna sn?, Uppsala Lan(in scOtingabolstadh 1297-1308
SI)(2,p 687):sc¢thlingabolstadh 1344 SI)(5,p 352):in villa sc¢tlinge
1347 SD(5,674)):S“71dby,Hatuna sn,uppsala Lan(in sundbybolstadhe
1308(SD 2,p 531),Sundby 1348(SD 61,1));*rplο
“ “
″′s′α,Rekttrne,
SOdcrmanlands Lan(thOrmundsにbolstad 1291(SD 2,p115)):1/a″″,
SI Ilians sn,Vastmanland(in Villa vadhby 1312(SD 3,p52),jn wadby―
bolstad 1320(SD 3,p483);inヽVadby 1355(SD 6,lp 569),ctC)As was
thc case with*ゅ″g′, Cわοおra/2″´cOnstrllctions herc do not in any
instance signal that thcy havc a different denotation from thc locality
dcnotated by their flrst clcmcnt Fulthel‖lore,not a singlc onc ofthis typc
of ιor6ψι
「
cOnsttlctions survives today To mc,thヽヽa strong indica
tion that these constl■lcti ns have never been placc‐namcs in thcir Own
l■ght They seem to havc had lcgal signiflcance only and did not cxist out―
side this context l■is is thc rcason why they never attaincd placc―namc
status
With thc abovc constructions idcntiflcd as not being placc‐namcs pro‐
pct thc numbcr of actual Swcdish ιοlsκψ`″placc―nam s found in thccarly sources does not amountto more than 22 cxamp!cs,oF which tlree
are simplex follllations 175 As a placc―namc clcmcnt,bοたゅ `r Carries both
175 Bolistad,Bolmso sn,Jёnkёpings lln(βοο′S″dl1 1392 SRP(2,no 2652xらrβοお″″
14!4 SDns(2, p 847): らοοお′α′力 1426 Rcp (1 lii 6238); らοrl′S′αど′ 1466 Rcp
(212044),′♭′お″ノ1996 FHdcn):B01sta,Nlaksala sn,Uppsala lln,Swcdcn ly71 bοお‐
rfr″1316 SD(3,p283),プβο′αS′
“
771 1357 SD(72,p230),ブβο″S′ο
“
1358 SD(73,P
32)ノBο′お′
“
771 1358 SD(73,p84】ノわο′おrll″1365 SD(8,p682)l βοおrr7771 1403
DSns(1,p 252)●Bο′な′
“
″1405 DSns(1,p405)●Bοrsゎ″1410 DSns(2,p 300),,
Bοな″1420 SMR(no 150)):3olstan,Vcssland sn,Uppsala lan,Swcdcn(,♭οおra 1547
Uppl(1547:6A);βοお=可1635 Rhc2 MOnum Upl(p 183):B∞s″″1686 red ib;
rbα∫・ ″′1951 Lindc(p49))
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the general meaning of 'a farm'and that of'land belonging to a farm'. The
normal meaning found with the Swedish place-name material is the for-
mer, although the latter is known from one inslance, Tunabolstad (see
above), albeit in a few cases the exact denotation is not known. The inter-
pretation of place-names in bolstaper is generally not complicated and
only the specific of the sparsely documented Litisbolstadll6 has caused
problems of interpretation.
Of the remaining specifics in constructions which I have found to be
most likely genuine place-name formations, the vast majority refer to a
relationship of the locality of some kind or another. For instance, the spe-
cific of two place-names, Svingbolstad arrd Tunabolstad, presumably
characterise the locality in relation to another named place-name entity,
such as the nearby Svinc, and a now lost +Tuna (which also forms part of
the local parish-name Tumbo), whereas the specific of llolmsla (< OSw
holme, m. usually 'an islet' but here 'an elevation in the tenain, a hill')
refers to an unnamed locality.rTT More often than not, however, the speci-
fic refers to the relative position of the locality in relation to a focal point.
as is the case with Nedersta (< OSw nilre, comp adj .,'lowet'), Norbolsta
(< OSw nordher, adv., 'north'), Sydhrabolslad (< OSw syprz, comp adj.,
'more southerly'), Vestabolslad, Wrstabolstad (< OSw va-.rlre, comp
adj., 'more westerly'), West1-rbolstad (< OSw lrister, adv., 'west') and
Ostrabolstad (< OSw o.stre, comp adj., 'more easterly').r78 The specifics
176. Litisbolstrd i, Nysera sn., Uppsala len Qn litisbolstad 1344 SD (5, p. 328)). This
name is somewhat enigmatic. It is mentioned only once in sources. Attempts at analy-
sis have been made by Hellquist (1904, p. m) as either the Personal name *Litir, m.. or
more recently by Elmevik ( 1967, pp. l8-9) as the genitive sg. of either OSw */-Irir. m.'
'an interpreter oflots. diviner, priest'or OSw *hrir, m., a byname of Fro (= ON Frelr).
However, I find neither interpretation very convincing and for that reason I have left the
interpretation of the specific open.
t?7. SviogbolstA, Ostervela sn., Uppsala lan (Swinabolstad l3l6SD (3,p.268'1:' Suinebolsra
1544 jb: i Suinnebolsta I544 UDb (5, p.9): Sxiinebolsta 1549 jb. Swinebolsta 15 jb:
Svrinnbolsta 16l} jb' Suinebolsta 1610 jb. I'sDynbolJtal. l\Di:nbollal, l'sDi1bollsta]
l95l Linde (p. 266): Iitnabolstad +, Tumbo sn., Siidemanlands l.in (tu'na bolstal
1452 RA (Unpublished will)); Holmst!, Munktorp sn., Vastmanlands llin (i holmabol'
rta 1386 SRP (2, no. 2191r i holnabolstath 1394 SRP (2, no. 2?26\'. i Holmabolsthath
1401 SDns (t, p.58],: i Holnabolstad, 1402 SDns (1, p. 139); i Holnbostadh l4o1
SDns (1. p.277)i /l|,ollnstol l95l Linde (p.266)).
178. Nedersta, Tortuna sn., UpPsala liin (in N rabolstadhi 1350 SD (6, p. 210)i i
nedhle)Bta 1494 RAp (28/10 1494\ ['ne:sta] l95l Linde (p. 26?)): Norbolstad'
Munktorps sn., vastmanlands l?in, Sweden (i Norbolstadh l4l2 SDns (2' p. 526));
????
of an additional five place-names signal other types of relationship, to e.g.
an institution, such as the OSw pagan deities Ndrpa(r), m., and U/1, m.,
apparently contained in Nalbesta, Ulbersta and Ullbolsta, or an admini-
strative unit as in Timmersta (< OSw f;ing, n. 'an assembly'), or even own-
ership, as in the case of Olsta (see above).r7e
The categories in which a quality or the usage of the locality is
described are far less well represented in the Swedish material. Exempli-
fying the former category may be the r,ovt lost Akerbolst^d (< OSw aker,
m., 'a field, a cultivated field'), whose specific may qualify the locality in
terms of marking its 'cultivatedness'. In the place-name FrObbesta (prob-
ably < Sw/ro, adj., 'fertile') may be another specific denoting a quality of
the locality, in this case a perceived one.'80 There seems only to be one
member of the latter category in the Swedish material, namely Hiilje-
Sydhrabolstrd t, Vastmanland liin, Sweden (S!.lhrabolsta.lh I356 SRP (2, no. 2493));
Vestrabolstad i, Lissa sn., Uppsala len (r, vestrabo lstadhinum l3l I SD (3, p. 35));
Westrabolstad f, N:is sn., Uppsala len ( W@straboolstadh 1402 SDns (1, p. 136));
Westyrbolstld L Dingtuna sn., Viistmanlands lin Q westlrbolstad 1386 SRP (2, no.
2273), Westltbolstaad 1387 SRP (2. no.234l)t Vcstra Boolstadh 1400 SRP (2, no.
3ll3l. Vestir Bolstad 1400 SRP (2, no. 3125))t Ostrabolstad t, L6ssa sn., Uppsala len,
Sweden (in Ostrabolstadhinan l3l I SD (3, p. 35)).
179. Ndbesta. Munktorp sn., Viistmanlands len (i nerdebotutddi 1474 SRPapp. ( l3/t0); i
n.erdebolsrodh 1483 SRPapp. (2ll0): ['nc!\osta] 1967 Elmevik); Ulb€rstad, Sk?irkind
sn.. Ostergi,tlands len (afvllabolstah 1367 SD (9, p. 178); afyllabolstodh l37l SD (10,
p.1l); J vllabolstadhe 1375SRP(l no. 1135): Ullabolstod, 1378 SRP (1, no. 13ll); i
Otlobolstad 1420 SDns (3, p. 5&); i Ollabolstad l42O SDns (3, p. 566)t Wlbosta 1548
1b; Vlbersto 1680 jbl, ['ulbasta] l95l Lind (p. 266)): Ullbolsta, Jumkil sn., Uppsala l:in
(de tllabolstad 1316 SD (3, p.263\ in |llobolstadh l316 SD (3, p.283); ['ullbo:stel
l95l Linde (p. 267)): Timmerstr, Saby sn., Vastmanlands len Qn th)-nqbolstum 1344
SD (5, p. 386); in thinbylstlulm l37l SD (10, p. 1O'7): l\inm(a)stal l95l Linde (p.
26?)); Olsrr, Dingtuna sn., Viistmanlands lln (Ollobolstad l35l SD (6, p. 328);
Ollehisradh 1357 SD (7.2, p.215)).
180. Akerbolstod l, SnAvinge hd., Uppsala hn Q Akerbolstadh l4l4 SDns (2, p. 770));
Friibbestt, Odensvi sn., VAstmanlands liin (i FrAbols[etl ? 1403 SDns (!, p. 278); ,
frqbolstadh 1432 RAp (l9ll 1432t, i ffrObossta 1527 UUbPer; [fropsral l95l Linde (p.
267)).
The Etymology of the latter name has been disputed. tt suggesred that the specific
contains either the name of the Norse god Fr.ij, m., or Frojd, f., god and goddess of fer-
tility (Stahl 1985, p.,14). However, since the written forms lack any genirive marke.,
one has to be cautious about attempting this inlerpretation, as it is unlikely that the geni-
tive markers -s, -a(r) and -u, together with the preceding [-j-l would have been lost as
early as the documentation shows. h is altogether more probable, as Elmevik (1997, p.
I l0) has suggested, that the specific is Sw/rti, adj. 'fertile'.
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bolsra, whose specific appears to contain OSw ielgi, the weak form
of helagher, adj., 'holy', thus forming a parallel to the Norwegian materi-
al.l8'
The popularity of bolstaper in Finland greatly exceeds its popularity in
Sweden. There are no less than 49 localities with this place-name element
in Finland. However, unlike in Sweden, where most bolsraler-localities
appear always to have denoted settlements, more than half of the Finnish
place-names denote fields or groups of fields.r82 The Finnish bolsta[er
material is generally not complicated. owing partly to its being well doc-
umented and partly to its being fairly recent.
There may be two reasons for this. Firstly, the localities denoting fields
may have undergone a change in denotation from originally denoting set-
tlements to denoting fields. Secondly, the field-denotation may have been
spuned by the altemative appellatival meaning of'land belonging to a
farm' which OSw bolstaperlSw bolstad also caries. From a formal point
of view, either explanation is possible. However, since field denotation is
also (sparsely) attested in constructions of this type in Sweden and since
this meaning is also recorded with appellatives, the latter explanation
seems to be the most likely one. In any case, I have chosen to view the two
denotations as different original onomastic applications.
There is a total of 22 settlement names, of which 5 are simplex namesr83
and l7 are compound formations. All of these must be regarded as origi-
nal settlement names, with the possible exception of Lillbolsta ar,d
Storbolsta in Ingi sn., Nyland liin. Typologically speaking, these two
names are closer to field-names. However. since I have been able to find
l8l. Hiiliebolsts, vasteriker sn., Uppsala liin (j helghabolstahulml 1356 SD (7.2, p. 120):,
hrzlghobolstadhu[n) 1376 Hagunda tingsplats perg.-brev i orig. i Kmpperupsa*ivet:
[heliabestul l95l Linde (p. 266); I'hcrftestul l95l Linde (p.266)).
182. Harling-Kranck, G|dnilla, Nonu pd dkror Anger och haqar, (Helsingfors, I99O), p. 85.
Cf. also Hellberg, Lars, 'Ortrunmen och den svenska bosatmingen pl Aland', in SNF
68 (Helsingfors, 1981), pp. 142-67.
183. Bollsbd, Inga sn., Nyland liin (Bolstadar) 1447 NO (p. 219: Pgt), Bolstadh 1474 NO
(pp.219-20: H\t Bolstadh 1536 No (p. 220; B III, p. 67)); Bollstad, Pojo sn., Nyland
ldn(Bdhlstad byen l52l NO (p. 542; H); aorstal 1545 NO (p. 542;2941,f.41)t Bolstad
1547 NO (p. 542,2957, f. l2), Bolstadh 1552 NO (p. 542:, 1N2, f. 16)); Bolsasd,
Sjundee sn., Nyland liin (BolstadzLnl l45l NO (p.651; H) Bolstdd 1520 NO (p. 651;
H): Bolstad 601 1540 NO (p. 651; 2919, f. 39)); Bolstld, Pargar sn., Aboland lan;
hrcta, vemo sn., Egentlige Finland. (in Boktod 1350 SD (6, 185), in Bolstod l35l
Svanboken (p. 86\: Postho 14111.
?
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no evidence of their having other than settlement denotation, I have cho-
sen to consider them to be settlement names.
Compared with the Swedish bolstalter mateial, the equivalent Finnish
settlement-name material differs notably on a number of points. For
instance, the number of specifics describing a relationship of sorts of the
locality is much less represented here. In two cases the iopographical rela-
tionship of a locality is marked in comparison wilh an unnamed topo-
graphical feature, as in Enbolstad (< OSw ijnda, gen. sg. of rinda, m., 'an
end, a point, the outermost part') and Stpmbolstad (< OSw stdmber, m.,
'a fast-running stream'); only once is the locality marked by its relative
position, as in Hpgbolsta (< OSw hbgher, adj., 'high'). The only other
instance in which a specific marks a relationship of sorts in the Finnish
settlement-name material is with the name Tredbollstad (<OSw lsriitta, f .,
'a dispute'), where the specific seemingly refers to an extemal event to
which the naming is related, namely a dispute.rsa
The settlemenl-material in Finland is rather more prolific when it comes
to describing a quality of the settlement, either in terms of the size of the
locality, as is the case with the namey Lillbolsta, Lillbolstad (< OSw lirle,
adj., 'small, little'), Mjqlbollstad (< OSw mykil, adj.,'large, great') and
Storbolsta (< OSw .rrorlsw storr, ad1., 'large, great'), or general shape of
the locality, as h Bredbolstad (< OSw brelter, adj., 'wide'), the relative
age of the locality, as in Nybollstad (< OSw nyr, adj., 'new'), the texture
or consistency of the land on which the locality is situated, as seen in the
names of Briinnbolstad, Briinbolsta (both < OSw bra-nna, f., 'a buming, a
fire') and Tonbolstad (< OSw 1or, adj., 'dry'). Additionally, creatures,
plant-growth and other features existing at the locality are often also men-
184. Erbolstad, Finstriim sn., Landskapet Aland (Andhebolsra 1fl7 AO O.24 2598, t.46);
Endabolsta 1537 AO (p. 24,2598, f. 35); Endeholsta 1544 AO (p. 24 2603, f. 9);
Andebolstadh t544 Ao $.24,2603,1.8ri Andeboktadh 1546 AO @. 24; 2610, f. 88):
Endebotstadt 1547 AO O.24',2615,f.48), Endbolsta 1554 i\O @p.24-5; 2643, f. 1 l)):
Striimbolstad, Sund sn., Landskapet Aland ( Strijmbolsta l5l7 AO (p. 171 ; 2598, i 3);
Strimbolsta 154440(p. l1l:2603,f.77), Srriimbolsta 1546 j\Og.l71;AIX,p.49)i
Strumbosrad 1552 AlRiikS; Strijmbollsta 1559 AlRaks; strdiimbolstadh l58l Ao (p.
17l; 2808)); Hitgbolsra, Sund sn., Landskapet Ll^nd (Hiighabulstad 1431 AO (p. 164;
A It, p. 85): HAASbolsta 1537 AO (p. 164; 2598, f. l), HiiSbolsta 1538 AO (p. le;
26rJO, f. lt\: Hi;shbdlsra 1538 Ao (p. 164,26C/i. f. 3l): HiiSebolsta 1544 AO (p. 164,
2fi3, f. 4)). Triidbollstrd, Pojo sn., Nyland l:dn, (Trtitebdlsta 1515 NO (p. 565; H);
Treftebolsrad 1549 NO (p. 565,2975, f. 32r: Trdbolsta 1552 NO (p. 565; 3003, t l5);
Treftebolstadh 1554 NO (p. 565; 3027 ,f. l3).Ttddtebolstad 1556 NO (p, 565; 3058, f.
l5), Triirebolstad 1556 NO (p. 565; 3058, f. 40).
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tioned. Examples of this type of quality may be Bjdmbollsrrud (< OSw
biiirn, m., 'a bear'), Kotlbolsta (< OSw quapa, m., 'resin, gum from
trees'), Kcillbolstad (< OSw kiilda, f ., 'a spring, a well') and Tdrnbolstad
(< OSw rrirn, f., 'a tam, a small lake or pond').r85 None of the Finnish set-
tlement names refers to the usage of the locality, possibly signalling that
the denotation inherent in the generic bolstaper must have been a fully
adequate descriptive element.
The group of Finnish place-names with field-name denotation amounts
to 27, of which l3 are simplex namesr86 and l4 compounds. Ofthese, only
185 Li‖bolsta,S,lnga sn,Nyland lan;Lttbolstad,Hallmarland sn,LndskapctÅlan
揚#:"〔脇1:翌為Ъ■:胤∵:き):賓鴛:援1騨鯰::l::11:微
ι″leあおrad 1549Å0 (p 73:2625,■5)):ル■OlbOllstad, Karls sn,Nyland lan
('`ッた″らοおrad 1427 FMU(II,p 164):″わg′めο∫餡″ 5 0 NO(p 260:2948,■31)νめルοsrad 1541 NO(p260;2926,111);″σg′めοお=戯1544 NO(p260;2924,14);
鵬 事撒鮒傷鮎:i蠍懺
鰯I胎駅WI]聰、ポ蝶讐騨
熟蘇様舗質鷺盤詭り]鮒靴嬌拳ギ懇撃鼻
鱗庸1撫&予ダ視11聯鱗撫:手蜘群
角絲慰1蠍薪鮮鮒 鼈 =猟
檄鷲浙 鱗∬ユ1騨1獣独聯術i
鮮讐曇ill『滋肱漱熱lま劉鮮鮭撚鱗
慰『〕磁性書聯罰難新!:勝勢:嘱鮮猟
“儡 、革I鴇蹴墜F鰍鱗呂胤fttdL全
Åland(β′ヵお=配1746 LSA(Å 15 5/1-2)): 3olstan, Halnmanand sn, Landskapct
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lhe r,ame Siibbolsta cannot be satisfactorily interpreted.r8T Compared with
the bolstaper settlement-name material, the Finnish bolstaper/bolstad
place-names with field-name denotation are much more limited in the
range of specifics. As would be expected of place-names with field-name
denotation, the majority of compound formations, ten in all, refer to the
quality of the locality, and only three signal the relationship of the locali-
ty. It is perhaps surprising to note that none of the bolstaper/bolstad names
which refer to fields state the usage of the locality, as it would not be
unimaginable that the usage and utilisation of an area under agricultural
management would be related to by means of its usage potential.
Of bolstaper/bolstad compounds which signal the quality of a locality,
the majority relate to the general size of the locality. However, the num-
ber of different specifics only amounts to two, which as such form a con-
trastive pair. Five names in Li1I- have Sw lille, adj.,'small, little', for spe-
cific, while only two are modified by Sw sror, adj., 'large, great', i.e. with
a specific in Sror-. Four of these specifics are applied as reciprocating
pairs. Twice the material and texture of a locality has been felt to be as
important a quality as to spur its use in the names Skarpbolsta (< Sw
skarp, adj.,'sharp, dry hard') and Torrbolsta (< Sw rorr, adj., 'dry'). In
Tiirrbolstatl, the specific appears to be Sw lrirn, sb., 'a tam, a small lake
or pond', which may be argued to signal a quality of the locality.r88
Aland; Bolstan, Hamrnarland sn., Landskaper i\land. (Bdhtstad uthiorl I ?35 LSA (A 6
5/l-2)); Bolstan, Jomala sn., Landskapet Aland; Bolstan, Jomala sn., tnndskapet
Alard @Ahbfid, Borsran l74O LSA (7 4/l)): Bolstan, Kimiro sn., Aboland lan;
Bofstan, temland sn., Landskapet Aland (Borstan 1845 LSA (10 l2l12)): Bolstan,
Sund sn., Landskapet Aland; Borstan, Jomala sn., Landskapet Aland (Borsta dker l'J59
LSA (A 7 lZ5-6)); Bolstarna (Hopborsten), Sund sn., Landskapet A land (Bdhtsta Eng
1650 LSA (A 2d 85); Borstoma 1959 OAU (Recorded by A. Rostvik)l Hopbonten
1959 OAU (Recorded by A. Rostvik)); Bebta (Bolsra), Kyrkslarr sn., Nyland lan
(Bolstan. Bolstad tinqen c. l80O LSA (B 19 4ll). Bolsta, BAB@ 1914 SLS (238)).
187. Siibbolsta, Jomala sn., Landskapet Alan d \sebolsta dkem 1800 LSA (7 321l4)).
The specific might ultimately be from OSw sdr, m., 'a sea, a lake', although the pres-
enl day short vowel does not correspond with the OSw form, which is long. However,
the vowel may have been shortened owing to its compound position.
188. Lillbollstan, Finstrdm sn., Landskapet Aland, Lillbotlstan l?76 LSA (3 l8/1));
Lillbolsta, Ingi sn., Nyland tnn, Finlandi Lillbolsta, Lemland sn., Landskapet Aland;
Lillbolstln, Tenala sn., Nyland lan: Lillborsten, Finsrriim sn., Landskapet Aland
(Lillborsten 1958 OAU (Collected by A. Rostvik)); Skarpbolst!, Hammarland sn.,
Landskapet Aland (Skarboltstad l?59 LSA (6 1413)); Storbollstan, Finstrdm sn.,
Landskapet Aland (Srotbollstan l'l'76 LSA (3 l8/l )): Storbolstrn, Tenala sn., Nyland
lan; Torrbolsta (Bolsta), Karis sn., Nyland lani Tiirrbolstad, Sund sn., Landskapet
Aland (Terrbollsta dker 1804 LSA ( l5 l9143)).
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The remaining three names with field-name denotation all categorise
the locality in relation to topo$aphical relation. One, Kullbolstad (< Sw
kulle, sb., 'a rounded hill-top') is characterised by its position in relation
to a non-name-bearing feature. The specifics of the remaining two com-
pounds both state the position of the locality in relation to a focal point:
Mgbolstad (< Sw /zig, adj., 'low') and Norrbolsra (< Sw nordlnorr, adv.,
'nofih').r8e
The life-span of bolstaper/bolstad as a place-name element was con-
siderably longer in East Scandinavian than that of West Scandinavian Ddl-
stadr. As an appellative, it was active from the Viking Age to at least as
late as the t9'h century (see Ch. 2.2., above). Theoretically, this means that
it could be used as a place-name element over the same period. Indeed, it
is possible that some place-names in bolstaper have been formed after the
end of the Middle Ages. However, there is no mention of such late for-
mations in any of the secondary literature on the subject. Hence, I feel sure
that my focusing only on the oldest printed sources has not disturbed the
general picture. It appears that the period of time in which bolstaper was
part of the local Swedish and Finno-Swedish onomasticon was consider-
ably shorter than that of its appellatival use.
Since bolstaper is found both in Sweden and in Finland, the Swedish
material itself can certainly be dated to the period of Swedish expansion
into Finland. The first large-scale expansion into Finland is thought to
have come in the wale of the first crusades. The first crusade dates from
the middle of the l2'h century. It must therefore be assumed that the peak
of onomastic use for this element must have been slightly earlier than or
concunent with this date. The coining of place-names of this origin in the
early 146 century cenainly does not contradict this, although it indicates
that the element was still active up until at least this date. On the basis of
these nonJinguistic dating criteria, it is possible to establish a teminus
ante qvem for place-names it bolstaper in the 146 century. This is a late
date in comparison with that for the West Scandinavian place-name ma-
terial but quite reasonable when the local appellatival use of this element
is taken into consideration.
Does this late ,€rm inus ante qvem. then, mean that the onomastic use of
OSw bolstaper is later than its West Scandinavian cognate? If we tum to
189. Kullbolstad t, R, Sund sn., Landskapet Aland (Kullbohlsta c. 1650 LSA (A 2 d 94-
95)): LAgbolstad. Jomala sn., Landskapet Aland: Nombolsta. Sund sn.. Landskapet
Aland (Notebohtsra c. I650 LSA (A 2 d 94-95)).
????
the actual place-name material, we notice that there are certain specific
elements of a cultural and institutional significance that may help in the
answering of this question. These are the specific elements that relate to
religious institutions. These are exclusively the names of pagan Norse
deities, such as U1l, m., and Ndrpar, m. (an older genitive form of Njorl,
m.). There are no references to Christian cultic activity, such as churches
or the use of saints'names, etc. This is to me a clear indication that this
place-name element was active also in the pre-Christian era, i.e. in the
Viking Age. The problem is that these specific elements do not allow for
dating closer than 'prior to the introduction of Christianity'.
The result of this attempt to date the Swedish bolstaper place-name
malerial is a not very satisfactory dating to the period from the Viking Age
to approximately the 146 century. The major reason for this vague date is
partly the limited material available and partly the lack of any safely deter-
minable historical linguistic features applicable to this material. On the
other hand, it is not diffrcult to envisage a long period of onomastic use,
taking the extended appellatival usage into consideration.
As mentioned above, the reason why bolstaperlboLstad is found in
south-western Finland is because of a Swedish expansion into an area
otherwise dominated by a Finno-Samic culture. As a result of this, the ter-
minus ante qvem cannot be earlier than the second half of the l2'h centu-
ry, and with the secondary nature of this place-name element in mind, I
would think not earlier than 1200. Unfortunately, there is no firm language
historical evidence to support this date, but the facl that there is no refer-
ence to pagan cultic practice in the place-name material supporls a date of
bestowing the names after the introduction of Christianity, a result of
which were the crusades. Besides, there is no dispute about the historical
date for the crusades, nor is there any doubt about the subsequent settle-
ment in south-westem Finland as the result of these historical events.rm
The first Finnish reference to a bolstafer place-name is in Svartboken
as early as 1397 (Briinnbolstad, see footnote above), although the majori-
ty of names are not mentioned until the l5'h and 16'h centuries. Nonethe-
less, since for instance OSw iinde, m., has retained its weak masculine
genitive singular form in -a in the old forms for Enbolstad in FinstOms sn.,
Aland, it is fairly safe to say that this name must have been given prior to
l9O. Ct e.g. the statement "The setto thet land med cristna men..." which translates into:
"Settled ihe land with Christian men..." [my translation], frcm Jansson, Sven-Benil
(ed.), EnkskOnikan, (Stockholm, 1986), p. 32.
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1400, when the genitive ending in -s starts to become the norm.rer
Similarly, OSw trirn, n., does not show secondary genitive sg. forms in -s
either in the earliest forms for Ttirnbolstad, Finstrdm sn., Aland (1429
Ternabulstad, l43l Tamabulstad). For these two names, there are good
reasons for dating them to before 1400. The rest of the material does not
contradict a date of coinage prior to this date either, although there is no-
thing which speaks against one or two of the place-names being a little
younger than 1400. Hence, I will date the Finnish settlemenGdenoting bol
staper mateial to no earlier than 12fi) but in the majority of cases to
before 1400, for the reasons stated above.
The Finnish place-name material with field denotation may theoretical-
ly be of the same date. However, owing to the belated recording of these
place-names, there is at least reason to believe that this denotation was
active over a longer period of time than was the settlement denotation. On
the other hand, did it also come into use early? Since field denotation is
also found among the earliest Swedish bolstaper place-names (in the
sense: 'land belonging to a farm'), this is possible. The fact that a number
of simplex place-names in particular in this group have the suffixed defi-
nitive article in -an is no criterion for a late date of coinage, as the gener-
ic element of a place-name in the Scandinavian languages normally fol-
lows the normal morphological development of the language.rer Neither
do the recent attempts at re-etymologising some of the generic endings to
borstan (sw. borste, sb., denotes a species of thistle) offer any help in dat-
ing this material 
- 
it only serves to show that Sw brlsrad. sb., is no longer
in use as an appellative.
The earliest recorded instances of the field-names I have been able to
obtain are from 1650, but the majority, if they have recorded source-forms
at all. are from the l8'h to the 20'h centuries. The records do not. thus. offer
any satisfactory terminus ante qvem, although it must be assumed that the
majority of the field-names were formed prior to at least the l8'h century.
The specific material itself does not offer any suggestion as to a more
exact time of coinage. I, therefore, find myself forced to date the place-
names of this type of denotation to within a rather broad time-scale of
between the l2'h and l8'h centuries.
| 9l . Bergman, Gdsta, ,(o rtfattad svensk sprdkhistorid, (Stockholm, 1995), p. 78.
| 92. Cf. Christensen (Dalberg), V & Sorensen, J. Kousgerd, Srednavreforskning 1, (Copen-
hagen, 19'72), p. l7l.
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9. Conclusion
It has traditionally been assumed that there were some 340 place-names in
ON b6lstadr, m., whereas the East Scandinavian cognate, OSw bolstaper,
m., has been considered to be found in no more than some 50-70 place-
names. My research has shown that the former figure is somewhat higher.
On the other hand, a fair proportion of the Scottish place-names hitherto
considered to be from bdlstadr have other origins. The majority of these
are place-names with modern reflexes in -boll, -poll, -pol, -pool, -phuill,
etc., which instead originate from ON bdl, n., 'a farm', ON pollr, m., 'a
pool, a small rounded bay', or Gaelic poll, m., 'a pit, a pond', etc.
Furthermore, a couple of Shetland and Orkney place-names with endings
in -bnter seem to originate from ON stadir, m. pl., 'a farm', and ON setr,
n., 'a shieling', rather than b1Lstadr. Their present-day similarity to mo-
dem b6lstalr-reflexes has been caused by a fusion of a final labial plosive
element in the specific element with the generic. Additionally, the
Northern Isles (and Caithness) bdlstabr reflex in -bister or -bist has been
utilised in later centuries (16'h century and onwards) as a place-name
generic on analogy with the original b<ilstadr-place-names. These are na-
turally not original place-names in ON bdlstadr but later formations with
specifics probably taken from the local lexicon.
The non-genuine Scottish Ddlsrcdr place-names amount to 83 place-
names, while 5 of the Norwegian place-names investigated, 2 from Ice-
land, and I from the Faroe Islands, have also been found to be non-ge-
nuine. In total the non-genuine bdlstalrlbolstapel constructions number
no less than 9l individual examples. Conversely, a large number of
Scottish bdlstadr place-names have come to light as the result of my stud-
ies, as have a few Icelandic, Norwegian, and East Scandinavian place-
names. Therefore, my core material consists of ,142 place-names which
originate or probably originate from ON b6lstadrlOSw bolstaper. This is
as complete a compilation as has been made up to now.
On the documentary side, ON b6Lstadr, in common with most other
place-name elements, is unfortunate in having been an active place-name
element before there was a written tradition, and this is also partly true for
its East Scandinavian cognate. This means that all relevant documentary
evidence is later than the coinage of these place-names 
- 
in the case of the
Scottish bdlstadrs coinage usually predates documentary evidence by
some five centuries or more. Naturally, this complicates the interpretation
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of the individual place-names somewhat, and the interpretation of a fair
number of place-names is less than rock solid, and some place-names have
been altogether impossible to interpret satisfactorily. Nonetheless, the vast
majority of place-names have been interpretable and it is these which form
the basis for the later general syntactic-semantic analysis of the place-
name material.
The question of the original meaning has been a core issue of this book.
The typical dictionary definition of ON bdlstadr is that of 'a farm'. This
vague and rather general definition was part of the reason for my taking
an interest in this place-name element 
- 
it simply did not make sense. Not
that the meaning 'a farm' is inherently wrong in any way, the known
appellatival use on the whole conveys this general meaning. Onomasti-
cally, however, the usage was more specific. The topographical study (Ch.
6.) has shown that b6lstadr was used about secondary farm settlements 
-
settlements which were created as a result of the splitting up of a large set-
tlement unit into smaller portions. The economic focus of these settle-
ments seems first and foremost to have been on agriculture, although se-
condary means of subsistence, such as fishing, may have played a part as
well. This specialised onomastic use was current in Norway, as well as in
the Scottish colonies (and possibly in lceland, too). There is no sign of a
difference in denotation of the place-name element b6lstadr between the
areas chosen for the topographical study (MQre oE Romsdal and Sogn og
Fjordane in Western Norway, and Sh etbnA.ln Westem Norway, the ono-
mastic use manifesls itself mainly in two types of secondary seltlement.
either as a unit detached from the focal settlement, or as a unit carved out
of the focal settlement. These applications are mirrored in Shetland,
although a third type of secondary settlement is also visible in the
toponymy there. This study has, therefore, not found that bdlstadr was
ever used with the general meaning of 'a farm' in the colonies, as some
earlier researchers have argued. There has been no indication in topo-
graphical evidence that the denotation in the colonial environment was
any different from that in the homeland.
I have chosen not to employ rent and tax assessments as an additional
extra-onomastic parameter. Although it is conceivable that such a para-
meter would have backed up the findings achieved through the topographi
cal study and would possibly have been able to nuance the picture fur-
ther, two major factors made me decide against using this parameter.
Firstly, in no instance can the rental and tax values be said to reflect the
original status of Viking-Age place-names, they are usually much younger
- 
late Medieval at the earliest. This means that such a parameter does not
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reflect a Viking-Age settlement situation but rather one several hundred
years' later, which has undergone various, and in this specific respect quite
irrelevant. modifications. In other words, the conclusions drawn from
rental and tax information convey less than accurately the Viking-Age set-
tlement situation. Secondly, there has been the time-factor. To achieve
familiarity with the various assessment systems employed in the respec-
tive areas of study has been felt to be too time-consuming to offer any real
reward other than what is already deducible from the present topographi
cal study.
While the discussion is dealing with the extra-onomastic parameters, I
feel there is a need to touch briefly on the archaeological survey. I had
hoped that there would have been more to gain from this extra-onomastic
criterion. However, there has been virtually no focus on settlements with
names in bril.rtadr from an archaeological perspective. This has meant that
this parameter has contributed little more than a list of sporadic finds and
possible sites of interest on the lands of settlements bearing this type of
generic. This parameter has only been able to show that there has been
human activity at some of these sites prior to the time at which it must be
assumed that the settlements bearing names in b6lstadr were established.
Onomastically, this book has touched on a number of interesting points.
Firstly, there is the question of the development or change in the specific
inventory from the homeland (Norway) to the Norse colonies (the Scottish
Isles, the Faroe Islands and Iceland). How much did the specific inven-
tory change? Are foreign influences visible in the material? And did this
type of generic continue as an active naming element after Norse had
ceased to be spoken? Secondly, there is the question of whether analogy
has played a role in naming with ON bdlstadr.
If we return to the first point. Early on, I became aware that tracing the
development in the specific material and the extent of this depended large-
ly on how the material was classified. There are two types of semantic
classification of the specific material, either a word-semantic classifica-
tion, or a name-semantic one. The one traditionally used is the word-
semantic categorisation but I decided against using this, as it did little
more than sort the material according to word-classes. This model does
not explore motives behind naming, and since a change in naming surely
reflects a change in the motives guiding naming, these motives, I felt,
were the ones most essential to establish. Instead, I chose to use a name-
semantic model in my general analysis of the specific material, as this
model investigates the motives behind naming. The most comprehensive
model available so far is one devised by the Finnish place-name scholar
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Kurt Zilliacus. Since the place-name material he subjected to his theones
was largely modern, a few minor adjustments were needed to make this
model applicable to older place-name material, although none of the
changes in any way interfered with Zilliacus'basic structure.
By using this model it has been possible to establish which naming
motives were present in Norway and how these developed or wilhered in
their new colonial environments. In Norway, the focus of naming lay
mainly in describing the size of the locality (557o (group II.a.)), and in
describing the topographical relationship of the locality (259o (grotp
I.a.)), or the usage of the locality (l3Vo (category III)), and only to a very
small degree did the ownership or association of a locality have relevance
(ZVo (grotp l.c.)). All other naming motives seem only to have featured
marginally. The unusually high number of names describing the size of the
locality might be the result of analogy. a point which I shall discuss later.
Of the place-names indicating the topographical relationship of a locality,
the majority were characterised by means of their relative position (147o
(sub-group I.a.iii.)), whereas a characterisation in relation to a named fea-
ture (sub-group I.a.i.) or to an unnamed feature (sub-group l.a.ii.) figured
less prominently (7Va and 49o respectively).
Tuming to Scotland, the naming motives appear to have been somewhat
different. Firstly, there is a wider choice of naming motives. Here the most
popular motives were: Topographical relationship (zl47c (group I.a.)), That
which exists at or by (269c (group II.f.)), Institutional and administrative
relationship ( I I % (group I.b.)), Shape (77o (group II.b.)), Associative rela-
tionship (47o (group I.c.)). If this lisl of most popular naming motives is
compared with that from Norway, it immediately becomes clear that other
factors have played a pan in the coining of place-names in ON bdlstadr.
For example, the most popular Norwegian naming motive, size (group
II.a.), barely features in the Scottish place-name material, nor does the
usage of a locality (category III). for that matter. In fact, neither of these
motives are represented by more than lEo of the place-name material in
Scotland! However, apan from these major differences, the naming
motives present in the Scottish place-name material are to a large extent
also found in the Norwegian material, albeit often in insignificant num-
bers.
What does this convey about the development in naming motives for
bdlstadr from its Norwegian homeland to its new colonial setting? To me,
the differences between the Norwegian and the Scottish place-name ma-
terial reflect both a change in naming motives as well as a development
and adaptation of an already known and proven specific inventory. But to
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make the changes and the development manifest themselves, it is neces-
sary to delve into the details of some of the naming motives. To take the
changes first: that size (group II.a.) mattered less for bdlsradr in Scotland
than in Norway is not surprising, as the high representation of this naming
motive in Norway is probably owing to a fair amo,ant of imitative naming
which only seems to have had a relevance in the settlement structure there.
It may seem more confusing that the utilisation (category III) of a locali-
ty is not represented to the same extent in the Scottish place-name mate-
rial. However, if we look at the type of usage which is hinted at, it pertains
solely to a religious significance. Being a setdement-name geneic par
excellence that is normally applied to agricultural units, a religious usage
of the site would not be typical. Therefore, there is reason to believe that
a religious usage for this element is sufficiently unusual to need extra
specification when such occurs. The apparent major changes there are
between the Norwegian and the Scottish place-name material thus prove
to be relatively insignificant. To me, the continuation and the development
is far more important.
Where the continuity is best explored is within the topographical rela-
tionship. Although there are individual variations in the expression of
topographical relationship between Norway and Scotland, the types of
specifics are, nonetheless, generally the same. Where about Z5Ea of the
Norwegian material signified a topographical relationship of one kind or
another, no less than approx. 44Vo of the Scottish material reflects this
motive. Of the material which indicates a location in relation to a named
locality (sub-group I.a.i.), the Norwegian material relates to major topo-
graphical features, such as islands, fiords and watercourses. This is exact-
ly mirrored in Scottish material, although the general percentage of this
motive is only about half of that of Norway (49o vs. 77o). The same
appearance of continuity is present in the topographical relation marked
by relative position (sub-group I.a.iii.). In Scotland some l67o of the ma-
terial reflects this naming motive, which is only slightly more popular here
than was the case in the homeland (with approx. l4o/o). The phenomenon
of marking topographical position in relation to an unnamed locality (sub-
group l.a.ii.), although not unknown, did not have great relevance in the
naming process in Norway. For some reason, only 37o of the entire
Norwegian material is represented by this sub-group. In contrast, almost a
quarter (approx. 24Vo) of the Scottish bdlsradr material features this nam-
ing motive. Although this could be seen as a change novel to the colonial
environment, there is little to suggest that the greater focus on this sub-
group is more than a development from a homeland model. For instance,
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the type of locality referred to is almost exclusively a topographical fea-
ture; only to a very small extent is it a man-made one. This mirrors exact-
ly the Norwegian material, however sparse that is. Instead, the greater
relevance of this naming motive should rather be seen as reflecting a dif-
ference in settlement structure between Norway and Scotland. Without
resorting too much to speculation, it must be considered that the settle-
ment-framework in which b6lstalr was applied in the new environment
cannot but have been less well-founded than that in the Norwegian home-
land. In Norway, this element was employed in a settlement structure
which was comparatively much older and, hence, more established than
may well have been the case in the colonies. Therefore, a naming seen in
relation to a prominent topographical feature would have made sense with
localisation in mind. That it made sense to name a locality in connection
with noticeable features may also be hinted at when taking into account
the fact that abot:t l6?c of the Scottish material is named after features
present at the locality (sub-group II.f.iii., see also below). This shows that
the total sum of conditions present 
- 
i.e. topographical, geographical, cul-
tural, religious, settlement-structural, as well as past experience 
- 
combine
to prompt a naming accordingly. In the case of the Scottish bilstadr ma-
terial, a major naming motive seems io have been to establish the locality
on the 'mental map' of the user.
Another area that suggests continuity, is the use of personal names and
personal designations to signal some kind of an association of the locality
with a person or a group of persons (group I.c.). In Norway, the utilisation
of this naming motive was negligible, only about 270 of the material has
been found to signal this motive. At the outset of my studies into this place-
name element, it was generally assumed that personal names were rather
more common in the North-Atlantic area than in Norway. However, my
studies have demonstrated that this is not the case. That there are in fact not
many bdlstadr place-names that actually do contain penonal names. In-
stead, the specifics that were thought to be personal names have proved
rather to be appellatives. In fact, no more than 47o of the entire Scottish
material can be said with certainty to contain personal names. This figure is
only slightly higher than the Norwegian material. Why an associative rela-
tionship was seen to be almost irrelevant as a naming motive with bdlstadr
place-names is impossible to establish with any degree ofcertainty. What is
evidenl, however, is that the motives guiding the use ofthis naming motive
is no different in the North Atlantic colonies from in Norway.
Nevertheless, there is also a fair amount of evidence that the naming
motives changed in the colonial environment. This is especially evident
??
?
?
?
within the syntactic-semantic category of Quality (category II). In Nor-
way, the naming motives relating to this category were the ones most com-
monly used with b6lstadr (approx. 58Vo). However, the popularity of this
category is problematic. The majority of Norwegian Ddlstadr place-names
describing a quality of the locality relate to the size of the locality. This is
the group of earlier mentioned + Miklabdlstadr-names, and since this
group of place-names is somewhat problematic (as it appears to be infect-
ed by some amount of imitative naming). one has to be cautious not to put
too much focus on the importance of the naming-motive relating to size
(group II.a.). In Scotland, the size of a locality is barely indicated in l7o
of the material, whereas the quality of a locality as a whole is indicated in
abofi 409o of the Norwegian bdlstadr mateial. Tlte naming motive which
betrays the grealest degree of innovation here is the one relating to a quali-
ty present at the locality (group II.f.), which was almost absent from the
Norwegian material. Part of the reason for the popularity of this naming
motive should possibly be seen as an attempt to cater for a less well-estab-
lished settlement structure, as the majority of specifics signalling this
motive describe a feature found at the locality (sub-group Il.f.iii.). By
knowing what quality to look tbr in the landscape, the user may utilise his
'mental map' in establishing the location of the locality.
Being susceptible to change, bdlstair also reflects the most important
foreign cultural influence on the later Viking Age 
- 
Christianity. The reli-
gious aspect marks the greatest difference in naming between the
Norwegian homeland and the colonial environments. The Norwegian bdl-
stadr place-name material only reflects Pagan Norse religious activities,
whereas the Scottish and possibly also the Faroese and Icelandic bdlsladr
material solely show Christian influence. It is most intriguing that some-
thing as deep-rooted as religion differs so much between Norway and the
North Atlantic. That the Christian impact was great is witnessed by the
fact that the references to Christianity are present in names relating to the
administrative and institulional relationship of a locality (group Lb.), to
something existing at a locality (sub-group Il.f.iii.), as well as possibly
with an associative relationship (group l.c.). The actual words found as
specifics are ON f irkja, f -, 'a ch]urch', ON kross, m., 'a cross', and possib-
ly a byname ultimately from Gaelic pearsa, f., 'a parson'. The latter two
examples betray a Gaelic influence, which is not unlikely, considering the
proximity of Gaelic-speaking communities to the No(h-Atlantic colonies
and the mercantile interests the Vikings had in Ireland.
While I am talking of foreign influences, it is worth noting that. apart
from this religious filter, foreign traits are strangely absent from the origi-
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r,al bdlstadr material. The specific material is to all intents and purposes
wholly Old Norse. This must imply that the communities which utilised
this place-name element were ethnically and culturally Norse. There is no
indication that bOlstadr eyer entered into the later Gaelic and Scots com-
munities as an active place-name-forming element, although some place-
names in Shetland, Orkney and Caithness are later analogical formations,
of the type the Swedish scholar Bengt Pamp referst to as an analogical
ffir name-formation.tel
One point which has occasionally complicated the general analysis of
the specifics in this work, as well as the odd place-name from time to time,
is the question of analogy. Analogy is a difficult concept to get to grips
with. This is primarily because of an unrestricted use of this term for vari-
ous types of naming. I have, therefore, chosen to distinguish between dif-
ferent types of analogy. The greatest problem lies in establishing how
analogy works, when it works and how it manifests itself. Analogy occurs
when a name is coined on grounds other than purely factual ones. This
means that analogy can only occur by association with another place-
name or group of similar place-names as a model. Although it is fairly
simple to set up rules for analogy, applying these to actual place-names is
a different matter altogether. The easiest to distinguish in this material is a
particular type of analogy where a generic element of a sufficiently high
frequency comes to be seen as being relevant to a certain type of locality.
This is the type ofanalogy previously refenedlo as analogical affix name-
formation.tea There are about twenty names of this type in Shetland,
Orkney and probably also Caithness. Names of this type are fairly easy to
identify, as they are usually bestowed on much humbler localities than are
oi.ginal b6lstalr place-names, as well as the fact that they are occasional-
ly found referring to other types of localities than such as are typical for
ot',ginal b6lstadr place-names, such as mounds and even rocky cliffs.
Where this type of analogy utilises only pan of a known place-name
entity, a potentially more difficult type of analogy to pinpoint is one in
which an entire place-name entity is used as a model on which to form
new names. The analogical formations of this type may either have been
bestowed on localities purely by association with another known place-
name with no regard as to whether the motives guiding the choice of
193. Cf. Pamp, Bengt, 'Onomastisk Analogi', in Alboge, G. et al (edsl. Noma-Rapporter
45. Atalo9i i navnqinins. (Uppsala, l99l), p. 159.
t94.Ibid.
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known place-name are similar to those present at the new locality. This
type of analogy I have chosen to lerm associatiye naming, for the lack of
a better term. Altematively, an analogical formation may have been
bestowed on a locality because this locality contains or is thought to con-
tain aspects similar to those associated with the known place-name for-
mation. In this case, the naming takes place on factual grounds, real or
apparent. I have chosen to call this type of analogy imitative naming. But
are these two types of analogy present in the material? In order to estab-
lish whether they are, it is important to determine how they would indi-
vidually manifest themselves. Since the former kind of analogy is purely
associative, its application should manifest itself in an application differ-
ent from what is typical for genuine b^lstadr place-names, in other words
an application nol too dissimilar to place-names of the so-called analagi-
cal afix name-formntion lype. The laner rype, on the other hand, must
have some degree of factuality about its coinage. This means that analogi-
cal formations of this type will often be hard to distinguish from genuine
place-name formations. This type of analogy will normally betray itself by
over-frequency.
I have not been able to pinpoint with any certainty any instances of
pvely associative naming, altholgh I suspect that the two Sutherland
place-names Scrabster and Ulbster may possibly be such examples
because of their uncanny resemblance to two of the more unusual
Caithness place-names. However, I have no positive proof that these are
in fact analogical formations 
- 
which is why I have treated them, with sub-
stantial reservations, as genuine formations. On the other hand, it is a dis-
tinct peculiarity of this place-name type to be prone to generate new place-
names on an already known model, i.e. imitatiye naming. I have already
touched briefly on the largest group of names which seem to feature this
attribute, the Norwegian group of names of the * Miklab'lstadr-tyry.
There are no less than 47 of this type in Norway, and they constitute
almost half of the Notwegian b6lstadr material. Their topographical char-
acteristics are of such a character that the name bestowed on them is
always fitting and suitable; the localities to which *Miklabdlstadrs refer
are large secondary settlements, either carved out from the primary settle-
ment's arable infield or situated on a large arable tract up-valley fiom the
primary settlement. In this respect, this type of place-name does not differ
from other Norwegian bdlstadr place-names, although it is normally of a
larger size than other Norwegian place-names in b6lstadr.To me, this can
only mean that the *Miklab6lstadr names are coined on factual grounds
but with a name-pattern in mind. In the case offinding a suitable name for
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a b6lstadr settlement of a considerable size, it must have been viewed by
the namer that imitation rather than innovation was the better motive,
hence the over-frequency of this name-type. Since the relevance of this
name-type in Norway seems to be beyond doubt, it is the more intriguing
that names of this type are nowhere to be found in the North Atlantic
colonies! It is not that imitative naming did not take place there, as there
is plenty of evidence to suggest that it did. Lrscal imitative-naming tradi-
tions seem to have been developed early on. For instance, two so closely
situated island groups as Shetland and Orkney display an interesting dif-
ference in the compounding of the common appellative ON vaft, n.,
'water, a lake' with ON bdlsradr. In Shetland, varn has been compounded
with b6lstadr in the stem form (as *Vatnb<ilstadr, now Wadbister)i where-
as in Orkney, the same compound shows varn in the genitive singular
(*Vatns-l*Vatzbdlstadr, now Wasbister). There are plenty of other exam-
ples, but those cited above suffice to show that imitation seems to have
been an almost inherent naming motive for bdlstadr place-names. Why
this is so, I cannot say, and I doubt if it will ever be possible to answer this
question. I can only demonstrate that imitative naming has taken place in
several instances and always on factual grounds.
When comparing the distribution of b6lstadr witlt that of a traditional
view of Norse expansion into the North Atlantic, it is immediately clear
that the two pictures far from match each other. It is not that the distribu-
tion of bdlstadr falls outside the areas of Norse expansion but rather that
bdlstadr is only found in some parts of the areas of Norse expansion, such
as the Scottish Isles and Iceland, but not the Faroe Islands, Greenland,
keland, or north-westem England. Why is this? Several ideas have been
voiced, ranging from differences in settlement structurere5 to differences in
culture and ethnic background, etc.r% As I see it, the reasons for the limi-
ted distribution of bdlstadr in compaison with the extent of Norse expan-
sion are multiple. In this respect there are some points to bear in mind
t95 Cf. Macgregor, Lindsay, 'Norse Naming Elements in Shetland andFaroe'. in Nonhem
Srrlies 2-r, (Edinburgh, 1986), pp. 84-101.
196. Ct e.g. Fellows-Jensen, Glllian, kondinovian Setlement Names in the Norlh-West,
Navnestudier 25, (Copenhagen, 1985): Fellows-Jensen, Gillian, 'Scandinavian Settle-
ment in Cumbria and Dumfriesshire: the Place-Name Evidence'. in Baldwin. John R.,
and Whyte, Ian D. (eds),The Scandinavians in Crrmrna, (Edinburgh, 1985), pp. 65-82;
Fellows-Jensen, Gillian, 'Scandinavians in Cheshire: a Reassessment of the Onomastic
Evidence', in Rumble, A. R. & Mills, A. D. (eds), Ndrres, Places and People, (Stam-
fotd, 1997), pp.77-92, etc.
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abo bdlstadr. Firstly, this element was typically bestowed on secondary
settlements. This means that this element would not have been among the
very first to have been used during the settlement-process of a new area.
Therefore, bdlstadr wottld only occur as a place-name elemenl in areas
where the settlement structure had had time to become 'built up'to accom-
modate secondary settlement. This means that the Scandinavian settle-
ment must have been prolonged for this element to appear in the nomen-
clature. Furthermore. the cultural environment which used bdlstadr was
typically West Scandinavian. There is no proof that this element ever
became part of the Gaelic lexicon or onomasticon, or the Scots English
ones, for that matter. This place-name element was not used by the East
Scandinavian group of seltlers, the Danes, in the British Isles or at home,
either Hence, the cultural background for the use of ON bdisradr must be
predominately Norse, if not wholly so. Secondly, bdlstadr was also typi-
cally used of settlements with a strong agricultural focus, which means
that conditions for growing crops and rearing livestock had to be present,
too.
From the above it is clear that a number of conditions had to be present
in order for bdlstaAr to be applied as a place-name element. If we look aI
the various areas which were settled by Norse people, the absence from
these areas of bdlstadr can often be explained by the absence of one or
more of the conditions needed to spur a name in b6lstadr. The westem-
most point ofNorse settlement at L Anse aux Meadows in Canada appears
to have been settled too briefly and, on top of this, the settlement area does
not seem to have expanded enough to accommodate secondary settle-
ments of the b1lstadr-type. At any rate, no place-names of Norse origin
survive in the area. On the south-western coast of Greenland, where there
were several small Norse communities from the l0'h to the l5'h centuries,
there do not seem to have been any place-names in b6lstadr, either. This
is to some extent surprising, as there was certainly considerable secondary
expansion taking place in these communities, and the culture was certain-
ly entirely Norse. Instead, the lack of this place-name element here must
be sought in the farming structure presenl. From archaeological excava-
tions it has been established that the basis of the economy was cattle and
sheep rearing, but crop production was only possible in sheltered places.
Furthermore, a substantial part of the economy was also based on the
export of walrus ivory and polar bear furs, etc. This means that farming in
Greenland was predominantly pastoral. Bdlstadr setllements, whose
economies were mainly based on cultivation, would have been unlikely to
have been established there.
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I see two reasons for the general absence of bdlstadr in the Faroe Is-
lands 
- 
a temporal one or a topographical one.
The absence 
- 
or near absence 
- 
of bdlstalr from the Faroe Islands is
somewhat enigmatic. All the conditions needed for bdlstadr to be applied
as a settlement name seem to have been present. The Norse settlement and
culture have been prolonged (the culture and language is still today whol-
ly Scandinavian) and, although the Faroe landscape inhibits much se-
condary expansion, some secondary settlement has taken place on the
arable infields of primary settlements. In my view, there may be two rea-
sons for the lack, or near lack, of bdlstadr place-names, a temporal one or
a structural one. To take the temporal argument first, my findings in Ch.
6. show that b6lstadr-kscalities are typically secondary settlements. An
absence from these isles may then be explained by a delay in secondary
settlement expansion to a time after ON bdlstadr had dropped out of the
Faroese onomasticon. However, the Faroese archaeologist Ame Thor-
steinsson has shown that the primary settlements, the Faroese bygdir, vtere
to some extent established in the Viking Age, and the eadiest secondary
settlement-expansion, the bylingur-type settlements, developed concur-
rently. He says:
The farms established in the early Viking Age consisted of more
than one of the present btgdir, b'tt a number of the secondary
bygdir may already have been established as tenancies inside the
larger farms, and such tenancies may have formed the basis for later
divisions. The establishment of bygtlir as separate farms continued
during the early Middle Ages. [...] In the High Middle Ages this
phase of development seems to have stopped. There was at the
same time a division of the ,)gd-farms into separate byling-farms,
a process which started in the Viking Age.''q7
From Thorsteinsson's account, it is evident that there does not appear to
have been a delay in the establishment of secondary settlements. Instead,
there would rather seem to have been an early secondary expansion in the
Faroes. On this basis, a temporal reason for the absence of brilsradr from
the Faroe nomenclature cannot be considered likely.
197. Thorsteinsson, Ame, 'On the development of Faro€se settlements', in Bekker-Nielsen,
H., Fooie, P & Olsen, O- (e.ds), Ptuceedings of the Eighth Vking Congresr, (Odense.
l98l ), p.201.
Instead, the reason for the absence must lie in the geography of the
islands. Although there was room for secondary expansion during the
Viking Age and later, the nature of the Faroese topography itself limits the
possibilities for expansion considerably. With the interior of the islands
consisting almost exclusively of steep, mountainous basalt, the amount of
available arable land is very limited. This means that the main settlements,
the bygdir, are situated in the few areas where the soil layer is thick
enough for agriculture. Sustainable agricultural expansion outside the
bygd-infield is not a likely option. The soil layer outside the infield does
not support any other farming economy than one relying exclusively on
pasture. Therefore, the only areas suitable for secondary expansion are the
infields, and that is where we find the bylrn 8rr-settlements. To Dr Lindsey
Macgregor, the fact that the topography limits secondary expansion to one
possible type means that "there was no point in adding the geneic btil-
sradr since it would serve no distinguishing function".re8 ON bdlsradr was
just one of several possible secondary settlement types, and although the
type of secondary settlement in the Faroe Islands corresponds fully to
vthat bdlstadr may denote, it lacks relevance because no other type of se-
condary settlement is possible.
I feel it is very important fully to understand the implications this inter-
pretation involves. If Macgregor's assumptions are correct, and I feel they
are, the motives behind naming in ON b<I/sradr (as well as all other place-
name elements) are guided not only by the right conditions being present,
but equally much by their relevance. In the Faroe Islands the right condi-
tions for names in ON bdlstadr were certainly present, in as much as sec-
ondary expansion of a type b6lstadr cottld. refer to did take place. How-
ever, owing to the fact that the possibilities for secondary expansion were
limited to only the bylingur-type, ON b6lstadr was not needed as a place-
name element, as there was nothing specific for it to denote.
The areas of Norse settlement in the British Isles have been the subject
of much debate. Including Shetland, Orkney, Caithness, Sutherland, the
Hebrides and adjacent mainland, Galloway, Dumfriesshire, Man, eastern
and southern Ireland and north-westem England, there are vast differences
between the various areas, geographically, culturally and in how long they
remained Norse. This has also affected the appearance of the Scandina-
vian nomenclature in these areas. Btjlstadr is found in Shetland, Orkney,
198. Macgregor, Linds€y, 'Norse Naming Elements in Shetland and Farce: A Compaiative
Stndy' , in Nonhem Studier 2J, (Edinburgh, 1986), p. 97.
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Caithness and the Hebrides. Furthermore, there are lwo b6lstadr place-
names in Sutherland and one possible one in the Isle of Man. To retum to
Sutherland: In spite of its being in the heanland of Norse expansion in the
British Isles, it is remarkably free from place-names in bd lstadr. Tltere are
only two examples, one in Dornoch Parish and the other in Clyne Parish.
The reason for the general lack of this place-name element in Sutherland
must be sought in its generally rugged and inhospitable terrain. There is
little arable land available. There are a few areas with some farming land,
such as Domoch and Clyne, and it is telling that the only two examples of
bdlstadr in Sutherland are found here.rs
The coastal stretches of the mainland of Scotland, on the east coast from
Beauly Firth to the River Oykel, on the west coast from Cape Wrath to the
Mull of Kintyre and Anan are also without this place-name element. It is
not that Norse settlement did not take place there, it certainly did. There
are a fair number of place-names in ON bdl, n., or ON pol/r, m., in these
regions, and the many place-names in ON dalr, m., 'a valley'betray
Scandinavian influence but not necessarily settlement.2m The landscape
on the Scottish coast is little different from that found in the Hebrides. so
there is nothing in the geography which would speak against the presence
of place-names in bdlstadr lhere. Tlte absence of this place-name element
from these areas must be explained differently. It is known from historical
sources that these areas were subjected to sporadic clashes throughout the
period of Scandinavian supremacy. Many of the places in which the
Scandinavians settled in this area were already settled by Gaels (and pos-
sibly also Picts in the area between the River Oykel and the Beauly Firth),
so the Scandinavians were probably never in the majority there as they
were in the Hebrides. The settlements to be made there would have to be
established within an existing settlement structure. It is, therefore, very
likely that the Scandinavian population ea y on fused with the existing
culture, thereby cutting short the full flowering of a Norse nomenclature.
It is not impossible to imagine that this could have occurred.
A similar situation is evident in Man. where there are several indica-
tions that the Scandinavian settlers early on mixed with the local Gaelic
199. I have earlier voiced my doubts about the Sutherland dkrad6, Scrabster and Ulbster.
They are similar to two of the more unusual ,lisrddl place,names, typologically speak,
ing, in Caithness. Therefore, it must be bome in mind, that the Sutherland examples
may be analogical forms.
200. Nicolaisen, W. F. H.. Scofiish Place-Names, (Batsford, 197'1), pp. -7.
?
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population.20r Although the settlement in Isle of Man appears to have been
substantial, an eady assimilation with the Gaelic population present in the
island at the time seems to have braked the development of a wholly
Norse nomenclature, hence there is only one possible b6lstadr in Man,
namely Eralost in Kirk Christ Lezayre. Furthermore, some of the Scandi-
navian place-name material, as well as some of the personal names found
in place-names and in runic inscriptions suggest some East Scandinavian
influence in Man as well.2o2
In lreland, Scandinavians settled mainly in urban areas, such as Dublin,
Wexford, Waterford, Cork, and Limerick, and in the hinterland of such
towns. It goes without saying that a place-name element ltke b6lstadrwould
have made little sense in an urban environment, but it is surprising that it did
not come to be used in the hinterland ofthe Norse towns. Again, the reason
must be that the Norse settlement had to take place in settlement structures
already laid out by the Irish. Furthermore, any development of independent
Norse settlement there would certainly seem to have been cut short by the
many attempts by the Irish to overthrow Norse urban supremacy throughout
the l0'h century. An additional factor may be that there seems to have been
an early assimilation ofthe Norse with the native Irish population.
That an early assimilation took place between the Scandinavians and
Gaels in the Irish Sea area is witnessed by the rise of a new ethnic group
already in the late 96 century, called rhe Gall-Gaedhil. The Gall-Gaedhil
were a hybrid race of Scandinavians and Gaels, probably from either
Ireland or Man, known for being a particula y fierce group. They are
believed to have settled in Galloway (whose name is supposed to derive
from this hybrid people) and also in Dumfriesshire. There are, however,
only a few names which can be ascribed with certainty to this Norse-
Gaelic group, whereas there are place-names of Scandinavian origin there
which suggest that both Norwegians and Danes (reflected in place-names
in -b-r) settled there.203 On the other hand, the occurrence of the so-called
inversion compounds in Kirk- points in the direction of an amalgamation
201. Cf. e.g. Fellows Jensen, Gillian, 'Scandinavian Settlement in the Isle of Man and Nonh-
West England: the Place-Name Evidence', in Fell, C., Foote, P, Graham-Campbell, J.
& Thomson, R. (eds), The ltkine ABe in the Isle of Man. Select Papers from the 9th
Viking ConSress, Isle of Man, 4- 14 July 1981 . (t ndon, 1983),p.43.
2O2.lbid., pp. 46-50.
203. Fellows'Jensen, Gillian, 'Scandinavians in Dumfriesshire and Gallo*ay: the Place-
Name Evidence', in Oram, R. D. & Stell, G. P (eds,), Galloway. Itnd and lardship,
(Edinburgh, 1991), pp. 17 -95.
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during the Viking Age and slightly later of Norse, Danish, Gaelic and
Anglian people.2s This testifies to a culturally mixed group of people. In
such an environment the occurrence of certain place-name elements in the
local onomasticon is more likely to be the result of chance than anything
else. As soon as there is Norse settlement outside of a predominantly
Norse culture. bdlstadr seems to have ceased to be used.
The same seems to have been the case in North-West England. The tra-
ditional viewpoint was that the Danes settled in the eastem and north-east-
em parts of England, whereas the Norse settled in the north-westem parts.
Later research, however, has shown that this alleged Norse settlement in
North-West England is hard to prove, and it certainly does not have any
basis in documentary evidence.ros Nonetheless, this region does show a
good deal of Scandinavian influence in its nomenclature. The evidence
deducible from this place-name material reveals that the Viking-Age set-
tlement in North-West England had the character of multi-ethnicity. For
instance, place-names in -b-)' testify to a Danish or Anglo-Danish presence,
whereas place-names in -e rgi reflect a Norse-Gaelic influence.']6 Gillian
Fellows-Jensen, who has most recently studied this area in detail, has
argued that there is little direct evidence for either Norwegian/Norse or
Danish settlement in the area, but that the place-name material shows
proof of settlement in the area from the Danelaw, either directly or via the
Isle of Man. Further indications that there was some Norse settlement may
be seen in the occurrence of two place-names in ON -slcdir, m., namely
Croxteth and, Tbxteth, together with two names for an assembly-site,
pingvpllr, m., now Thingwall, in Winal in Cheshire and south-west
Lancashire.20T She concludes that North-West England:
would seem to have been a meeting-place and perhaps a melting-
pot for West Scandinavian settlers who had come there by sea from
the Scottish Islands or by land or sea from Galloway and East
Scandinavian settlers who had come across the Pennines from the
Danelaw. From Cumbria there would seem to have been further
2U. Ibid., pp. 89-92.
205. Fellows-Jensen, Gillian. 'To Divide the Danes from the Norwegians: On Scandinavian
Settlement in the British Isles',ly'omina, //. (1987), pp. 35-60.
206.lbid.. pp.56-7.
207. Fellows-Jensen. Cilli^n, Scandinavian Settlement Nancs in the Norlr-Werr. Navnestu-
dier 25, (Copenhagen, 1985), pp. 307-21.
movement by land or sea northwards into Dumfriesshire and by sea
to the Isle of Man and from there perhaps back across the lrish Sea
to Wirral and south-west Lancashire.208
The Scandinavian settlement in the area seems to have been less substan-
tial in North-West England than in many other areas of Scandinavian set-
tlement in the British Isles and probably less prolonged.20e Under all cir-
cumstances, the nomenclature of North-West England give the same gen-
eral impression as that of the Irish Sea area of being heavily mixed. Here,
though, the admixture is part West Scandinavian, part East Scandinavian
and part Norse-Gaelic.
In conclusion, it thus appears that the existence of b6lstadr in a given
area is the result of a number of factors, the most important being a pre-
dominately Norse culture, a suitable topography (i.e. one which has room
for extensive secondary settlemenl), and a prolonged settlement. Many of
the Norse colonies did not display one or more ofthese factors, so that this
element did not enter into the local nomenclature. Although this element,
together with ON sradir, m., is among the best evidence for West
Scandinavian settlement,2ro the factors necessary for its use are so many
and varied that its absence from an area does not mean that there was no
West Scandinavian settlement in the said area. What the presence of bdl-
stadr in an area does show, however, is that there was a prolonged West
Scandinavian settlement there and that the culture remained predominate-
ly Norse for a considerable time.
Very little emphasis has been placed on East Scandinavian OSw bo1-
staperlSw bolstad in this study, as this dissemination has not been the
focus ofattention. However, I feel that the following outline history of this
element is in order.
Being cognate to b6lstadr, bolstafer would seem to have a similar
application as a place-name element in Sweden as well as Finland, with
the notable exception that it could also be used in field-names 
- 
an aspect
fully displayed in Finland. The field-names there must be considered to be
generally younger than the settlement names. The distribution of this
place-name element is very limited in Sweden. It is found only in the
2O8.lbid., pp.320-t.
209. Ibid., pp. 4134.
210. Cf. Fellows-Jensen, Giltan, 'To Divide the Danes from the Norwegians: On Scandina-
vian Settlement in the British Isles', Nomina, 11, (1987), p. 56.
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Uppland region of Sweden. T\at bolstaber does not seem to have been a
current place-name element outside this area is evident from the fact that
the Finnish disribution ofthis element is limited to the area immediately
opposite to Uppland. The reason for the limited distribution of bolstaper
in Finland is thus primarily onomastic dialectal variation in Sweden. This
is in contrast to the use of bdlstadr in West Scandinavian, where this ele-
ment was in general use and the reasons for its use and non-use appeiu to
have been largely topographical and settlement structural.
Bolstaper displays one remarkable difference from its ON cognare, in
so far as it has been productive over a much longer time-span. Of the
sparse number of bolstaher place-names in Sweden, a fair proponion have
the names of deities in their specifics, all of which deities are Pagan
Norse. Furthermore. the medieval sources show a number of constructions
in OSw bolstaper which appear to be either purely appellatival construc-
tions or epexegetic forms, rather than genuine place-names. This testifies
to a prolonged onomaslic and appellatival luse of bolstaler which is
unknown from West Scandinavian. That bolstaher was an active place-
name element for a considerable time is evident from its occurrence in
southem Finland; an area which was not settled by Swedes until the mid-
dle of the l2th century.
I mentioned earlier in this chapter that the collection of place-names in
ON bdlsradrlOSw bolstaper in this book is the most complete up to now.
This does not mean, howevel that 442 is the ultimate number of place-
names of this type. It will probably be possible to find a few additional
place-names, especially by making detailed studies in e.g. the Hebrides.
Nonetheless, I am confident that any additional place-names of this type
will not affect the general conclusions drawn within the framework of this
work.
，
?
?
?
Appendices
Appendix 1. Late analogical formations in -bist(er)
ACHAWABUSTER
Achawabuster, S, ND 26 37, Parish of Latheron, Caithness.
Achawabuster 1661 RMS (XI, 53).
This is a rather odd name. It is mentioned only once in l66l and no other
records of it exist. The name cannot be very old because the specific is a
nearby place-name of Gaelic oigin, Achavar. It is cannot be a genuine
name in ON bdlstadr, m-, it is much to recent for that. It is rather a late
analogical formation on the model of settlement names in -bisr€r
(Jakobsen 1928, p. 44).
BISTER
Bister t, Parish of Rousay, Orkney.
Bister 1609 RMS (Vn, 159).
This name is somewhat enigmatic. It is mentioned only once in the
sources and does not exist today. The origin cannot be ON bdlstadr, m., as
simplex b'lstadr-reflexes in Orkney do not usually have a fronted stem
vowel, but rather a back vowel. The name is more likely a late analogical
formation with settlement names in -Disrer as a model, and has, therefore,
no etymological connection with b6lstadr.
Ersrer could altematively be a scribal error. The RMS occasionally con-
tains scribal mistakes. The following name in the register is 'Westbister'
(i.e. Wasbister, Rousay).
BLUMBISTER
Blumbister, S, HU 375 316, Buna, Parish of Lerwick, Shetland.
Blintlbust l648 Regtes (SA)'?tt Blimbista l7l0 RegDds (SA, SC. l2l53/1,
p. 381): ['blmtstar] 1987 Stewart (p. 58).
The specific would seem ultimately to be ON blindr, adj., 'blind, some-
thing not clearly visible' (Stewart 1987, p. 58). The generic is possibly ON
2l I - This form is from the original. The version in the manuscript published by SRO in 1904
reads 'Blindbuster', and has been carelessly wriften down. (lnformation supplied by
Brian Smith, Shetland Archives and John Ballantyne, Edinburgh Personal correspon-
dence).
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bdlstadr, rn., but the name may rather be a late analogical formation with
settlement names in -bisrer as a model. It is, however, difficult to establish
the exact origin of this name with so little and such late documentary evi-
dence.
CONGLIBIST
Conglibist, S, HY 78 55, Parish of Cross & Bumess, Orkrey.
Con7lqbuster f 662 Blaeu ('133-4)', Conglibisr 1733 OR; ['kc1lbast] 1952
Marwick (p. l).
The specific may be ON kpngull, m.,'a cluster of berries, or similar
fruit'. However, since the specific seems to refer to some boulders close
by near the shore (Marwick 1952, p. l ),2r': a more likely origin of the spe-
cific would be Ork. kungle, sb., 'a big lump of a stone or rock' (itself ulti-
mately from ON kqngull, m., cf. Marwick 1995, p. 106). The generic has
been interpreted as ON bdlstcdr, m., by Marwick, but considering that the
specific appears to be from the local Ork. dialect, rather than ON, the ori-
gin is rather more likely to be an analogical formation on the model set-
tlement names in -bister.
CROWBIST
Crowbist, R, HY 312 145, Parish of Birsay & Harray, Orkney.
Recorded by Firth et al. (c. 1975 pp. 90-l). The place-name refers to a
field in Biggins, in Grimeston, Harray. There is no trace ofhuman habita-
tion on the field today. The origin of the name is uncertain, as there are no
written sources of it. The specific is probably Ork ,tro, sb., 'a pen, a yard
a small enclosure (for animals or plants)' (Marwick 1995, p. 104), com-
pounded with bister, on analogy with other settlement names with this
final element. Why it should refer to a field here is unknown but the seem-
ing lateness of coining would probably account for this.
EASTABIST, ESTABUSTER
l. Eastabist, S, HY 320 232, Parish of Birsay & Harray, Orkney.
2. Estabuster, S, HU 17 60, Papa Stour, Parish of Walls & Sandness,
Shetland.
Estabuster l6l3 RegTes (SA): Estasetter 1624 DOH (II, p. 28).
212. See also Cillis Kristensson. 'I(onga and English place-names in Cong: , SOA, 1978,pp.
24-31.
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The specific has been analysed as the supe ative adjective izri, 'outer-
most', the weak declension of ON izrr, superlative adj., (cf. Marwick
1952, p. 139; Stewart 1987, p. 57). Howeveq owing to the apparent late-
ness of these names, a more likely ahemative is that the names are late
analogical formations with settlement names in -bister as a model. The
specific element is Scots ecrr, adv., 'east', with a connecting vowel insen-
ed between the specific and generic, as explained by Jakobsen (1928, p.
LvrII). Because of the lack of documentary evidence the exact date of
coinage is indeterminable. According to Marwick (1952, p. 139), no. I
does not appear in the rentals, which might indicate that the settlement is
rather young.
ESTABUSTER see s.n. EASTABIST
EVARABISTER / EYERBY
Evarabister / Everby, HU 519 417, Bressay, Shetland.
Evarabister 1764 KSB (SA Ch.2/1108/l); Everbie 1772 KSB (SA
Ch.2/1108/l); Averabister 1794 KSB (SA Ch.2/1108/l); Everaby l8O3
KSB (SA Ch.2/l108/l); Everabie 1807 KSB (SA Ch.z/l108/l ).
The specific is Scots/Shetl. everlover, adj., 'upper'and the generic is
bister, on analogy with the many settlement names with this final element.
The settlement is marked as Everby on the Ordnance Survey Pathfinder
map and Evarabisrer must be said to be a variant name of this.
T\e l-al insened between the specific and the generic it Evarabister
must be seen as a connecting vowel (cf. Jakobsen 1928, p. lvur). The set-
tlement to which these two variant names refer is clearly marginal in
comparison to the other farms in the vicinity, such as the neighbouring
Selter.
EGELDIBIST
*Geldibist, R, HY 505 396, Parish of Westray, Orkney.
Lacking documentary evidence, it is difficult to determine the ongin
of the specific of this formally secondary name. It might be Scots geld,
adj., 'barren, not giving milk'. The generic is probably blsr, formed on
analogy with settlement names which contain this ending. The /-i-l prob-
ably represents a connecting vowel inserted to avoid a triconsonantal
cluster.
Owing to the erosion in the area, it is no longer possible to determine
where Geldibist was situated, the only vestige surviving of a possible set-
tlement is the name Point of Geldibist.
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GRINDABISTER
Grindabister, S, HU 519 925. Yell, Shetland.
Grindabister 1855 Valuation Rol|' ['gnndabrster] 1987 Stewart (p. 54).
The specific is Shetl. grlnd, sb., 'a gate', because of its situation near
the infield gate. The generic is an instance of the so-called 'analogical
affix name-formation', whereby the element bister has been added on
analogy with settlement names with -bister as final element, such as the
two names in -brsrer in the tunship:. Kirkabister and Utrabister. The name
is late, as indicated by the settlement's not having been taxed until recent-
ly. It is, therefore, most probably not among the originally taxed settle-
ments of the tunship.
KAMBISTER
Kambister, S, HY 26 28, Parish of Birsay & Harray, Orkney.
This is a late analogical formation. According to Marwick (1970, p. 57)
the name is applied to a modem house. The specific is probably Scots/Ork.
ktme,'a comb, a long narrow hill-crest'.
LUNABISTER
Lunabister, S, HU 380 165, Dunrossness Parish, Shetland.
Lunabister 1627 SRO (RS.44l2 tr lO7 -8), Lunabister 1878 OSI; /|uza-
brstl 1987 Stewart (p. 59).
This is also late formation. The settlement was established around
1540-60. The first reference to Lunabister is in a document from 1627:
... the litle toun and quoy callit Lunabister perteining ... to the said
James Neven as ane pendicle of his heretabill udallandis of
Scousbruch, and quhilk wes first labourit and maureit be umquhill
Adame Neven of Scouisbrucht his grandschir ... lyand besouth the
dykis thairof, above the logh in the outfreddome and pasture of the
said land ...2r3
The Adam Neven mentioned in the text died around 1560. which means
that the settlement of Lunabistermust have come into existence earlier than
this date, possibly a decade or two earlier (information supplied by Brian
Smith, Shetland Archives). It is only fair to assume that the naming took
place around the same time. Therefore, the specific cannotbe l6nar,the geni-
213. SRO. RS.44l2 folios 107 verso 
- 
108 recto.
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tive sg. of ON /dn, f., 'a still part in a stream or lake', as suggested by Ste-
wart ( 1987, p. 59), but is instead Shetl. /on, sb., 'a piece of home-pasture,
close to the farm'(Jakobsen 1928, pp. 521-2), with a connecting vowel,l-al,
inserted between the specific and the generic (Jakobsen 1928, p. Lvnl).
MAKABIST
Makabist, A, Sanday, Orkney.
Lamb (1992, p. 44) interprets this name as a compound of ON ruaki, m.,
'a partner' and ON b6lstadr, m. Although it is very tempting to see this
name as a gentine b6lstadr-name, it most probably is not. As Lamb him-
self explains, this name refers to a large mound (though not a feature of
the latest OS map) and not a seitlement. The shape of the mound possibly
resembles a house-struciure. as a result of which it has been named in ,is,
on analogy with the many settlement names in Orkney. Lamb's interpre-
tation of the specific cannot be ascertained, owing to the lack documen-
lary evidence. so its interpretation must remain open.
MARBISTER
Marbister, R, Parish of Deemess, Orkney.
This name is mentioned by Marwick in an unpublished collection of
Deemess place-names. The name is probably not very old at all. The spe-
cific can hardly be ON marr, m., 'a horse', as this appellative is only used
poetically in ON. It is more probably Ork. mar, sb., 'a whitish kind of soil
found in meadows, marl'(Marwick 1995, p. 115), compounded for some
reason with bi.r/e/, which must be considered to be an analogical lbrmation.
NEDRABISTER
Nedrabister t, S, HU 4557 8208, Yell, Shetland.
Nedrabister c. 1830 SA (list of inhabitants): Nerher-a-bister 1831
Mathewsoni Nedrrzbister l87O SA (RS.l I l/5 folio 57).
This place-name is late. The specific is Shetl. nedra. comp adj., 'lower
(of two)', here referring to the situation of the settlement below the main
settlement area of Setter. The generic has been formed on analogy with
other Shetland place-names in -bister.
In the document of 1870. the name refers to what is described as a 'lit-
tle house'. The name is no longer in use, and the present inhabitants have
never heard of this name.2r'
214. Information supplied by John Ballantyne, klinburgh.
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NORRABISTER
Norrabister, S, HU .U3 797, Yell, Shetland.
[hcrbtsrar] 1987 Stewart (p. 55).
The origin may possibly be a compound of ON nordr, adv., 'north', and
ON bdlstadr, m., 'a farm'. However, owing to the lack of early forms and
the general insignificance of the location, it is altogether more possible
that the name is an analogical formation in Shetl./Scots north' adv.,
'north', in compounds often shortened lo nor-. zr,d bister.
OVERBULSTER
Overbulster, Parish of Wick, Caithness.
Overbulster 1661 RMS (xl, 53).
This is a rather perplexing name. It is mentioned only once in the
sources, and only relatively late. The specific is Scots over, adj., 'upper,
higher', whereas the generic is most probably the result of an analogical
formation. The /-lJ is elroneous.
RIGBISTER
Rigbister, R, ND 470 765, Little Skerry, Pentland Skerries, Parish of
South Ronaldsay, Orkney.
In spite of its present form, this name does not originate from ON Dd1-
stadr, m. It refers to a rocky ridge on a small skerry at the southemmost
extreme of Orkney, the Pentland Skerries. There has never been any set-
tlement here, which makes the appearance of this name so perplexing. A
cautious interpretation could be that the geneic bister has been applied
because of the likeness of the shape of the rock with a building-structure.
The specific might be ON rryggr, m., 'a ridge, a hill-crest', but is more
likely the later Scots ng, sb., 'a ridge, a hill-crest'.
*SANDBISTER
*Sandbister, HY 527 361, Faray, Parish of Eday, Orkney.
In the absence of early documentary evidence, it is difficult to ascer-
tain the origin of this place-name. In its present gtise, Bight of Saru|-
bister,itis a formally secondary name. The element, Sandbister, contains
either ON sandr, m.,'sand', or Scots sar4 sb., of the same meaning.
The generic might be ON bdlstadr, m., but the place-name may altema-
tively have been crealed on analogy of the many names in bist(er) in
Orkney.
The area has suffered from severe erosion and there is no trace of the
locality anymore.
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SINNABIST
Sinnabist, (S), Dunrossness Parish, Shetland.
Sinnabister 1829 SA (sc. l2l6ll826/4Oa'1.
Jakobsen ( 1936, p. 32) interprets the name as a compound ofON sinc, f.,
'withered grass'or Shetl. sinna, sb., 'long, old and tough grass growing
among the rock on the sea-shore, long, tough grass growing in water' (Ja-
kobsen 1928, p. 758) and ON basrlbar.rl, f., 'a bristle, a roof-ridge', which in
Shetl. place-names denotes a tapering rock, a steep part of coast, tapering
into a point, ridge. Taking the general location into consideration, the ge-
neric interpretation is quite possible. However, this name is said Io refer to a
building structure there.216 The actual structure is from the Bronze Age and
seems to have been utilised for some activity or other at a laterdate, or has at
least been disturbed.'?rT Should the name refer to this structure rather than
to a topographical feature, it may well be an analogical formationin bister.
SUNDRABISTER
Sundrabister, S, HU 480 845, Yell, Shetland.
['srndrabistar] 1987 Stewart (p. 55).
Because of lhe lack of documentary evidence, the origin of this name is
uncertain. Stewan lisls it under ON b1lstadr, m., but his comment to the
settlement is: "A lonely hill settlement in a deep valley, now waste".
Topographically, the settlement situation is completely atypical. It is not
situated on cultivated land, as bdlstadr-farms always are, but instead on
peat, which is only suitable for pasture. It is more probably a late analo-
gical formation in bister. The specific is Scots/Shetl. sindrylsundry, adv.,
'sunder, separate, apart, in or to pieces',2r5 either with the meaning lying
by itself or lying in ruins.
WESTBISTER
Westbister T, S, Shetland.
Westbister 1587 RMS (Y l3l4); Westbister 1600 RMS (VI, 1038);
Westbister 1600 RMS (VI, 1083).
215. Robinson, Mairi (ed.), Chambers. The concise Scots dictionarr, (Edinburgh, 1996), p.
611.
216. Cf. e.g. Ballantyne, John H., 'Willa-Mina Hoga in South Yell, Shetland', in Northern
Stullies, vol.24. 1987, p. 36: "Sinnabister, said to be an old seftlement or outset, in the
Clift Hills about half a mile just west of no(h of the Hill of Deepdale (SA, SC.
t2t6t6t93)..."
217. Information supplied by Shedand archaeoloSist VaI Tumer, personal correspondence.
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This place-name is not know outside of these three interrelated docu-
ments, and the exact location is unknown. It would not appear have been
a very successful settlement 
- 
nor very old, for that matter. With its late
coinage in mind, it must be an analogical formation where btster has been
compounded with Shetl./Scots lresr, adv.,'west'.
?
?
，
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Appendix 1.2. A topographical overview of late analogical
place-name formations in -bister
Settlement type: Number: Percentagei
?
??
??
??
? 8   100%
Altitude: Highest: 100 m
Lowest: 5 m
Average: 38 m
Typical altitude range 10-50 m (63Vo of all
settlements)
Distanc€ to the sea: Createst:
Shortest:
Average:
Typical range
2800m
50m
8CXl m
ofdistance: 100-2,000 m (887, ofall
settlements)
Distance to Greatest:
drinkingwater: Shonest:
Average:
Typical range
of distance:
500m
50m
21Xl m
100-300m      (88%of all
settlements)
Slope: Steepest:
Gentlest:
Average:
?
?
?
?
?
?
■ piCal rangc oF s10pc:     216%    (88%of all
settlemcnts)
Soil type: Nosofsettlements, Percentage..
Alluvium:
Blanket peat: 3 38Ea
Boulder clay: I 12Ea
Brown soil:
Undifferentiated glacial drift: 1 l27o
Mixed soils: 3     38%
Soil qualitl: SSSげSarfF″′″な:    P′κ
`″
rag′:
7      88%
1   12%
Poor:
Medium:
Good:
Appendix 2. Place-names ultimately of different origins
Appendix 2.1. Norway
BOLLSTAD
Bollsrad, S, (32V) NN 083 708, Rogne sn., Oppland fylke (lftistians
Am0.
Ballestadh 1540 DN (II, 841)i Boldestadt 15781' Bollestttd 15921 B6llestad
l616: Boelstad 16671 Boldstad 1723.
In spite of the resemblance of the modern form of the name to simplex
names in ON bdlstadr, m., the documentary evidence shows that this is a
place-name in ON sralir, pl. m., compounded with either ON bolli, m.,'a
bun, ball', or the derived the personal name ON Bol/i, m.
BOSTAD
l. Bostad, S, Ulleren sn., Hedmark fylke (Hedemarkens Amt).
['bo:sta] l9OO NG (III, pp. 186-7, no.7l,l9).
2. Bostad, S, Os sn., Hedmark fylke (Hedemarkens Amt).
['bosta] l9OO NG (III, p.420, no. ll5,l3).
3. Bostad, S, (32V) NR 817 328, Kleebu sn., SOr-Trgndelag fylke (S6ndre
Trondhjems Amt).
Bostad c. f530 OEJ (61):, Bostat, Bogsta c. 1540 Cap.; Bostadt 1559
Boqstad 1624: ['bosta] l90l NG (XIY p. 366, no. l2).
The specific of these names is probably the genitive sg. of the personal
name, ON B6si,m., and the generic is probably a name in ON stadia pl.
m. (Rygh, NG lll, p.420, no. 115, l3; NG IV/2, p. 307 and cp. the place-
name Boserud (NG Y p. 372)), Rygh also suggests that the name may be
a younger form of ON b6lstadr, m. However, this is not very convincing,
as l- does not usually disappear if the name is uncompounded, and cer-
tainly not if the stem vowel is long, as here.2r8 The only possibility for this
name to be from ON bdlstadr colldbe that the -l- has been lost on analo-
gy with compounded bolstdd-talnes, a development which is otherwise
unattested.
218. The only simplex bolstad-name which has los( the [-l-], Bolstad, Oppstryn sokn, Sogn
og Fjordane fylke. (['Dor,a]), features a shon stem vowel, as is normal for most bolstad-
names- This makes Rygh's suggestion highly unlikely.
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The pronunciation of no. 3 is different from that of nos 1 and 2 in hav-
ing a short stem vowel, rather than a long one. Therefore, it is uncertain
whether this name shares the same origin as the other Bostad names
above. Nonetheless, it is certain that the origin is not ON Ddlstadr, m., as
the documentary evidence does not in any instance record an otherwise
obligatory ll-l.
VEBENSTAD
vebenstad, s, (32v) MQ 28 55 877, Averoy sn., More og Romsdal fylke
(Romsdal Amt).
labensta.d c. 1520 NRI (ll, 67): Webenstad 1559t Wepensta 1590:'
Webenstad l 3i Webenstad 1667. Webenstad 1723l, [oe'bcnnsta] 1908
NG (XIII, p. 332, no. 61); ['oebbensta] 1989 Stemshaug (MoM 1989, p.
56).
There are various suggestions about this name. K. Rygh (NG XIII, p.
332, no. 67) is of the opinion that the specific is V€bjamar, genitive sg. of
the ON personal name Vdbjpm, m., compounded with ON sradir, m., 'a
farm'. Stemshaug (1989, pp. 56-71), on the other hand, is of the opinion
that the name is a compound of ON vl, n., 'a holy site where sacrifice
takes place' and ON bdlsradr, m.
In the opinion of Stemshaug, the NG pronunciation, with its medial
stress pattern,2re is developed from ON bdlsradr in the following way: ON
t-l-l > t-n-], and ON [-o:-] has developed to [-c-] on analogy with
Vebbestad ar,d Hoppestad, in Gjerpen sn., Telemark fylke (see above).
Although both these changes are possible, as Stemshaug shows, he has
overlooked the fact that neither change has been documented in any other
b6lstadr-name, in Norway or elsewhere. He has also chosen to disregard
the fact that the alleged change, ON [-l-] > [-n-], is not documented at
all in Averoy sn. Rare instances of b'lstadr-compounds do exist with
the stress located on the first part of the generic element, as allegedly
219. According to Stemshaug, name compounds in Sunnmore and Nordqord (the southem
part of MOre and Romsdal, that is, the area south of this name) with a generic element
consisting of two or more syllables $ill typically develop the main sress on the first
syllable of the generic element. Since the stress in Vebenstad is Pronounced on the firsl
syllable today, NG's phonetic rendering of Vebenstad represents a t"nsition in main
stress from the last syllable to initial stress
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here.220 The few examples found, however, show typical initial stress
sound changes. This means that main stress on the generic element is not
original for bdlstadr-names. Hence, they cannot be taken as proof of an
origin in ON Ddlstadr, m.
If we turn to the documentary evidence and compare this with that for
Vebbestad, above, there is one instance where the Vebbestad forms match
those of Vebenstad here, that is the 166l form. This Stemshaug takes as
proof that these two names had similar phonetic developments. What he
disregards here is the fact that the 1661 form for yelDerrdd is no less than
a century or more later than the corresponding forms for Vebenstad.ln fact
the inserted /-n-/ in the 166l Vebbestad form, cannot under any circum-
stances be linked to the change ON [-l] > [-z-], but is obviously a much
later scribal insenion. Hence, Stemshaug's strongest piece ofdocumentary
evidence is null and void.
There is very little which suggest that Vebenstad is an oiginal bdlstadr-
name; the two names just happen to have superficially similar modem
expressions.
Appendix 2.2. Scotland
ARBOLL
Arboll, S, NH 878 820, Parish of Tain, Ross-shire.
Arkboll 1464 RMS (II, 801)t Arkboll 1506 RMS (II, 2991); Arboll 1507
RMS (II, 3123); ArDoll 1514RMS (III,2l\Argbole l531RMS (II, l0l9);
Argbole l53l RSS (II, 905); Arkboll 1534 RMS (III, 1430): Arboll 1543
RMS (lII, 3003);A rkbell 1546RMS (IY,l7):Arkbell1546 RSS (III, l94l);
Arkbell 1547 RMS (IY l2O): Ardboll 1547 RSS (lII, 2339); Arboll 1554
RSS (IV, 2474): Arkboll 1556 RMS (lV 109a); Arkboll 1563 RMS (IV
1452): Arkboll1569 RMS (IV 1879); Arkboll1569 RSS (VI, 721); Arkbol/
1579 RMS (IY 2851); Arboll 1582 RSS (VIII, 846); Arkboll 1584 RSS(VIII, 1978); Artbol/ 1602 RMS (Yl, 1379); Arkbol/ 1606 Retours (Ros.,
8O); Arkboill 1608 RMS (Vl, 2096); Arkboll1609 RMS (VII, 4O); Arkboill
1612 RMS (Vn, 695): Arkboill 1622 RMS (Ylll,299): Arkboll 1629 RMS
(W,926): Arkboll 16,14 RMS (IX, l55l); Arkboll 1649 RMS (IX, 2027).
220. Bdlstadr-names with the primary stress not on the initial elementate Myklebust,sande
sokn, More og Romsdal fylke,, Myklebust, Otsta sokn, More og Romsdal fylke; My*le-
,rrl, Bremanger sokn, Sogn og Fjordane fylke.
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Watson (1904, p. 47) suggests that this name is a compound ofON grk,
f., 'an ark, a coffin, a ship'and ON bdl, n. The suggestion as to specific is
etymologically satisfactory but does not seem to fit Scandinavian names
very well. typologically speaking.
It is conceivable that the origin of this name is Gaelic instead. However,
this possibility is not very plausible either. The reason being that the most
likely Gaelic words to form the specific are equally semantically improb-
able. The phonetically closest words in Gaelic are either riirc, f., 'an ark,
a chest', or.irc, f., 'a cork-tree' (which would most probably not grow in
northern Scotland). The origin of this name is uncertain and must, there-
fore, remain open.
ARNABOLL, ARNIPOL
l. Amaboll, S, NC 459 589, Sutherland, Scotland,
Amobill l53O RSS (ll, 624); Ardebole 1551 RSS (IY, 137l): ArnobilL
1551 RSS (lY, 1375): Ardobol I 555 RSS (lY,306O); Ardeboll 1565 RMS
(IY, 1635)', Arnbold 1576 RSS (Y11,776); Anlnabol1 1583 RMS (Y 580);
Ardnaboll 160l RMS (VI, I 170); Amabold 1608 RMS (VI, 2089);
Ardnaboll 1616 Retours (Sttt.,4): Amabol 1662 Blaeu (97 -8): ArnaboLl
1662 Blaeu (ll3-4): Ardnaboi, 1662 RMS (XI, 200); Arnaboll c. 1734
van Ketient Ardibol/ 1755 Roy (35-2).
2. Amipol, S, NM 742 839, Parish of Arisaig & Moidan. Invemess-
shire.
Arnapoule 1610 RMS (Yll,264): Arnapoule 1610 RMS (VII, 3zl4);
Arnapoll 1627 Retours (Inv.,41): Arnapoull 1634 RMS 0X, 7); Amapeull
1776 RMS (XI, r 105).
The specific is either the ON personal name Ami, m., (cf. Lind 1905-
15, cols 47-8) or arna, the genitive pl. of ON pm, m., 'an eagle'The ge-
neric is most likely ON Ddl, n., 'a farm, a settlement', also for no. 2, as the
source forms in l-oLi.'l, l-ett-l seem to suggest a long vowel, rather than a
short, as in ON pol/r, m., 'a pool, a small rounded bay', which is, formal-
ly, an alternative.
No. I shows an unusual altemation between /-m-l, l-tdJ and l-rdn-|,
which seems puzzling at frrst glance. The altemating forms should prob-
ably be seen as an attempt at etymologising a name of un-Gaelic appear-
ance. Therefore, by replacing the original nasal with a dental or by inse(-
ing a dental into the consonant cluster, the name could attain at least a
semi-Gaelic appearance, namely Ard-eboll or Ard-na-boll. Gaelic drd,
adj. means 'high, lofty', whereas Gaelic na is the genitive sg. form, nom-
inative or dative plural of the feminine definite article. The specific ele-
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ment (i.e. the second part of the name) would not mean anything in
Gaelic but the generic element (the first part) is enough to make it feel
Gaelic.
ARNIPOL see s.n. ARNABOLL
ASSAPOL
Assapol, S, NM 403 210, Parish of Kilfinichen & Kilvickeon, Mull,
Argyllshire.
Assabold 1588 RMS (V 1491); Assobald 1617 RMS (VII, 1628);
Assabald 1662 Retours (Arg., 67); Assobill 1674 Retours (Arg., 82);
Assobill 1687 Retours (Arg., 93).
The specific is ON lss, m., 'a ridge, a hill-crest'. The generic is ON bril,
n., 'a farm'. Cox (1994, p. 53) has altematively interpreted the name as
containing the genitive sg. of ON ftal, n., 'a sea' and ON pol/r, m., 'a pond,
a small rounded bay'. This latter interpretation must be considered unlike-
ly, as initial ON i- is not normally lost in Hebridean place-names (see e.g.
s.n. Habost).
BARRAPOLL
Barrapoll, S, NL 954 430, Island ofTiree, Argyllshire.
Barrepoill 1638 RMS (1X,828); Bsrrabol 1662 Blaeu (123-5): Barrepoill
1674 Retours (Arg.,82); Barabol c. 1734 van Keulen.
The specific is probably ON barr, n., 'badey'. The generic is ON Ddl,
n., but might be ON pollr, m., 'a pond, a small rounded bay'.
BAYBLE, KILPHOBULL, PAIBLE
l. Bayble, S, NB 526 316, Stomoway Parish, Lewis, Ross-shire.
2. Kilphobull, S, Parish of Kilninian & Kilmore, Mull, Argyllshire.
Kilphobull 1588 RMS (Y 1491); Kilphobull 1617 RMS (VII, 1628);
Kilhoubil 1662 Blaeu (l l7-8).
3. Paible, S, NG 031 993, Isle of Harris, Invemess-shire.
Pcible 1805 Bald( I ).
4. Paible, S, NF 735 676, North Uist, Invemess-shire.
Paible 1505 RMS (lI, 2873).
Capt. Thomas (1876, p.491) and Oftedal (1954, p. 396) interpret the
names as being identical with Icel. Pn2jli (< ON Papa-bfli, 'settlement of
the Papae/priests'). No. 2 is a formally secondary name, compounded of
the generic, Gaelic cil/, f., 'a cell, a church', and the specific, a place-name
* Papjli.
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BHASAPOLL
Bhasapoll, S, NL 977 476, Island of Tiree, Argyllshire.
Bassapoill 1638 RMS (IX, 828); Basbol 1662 Blaeu (123-5); lktch
Bassabil 1776 Mackenziel.
The specific is the ON personal name Bcssi, m. (ci Lind 1905-15, cols
I l4-5). The generic is ON bril. n.
BIRCEAPOL
Birceapol, S, NL 965 447, Island of Tiree, Argyllshire.
The specific is ON birti, n., 'a birchwood', and the generic is either ON
bdl, n.,'afarm' . or ON polir, m., 'a pond, a small rounded bay'.
BISTE
Biste, S, Island of Coll, Argyllshire.
Johnston (1995, p. 121) interprets this name as a simplex ON btil-
stadr, m., 'a large secondary settlement'. The usual modern reflex of a
simplex bdlstadr-name in the Hebrides, however, is Bosta, so this inter-
pretation seems unaccepiable. The lack of early forms makes a safe
analysis untenable. Therefore, the safest approach is to assume that the
origin is probably not ON bdlstadr, m., and otherwise leave the inter-
pretation open.
BORROBOL
Borrobol, NC 865 265, S, Parish of Kildonan, Sutherland.
Borubol T332DKS (pp. 159-6l,no. ll9): Borrowbul l370DKS (pp. 105-
8, no. 45): Borroboll, Borryboll 1563 RSS (Y, 1463): Bornbo, 1564 RSS
(Y 1704); Borroboll 1566 RSS (Y 2718).
The specific is the genitive sg. of ON borg, f., 'a fortiircation' (cf.
Watson 1904, p. 265, for parallel developments of ON borgar- > borro-).
The generic is ON Dril, n.
BOWSTER.A.CHOIN
Bowster-a-choin, R, HY 29 22, Parish of Birsay & Harray, Orkney.
['btuster a t[an] l97O Marwick (p. 88).
Marwick (1970, p. 88) suggests that the Bowsrer element derives from
ON bdlstadr, m., 'a farm'. However, since ON [ol does not develop into
Ork. [:rz], this is rather unlikely. An origin in ON blsradr, m., is not a pos-
sibility either, as ON [uJ does noa become [ra] in Orkney. The ongin is
3()2
more likely ON setlsretr, n., 'a shieling', with a now obscure specific
(wilh lhe stem vowel in ON [ar]).
The name is a field-name and does not seem to have been in use in any
other sense, and this makes the setrlsetr, n., origin more plausible.
+BUSHTA
*Bushta, W ND 194 725, Parish of Dunnet, Caithness.
lnch Busta 1750 Roy; L. Busta 1807 Arrowsmith; L. Busta 1831
Thomson; L. Busta 1832T\omson;1/4 a'buftal 1985 Waugh (p.273).
According to Waugh ( 1985, 273) the lake, Loch of Bushta, may refer to
a formally primary name in ON bdlstadr, m., 'large secondary farm', or
ON brtstadr. m., 'small farm, hut'. In the lack of very early forms, either
may be possible from a documentary and phonetic point of view (ON [ol
as well as ON [al may become Cai. [n] (Waugh 1985, Appendix)).
The loch itself is situated in an environment which can hardly have
been utilised for other than shieling activities. There is no trace of any per-
manent settlement or agricultural activity near the loch but there are
numerous signs of human activity in the area 
- 
tracks as well as a chapel
site. From a topographical point of view, then, the latter suggestion must
be seen as the most likely. This is a formally secondary name, the settle-
ment the specific refers to is otherwise unknown.
BUST
Bust, Parish of Thurso, Caithness.
Bust 166l RMS (XI, 53).
This name is found only once in the sources and it is not entirely clear
what it refers to. It may either derive ultimately from ON bastlbursl, f., 'a
bristle, the roof-ridge of a house, a tapering rock, etc.' (Jakobsen 1936, p.
32), ON bistadr, m., 'a shieling, a small hut' or ON bdistadr, m.,'a farm' .
Judging from the written form, the first suggeslion seems tentatively a
likely source.
CADBOLL
Cadboll, S, NH 878 776, Parish of Tain, Ross-shire.
Carboll 1556 RMS (lY I132); Catboll I592RMS (v,2222): Catboll 1603
RMS (VI, 1467); Catboll 1604 RMS (VI, 1545); Catboll 16O6 RMS (VI,
l7O9): Catboll 1606 RMS (Vl, l75l); Catboll 1610 RMS (VII, 409);
Catboll 16ll RMS (VII, 499): Wester Catboll 1617 RMS (VII, 1703);
Catboill 1623 RMS (VIII, 481):, Wester Catboill 1647 RMS (IX, 1752);
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Wester Cadboll 1648 RMS (IX, 1976); Catboll 1649 Retours (Ros., 100);
CatebaLe 1662 Blaeu (107-8); Carboll 1664 RMS (XI, 558).
The specific is ON forr, m., 'a cat'(cf. Watson 1904, p. 40). The ge-
neric is ON Ddl, n.
TCHUILAPUILL
*Chuilapuill, W, NB 485 439, Parish of Barvas, Lewis, Ross-shire.
The origin of this name is obscure, owing to a lack of source forms.
Judging from the modem form, the generic might be ON pollr, m.,'apool,
a small rounded bay', especially considering that the name is now only
found as a constituent of the formally secondary lnch Chuilapuill.
COLABOLL
Colaboll, S, NC 560 102, Sutherland.
Because of the lack of documentary evidence, the origin of this name is
uncertain. The generic, however, seems to be ON bdl, n.
CORSAPOL, CROISPOL, CROSSAPOL, CROSSAPOLL
l. Corsapol, S, NR 299 665, Parish of Kilchoman, lslay, Argyllshire.
Crosebell, Croseboll l6l4 RMS (VII, ll37); Crossopolle l6l5 Retours
(Arg., l6); Crosboll 1627 RMS (VnI, 1146); CrossobeLl 1662 Retours
(Arg., 68); Crossobell 1665 RMS (XI, 778); Korspolis c. 1734 van
Ket en Corsapool l75l McDougall.
2. Croispol, W, NC 390 680, Parish of Durness, Sutherland.
3. Crossapol, S, NL 995 446, Island of Tiree, Argyllshire.
Crosoboll 1496 RMS (ll,2329); Crossipoll 1540 RMS (III, 2065);
Crossipole l6l7 RMS (VII, 1628); Crosinpolle 1630 RMS (VI[, 1610);
Crossiboill 1638 RMS (IX, 828).
4. Crossapol, S, NM 388 529, Parish of Kilninian & Kilmore, Mull,
Argyllshire.
Crosopollie 1542 RMS (lII, 2835): Crossipoill 1603 Retours (Arg.,
7\ Crossopole 1617 RMS (VII, 1628); Crossopolle 1630 RMS (VIII,
't6l0): Crossoboill1638 RMS (lX, 828); Crossiboill1642 RMS (IX, 1080);
Crossopoll 1662 Retours (Arg ..67): Crossiboill 16T4 Retours (Arg., 82).
5. Crossapoll, S, NM 127 531, Island of Coll, Argyllshire.
Crocepoldo 1528 RMS (I]I, 112): Crocepoldo 1542 RMS (III, 2787)',
Grocepoldo 1558 RSS (V, 389); Crocepoldo 1617 RMS (VII, 1652);
Crocepoldo 1642 Retours (Arg., 59); Crocepoldo, Crocpoldo 1643 RMS
(IX, l3l0)l Crocepoklo 1656 RMS (X, 531); Corsepoldo 1674 Retours
(Arg.,8l).
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The speciflc is most likcly(〕Nたっss,m,`a cross' Thc gcncAc appears
tO bc ONうσ′,n,a｀ fallll',in Spitc of some altemation of/b/and/P/in thc
source folllls
CROISPOL see s.n.CORSAPOL
CROSSAPOL sees.n.CORSAPOL
CROSSAPOLL sees.n.CORSAPOL
CULBO
Culbo,S,NH 637 605,Pansh of Rcsolis,Cromarty.Ross―shire
EIs″r Clrιわο1557 RMS(IV 1225):"υs″rc“lbοj″1567 RSS(VI,47):
Wをs“r C1/Jbο〃,l17es″rC″ルο′′1595 RMS(VI,265):形s″r Ctrルο1608
RMS(VI,2069):陥s″rc“′ιο″1610 RMS(VⅡ,298):3s′′″ε
“
ルο1622
RMS(VⅡl,356);Wをs″rc“ルο〃1623 RMS(VⅡI,410):C“Iわο1641
RMS(Ⅸ,1033):陛s′ε〃Jbο 1658 RMS(X,665),C“ルο1 62 Blacu(97-
8):Eαsをrc,lιο 1666 RMS(XI,937)
Watson(1904,p121)has intcrpreted thc spcciflc as ON々′滋,f,`a ball,
alump,a knob' The gcncHcis ON ι∂,n
CULLIP00L
Cullipool,S,NM 739 130,Pttsh of Kilinvcr&Kilmelfort,Argyllshire
Because ofthelack ofd∝umcnttsourCesthcodglnofthisnallncisuncer―
tain ■ c gcnc●c appearsto bcONわ
`J,n,`alarnl' Tlle speciflc is unccrtaln
DUIBLE
Duiblc,S,NC 924 198,Sutherland
Doッpガ′1527 RMS(lⅡ,475):Dl●
`btrfイ
1545 RMS(Hl,3165):D″ιうガ′
1579 RSS(VⅡ,2166):D、ッッタοj″1601 RMS(VI,1170):Dッybο〃 616
Retours(Sut,4):DlrJみοJ″1632 RMS(VⅡI,1941):D“慇夕ο:″1662 RMS
(XI,200);D′ybοJ 1662 Blacu(107-8):D“yιοι 1750 orrct
Thc speciflc of this namc is not rcadily idcntiflablc;thc gcncric sccms
to be ONわσ′,n
ELDRABLE
Eldrablc,S,NC 985 182,Pansh of Clync,Suthcrland
ス′′″b′″1548 RMS(IV 241)A′r″ιο〃1563 RSS(v1463):Aιriめο″
1564 RSS(v1704):スル″bο″1566 RSS(V2718):ス′rirゎο〃1577 RSS
(VⅡ,1055)
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Thc spcciflc appears to be ON α′″″,m,`an altar'Thc genc‖c is mOst
likcly ON b`′,n
EMB0
Embo,S,NH 817 928,Pansh of Embo,Sutherland
Er/1′″bο″c 1222 DKS(pp 14-23,no 9):E71ιο 1654 RMS(X,285);
EIIbο 1662 Blaeu(97-8);E771ιο 1662 Blaeu(107-8):Embο 1755 Roy(36-
1)
The cxact oagin Ofthis name is uncertain ‐ e speciflc might rcpresent
a metathesised foll.l of ON Ed71a,i(cf Lind 1905 15,co1 208)ηhe
gcne●cis ONみσ′,n
ERIBOLL
Edboll.S,NC 43 56,Pansh Of Domoch,Sutherland
DαναcカーEたb′〃 15∞RMS(II,2506):rraιο″ 1530 RSS(Ⅱ,624)
DαッαcかE″b“J′ 1539 RMS(III,2048);Dααοん′frrabοル 1551 RSS(IV
137:):Eめοι′1551 RSS(IV 1375、Dααcかrrrab。ル1555 RSS(Iv 3060):
Dαi″αε/1E″ι
“
ιJ 1565 RMS(IV 1635)Dαl●αι力E″ιο″1566 RSS(v
3141):Er″ιο″ 1576 RSS(V■,776):Dα″aCかErabο″1583 RMS(V
580):Dοll αC力′E″ιοj″16Kll RMS(VI,1170):E″ιο″1608 RMS(VI,
2089):D`ναc力Errebο″1616 Retours(Sut,4):Erab〃′1662 Blaeu(97-8);
Erabi〃1662 Blacu(113-4);E″bi〃C 1734 van Keulen:E″ιο″1755 Roy
(35-2);Eribο′1804 Hcathcr:E"わο″1 886 Adlluralty
To judgc from thc sccond sourcc fol‖1,the pecinc seems to be ON
′″αr,m pl,`I五sh pcoplc',butthc gcnitivc sg of ON′yrr,■` a gravelly
bank'has also bccn suggested(JohnStOn 1934,p 174)The generic is ON
b`J,n,`a fa‖11'
GAILIABLE
Gailiablc,S,NC 947 184,PaHsh of Clync,Suthcrland
G′″ιbο〃1548 RMS(Iヽ1241):GyιJlわο″1563 RSS(v1463):Gα″:うο″
1564 RSS(v1704);Gα′ιそ′bο″1566 RSS(V2718):Gα′ι′bο′〃1577 RSS
(VⅡ,1055)
Thc spcciflc may bc dlc ON gcnitivc sg of ON gιjι,f,`a na口ow al―
ley,a ravinc' ■ c gcne五cis ON b`ι,n,`a fann'
GREBOILL
GrcbOill l,S,Suthcrland
G″わο′″1662 RMS(XI,2CXl)
The sitc is unknown and is only mentioned once in the sourccs As a
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result of the sparse documentary evidence for this name, the origin is
doubtful. Only the generic can, with some certainty, be ascribed to ON bdl,
n., 'a farm'.
GRIPASPUL
Gripaspul, S, NB 226 1,14, Lochs Parish, Lewis, Ross-shire.
The specific is obscure. The generic is probably ON polla m., 'a pool,
a small rounded bay'. The settlement to which this name refers is situated
by a small bay in Loch Seaforth.
GRISHIPOL
Grishipol, S, NM l9l 593, Island of Coll, Argyllshire.
Grisbol 1662 Blaeu (123-5); Gisabil 1804. Heather; Gisbol c.1734 van
Keden: Gishabil 1776 Mackenzie; Gissipol 1794 Huddart.
The specific is ON gn'ss, m., 'a pig'. The generic is ON bdl, n.
HARRAPOOL
Harrapool, S, NG 655 230, Parish of Snizort, Skye, Invemess-shire.
Harpool 1662 Blaeu ( 127-9).
The specific is uncertain. It might be
master', but is probably rather ON /rrirr,
b6l, a.
HEGGABALD
Heggabald, S, c. NM 70 47, Parish of Morvem, Argyllshire.
Heggabald 1638 RMS (IX, 828); Heggabald 1674 Retours (Arg., 82).
The specific is obscure. The generic seems to be ON bdl, n., 'a farm'.
HEYLIPOLL
Heylipoll, S, NL 976 433, Island of Tiree, Argyllshire.
Huillepoill 1638 RMS (IX, 828); lL. Hylebol 1662 Blaeu (123-5)1.
Johnston (1995, l18) would have this name to be a compound of ON
helgilheilagr, adj., 'holy' and ON bflstadr, m. However, there is nothing
in the documentary sources which suggests that the generic would origi-
nate from ON bdlstadr, m. On the contrary the origin of the generic
should probably be sought in Gaelic poll, m., 'a pit, a pond'. The specific
is obscure.
KILPHOBULL see s.n. BAYBLE
ON harralherra, m., 'a lord, a
adj., 'grey'. The generic is ON
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KIRKAPOL,KIIuCBoLL
l Kirkapol,S,NM 042 475,Isiand of Tlrcc,Argylshire
`蔵
θbοだ 1588 RMS(V1491):κ′戒Cαρο′`1599 RMS(VI,891);Ktr麟
_
ρο″1602 RMS(VI,1377)κjttbο″ 1617 RMS(VⅡ,1628);fO,つヒψο〃
1631 Rctours(Arg, 40); ス■rbbο′ 1662 Blaeu (117-8); ス■″たabο′ 1662
Blaeu(1235)んrたιο″ 1662 Rctours(A瑠,67)【rkap′j″1674 Rctours
(Arg,82):`′イあηο7/′1687 Retours(Arg,93):κrk"ο″16 7 Retours
(Arg,96):ス″rtb″′ 1776 Mackcnzic:ス■咸ablr′ 1794 Huddartiス■潰 b″′
1804 Heathei
2 Kirkiboll,S,NC 591 565,Suthcrland
κ′たた′bο′′1530 RSS(II,624):κJ滅ピbοル 1551 RSS(Iv 1375);JO滅′わοιθ
1555 RSS(IV 3060):スlr々
`bο
″ 1565 RMS(Iv 1635): ム1″たθうο〃′ 1 66
RSS(V3141)(″′々わο″1576 RSS(VⅡ,776ゝ
`戒
わοf〃1583 RMS(V
580】κttιο′〃1601 RMS(VI,H70)綸戒′らοだ1608 RMS(VI,2089)
Kettbο′′ 1616 Retours(Sut, 4): ス″勲 ιο′′ 1662 Blaeu (97-8):[4ッο71
Kerたibο′′ 1662 Blaeu (97-8)]: ス″″々αbοJ′ 1662 Blaeu(113-4): スlrたbο″′
1662 RMS(XI,200)
Thc spcciflc is the genit市csg of ONそ:的α,f,`a church'The gener
icis ON b`′,n, a fanll'
KIRKIBOLL see s.n.KIRKAPOL
LEARABLE
Lcarable,S,NC 896 234,Parish oF Kildonan,Suthcrland
レっbο′ι1548 RMS(IV 241、り″bο〃1564 RSS(V1704)J物″ιο′J
1566 RSS(V2718):I″″bο″1577 RSS(VII,1055)
The speciflc is ON ι′
^α
,f,`clay'The genencis ON bb′,n,`a fanll'
LESSANKYBOLL
Lessankybo■,S,Pansh of(lmorc&Kilb‖dc,Argyllshire
ιてJυ″●わο″1574 RMS(Iv 2194)ιィル″●ιο″1592 RMS(v2KX15ヽ
Lイル″0わο″1614 RMS(VⅡ,1129):L″ル″りbο′″1634 RMS(IX,132)
Lイル″0わο″1663 Retours(Arg,74〉L′ssα″りbοι′1664 RMS(XI,613)
レ∫′″りbο″1687 Retours(Arg"92)
Thisis a somc、νhat cnigmatic namc Thc name seemsto bc a compound
of an obscurc clcmcnt,Lassa″and ON*Ki崎″bb′,n,itsclf a compound
ofthc gcn sg of ONた′rtta,f,`a church'and ONみめ′,n,`a fanll' *【″
●“
わ
`′
,n,has subscqucntly bccn shortened to foわο〃The/チin SOme
of the enthes are obviously erroncous
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LUMBISTER
Lumbister, S, HU 485 962,Yell, Shetland.
Limbista 1558-9 SheDoc2 (116); Lumbisra 1569 (1624) SheDoc2 (178);
Lumbista 15711 (1624) SheDoc2 (188):, Lumbister 1605 SheDoc (409);
Lumbustaw 1610 SheDoc (503): Lumbusta 1626 DOH (II, p. 8l);
Lumbestu 1672 Retours (O&S, 106); Lumbistq 1698 Retours (O&S, 149):
['lambastar] 1987 Stewart (p. 253).
This name is somewhat enigmatic. It would be tempting to view this
name as a compound of ON 1anlr, m., 'a grove' and ON bdlsfadr, m.
Trees are known to have grown throughout Shetland in ancient times but
are generally thought to have died out since the Viking Age.
However, there are a number ofproblems with this interpretation. Firstly,
there is no trace of tree growth in the vicirtity of Lumbister today. The area
does not seem to have been a likely place for trees either (the settlement is
situated on a small green patch of grassland in the centre of a moor).
Furthermore, the documentary evidence sheds some doubt as to the origin
of the name. Apart from the 1605 source, none of the forms show -(Di)stzr
forms, but rather -(bi)sta, -(bu)staw and -(be,)stc forms. These forms rather
point to an origin in ON stcdir, m., 'a farm'. The -b- + vowel must therefore
belong to the specific. Stewart (1987, p. 253) did interpret this name as a
stadir-name. However, his analysis ofthe specific as the genitive pl. ofON
lamb, n., 'alamb' , cannot be sustained, as ON [-a-] is normally retained in
the Shetl. dialect. A more likely possibility would be ON *lumpr, m.,'a
lump, stump, block'.2rr What ON +/ampr, m., refers to is not entirely certain
but it could be a reference to some peculiarly shaped headlands on the shore
of the southem Loch of Lumbister situated some 100 mnonh of Lumbister.
The present-day pronunciation of Lr mbister (['lambastar]) is the result of
analogy with other Shetland place-names it -bister, through which it has
acquired its unetymological final [-ar]. The medial [-a-] is a connecting
vowel originally insened to avoid the clash of the consonant group
[-mp] of the specific with the initial [s-] of the generic (cf. principle
described in Jakobsen 1928, p. LVIII). ON [-p-] has become Shetl. [-D-],
either because of its situation between two voiced phonemes [-m-] ald [-a-]
or by force of analogy with [b-] in bilstadr (lakobsen 1928, p. t-v).
22l.ON lumpr, m' as well as its Germanic cognates are not attested in the early languages
and usually only occur relatively late. lt is not attested in ON until 1316, where it
appeaB as a byname (cf. Lind 1920-1, p. 248). The late appearance of this app€llative
(and its cognates) is probably owing to the fact that the concept to which this appella-
tive referred was nol suilable subject for chroniclers.
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MEOBLE
Meoble, S, NM 795 878, Parish of Arisaig & Moidart, Invemess-shire.
Mevybill 1610 RMS (VII, 264); Merybill 1667 RMS (XI, I 105).
The specific is obscure. The generic is probably ON bdl, n.
MURTOST
Murtost, S, Island of Coll, Argyllshire.
Johnston (1995, p. l2l) interpreted this name as a bdlstalr-name, but
owing to the lack of documentary sources, this claim is impossible to test.
Under all circumstances, it does not look very typical of a bdlstadr-name.
The missing [D] may be a casualty of a triconsonantal cluster. However,
this loss of the final consonant in a consonant cluster of three is not usual.
Instead, it is usually the middle consonant which is lost (Seip 1955, pp.
155 and 273). This alone makes Johnston's claim rather unlikely. I have,
therefore, chosen to list this name here. As to the origin of this name, with
the slim material available, it can only be said to be obscure.
*NOUSTAPAL
*Noustapal, R, NF 829 210, South Uist, Inverness-shire.
This is a formally secondary place-name, Glen Noustapal, in which
Noustapal forms the specific of a place-name in Gaelic g leann, 'a valley' .
This place-name is itself a compound, of which the specific may be ON
naust, n.,'a boat-shed', and the generic ON pollr, m., 'a pond, a small
rounded bay'. This name has alternatively been analysed as a metathesised
form of a *Gruipsdal, a compound consisting of the genitive sg. of ON
gruipr, m.,'a peak, a summit' and ON dalr, m., 'a valley'(cf. e.g. Cox
1994, p. 53). This interpretation, however, seems somewhat untenable.
PAIBLE see s.n. BAYBLE
PLOCRAPOOL
Plocrapool, S, NG 178 935, Isle of Harris, Invemess-shire.
PlocrapulL,lhtch Procapull 1805 Bald( l )l; llnch PlocrapulL 1832 Thom-
sonl; lL. Phocrapal 1886 Admiraltyl; [p!t:grab4] c. 1930 Duncan.
The name is obscure, probably of Gaelic origin.
REGEBOLL
Regeboll, S, Sutherland.
Reseboll l55l RSS (II, 1372); Risebole l55l RSS (ll, 1375); fiege-
boll 1555 RSS (IV 3M0); Regeboill 1565 RMS (lY, 1669): Rigabod
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1576 RSS (VIl, 776); Regeboll l58l RMS (Y 277): Reseboill 16Ol
RMS (VI, '1170)'. Ragaboill 1605 Retours (Sut., 2); ftegrboll 1608 RMS
(VI, 2155); Rigaboll 1608 RMS (VI, 2089): Reseboll 1627 RMS (VIII,
1045).
The specific may be ON riga, f., 'a bend, a ripple'. The generic is ON
bdl a.
RESIPOLE
Resipole, S, NM 721 642, Ardnamurchan, Argyllshire.
Reischepoll l6l0 RMS (Y11,272).
The origin of this name is diffrcult to ascenain. The generic might either
be ON pal/r, m., 'a pond, a small rounded bay' or Gaelic poll, m., 'a pit,
pond'.
RYISSABULL
Ryissabull, S, NM 6l 46, Parish of Morvem, Argyllshire.
Ryissabull 1545 RMS (lll,3085).
The specific is obscure. The generic might be ON b6l, t., 'a farm' .
SCOBULL
Scobull, S, NM 466 270, Parish of Kilfinichen & Kilvickeon, Mull,
Argyllshire.
Scoabyll 1494 RMS (II, 22OO); Scoabill 1538 RMS (111, 1745): Straboll
1542 RSS (11,4732\: Scoaboll 1612 RMS (VII,663); SrraDoill 1625 RMS
(VIII, 815); SkoDol l662Blaeu (123-5); Straboill l663 Retours (Arg., 73);
Scabill, Scabil lTT6Mackenzie: Scabjl 1794 Huddart; Scabil 1804 Heather.
The specific may be a form ofON stdgr, m., 'a forest'. The generic is
either ON Ddl, n., 'a farm' or rather ON beli, n., 'a farm, a settlement'.
SKELBO
Skelbo, S, NH 788 951, Parish of Embo, Sutherland.
Scelbol c. l2ll DKS (pp. 7-9, no. 5); Scelebol c. 1212 DKS (pp. 9-11, no.
6)',Scelbotilc.l2l4 DKS (pp. ll-2, no.1): Scelleboll c. I222DKS (pp.14'
23, no.9); Skellebol/e 1235 DKS (pp. 27 -8, no. l1); Skelebaw l5 l0 RSS (I,
2O23); Skelbo 1535 RMS (I[, 1496): Skelbo 1563 RSS (Y, 1382): Skelbo,
Eister Skelbo 1564 RSS (Y 170a); Skelbo, Eister Steibo 1566 RSS (Y
2718): Skelbo 1608 RMS (VI, 2102)t Skelbo l6l6 Retours (Sut.,3)t Skelbo
1662 Blaeu (97-8); Skelbe 1662 Blaet (107 -8):, Skelbo 1755 Roy (36-l ).
The specific is probably ON stei, f., 'a clam-shell'. The generic is ON
bdl, n., 'a farm' .
??
SKIBO
Skibo, S, NH 735 891, Parish of Dornoch, Sutherland.
Scitheboll c. 1222 DKS (pp. 14-23, no.9)1 Schythebol/e 1275 DKS (pp.
43-9, no. 5): Skeboll 1478 RMS (ll, 1404); Skebo 1548 RSS (lll, 2824);
Skebo 1563 RSS (V, 1463); Skebo 1565 RMS (IY 1669): Skebo 1578
RMS (lV, 2782); Skebo 1580 RMS (lv,2965); Skebo l58l RMS (V, 277);
Skebo 1583 RMS (Y 561); Skebo 160l RMS (VI, ll70); Skibo 1605
Retours (Sut., 2); Skebo, Sklbo 1608 RMS (VI, 2155): Skebo 1627 RMS(VXI, 1045); Skibo, Ovir Skibo 1662 Blaeu (107-8); Skibo 1726
Macfarlane (II, 545); Skeebo 1755 Roy (36-l).
This name has undergone drastic reductions. There have been several
suggestions as to the origins of the specific. It has been interpreted as an
ON personal name, Sk/di, m. (cf. Lind 1905-15, cols 916-7). Johnson
(1934, p. 296), on the other hand, sees the specific as possibly contain-
ing ON skeid, f., 'a long-ship'. Judging from the earliest references,
Watson would seem to be correct, although ON s/<id, n., 'a billet of
wood' is also a strong possibility (cf. SSNI p. 37). The generic is ON
b6l, n., 'a f arm' .
STOBISTER
Stobister, S, HU 518 377, Bressay, Shetland.
['stobisterl, ['staupster] 1987 Stewart (p. 58).
Owing to the lack of early forms, the interpretation of this name is dif-
ficult. Stewart (1987, p. 58) suggests that the specific may be ON sraup,
n., 'a hole' from the old pronunciation lstaupstarf The generic is also
problematic to interpret. Of the two pronunciations available, each poinrs
in a different direction. The most rnodem, I'stobisterl, suggests ON bril-
stadr, m., or Shetl. bister, sb., but this pronunciation is most likely
spelling-based (whence the difference between this one and the earlier
pronunciation). If the earlier pronunciation is the most original, the [-p-]
would seem to belong to the specific, as suggested by Stewart. Should
this be the case, the generic is from ON setr, L, 'a hut, a shieling' (cf.
Stewart I987, p. 58).
SUNIPOL
Sunipol, S, NM 371 539, Parish of Kilninian & Kilmore, Mull,
Argytlshire.
Soneboll 1496 RMS (II, 2329): Suneboll l5l0 RMS (II, 3,140); Sonepoill
1540 RMS (III,2065); Sonepoill 1603 Retours (Arg.,7); Sonepoile 1615
Retours (Arg., 16); Sonypoill l6l6RMS (Yll,l5l4); Sonepol/ l6l7 RMS
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(VⅡ, 1628):Sο″y′ο″′ 1627 RMS(VⅡI, l183);Sο″′′〃′″ 1630 RMS
(VHI, 1610):Sルツレιο:″ 1638 RMS(lX,828):S`″
`ρ
ο″ 1662 Retours
(Arg,67): Soれy′οjJ′ 1664 Rctours(Arg, 76);Slt″71'ιοjι 1674 Rc ours
(A瑠"81)
Thc speciflc may be ON s“れ71α″,adv, ` outherly' The geneHc is ON
bb′,■,`a fa‖11'
TAV00L HOUSE
Tavool Housc, S,NM 437 274, Pa五sh of Кlininian & Kilmorc,Mul,
Argylishirc
物yοbj〃 1494 RMS(II,2200);物yοbj〃 1538 RMS(III, 1745);Zケンクbο′′
1542 RSS (II, 4732): Gαッabο″ 1612 RMS (VII, 663); Cαyοbοι′ 1615
Retours(Arg,15)2yabο:〃 625 RMS(VⅡI,815);物うοJ 1662 Blacu
(123‐5):物クι″′1663 Retours(Arg,73):La′〃,7b′〃 1776 Mackenzic;
麟p″1804 Heather
The sources are highly ambiguous as to an indication of the o●gin f
the speciflc and do not offcr any solution The gene‖,however.is most
likely ON bbι,n,`a fal‖l'
THUSTER
mustcr.s,ND 290 518,Pansh of Wick,Caithncss
F“″s′セ″1541 RMS(IH,2450);Tた
“
″Sご′セ″1549 0PS:F″rsιrr r 1549
RSS(Iヽ4333);五た′おar′r1574 RSS(VI,2536):五ね″″SS′″r1606 RMS
(VI, 1758);r/1″77S″1616 RMS(VⅡ,1508);Z乃″″SS′rrar 1622 RMS
(VⅡl,251)r/1′ls″1632 RMS(VII,1917)Z乃″rrlS′′セ″,Zわ″″お″′θr
1661 RMS(XI,53ゝ7レsセ′1662 Blaeu(H5-6):rンrs"″ノ1985 Waugh(p
416)
Waugh(1985,pp 416-7)has analysed the speciflc as bcing thc gcnitivc
sg ofthc ON pcrsonal namc p′rldr,f(ci Lind 1905-15,cols 1226‐9)
She analyscd the geneHc as cithcr ON s′rr,n, `shieling,small fanll',or
ON b`お″∂″,m However.shc sccms to havc mixcd up some folllls with
77s′rin thc Pansh of Bowcr(see abOvc)From thc list of fonns displayed
hcrc,therc sccms to be littlc doubtthatthc odgin is ON s´rr,n,`shicling,
a srnall farm'
TORBOL,TORROBLE
I Torbol,S,NH 752 989,Pansh of Rogart,Suthcrland
動οめοJル,rJtοヵ ′ル 1363 RMS(1,132ヽ勤″めοι′,動οめο′J,Li′′
五乃ο″ιο′ι1444 DKS(pp 230 4,no 187);rた1/″bα″1510 RMS(II,3405):
Dめο″js 1563 RSS(V1382)L″j′ λめο,″′たル乃めο1563 RSS(V
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1463)t Litill Torboll, Mekill Torboll 1566 RSS (Y 2718); Torboll Lytill,
Torboll Meikill 1616 Retours (Sut., 3); Torboll 1656 Retours (Sut.r 6);
Torbol 1662 Blaeu (107-8); Little Tbrbo 1755 Roy (36-l); Muckle Torbo
1755 Roy (36- I ).
2. Torroble, S, NC 591 045, Parish of Lairg, Sutherland.
Thoreboll c. 1222 DKS (pp. 14-23, no.9): Thoreboll, Thorebolle 1275
DKS (pp.43-9, no.5);TorobulL 1563 RSS (Y 1463):Torroboll 1564 RSS(Y 1704); Torroboll .1566 RSS (V, 2718); Torryboll 1577 RSS (VII,
1055): Torrebol 1662 Blaeu ( 107-8).
Johnson ( 1934, p. 312) interprets the specific as the ON name of the
heathen god Pdrr, m. This interpretation, however, is hard to ascribe to
these names, as there is no genitive marker to suggest such a derivation. It
is rather more likely that the specific is ON porn, m., 'a thom, a thom-
bush'. ON [n] is often dropped between two consonants (Seip 1955, pp.
l&,278). The generic is ON bdl, n., 'a farm'.
TORROBLE see s.n. TOIIBOL
*ULAPOLL
*Ulapoll, W, NB 330 220, Lochs Parish, lrwis, Ross-shire.
lnch Ullaball 1755 Roy (35-2); Iu:lapal] c. 1930 Duncan.
This place-name forms part of the formally secondary place-name of
bch Ulapoll.Tlrc geneic of Ulapoll is most likely ON pollr, m., 'a pool,
a small rounded bay'. The specific is uncertain, but may be the ON pl. of
ON uilr, m., 'a wolf '.
ULLAPOOL
Ullapool, S, NH 128 941, Parish of Lochbroom, Ross-shire.
Ullebell 1592 RMS (V 2024): Ullabill 1596 RMS (Yl, 465): Ullabill
1662 Blaeu (97 -8); Ullobil 1662 Blaeu (ll7 -8); Ullabill c. 1734 van
Keulen', Ullabill 1755 Roy (33-2): Ulapule 1776 Mackenzie: Ulapule
1794 Huddart; Ullapool 1804 Heather; ULlapool 1886 Admiralty.
The specific has been interpreted as an ON personal name, eithe( Ulli,
m., or 6la7r, m. (cf. Watson 1904, p.254 Johnston 1934, p. 318), but
neither of these suggestions is very good: the former name being almost
unattested (cf. Lind 1905-15, col. 1056), and the latter should have a
genitive -s in order to be considered (cf. Lind 1905-15, cols 810-4).
Another, more likely, possibility could be the genitive pl. of ON ufr, m.,
'a wolf'. The generic appears to be beli, n., 'a farm'.
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UNAP00L
Unapool,S,NC 235 330,Sutherland
υ″″abοι′1662 Blaeu(97-8);υ″αb″1794 Huddart:υ4abjι 1804 Heather
Thc speciflc may bc thc ON pcrsonal name υ″j,m Another possibiliけ
is ON′″′r.adv,`unde■below'1■e assimilation of〔″4 tO[″″l iS Well
attcstcd in No"vay(Scip 1955,pp 172,284)Judging fЮm thc carlicst
source,the latter suggestion seems the most plausiblc The geneHc is ON
b`′,n,`a fanll'
Appendix 2.3.Iceland
BOLASTADIR
B61astabit A,H`Isavcit,BorgarfJar5arsysia
BοJs%″17231K(p148)
The settlementis now a ruin ttc foHll on Arason's inap sccms to sug―
gest a simplex ONうりお″∂″,m Howcvet the prescnt―day follll rather
implics thatthc name is a compound with ON s″∂:r,m l asgcne五c and
probably thc gcnitive pl of ON bιι,n,as the speciflc Thcrcforc,the 1723
follll rnust be considered to bc a misrcprcsentation
BREIDABOL
Brciёab61,Svalbarёsstr9nd,Suёur)ingC力ars′SIa
B″jdαらοοJs″4B″:′αbοο′17321K(p156)
The present fann of B″′δαう
`r is fOund under two fbl11ls in Kno∬
's
map of 1732 1n the index,it is clearly listcd as B´′idabοοrsmグ,whcrc―
as on thc map itsclfit is found as B´i´dabοο′ Since thcrc arc two nalnes
listed in ―s“∂
“
″prcviously in thc indcx, we arc probably looking at a
misrcprcsentation of thc nalnc Howcvcr.an oHgin in ON b6′s餃∂r and a
subsequent reduction of thc geneHc clcmcnt para■l to that of H9め′bιJ
and【rty′b`′cannot bc tomlly disprovcd―although this is improbablc
This place name is most likely a compound of ON ι″j∂みa衝,`brOad,
wide',with ON bb′,n,`a fanll'(Cf J6nsson,30α″0仇
`ん
滋″″,p425)
Appcndix 2.4.Faroc lslands
BOLSTADUR
B61stおut R,(29V)PJ 239 751,Hcimaraheivt,N61soy.Streymoyar S′sla
[Bο″Fs″ra″g1795 Boms S¢kort];Bα
“
なた 1895 Gsk(Opmalngsk。■),
Bο″お″ 1895 Gsk(Navneliste);B`ιS″δ1899 Gsk(D10(1:2KXXIKl))
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This is a rather puzzling name. Formally, it looks as if it is a straight-
tbrward simplex ON b6lstadr, m. However, when the extralinguistic
parameters are consulted it becomes clear that the situation is not typical
at all. There is no trace whatsoever of any human activity in the viciniry.
bar a V-shaped dyke/wall. The local interpretation of the name is 'a rest-
ing-place for cafile'- hence the dyke. It seems that this name is a late
coinage of Faroese bdl, n., 'a place to lie down, outfield pen' and Faroese
stadur m.,'a place'.rrl
The earliest forms in /-ou-/ or /-au-/ are orthographic renderings of the
local Faroese diphthongisation of ON [-dj-] to Faroese [-oa-] or [-ca-] (the
latter is the local N6lsoy dialect). If the name had any substantial antiqui-
ty, it would have been fair to have assumed a reduction in quantity of the
stem vowel before a consonant cluster, rather than a diphthongisation as
here. The retained long vowel quantity in this name may be seen as proof
that the local users have identified the first syllable of the name with the
Faroese appellative bdl, n., and have not seen the name as structurally one
unit.
222. That the site situation and the typical interpretation of r{ilsradl did not seem to corre-
spond with each other is evident from a list ofnames with interpretations. This list was
made in connection with the 1895 survey of the Faroes. Both forms Boubratatg and
Bolkla (subsequently erased?) are listed 
- 
the former as a tongue of land and the latter
as a hill-top. The comments on the names are as follows: "Origin? Judging from the
solnd it could be Ml (pronounced boul) and stad, i.e. Bolsted. But the meaning?"
('Opr.'! Elter Lyden kunde det maaske v&re b6l (udt. boul) og stad, alBaa - Bolsted.
Men Meningen?"). A footnote gives one inter?retation of boul. It says: "boul (phonet-
ic), = enclosure where sheep are driven" ("boul, (fonetisk) = Indh. hvor Faar drives
hen").
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Dansk resume
Hovcdfo.11lllet mcd dcnnc bOg har varet at belyse cn rakkc forhold
olllkring det gammelnorske(gnO)stCdnavneelcmcnt b夕s′α∂″,m Dct
geograflske omride som unders¢gelsen dakkc  Over.stiakker sig fra Nor―
gc ovcr SkOtland og F“r¢eme til lsland
Navnc pa―み6な′αぅr lldviklede sig fra at varc cn lokal vestskandinavisk
stcdnavnctypc til at blive det mest udbredtc gno stednavneelement i dc
nordatlantiskc宙kingetidskolonien l dette arbcJdc har hovcdvagten varet
lagt pa dct skotskc og norskc matcrialc,men ogsi cn takkc svcnskc og
flnske navnc pa fornsvcnsk(fSV)bοお″クθr Cr blcvctindsamlet og undcr―
kastet rclcvantc analyser for at opna et sa komplct billcde af stednavncty―
pcn som rnuligt
Den samlcdc mangde stednavne som cr blcvct bchandleti dcttc vark,
omfattcri alt 551 navne sonl alle har varct sati forbindelse med gno b`ι_
s″∂7/fsvみοおり ′r,C‖Cr som,sclvom dc ike tidligcrc har varct bchand
let i den vidcnskabelige litteratur・g vcr ndtりk af at Vare navnc pi―わ6′―
s″∂″ Langt st¢r cdelen af stednavnenc mi antagcs at stammc fra vikin―
gctidcn,Incn cn dcl cr yngrc Hvcrt enkelt stcdnavn er blevet undcrkastct
cn grllndig etymologisk analysc Dcnne analysc cr p五man blevet forcta―
gct pa baggrund af dc indsamlcdc kildefol‖lcr,mens udtalcfollllerne kun
i mindrc grad har dannct grundlag for analysemc For at kunnc afklare om
dcn onomastiskc funktion af b`′s′α∂′ var den sarr me i kolonionrideme
som i opHndclscslandet,er en topograflsk analysc blevet anvendt pl en del
af matc,alct Dcn samlcdc nlangdc onomastiske og ckstra―onomasti kc
info.11lationer giver cn id6 om hvilkc motivcr dcr li til grund for bosat―
tcmcs brug af dcnnc stcdnavnctypc,og om hvilke typcr aflokalitctcr som
kunnc navngivcs mcd ct bbrs″δr_navn
Kapitel l er en kortintroduktion til varkct Hcr udstikkes bogcns dis―
position,og de bagvcdliggende modver og afgransningsproblemer disku
tcrcs En rakke teorctiske og metodiskc problcmstillingcr unders¢ge ,
あrst og frcmmest afgransninger af tenlncmc′″′rl′″ (″α″′)Og′′ ′′―
′α′jソ(貯,′J麟″ν′)OnOmastikkens forskningshisto五e blivcr ogsi ko■d ―
kutcrct,ikke mindst i forhold til opstiningen af dc rclcvantc analytiskc
redskabcr indcn for navncforskningcn,og dcr givcs en ko■rcdc ¢r lsc
for dc ckstra―onomastiskc rcdskaber som er anvcndti afhandlingcn Endc―
lig afsluttes kapitlet med et histonsk grundHds af dcn periode hvorわ
`′
―
s″δ″har veret et aktivt stednavncclement
l kapite1 2 unders¢ges op●ndclscn af gno わ
`お
′αJ″og dettes forekomst
i kildcmc Dct viscs at stednavneclemcntet er en sammensatning af gno
??
b`′,n,og gnO s″δr,in,og at hvert led har en rakke bctydninger knyt―
tet til sig Det betydcr at dcn ophndcligc bctydning af gno み
`′
s″δr cr
vanskelig at fastsla Dog gattcs dcri dcnnc sammcnhang forsigtigt pl en
op●ndelig betydning i retning af `stedet med den bcbocdc og dyrkede
jord,gttd'I modsatШng hcrtn cr den appcllat市iske brug mere‖getil Dct
skyldcs isar dct faktum at de kilder hvoHあろJ6′αδr optra c ,cr nuddel―
alderlige og derfor rct scnc Dertil kommer at appenativctみ
`お
ねδ″optrader
i en tekstlig sammenhang dcr g¢r dct rnuligt at udtalc sig mere pracist om
betydningen Den sadvanligc appc‖tiviskc b tydning af ordet b`′s"δr
er`g罰',men ordet kan dog altemalvt kan bcwdc lord h¢rcndc under en
gid'
I kapitc1 3 bchandles dc 108 norske navnc pl_bιJs′α∂″ Kapitl t indlc―
dcs mcd cn kort gcologisk besknvelse af Norge samt cn ovcrsigt over
stcdnavnetypcns udbrcdclse i landct Dcn st¢r tc konccn ration aF navnc
pa_bιfs″∂″indcs i dct vestlige Notte i″lkCmC HOrdaland,Sogn og
FJordanc samt M¢rc og Romsdal l disse″kCr cr dcr ovcdcvcrct mcre
cnd 55 navnc,dvs over halvdelen af det salmede nOrskcみ0′s″∂r‐navne―
matcrlalc En gcnnemgang af den tidligere norske udforskning af dette
stcdnavncclcmcnt cr ogsi at llnde i dette kapitel Dereftcr f¢lgcr en dis―
kussion af dcn fonctiskc udvikling afみ
`′
s″8r som stcdnavncclcmcnt i
Norge He‖besknvcs dcls hvordanわろIs″δr i stcdnavne lydligt udviklcr
sig forskeligt,alt e■cr om dct optradcr usammcnsat eler som sidstc dcl
af en sammensatning,dcls op●dscs de vigtigste dialektale udviklinger af
stednavncelcmentet For dct norskc matc‖alcs vcdkommende slas dct fast
at dct fonctisk set nart bcslagtcde stcdnavncclcment gno わ′s″∂′kan
forveksles med b`′s″δ″ I vissc tnfaldc cr det cndog umuligt at skelne
mcllcm navnc pa―わ
`Js′
α∂r og―わ′s″∂r Dcrc■cr bchandles hvcrt navn for
sig i alfabetisk rakkcわlgc Hvis dct cnkcltc navn tldligcrc cr blcvct tolket
pa tlfrcdsstillcndc mide,henviscs der til dc rclcvantc varker Navnc hvis
CWmO10gi cr omstHdt eller dunkel,gives de五mod en m re grundig gcn‐
nemgang Kapitlct siuttcr med en gcnerel date五ng af stednavnetypen Da
みちなrab″Ogsa har varct anvendt i vikingetidskolonieme,men pa sar_c
tid hverken synes at varc sammensat med kistent ord―og avnestof cllcr
atindeholde sekundarc――genitivsfolilleL kan det sandsynligg¢res at b`′‐
s″∂r rna have veret ct aktivt stcdnavncelement fra det 8-1l arhundrcdc,
dog isar nok i dct 9-10 肝hundrcdc
l kapitc1 4 besknvcs dct skotskcあ
`rsrα
δ″_matc五alc pa 240 navnc(in―
klusivc dct cnc muligc ckscmpcl fra lslc of Man)Ogsi dette kapitcl ind‐
ledes med en gcograflsk og gcologisk bcskHvclse af dc omradcr hvor stcd‐
navneclementct forckonlmcr Dcrpa fOlgCr cn bcsknvclsc af selvc ud―
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bredelsen af navnc pa ―b`ぉ′αδ″ Den st¢rste koncentratlon flndes pl
Orkncy,mcn ogsi pa Shetland,i Caithncss og pa Hcb五deme flndes dcr ct
betydeligt antal af navne pa―み
`な
rab′ Der g¢res desudcn opnlarksom pa
at stednavne pl―bοJr〃ogフ。Jl′
'gcnCrclt ikkc anscs for at varc oprlndc―lige stednavncdannelser pa―みち′s″∂″ D mest besknvcs kO t den tidlige―
rc fOrskning pl omidet EftcrsOm gno わ6′s″δr i skotsk navneforskning
cr ct oftc anvendt element til bclysning aF dcn nordiske bosattclsc i Skot―
land,cr kun de vigtigste bidrag mcdtagct lnkludcrct er ogsi ct aFsnit dcr
omhandlcr de forskelligc fonctiskc udviklingcr af stednavncclcmcntct
som pa baggrtlnd af den komplcksc lingvistiske situatiOn i Skotland har
rcsultcrct i meget vanerende modcrnc sknvefollllcr i forskelligc omridcr.
fcks 3ο
“
s",BOS″,bisィιり,イタパ″r,_bοsr,bο′Is samt b′s Som fordct
norskc stednavnematc‖alcs vcdkommcndc galdcr det for dct skotskc
stednavnestof at dct fonctisk set nart beslagtcdc stednavncclement,gno
b′s"δ″,mcgct vcl kan fowcksies medわ
`′
s"δ″En rakk  faktorer(iSar
af ckstralingvistisk art)betyder dog at denne foⅣckslingsmulighed rcclt
syncs at varc minimal l det efterfolgcndc afsnit tolkcs hvert af dc skot―
skc navnc i alfabetisk rakkef¢lge Prlncippet er dct sanlme som anf¢
“
i
kapitc1 4 Eftcrsom en stor del af dette navnematcHalc ikke tidligcrc cr
blcvct udgivct,er der i forhold tn dct forcgacndc kapitel lagt vagt pa at
mcdtagc si mange klldcfollilCr SOm muligt for hvcrt enkclt navn Tli sidst
afrundcs kapitlet mcd cn sarnlet daterlng af det skotskc bb/s"δr―m cria―
lc Vcd hJalp af divcrsc ling宙stiske og ekstraling宙s iske kntchcr anslis
det hvomir stcdnavncclcmentet var aktivt i forskcnige dclc af Skotland
Pa shetland,Orkncy og Heb五dcmc maskc fra slutningen af dct 9 計hu d‐
rede og i Caithness og Suthcrland fra dct 10 arhundrcde Hvomar stcd_
navncclcmcntct oph¢r  mcd at vare aktivt,er mindre sikkcrt, mcn det
anslas at skc oll‐ng midtcn af det 13 う
『
hundrcdc Undcr alle omstan―
dighcdcr synes b`お′αJ″kun at havc varct anvcndti en rcnt nordisk sam‐
mcnhang,hvoⅣcd b`Jsた∂″'s aktivitctspcrlodc ma antagcs at varc oph¢n
samtidig med at skandinavisk fontangcs af dct galiskc sprog l olrlrader
som har varet ubcrort af galisk―sp ogct indflydelsc kan navnc pa_み
`′
_
s″Jr i teo‖en havc varet givct scncre end det i3 をhundrcdc,omend det
navnetypologisk sct ikke anscs for sandsynligt
l kapite1 5 gcnnemgis dc islandske og faroskc navnc som (muligvis)
indcholder elcmcntet b`r6′α∂″ Kapitlet indlcdcs incd cn kOrt introduktion
hvor omradcts geogran,dcn fyslskc disttbujon af bろな
"∂
r amt den dd‐
ligerc forskning pl orrradet kort prasenteres Dcrcfter nalger sclvc tOlk―
ningcn af hvert cnkclt af de 20 isiandske navne,c■erfulgt af dc to mulige
far¢skc cksemplcr Dct viscr sig at det isiandskc matcHale nastcn ude―
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lukkcndc bcstをaf usal―ensatte navnc(4)samt navnc aftypcn 3■θj∂α―
bι/s″δ″(14)Dc medtagncねoske avnc anscs for at varc h術St usitte
eksempler pl―み6′s"δ″ Og siuttelig gives der et bud pl en date‖ng af
stcdnavnc pa―b`′s″∂r i lsland Lingvistisk sct cr dct mcgct svert at date―
rc stcdnaVnc pl―みちFs′α∂r i lsland Datc●ngen af dette mateHale er derfor
isar baseret pa ct kildemessigt og histo●sk grllndlag,og dcn syncs at pege
pa cn pcrlodc fra begyndclscn aF dct 10 缶hundrede til slutningen af dct
ll irhundredc som dettidsrum hvor st¢rstedclcn afbcbyggelscmc med et
navn pi―わ
`′
s″∂″ma vere blevet anlagt og antagclig ogsa navngiVet Pi
grllnd af det ringc antal af rnulige far¢skc stcd avnc pa―わめ/s″∂″og den
usikkerhcd som dc cr omgFrdet med,er der ikkc blcvct fors¢g pl at date―
re navnematcdalct hci
Kapitc:6 bcr¢rcr det topogra■lske studium af bcbyggclscr mcd navne
pa_bιぉ′αδ″ Dcn analytiske model der anvcndcs hcr.cr stnlkturcrct cfter
cn model anvendt af histoHkeren David Olson som inddeler bebyggclscri
pHmarc,sekundere og pcrifare cnhcder PIncippeme bag denne modcl
diskutcrcs i bcgyndelscn af kapitlct(〕ptimalt set burde anc bebyggClscr
pl―bろ′s″う″undcrs¢ges ud fra dcnnc modcl―forudsat at dcrcs beliggen―
hed var kcndt Dcsvarre har stcdnavncclcmcntcts vidtSprcdtc udbredelsc
umuligttort dcttc l stedet er to omttdcr mcd ct bcgransct,mcn rcprasen―
tat市t,antalわ
`′
s″∂,stednavnc blcvct udvalgt Dc to norskcサlker sοg″
οg F/ο〃α″′samt Mφ″ οg Rο721s′α er blcvct udpcgct til at rcprascntere
dcn oprindclige bos●ttCISCSsituation,mens S力′´Jα71dsφ′rll′er valgt til illu―
stration af boscttclsessituationcn i Nordatlanten Hvelt omride indcholder
omtrcnt dct sammc antal b`′s″うr stcdnavne(47 mod 40)Derudovcr cr
dcr 8 unge analogiske stednavnc pa_bjs″r pi Shetland Denne grtlppc af
stcdnavnc cr blevet undcrs¢gt separat(sC Appcndix l)fOr at a■larc om
disse topograrlsk set skillcr sig ud fra de opHndcligc b6′s′αδr‐stcdnavnc
Dcn topograflskc unders¢gclsc viscr atあろな′α∂′―navncnc i Norge savcl
som pi Shetland blcv givet til sckundarc bosattelser der var opstiet som
f¢lgc af cn opsplittelsc aF en st¢rre bosattclscscnhed i mindre po“ioner
Det ¢konomiskc grllndlag for bebyggclscmc scr ud t‖ hovedsag lig at
have varet landbrug,is“r y kning afjordcn Dcr cr visse val■ationer i
typcn af sekundar bebyggclsc mcncm de studcrcdc omridcr.men matc五―
alct j‖adcr ingcn konklusioncr af hvoⅣidt van tioncmc aRpeller cn lcel
bctydningsudvikling cller snarcrc forskelle i dc topograflskc forhold De
8 analogiskc stednavnc pa―b′sr′r viscr sig udclukkcndc at vare pcHfare
bosatteiser
l kapitc1 7 cr dcr givct cn samlet syntaktisk―semantisk analyse af dct
vcsinordiskc stednavncmateHalc indeholdendc b6′s″うri Norgc og Skot―
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land Hvor den“ldre stednavneforskning for dct mcste har stillct sig til―
freds med en leksikalsk analysc af et stcdnavn―dvs n as laggclsc af
hvnket Ordstof der indgir i navnet og i hvilkcn bctydning―har dcnne bog
anlagt en syntaktisk―semantisk analyse som kan aFsI¢rc hvilke rnotivcr der
ligger bag navngivningcn De forlcd der cr frernledt pi baggrund af den
etymologiske foltolkning af hvert enkclt stednavn i kapite1 3-5,cr s¢gt
analyscrct ud fra cn syntaktisk―s mantis  synsvinkel i dctc kapitel Dcn
tilgrtlndliggcnde syntaktisk―scmantiske analysemodel,som cr udfoHllct af
den flnskc stednavncforsker Kurt Zilliacus, besk●vcs og diskutcrcs i
begyndclscn af kapitlct Analyscmodenen cr konstnlerct mcd dct follll剖at
analyscrc bctydningcn af et stcdnavn ud fra navngivcrcns synsvinkcl
Hvorわ6′s″δr―i kraft af at varc hovcdlcddct―almindcligvis bcvarer sin
nollllale klassiflcerendc bctydning,vil ethvcrt ord det sammcnsattes mcd
i et stcdnavn kunnc sige noget om dcn lokalitct som stednavnct refercrcr
til Vcd at unders¢gc Fo ledsinventaret i stednavnc pう―み
`′
s″∂′ kan man
sige nogct om navngivningsmotiveme bag brtlgcn af dette stednavneelc―
ment Dcn navnescmantiske analysemodcl har dcl‖lcd til folllla at under―
s¢ge dcn samlede konnotativc bctydning af et stcdnavn Denne bctydning
kanafkodcsdelspabaggrundafcngrundigetymologisktolkningafhvelt
cnkelt stednavn(SOm fOrctageti underkapitleme 3 3,43,52og53),dels
vcd en evalucring af dct samlcdc dcsk●ptivc indhold af hclc stednavnet
Dcn navnesemantiske klassiflkationsmodcl dcr cr anvendt i dcnne bog,cr
bascrct pa Zlliacus'op●ndcligc analyscmodcl, mcn tilpasset“dre nav―
nesto■ Modcnen inddcler navnestoffct i tre hovcdkatcgoricr: Rclation
(Rclationship),Kvalitct(Quality)og Anvcndelse(USagc),og i de tO f¢r―
stc kategoher cr igen inddclt i en rakkc undcrkatcgohen Af de 108 nor―
skc navne pa_ゎ6′s″∂r indgar dc 91 i dcn navnesemantiskc analysc
Et problcm mcd dct norskc matcriale er cn ovelfrekvcns af stcdnavnc af
typcn*Hcιgαみろ′s″δだog*ル′′々′αb`′srα∂r Dctfors¢ge  aldaret hvad den―
ne ovcrfrckvcns kan skyldes Dct havdes at ovcrfrckvensen til dcls ma
skyldcs forckomsten af m¢nstemavngivning(imitalvc naming),mCn da
dcr fra et topograflsk synspunkt ikke kan spores■ogct dcnotationsskiftc i
typen*″′なαあわた″∂″og*″′々滋み′s″8,i forhold til de¢v‖gc navne,
antagcs dct at dc overfrekvcntc navne cr dannet pa faktuel basis Dcnne
antagelse flndcr st¢tte i det faktum at rn¢nstcmavngivning i mindrc rnale―
stok ogsa kan spOrcs i dct skotskc og islandskc b`お′α∂r matcriale,mcni
andrc typer sammcnsatninger
Navncscmantisk sct bcskHver over halvdelen(58%)af dCt norske sted―
navncstof pa―み
`′
s″δ″en kvalitet ved dcn lokalitet navnet henviscr til,
hvoHmod kun knap en tredJcdcl(29%)af matc●alct b skHvcr lokalitctcns
?
?
relation i forhold til nogct ckstcrnt Kun i 13%af navncstoffet henvises
der til lokalitctcns anvcndclsc Den hae grad af kvalitctsangivelse samt
anvcndelsesangivelsen i det norske stcdnavncstOf rni for en stor dcis vcd―
kommendc tilskHvcs dcn kraftigc m¢nstemavng vning Sammc m¢stcト
navngivning er ikke til stede i det skotskc matc五al (201 af 240 navne)
hvor st¢rstedclen(59%)af dCt analyserede navnestof i stcdet beskl■ver
dcn navnebarende lokalitcts rclation i forhold til■ogct ckstemt Resten af
materialet(40%)beSkriver en kvalitct vcd lokaliteten Sclvc lokalitctcns
anvendclsc kan muligvis havc varct relevant at bcskrivc i 6tt‖fald ,dvs
i undcr 19ろaf navncstoffct l dct skotske mate五alc cr dcr ydermere flere
lokalt atranSCdC tcgn pa bcgyndcnde m¢stemavngivning St¢rst udbre―
dclse har stcdnavnc af typcn*`rt/″わ
`/s″
∂r og*B″JδαわOIsrr7∂″ Sidst―
navntc m¢nstcrnavnctypc har ogsa i det islandskc matcHale meget stor
udbrcdclsc Her udg¢r dct nasten 90%af a■c sammensatningcr Afdcnnc
gnlnd cr dcr ikkc forctagct cn syntaktisk―scmantisk analyse aF dct island―
ske matcnalc,ligesom det far¢ske atcHalc,pga det hngc antal af mu―
ligc cksempler,heller ikke er undcrkastct denne analysc
Kapite1 8 olnhandler det tilsvarcndc ¢stskand na iskc stednavneele―
mcnt fsv あοrszψ
`r l mOdsatning til det vestskandina宙skcわめ′s″∂″
's
vidc udbredelse over hcle Norgc samt det nordatlantiskc omride flndes
navne pa―みοJstф′r/―bοお″グnasten udelukkendc i ct smalt balte dak―
kende et omridc fra Malarcn i svc‖ge til de sydligstc og vestligstc dclc af
Finland Pi cn rakkc omridcr adskiller de¢stskandinav sk  stcdnavnc pl
bοなψ ′r/boJs″グ ig fra gno b6′s′α∂″,mcn dc cr medtagct br at opni ct
si afmndet billede af stednavneclcmcntct sonl muligt Som わめ′s"δ″er
fsv bοJs′切♭`r en sammensctning af fsv ιοι,n,og Rv s′″′r,m,oghvei lcd har cn rakkc bctydninger knyttet til sig Dct betyder at den
op●ndelige betydning af bοιsiα,`r Cr vanskclig at fastsla pracist Dog
gattes dcr i dcnnc sammcnhang forsigtigt pl en oprlndclig bctydning i
rctning af`stcdct mcd cn gttd og dens Ottbngliggcndcjord' I modsat
ning dl dctte cr dcn appc‖aivkkc bnlg i kildeme mcrc hgcdlÅrsagcn cr
isar det faktum at de klldcr hvo●bο′sra/2`r Optradcr,cr middelalderligc
og derfor rct sene Deltil kommer atみοιs ψ々ιr SOm appel iv optrader i
cn tckstlig sammcnhang dcr g¢r dct rnuligt at udtale sig mere pracist om
bctydningcn Dcn hyppigst forckommcndc bctydning er`gird',altemativt
JOrd h¢rende undcr cn g嗣'Gcncrclt har¢stsk ndinavisk bοおり `r/bο
ι
s″d appenativisk sct varct aktivt megct langere end vestskandinavisk
ゎ
`rsrα
∂″ Hclt op i det 19 arhundrede kan man flndc ckscmplcr pi sv
―bο′“クグanvcndt i tekstucl sammenhang lkke mindrc cnd 41 konstruk‐
tioncr indcholdcndc bοJstф′r er at inde i divcrsc svcnSkC middclaldcr‐
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lige kildesamlingcr.mcn dct havdcs at mange aF disse ikkc cr at betragte
som gcnuinc stcdnavnekonstruktioner Noglc cr i stcdet enten klldeepek―
segetiskc fo111lCr(9)CllCr appc■ativiske konstruktioner(10)aF den ene
eller anden slags Delllled indsnavres antallet af genuinc svcnske ckscmp―
lcr pi stednavne indeholdende bοお
`ゅ
′″ti1 22 navne,som er belagt i
middclaldcrcn(3 usammcnsattc og 19 sammensatte navnc),langt de■e
ste af dc sammcnsattc stCdnaVnc, ca 80%, betegner dcn navncbarcndc
lokalitets relation i forhold til nogct ckstcmt BοJ6化ψιr dCnOt rcri SvcH‐
gc hyppigst bebyggelser・men det indcs ogsi anvcndt om jordarcalcn
Ligcsom dct var tilfaldct med gnoわ
`/s″
∂r r stcdnavne pa bοおり ′r/
―bοJstdmcrc tal五gei kolonielsammenhang Hvor dcri Svenge kan pavi_
ses 22 stednavne pa fsv ιoFsrapι″,er tallct for Finlands vedkommendc
49 navne l modsatning til SveHgc, hvor stednavncwpcn n0111lalt har
bebyggelsesdenotauon,har Over halvdclcn af de flnskc navnc arcaldcno‐
tation Af de 22 navne med bebyggclscsdcnotation cr dc 17 sammcnsattc
navnc Afdem besknver kun 2 navnc(12%)den 10kalitctcns rclation i for
hold til nogct ckstcmt Resten af de sammcnsattc navnc(88%)bcsk●VCr
en kvalitct vcd dcn navncbarcnde lokalitct l forhold til det tilsvarcndc
svenskc matcrialc virker de rlnske navne pa―らοJsゅ′r/bοf6″グmcd
bcbyggclscsdenotation generelt en smule yngrc,mcn cr som helhed aldrc
i forhold ti de inske eksempler der dcnotcrcrjordarcalcr Afgruppcn mcd
arcaldenotation er der 27 hvoraf 13 er usammcnsattc og 14 er sammcnsat‐
te AF de sammensatte navne beskrlvcr 10 af navncnc(70%)den navnc―
barende lokalitet i forhold til en antagct kvalitet vcd dcnne:resten beteg―
ncr lokaltctcns rcladon(30%)i fOrhOld ui nogct ckstemt
Eftcrsom ιοJsのιr/bοお″グhar haft cn cndog mcgct lang anvendelses―
pcriodc,cr det teoretisk muligt at bοおψ ιr/bοお″′som s cdnavnccle―
ment ogsa har varet aktivt over cn lang pe‖odc 1/cd hJalp afdivcrsc datc
dngsfaktorer・lingvistiske sivel som ikke―lingvist s c,er det dog rnuligt at
indsnavrc brugen af bοrsψ′r sOm stednavncclcment i Svcngc dl cn
pe●ode der strakker sig fra f¢r knstendommcns indfprelsc(dVS宙kingc―
tiden)til mulig宙s sa sentsom det 14 arhundrcdc I Finland har bο′s′″ι″
med bebyggelsesdcnotatum sandsynligvis kun varet aktivt i pe五odcn fra
ca 121Xl‐4(Ю:anvcndt om jordarcalcr syncs navnctypen at havc varct
aktiv i mcgct lang tid,i hvert fald sa sent som i dct 18 缶hundrcdc
Kapitc1 9 opsummcrcr afhandlingens delkonklusioner og knyttcr rcsul‐
tateme fra dc forskclligc kapitler sammcn Sp¢rgsmalet om hovcdbetyd―
ningen af stednavncelcmcntct bろJs″∂rs¢gcs bcsvaret Hvor dcn typiskc
ordbogsdeflnition er `g嗣', viscr dcn topograrlskc undcrs¢clsc at den
onomasiske funktion har varct mcrc spccianscrct Den"siSkC bCliggen‐
hcd af bebyggclscr mcd navnc pう―わ
`′
s′α∂″tydcr pi at stednavneelemen―
tet har denoteret en `sckundar bosattelse opstaet som f¢lgc aF opsplit―
ningcn aF cn st¢rrc cnhcd' Dennc onomastiskc funktion ser ud til at have
varet dcn samme bide l op●ndelseslandet Norgc og i Nordatlantcn
Forlcdsinvcntarct i de nordatlantiskcわ6′s“δ″―stcdnav c ynes snarere at
have udviklet sig eftcr norsk modcl cnd at vare opstiet og udviklet uai
hangigt hcraf Dog er en vis andring i forledsinventaret synlig,isar som
f¢lgc af flcmmcd indflydelse Hovedtyper af analogi skitscrcs Og sattcs i
relation tilわめ′s確∂″matcl■alct Dct viscs at stcdnavncclcmentet er tilbttc
ligt til at udviklc vissc rn¢nstrc om imitcrcs i andrc navne Endelig hav―
des det at distHbutioncn af bろ′s″め″navne atranSer et kcmcomridc af
hovcdsagclig norron bosatning og kultur i modsatning t‖andrc omradcr
der traditionelt set anses for at have haFt norron bosattclsc og dOminans
Det mi dog pointeres at der kan vare specielle topograflskc og onomas―
tiske gnlnde til at noglc omradcr savner dette stednavneelemcnt
Det beslagtede¢stskandina宙ske bοJsκψ r´ anses almindclig宙s for at
have haft den samme anvcndclsc som gno みち′s″δ″,dog mcd dc  bcmar―
kclsesvardige forskcl at dct ogsi anvendes i p五Inare marknavnc som
generelt anses for at varc yngrc end bebyggclscsnavncnc Dist‖butioncn
af bο′sra/2′´navne er begransettil Uppland i Svcngc Og den nal:1lest til―
st¢dendc dcl aF Finland
lnkluderet i varket er der sluttelig to appendikscr hvo● ikkc―gcnuinc
stednavne pi gno ―ι
`′
sttδ″cr placeret Appendiks l bcsth af 22 ungc
stednavnc med efterleddct―blsr`θ71 fra Shetland,Orkncy og Caithncss,
ordnct alfabctisk Disse anscs ikke for at vare genuine stcdnavnc pl―わ
`′
―
sr/2δr,mcn derimod analogisk dannede navne der ined en svcnsk tci‖l kan
bctcgnes som α″a′οgJsル″れκ″ク″″ι:″″,4gar I Appcndiks 2 gcncmgas
og tolkcs―cftcr op‖ndelsesland og alfabetisk―cn rakkc stcdnavnc som
cntcn har varct ansct for at indeholdc stednavncclcmcntctみ0′s′αδ′‐,cllcr
som i dcrcs modcmc follll barer prag af at kunnc indcholdc gno わι′―
s″δ″ Allc fors¢gc  de tolket pl en mere tilfredsstillende madc
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jbr =′οだoわοg,ycars:1584,1590,1600-l Unpublishcd manusc●pts in Dct dan―
skc Rigsarklv,Copcnhagcn
JObllStDn=Johnson,Wnham,P″
“
ぽ 所 θお ″ ′′ グ ル "'SR`″
ε″ J%″″ rc力″ ‐
m″
'S″
″θy,(1821),SRO
KrapperupmrHvet=κrappθ″′sarた′ソ´′,An archive of unpublishcd Parchmcnt
lctters
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Kristni (LdnHauksb) = 'Kristni saga', in J6nsson E. & J6nsson, F. (eds),
Hauksb6k. Udgiven efter de Arnamagneanske hdnd.skrifter no. 371, 544, og
67 5, 4" samt forskellige papirs hinlskrifter, (Copenhagen, I 892-96).
KSB = Xirk Session of Bressay, unpublished manuscript in SA (Ch. 2/1108/l).
Laxd = KAlund, Kl (ed,.), Ltttlela saga, (Copenhagen, t889-91).
Ldn (t dnHauksb) = J6nsson E. & J6nsson, F. (eds), Hauksbdk. Udgiven efter de
Amamagneanske hindskrifier no. 371, 544, og 675, 4" samt forskellige papirs-
hdnds kriJte r, (Cop€nhagen, 1892-96).
Ldn (I-<lnMb) 
= 
J6nsson, Finnur (ed.),Iandruimabdk ( l-3) : Hauksbdk, Sturlubdk,
Melabrik m.m., (Copenhagen, 1900), pp. 233-60.
Ldn (l-dnSk) = Benediktson, Jakob (ed.), Skardsdrbdk : landruimobdk Bjiims
Jdnssonar d Skerdsri, (Reykjavft, 1958).
Linde = Linde, GunraL Studier iiver de svenska sta-namnen, (Uppsala, 1951).
Macfarlane = Macfarlane, W., Geographical Collections Relating to Scotland,
(Edinburgh, 1908).
Mackenzie = Mackenzie, Murdoch, Orcade; Hebu.dem ,.., published by the Ad-
miralty, (1776), SRO.
Marwick = Marwick, Hugh, Orkney Farm-Names, (Kirkwall, 1952).
Mathewson 
= Mathewson, A. D., A Map of the Tunship of Set er, unpublished pri-
vately owned map, dated 1831.
McDonald = McDonald, Rev. Allan, "A List of Non-Caelic Place-Names in the
Island of Mingulay, Near Barra-Head", as appendix of 'The Norsemen in Uist
folklore', Saga 8ool<, vol. iii, (London, 1902-04\, pp. 432-33.
McDougall = McDougall, Stephen, Map of the lsland of lslay, Surveyed 1749-51 ,(l7sl), sRo.
LSA = Kanor och handlingd i Lantmatedstyrelsens arkiv. Helsingfors.
NG = Rygh, Oluf (ed.), Norske gaardnavne, (Kdstiania/Oslo, 1897-1936), 19
vols.
NG indl. = Rygh, Oluf, Norske gaardnavne. Forord og indledning, (Kdstiania,
1898).
NO = Hausen, C. (ed.), Nylands ortnamn, deras former ochfiirekomst till dr 1600
utgivna af Svenska litteratursiillskapet i Finland, (1920-24),3 vols. H = "Hau-
sens samling"; PgI = Pergamentssamlingen i Finlands statsarkiv; 2919-34E4 =
Nylands riikenskapssarrling fiir iren 1539-1599.
NRJ = Huitfeldt-Kaas,H.l., Norske Regnskaber og lordeb@gerfra det l6de Aar-
hundrede ( l5 l4-21 ), (Kristiania, 1887- l90l ).
OAU = Samlingar i O(namnsarkivet i Uppsala.
OEJ = Brinchmann, C. & Agerholt, l. (eds), Olav Engelbrektsspns jordebog: re-
gister paa St. Olavs jorder forfattel under erkebiskop Olav Engelbrektssgn:
Anhang: Erkebiskop Gautes jordebgger, (Oslo, 1926).
OC = Hamre, Anne-Marit (ed.), Trond.hjems refonnqts 1589; Oslo Domkapiftels
jordebok 1595, (Oslo, Norsk Historisk Kje ldeskift-Institutt, 1983).
Oftedal = Oftedal, Magne, 'The Village Names of lrwis in the Outer Hebrides',
in Norsk tidsskift for sprogvidenskap, uol. rvii, (Oslo, 1954), pp. 363-409.
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OLM = Johnston, Alfred W. & Johnston, Amy (eds), Old-lnre Miscellany of
Orkney, Shetland, Caithness and Sutherland, (Lor:.doll., 1907-46), l0 vots. [Vol.
I carries the title: Orkney and Shetland Miscellonyf-
OB = Oigines Parochiales Scoliae, published by the Bannatyne Club, (Edin-
burgh, 1855),2 parts, 3 vols.
OR= Orkney Rentals in the period 1500- 1739 and 1794, unpublished manuscripls in
the Orkney County Library, Kirkwall. (source-forms as found in Marwick, 1952).
Orkn = Nordal, Sigurdr (ed.), Orkneyingo saga, (Reykjavik, l9l3-6).
OrkTes = Barclay, Robert S. (ed.) Orkzey Testaments and Inventories 1573-1615,
Scottish Record Society, New Series 6, (Edinburgh, 1977).
OS1 = Ordnance Survey maps of Shetland and Orkney, One Inch to the Mile, first
edition, (Ordnance Survey, 1876-8).
Preston = Preston, Thomas, A New Hydrographical Survey ofthe Islands of Shet-
1azd, (1781), SRO.
RA = Riksarkivet, Stockholm.
RAp = psry3m.r1r6rev i RA. Unpublished parchment letters in the RA.
rd.-:b 
= 
Reduk ionsjordebok,Kanmararkivet. Stockholm. Unpublished manuscript.
Regpds = ReBister of Deeds, unpublished manuscript in SA (SC. l2l53ll).
RegTes = Reeister of Testaments in Shetland 1611-1650, published by SRO,
(Edinburgh, 1904), SA/SRO.
Rental of Irwis =.fu/icial Rental of Lewis, 1718, unpublished manuscript in the
University of Glasgow Archives.
REO = Clouston, J. Storer (ed.), Records of the Earldom of Orknm, 1299-1614,
(Edinburgh, l9l4).
Rep. = Erslev, K., Christensen, W & Hude, A. (eds), Repertorium diplomaticum
regni Danici medievalis ; Fortegnelse over Danmarks Breve fra Middelalderen
med Udtog afde hidtil utrykte, seies I (Copenhagen, 1894-1912),4vols; series
2, (Copenhagen, 1928-39), 9 vols.
Retours = /nqaisitionum ad Capellam Domini Regis Retomatarum quse in pub-
licis archivis Scotiae adhuc sewantur Abbrevioto. Printed by comnnnd of his
majesty King Ceorge III, (l8ll-6), 3 vols.
Rhez. Monum. Upl. = Stenbock, C. M. & Lundberg, O. (eds), RheTelius, J. H-,
Monumenta Uplandica. Reseanteckningar frdn dren 1635, 1636, 1638, (Upp-
sala, l9l5-7).
RMS = Thomson, J. M., et al. (eds), Register of the Great Seal: Registrum Magni
Sigilli Regnum Scororurz, (Edinburgh, 1882-1914).
Roy = pqr, The Military Suney of Scotland 1747-55, (1755).
ROZ = Rentals of Zetland, 1716, (1716), unpublished manuscript in the National
Archives of Scotland (RH.9/15/l 76).
RSS = Livingstone, M., et al. (eds), Register of the Privy Seal: Re9istrum Secreti
Sigilli Regnum Scotorum, (Edinburgh, 1908-) vol. l-.
Rode Bog = Huitfeldt, H. I. (ed.), Br'rkop Eysteins lordebog (den rhde Bog): For-
tegnelse over det geistlige Gods i Oslo Bispedgmme omking Aar 1400, (Kn-
stiania, 1879).
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SA=Shctland Archivcs,44 KIng Harald Stcct,Lcnvick ZE1 0EQ,Shetland,GB
SD=LiucgrCn,JOh Cust,αα′(CdS),Sソ
`as
r々Dレわ
“
″″″″,(StoCkh01m,1829-
1974), 10v01S
SDns=Sil～erstolpe,Carl(cd),S″
"Sた
′
“
′tom″″
“
メ燿″οc力″′′arノィοブ,
(StOCkh01m,1875-1904),4 vols
SheDoc=Ballantync,J H &Smith,B (CdS),S/1´rfaれ′Dοc“″ι
“
お, ′58θ―r61′,
(Lcnvick,1994)
SheDoc2=Ballantync,JH&Smith,B(edS),9りα″″′Dοεン″θ″お.″951,79
(Lcnvick,1999)
Sinclair(Freswick)=Unpublishcd estate papers,in SRO(Cata10guc no GD136)
(aS Cited inヽVaugh, 1985)
Sinclair(Mey)=Unpublishcd cstatc papcrs,in SRO(Cata10guc no GD96)(as
citcd in Waugh,1985)
SLS=Samlingar i Svcnska littcratursalskapcts Foはultursarklv Hclsingfors
SMR=Tunstψm,Svcn(cd),S“″ド麟 ″edet″′srag′s ″´:FゎrrFca171g。ル′″
″/A“″′´ ″″″Sソ´″むιSたお′ο″αノイ
'`‐
′
`イ
′,(StOCkllolm,1937)
SRO=Scottish Rccord Ofrlcc,HM ccncral Rcgister Housc,Edinbur_gh EHl
3YY Scotland,GB
SRP=Kullbcrg,NA,Sッ′″sたαR′おακカル
`′
s′′智α″ ″´おわ′均r′35′_ノイθθ,(StOCk―
holm, 1866-72),3 vols
SRPapp =Sッ
`′
stt R;熔ακ″′ν′rs′α′′θrsJ″′′れgιrノ35ノーノイθりきヽ ″′A7″′
`′
η′d
α″gルα″′′の「あ
“
′ルタ々 4(″′″′′″
“
″″メだれSソ`パたα RJttar″ν′′′プリ,(StOCk―holm,1887)
St=Srψs"g″´r Fο″
“
″
`お
′Oν′″
`凛` “
′s Cο泳 ′Osわοg″α″αr SrJ7``
ο′
“
gαりた″S″rJlο′ ″´″Pοソ〆″
“
′ 7drS Fο″″s●I",″g,スα´●1′′,″′57ス
Unprlntcd manusc●Pt in Riksark市ct,Oslo
Stahl=Stahl,Ankc‐Bcatc,P′αε′‐Ⅳα″ω ゲ Bαrra 171′″ιO“セ″〃′brides,(unpub
lished Ph D thesis,Univcrsity of Edinburgh,1999)
Stewart=Stewalt,John,S力θ″α″′Pttε′,Vα
“
′s,(IκnViCk,1987)
Stu=Kttund,0(cd),S″rJ“″ga sagα均7′″″` ″b″″″κ%嘲αめα4″4り″ψ`rRαりαttαめ激,(RcyttaVk,1906‐11),2 vdsSutheriand(Forse)=Unpublished estate papcrs,in SRO(Cata10gue no GD139)
(aSin Waugh,1985)
Svartboken=Hauscn,R(cd),R′gi"″7PI Ec セs′″スbο′
"sお
θルrÅ♭ο′ο771りr‐
たas Sソαrrbο々″σど″′″g′″Sたο々′ο,′ぉCοde■4わο´ηsな′′りεた“な中
e″q′F12-
′α″冶 s″ぉα凛′ν(1890)
Thomson=ThomsOn,Jolln,ス′″sぽScοrra“4(1832)
Tingb =Jocnsen,Einar(Cd),■
"g♭`た
,′′6′5-5イ,(T6rshavn,1953)
Traill = David Traill's Acct books Unpublishcd transchpt in the Orkncy
Archivcs
UDb=もぃ ′atts麟′ο″わゎcル4 utg av kungI Humanistiska vctcnskapssamfundct
i Uppsala,(Uppsala&l eipzig,1925‐56),9 volS
Uppl=うぃ ″"お滋71alルgar,Kammararklvct,Stockllolm Unpublishcd manu―
script
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Uthell Book = Uthell Book, 160,1, unpublished manuscript, Orkney County
Library, Kirkwall.
UUbPer = Pergamentsbrev i Uppsala universitetsbibliotek. Unpublished parch-
ment letters io the Uppsala universitetsbibliotek.
van Keulen = van Keulen, Gerard, Me*e paskaan ean de West Kusl van Schot'
land ..., (c. 1734), SRO.
Vatn = J6nsson, Finnur (ed.), Vatnsdelasago, (Copenhagen, 1934).
Waugh = Waugh, Doreen J.. The place-names of sir Parishes in Caithness,
Scorland, (unpublished Ph.D.-thesis, University of Edinburgh, 1985).
AO = Hurr"n, G. (ed.), Alands onnamn, deras former och ftrekomst till dr 1600
utgivno of Svenska litteratursiillskapet i Finland, (Helsingfors, 1927). A = Ar-
vidssons handlingar. Del I-X; H = "Hausens samling"; Pgt = Pergamentssam-
lingen i Finlands statsarkiv; 259E-2a18 = Alands riikenskapssamling fitr aren
1537-1599.
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Other Abbreviations
acc.
adj
adv.
approx.
Arg
c.
cf.
Ch./Chs
col./cols
cp.
dat.
decl.
ed./eds
e.g.
etc.
t.
Fi.
Fer
gen.
ibid.
Icel.
i.e.
Inv.
m.
n,
no./nos
nom.
Norw.
o&s
ON
op. cit.
Ork.
OSw
p./pp.
pl.
sb.
Scot.
Shetl.
sn.
s.n.
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accusative
adjective
adverb
approximately
Argyll
circa
confer
chapter(s)
colum(s)
comPare
dative
declension
edito(s)
exempli gratia, for example
et cetera
feminine
Finland, Finlandish
Faroese
genitive
ibidem
Iceland, Icelandic
id est, that is
Invemess-shire
masculine
neuter
number(s)
nominatiYe
Norway, Norwegian
Orkney and Shettand
OId Norse
opere citato, in the work already quoted
Orkney, Orcadian
Old Swedish
page(s)
plate
subject
Scotland, Scottish
singular
Shetland. Shetlandic
sogn, sokn, parish
sub nomine
Sut. = SutherlandSw = Sweden, Swedish
vol./vols = volume(s)1' 
= a constucted form
t = no longer in existence
< = develoPed from
> = developed to
I I = slashes are used to enclosed orthographic symbols
t I = l. letlers within square brackets have been supplied
where they hav€ been omitted by the Scrib€ in error
or wom away from the manuscriPt.
2. In quotations, square brackets with three punctua-
tion marks are used to signal that text has been
omitted owing to irrelevance
3. place-name forms within square brackets are
name-forms which only indirectly refer to the place-
name under investigation.
4. square brackets are also used to enclose phonetic
symbols.
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Index of place-names
A
'′bοls4 Scot 99
Иbos,Scot 99
Иc力α″bs″r.see Lybstcr
Иι″¨ bパ″″十,SCOt 288
′c・7ル9"″r.See■Keepstcr
И″″お″ろsec wbStCr
Иε力scrαιsrar,scc Scabster
′c力″′αb″st scc ⅢUnablLSt
Иi睦rbな′ο″†,SCOt 99
И力Иstc,Scot 99
′bbοな″′|,SW 262
′ルbοs`,Scot 100
/あο4SCOt 299
И″αわοι Scot 300
′″″αbοs′,Scot 100
′
“
ψοみSCOt 31111
/sαι〃s,Scot 101
/ss4ρο′,Scot 301
B
βα″αbοな
`認
,Sw 257
Bα″″οムScot 301
B″bた,Scot 301
B`″MeabOs′, cc ttMeabost
Bσばα,Sw 260
3′ssθιοs滋,N 50
B力のαρο″,Scot 302
*`″rα″″αb″き,Scot  101
3むら
`9rsα
ηdbぉ″r.sccネSandbistcr
B,′おa、Scot 101
B力7bお″r,Scot 102
θ:κacρο4 ScOt 302
θお″,Scot 302
3おセ″†,SCOt 288
身σ
“
bο/1S″4 Fi 265
B77/″みお″″,Scot 288
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Bb′αsrad7″,Icc 315
3ο7/s`″,Fi 263
3ο″s,ad,N 297
βο776,αd,Sw 260
Bοおα,Scot 96
撤 qッ,Scot 96
Bοな″,Sw 260
Bοお″,Fi,scc Batsta
Bοな″,Fi,scc TorrbolstaホBοな″″,Sw 260
BOなι″,N 48-9
β
`お
″δ″r,Fan 315
3 お″b“7.Ice 170
βοな″″ο′″,sec Kodbolsta
′ο/s″,several,Fi 265
Bοな″″,S、● 260
,οお″″JHOpbοrs″′,Fi 265
θο´ οbο7,Scot 302
Bοrs″,Fi 265
Bοs″,Scot 97
Bのに N 297
Bοs′at scc Mychlebostadt l
βοお4 SCOt 97
*Bο〃s`,Sco1 97
Bο″s′Hill,scc'Boust
θο7rs″,Scot 98
θο〕,sた″α―C力ο″,ScOt 302
B″αιsたろCanisbay ScOt 103
■Brabs``″,Bowct Scot 103
B r7ιsただorra″,seeホBrabster
Brr7b″s`′ |,Scot  103
BracbfrsたらSCOt 103
Bravrls`,Man 105
θ″″θらο/s″′†,N 50
Bttabοs′,Scot 103
3″bお″r,ScOt 103
3拓θb″s/σ″,Scot  103
B ο´dらοおι″ ,Fi 264
B″′bお′θr,Scot 103‐4
B″ι′δαbb′,Icc 315
B″めαb`おra∂た Icc 170
B″′δαbび′sra∂″2.sevcral,Ice 170-2
B″′αわお′′″,Scot 105
3,?″αbお
`er,Scot 105BЮνbsrer,ScOt lo5
Br磁″わοな′α,Fi 264
Br薇″わο/s′α4Fi 264
■3″s力″,Scot 303
B″s′,Scot 303
B″s″,Scot 98
B″s″ゎ
“
″,Scot 98
βノ/bS/er scot 101
3′お″/Bοた″,Fi 265
C
CadbοムScot 303
Ca′bοs′,Scot  106
Cα"sぼ,Scot 106Carbοs`,Scot  106-7
Cα″αι〃s,Scot  106‐7
キChalisιω′,Scot  107
*C″ο″″ぉ,ScOt 107*α″
'″
′〃
'4 SCOt 304ααd″♭c″ス■″々′bοst see+KirkibOst
Cl中bοs′|,SCOt 108
C′οcaF Bみ″α′″αb″Is,scC*Bhranna
buis
c。′/rabνs,Scot  107
Cοルbο4 Scot 304
Co′bοs′,Scot  108
Cοng=ibお′,Scot 289
Cοr″αみ″s,Scot  108
6οκscρο′,Scot 304
Cο″みお″r,Scot 108-9
Cο7/77ab″s,Scot  107
04αg。わ″s,Scot  109
CPal,ρο′,Scot 304
CЮsbお″″,Scot 109
CЮss″οt Scot 304
CЮss″ο″,Scot 304
CЮssbなFer,Scot 109‐10
040ssbOsちScOt  109-10
CЮwbお
`,Scot 289C″/bο,Scot 305
Cン″″ω′,SCOt 305
D
D″″C″οll_郎,seeネchOllapus
D″:ι′θ,Scot 305
E
E●s/bοお′,scc*Aboist
Eα/rab“s,scot l10
。Eα′あら″s,Scot l10
Fas″bis`,Scot 289
巳ヽ
`bお
″r,Scot lH
Easrerbおs、Scot lll
Ebοs′,Scot l13
Ekbοbοな腋d,Sw 258
El″oわ々 ,Scot 305
EI:ibお″r,scot l13
E″bο,Scot 306
E″bοなfad,Fi 264
εο″αbfrs,Scot l13
EOrrab″s,Scot l14
ε″bο4 SCOt 306
Es″b″s′σr,scot 289
Elarabおtcl卜α妙,SCOt 290
EoTobなたろScot l14
Eソ″′ι〃s′,Scot  l14
F
Fα″bοs″′†,N 51
Flo認ab,sicr,Scot l15
Frabおα、scot l16
Fο″″οbοs′,N 51
Fοンιお″″,Scot l16
F“9らοs′,Scot  l16
FЮsbοあ/sにS‐258
Frabbas″,Sw 262
G
Gα′,ab′θ,ScOt 306
6α″bο/ss,Scot l16
Carrabοs′,Scot  l16‐7
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Gα″α Eα″αb″s,see*Eallablls
*Gσabぉ′,scot 290
Cめοs″4N 52
ca Ⅳoぉ″ ′,seCホNoustapal
C“″bοs`認,N 52
G7abο,″,Scot 306
Gガ
“
bお′,Scot H7
Grimbおrar,Scot l18
Gri"Zαらな
`er,Scot 291Cripasp“′,Scot 307
Cr16カ″ο′,SCOt 307
GЮbおたr.Scot H8
GЮbοFs,Scot H8
Crrlb〃s′,Scot l18
Grrlbぉ″″†,SCOt H8
G“″ο′あ 十,SCOt H9
67″みの′,N 53
G″i“わθs′,Scot  l19
G″//●みοな″4 SI・・ 257
H
Zαらοsr,Scot 120
Ho″c′οο′,Scot 307
f′
“
″″,Scot  120
Hcttbα4 Scot 307
He」ibお′οr,Scot 120
*He′″,bοs′,Scot 121
πσめσね4N 53
Hθ7gabοs″4N 534
πσ7rabosra″|,N 53‐4
Hc7rablrs`,N 53`
Hθ″sbおrar,Scot 121
Heribοs`,Scot  122
Herib″s″,Scot 122
瀾ν′″οムSCOt 307
Hindθbο″お十,SCOt 122
Hοbbθお″4N 55
Hοbbお″″,Scot 123
Hoル容″,S、v 261
Httω″4N 55
Hοttαbοs′,Scot  124
πο″sabお″r,Scot 124
+月bwbパ′″十,SCOt 123
Hοwbtrs′″ra″4 scC*HOWbustir
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Ⅲ鷹″お″,Sw 260
″″′ηs″r,Scot  125
■鷹″′αわοs′,Scot 126
″″sαι
“
′,S●e,SCOt 124‐5
″″sαらοs′†,SCOt  124‐5
Hα解うの″4N 53`
π″/yabοな″,S‐262‐3
HOgbοな″,Fi 264
H¢ぉαわοお
`配
,Sw 257
置Q′δ″bb′ciσrδ″bろう,Ice  173
I
′″brrs′θ″†,SCOt 126
ネIngabお=cr,Scot 126
/4gj″srar,sc01 126
/sbおた″,several,Scot lH-2
/sbおセ″,Evie&Rendan,scot 127
K
κα″bおrar,scot 291
K¢bis′ο″,Scot  127
*KeFps′0″,Scot 128
κθttbおた/.Scot 128
κψο779,Scot i28
`″
:“sたらScot 129
`レ
″οb″″,SCot 301
Kinαbο″s†,SCOt  129
ス『 ″′αb″s,Scot  129
κrrbおちScot 129
ス『
rbお′十,Sanday Scot 129-30
κ′めお″″,Scot 129‐30
κ′″b″s″r,Scot  129‐30
Ki″んαιlsaらScot  129‐31
ス■‐ οt SCOt 308
スlrttbο″,Scot 308
Kirた,ιos′,sCVCral,Scot  132
ホん″わb`s′,North Uist,Scot 132
KI蔵′bοs′お′α″4 see*Kirkibost
K′
`グ
α,Far 173
`″
″あλ ICC 173
馬おoな″慮οな″力ο′″,Fi 265
κ″77bοな″′†,Fi 267
*プ0″r,SW 259
Ka 7b。なι認,Fi 265
L
ιαbοs`,Scot 133
ιθα′αιた,Scot 308
ιθοdθbθs′,Scol 133
ι6s`И″らοムSCOt 308
ι′″rbοs′,Scot  133
ιθwsbα″bsたr,Scot 134
ι″″α″α/77ιοs`,scc ttHCillibost
ι′bお″″†,ScOt 134
摯ι,θbοs′,Scot 134
ι′7rbο/7st“,Fi 266
ι,7/bοなめ,Fi 265,266
ι,7/bοな″4 Fi 265
Z::!bοFs″,Fi 266
ι,7rborsten,Fi 266
ι′7rab。/s`認,N 56
ι,7/abω″4N 56
ι′おらοお
“
2′十,SW 261
Z′″たBοrrs″,Scot 98
Loanscodbest,see+Sco面bcst
ιο`&bお`,Scot 135ιοc力C″″′たψ″4 sce ttChuilapul■
ιοル グ B″Sみ″,sce●Bushta
ιοε″υ7`pο″,scc*Ulapon
ιδ″〃″″αbοs′,see ttHunabost
ι
“
″bお
`ar,Scot 309ι
“
●αbお″r,Scot 291
ι″″αb″s,Scot 135
“
SにSC0 134
拿0に,S‐260
0マQιぉ,Scot 135
ιむ bοお`認
,Fi 267
M
a″a α々bぉ′,scot 292
ЛZαrbお″″,Scot 292
拿MeObοs′,Scot 136
Лイθα″C″α′おらοst see Chalisbost
ハイθbοs′,N 57
ルイgbr¨a4 N 65
ルイθ′bοs′Bο/νο,Scot  136
ルイθ′bοs′,Scot  136
Mθルぉ″4N 66
Mcobた,Scot 310
И bοs`,Scot 136
Miabぉter,scot 136
И ′bοsraZ†,N 66
M=k=ebω●4N 57
Mirbお7er,Scot 137
Mぶbお叡、Scot 137
′りδrboFrs″4 Fi 264
ルイレb〃s″″,Scot 137
M″rras`,Scot 310
妙 おrer,SCOt i37
妙 Cみた赫 ″″†″οSね4N 57
め た:αbοお″arr†,N 57
い たl●bお′,N57
い たlebοS′,Hvltstad sn"N58
め たleあS′†,Da宙k sn,N58
めた:ιあSた4N58‐9
ゅ klc漱ちN 59‐62
駒織eblrs″4N 62
け らのに N67
′И″
`´
/bοs″′†,N 63
N
Nα′o ″ヽ,Sw 262
Nθ″″s″,Sw 261
Nθ′″αbなo,Weisdale,Scot 138
ド轟 obなた″†,Yell,Scot 292
Necbおrer,Scot 137
Nerab″s,Scot  138
Nerbοお″ S‐258
′Vasbおα、Scot 139
ドlpSたらSCOt 137-8
Nisαbοs′,Scot 139
′Vο″ιおrar,ScOt 139
ソVοめ
“
わοなに Dallmarks sn,S‐258
′Vο/bοわοls"4 SI Inians sn,s_258
Ⅳο/bοおに Sw 261
Nοrbのに N67
NοZ♭¨ ″4N 68
Ⅳ。7abぉ″4N 68
Nο″″αblsたちScOt 293
′Vοr/bοお″,Fi 267
拿Ⅳο″s′″αらSCOt 310
'つ
うο″S″4 Fi 264
ゆbS●ヽSCOt 137‐8
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0
0`ε
“
″s′´ ″,SCOt 140
0な″,Sw 258,262
0′z′θb″s′,Scot 140
0rbお′θ″,Scot 141
0rbοs′,Scot  141
0″bω″4N 68
orrabお″/.scot 141
の cabお′,Scot  l14
0ο″わな′,Scot  l14
0ο″わ″/srar,Scot 293
P
Pc′b′′,Scot 301
Pcrsab〃s,Scot  142
P7oε″4ροοt SCOt 310
Pο,″′9rGθ7alb16r,scc■Gcldiblst
P/abοs′,Scot  1034
P″οs″,Fi 263
Q
2″oソingabぉ′″,sCC ⅢIngabister
R
RegebοムScot 310
Rο″″ibおter,Scot 142
Rω″ 々,SCOt 311
RなblSたr.scot 293
Rおαb″s,Scot i43
Rοbο77s,Scot 143
Rοs″r.Scot 143
R″bb‐
`認
,N 69
R″″sたr,Scot 143
″ ISSab″″,Scot 3H
S
Sab′s′ο″,Scot 144
*Smd♭おた/,Scot 293
Scarab〃s,Scot 144
Sc・οb″″,Scot 311
Sc″αbs′ο″,SCOt  144-5
Sめ″ι′οbοs′,see*Liebost
摯Sc¢″′″gι,S、● 260
Sοj7abοs′,Scot  145
Sa77rbおた″,Scot 145
S71α
=ッ
bοs`,Scot  146
ShθbsrFr,Scot  146
SIb″お″″,Scot 147
S′みs′σ″,Scot  148
S,″bお″r,Scot 148
,″″αbis′,Scot 294
Stのヮιοお″,Fi 266
Sたθαわοs′,Scot  149
sたcagめな′,scot 149
Skoルお
`,Scot 150Sたc/bおrer,Scot 150
S睦/bο,Scot 311
Sた,bο,Scot 312
級″g′bお`,SCot 150Styθめぃに N69
Sたleη″bおセ″十,SCOt 151
*SAarribas′,Scot  151
S商〃rdRけりα″ω:,lCe 172
,あ″rFS″1暉imfめ,,ICe 172
St●■c′ο″|,Scot 151
Sre″わおたちScot 151
Ste“sたちScot 151-2
,οbおたr.scOt 312
絣οrbο′な″′,Fi 266
S/o″わοお″,Fi 265
,ο″bοな″′,Fi 266
S″0″bοお滋 ,F1 264
StЮゃs″r.Scot 153
S″′″s′bοs′,Scot  153
S"′ab″sちN 70
&′ψノ,SW 260
S″′酔αιおたr,Scot 294
S“″″ο′,SCOt 312
Sソ′″gbοお″,S,261
い a″bおたらScot 153
5クα′′bοs′,Scot 154
い oハ″αbοな溜 ,Sw 257
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Sd″々わοお″′|,S‐261
Sッれbお″″,Scot 148
sabbο′s″,Fi 266
T
あ りο′Ho″sι,SCOt 313
'■々οヵ″″″′|″,Sw 260
Zあ″″s′ar,Scot 154
Zみ″sセr,Scot 313
,″″θ″s″,S1 262
■s″r.Scot 155
ηrtr7b“sra7+,ScOt 155
7♭rbοムScot 313
ЪrPabοな†,SCOt 155
br7abパ,Kilmeny.Scot 155
7♭rrab“s†,Kildalton,scot  155
■rrbοお″/Bοな′α,Fi 266
■rrbοな″4 Fi 264
7brrab′ο,Scot 3134
77abおrar,Scot 141
7rab“″4N70
ル●dbο77sf認,Fi 264
7レ″αbο/slcd十,SW 256,261
LsAcrbisrar,scOt  156
■″
“
bο/s″4 Fi 265
磁rrbο/s″4 Fi 266
U
'07″ο′みScot 314
υ7わαs″4 SW 262
Ulbsfer,scot 157
UlI"oοt Scot 314
tr7/bο/s″,Sw 262
Ul=ebぉ′,N 70
*3、αb″s`,Scot 158
じ″qροο′,Scot 315
υレbω″4N 71
0trabお′θr,Scot 141
V
/a″ ,S‐260
たわbo●4N 71
%bι″s●4N 298
ンυ′み7/s′,N  72
々′じ
“=o磁
r.Far 174
レap.`″,N 72
をsrb¢s●4N 72
ンls″αbοお
"′
十,Lassa sn,sw 261
W
″a′♭ぉたらscvCral,Scot 158
″a′bたた″†,unSt,Scot 158
随 rbお″r.Kirkwall,Scot 159
随 rbなrer†,Hoy Scot 159
拿″a″みぉ″″,swona,Scot 159
″arbぉ″″Hil■,sccネWarbistcr
″asbぉィ|,scOt 160
″おbおrer,Scot 160
″おうおrar,Scot 161
″asみ″s″″,scot 160
″υsあおrar†,SCOt 294
″lsたちScot 160
″lsrar十,Wick,Scot 160
%stabお″/.Scot 161
″IS伊めοな″′†,S‐261
″,dみbοあお″4S‐258
%cs"bοrs″′†,Nas sn,Sw 261
0
多s″αbο7s″′†,S‐261
のο″らの″′†,N 73
oMθみ体4N 73
Å
プr“s″4N 74
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Navnestudier
The following volumes in the seies Navnestudier have been published
in languages other than Danish:
Nr. 7. Gillian Fellows-Jensen: Scandinavian Personal Names in Lincolnshine
and Yorkshire. 1958. Kr. 80,00.
Nr. ll. Gillian Fellows-Jensen: Scandinavian Settlement Names in Yorkshirt.
1972. kr. 80,00.
Nr. 16. Gillian Fellows-Jensen: Scandinavian Settlement Names in tle East
Midlands. 1978. Kr. I10,00.
Nr. 25. Gillian Fellows-Jensen: Scandinavian Settlement Names in the North-
West. 1985. Kr. 250.00.
Nr 37. Ulf Timmermann: Der nordfriesische Rufnamenschatz, Teil I. Die ger-
manischen Namen diinisch-nordischer Herkunfi. 1997. Kr. 295,00.
All prices incl. 257o YAff.
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